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1

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Introduction
The More Wall Street 
Changes, the More It 
Stays the Same       

    If the thought of the government spending trillions of dollars on Wall 
Street ’ s screwups pisses you off, you ’ re not crazy. Can ’ t you think of 

a zillion better uses for the ridiculous sums of money that have been 
dumped into the laps of fi nancial fi rms, whose execs made more in a 
minute than you do in a year, to support the system that they trashed? 
You ’ re not alone. You are living in the most costly and reckless period 
of American history. You have every right to understand how the quasi -
 legal extortion happened and who was behind it. But it doesn ’ t stop 
there: you also deserve to know how to ensure this kind of pillaging 
stops and never happens again. You can and must demand a com-
plete overhaul of the banking industry ’ s status quo. Our country wasn ’ t 
founded so that we, the people, could indefi nitely support them, 
the banks. 

 Welcome to what I call the Second Great Bank Depression. Why that 
name? Because this period of economic chaos, loss, and global fi nan-
cial destruction was manufactured by the men who shaped the banking 
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I T  TAKES A P ILLAGE2

sector. They had help, of course. But this debacle is as man - made and 
avoidable as the Great Depression was. If anyone in the Oval Offi ce, 
in Congress, at the Federal Reserve, in the Treasury Department, or in 
the offi ces of any regulatory agency had done any serious preventa-
tive work, had exposed the murky Wall Street practices before they 
blew up in our collective faces, had contained reckless trading and 
borrowing activities, or had rendered fi nancial fi rms smaller and more 
transparent — if any of these people had  cared  — the crash could have 
been avoided, or at least would have been less severe. Millions of jobs 
and trillions of dollars would have been spared. Billions of dollars of 
bonuses wouldn ’ t have rewarded the mostly legal but ridiculously risky 
practices that had such devastating effects. 

 The deluge of money pouring from all orifi ces of Washington into 
the banks gives tacit approval to the backward culture of banking — a 
world based on crazy compensation, counterproductive competition, 
and loosely regulated practices and laws. Yet it was all pushed by a 
select group of Wall Street power players, who move back and forth 
with all too much ease between our nation ’ s capital and the gilded 
realm of fi nance. 

 If it seems as if the culture of Goldman Sachs pervades the halls 
of Washington, that ’ s because the people of Goldman Sachs pervade 
the halls of Washington. That ’ s why, despite all the talk in Washington 
about reforming the system, the same execs who orchestrated its fail-
ures were the ones hobnobbing with the political leaders of both the 
Bush and the Obama administrations. In fact, Obama is even closer 
to the fi nancial execs than Bush was. In early spring of 2009, Obama 
called a meeting with Wall Street ’ s heads to ask them to accept respon-
sibility for causing the crisis  and  to commit to helping mitigate it.  1   As if 
that admission would change the rules of their game. 

 That ’ s why we still have a bizarre and misplaced faith that huge cor-
porations — which are designed for the sole purpose of making profi ts —
 are somehow able to act ethically and restrain themselves. That ’ s why 
the Federal Reserve continues to operate in cloak - and - dagger mode, 
after it covertly and easily orchestrated the largest transfer of wealth 
from the American people to the banking system in the nation ’ s his-
tory. That ’ s why, as Henry M. Paulson left his treasury secretary post on 
January 20, 2009, he concluded that most of his  “ major decisions were 
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3THE MORE WALL STREET CHANGES

right ”  — despite all of the losses that the banks had racked up and all of 
the lives that were hurt as a result.  2   

 Unfortunately, no one prevented our collective disaster, even though 
many people, from economist Dean Baker to Senator Byron Dorgan 
to yours truly, called it correctly. Worse, despite a spew of indignation 
for the media ’ s cameras, Washington has collectively and in a biparti-
san manner demonstrated the most knee - jerk and expensive approach 
to groping toward fi nancial stability in human history. 

 President Obama ’ s treasury secretary, Timothy F. Geithner, built on 
Paulson ’ s bailout notions when he had every opportunity to behave dif-
ferently. The plan that Geithner fi rst announced in a February 10, 2009, 
speech and unveiled in more detail six weeks later, on March 23, 
2009, underscored the mentality of Washington ’ s disconnect from the 
public and attachment to Big Finance.  3   The strategy he came up with 
to  “ fi x ”  the fi nancial system was to ask its most reckless and opaque 
companies — the ones that shirked the most taxes and took the most 
selfi sh and irresponsible risks — to buy up Wall Street ’ s junkiest assets 
in order to rid the system of its own clutter. 

 The worst part? The government would front them most of the 
money to do it. 

 Even without examining the plan ’ s details (short version: if the assets 
gain value, these companies win. If they lose value, the public covers 
the loss), there ’ s a greater insanity to this strategy. The fi rms that the 
government is asking to buy assets for the  “ common good ”  are dedi-
cated to keeping transparency and regulations at a minimum in order 
to stack the deck in their favor to buy assets for the  “ common good. ”  
Yes, the Treasury Department wants the shadiest operators to some-
how make the system cleaner. 

 A friend of mine, who is a former partner at Goldman Sachs, once 
commented that fi nance is one of the few disciplines  “ based on the cre-
ation of absolutely nothing. ”  And that ’ s very true.  Finance is based on 
the principle of continuously pushing nothing for something through-
out the system as long as someone else is around to pay for it . Passing 
the buck comes in the form of extreme profi ts and bonuses during 
economic upswings, and it has continued afterward with the unprece-
dented bailouts that began in 2008. I know from experience that most 
of the people on Wall Street view making money as a game, one 
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that is less (if you can imagine) about colossal paychecks and more 
about winning — status, position, and power. No one is ever  “ happy ”  
about his or her bonus. If you admit you ’ re happy, senior management 
assumes it overpaid you. The rules that govern this competition have 
much more to do with internal politics than with anything related to 
the outside world. Pushing highly profi table transactions is merely a 
means toward an end. So what if, in practice, churning trillions of dol-
lars of fabricated securities can take down the whole economy? That 
thinking comes into play only if it affects pay. Otherwise, what goes 
on inside a Wall Street investment bank on a day - to - day basis simply 
doesn ’ t take ordinary people into account. 

 But if we don ’ t admit that these pay standards are manifested by 
a system that condones them, even when it pretends to be horrifi ed, 
we will be missing the opportunity to tame and reconstruct the entire 
nature of Big Finance. If we don ’ t restructure Wall Street, there will 
always be lower economic lows for the public and greater fi nancial 
highs for those who pillage from society. 

 The fi rst step in the twelve - step program for addicts is to admit 
 “ that we were powerless over our addiction, that our lives had become 
unmanageable. ”   4   If that doesn ’ t happen, the program says, chances of 
recovery are bleak. 

 But Wall Street is not only addicted to money. Unconscionable 
bonuses and ethics abound because its titans are also addicted to win-
ning. They possess a hyper - competitive instinct that propels them to 
lead their fi rms to become ever bigger — in profi ts, and in sheer size. 
This notion of manifest pecking order on the Street spurs irresponsible 
actions. Big bonuses for certain CEOs mean they ’ re beating out 
the other CEOs. The same goes for big mergers. Nowhere does size 
matter as much as it does on Wall Street. That always has and always 
will be true. That ’ s why external counterbalances are needed. 

 The Second Great Bank Depression took out two of the fi ve major 
investment banks: the 85 - year - old Bear Stearns in March 2008 and 
the 158 - year - old Lehman Brothers six months later.  5   A third, Merrill 
Lynch, survived with  $ 10 billion of government aid (from which it paid 
out  $ 3.6 billion in bonuses) in a shotgun merger with Bank of America.  6   
Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley avoided the same fate with an 
even more cunning move — they each got  $ 10 billion of bailout money 
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5THE MORE WALL STREET CHANGES

and overnight permission from the federal government to become  “ bank 
holding companies, ”  which, as we ’ ll see, is the fi nancial crisis version of 
a get - out - of - fail - free card. Worse, the Second Great Bank Depression 
led to the very expensive and largely nontransparent  $ 13 trillion 
bailout of the fi nancial industry, while leaving the banking and invest-
ment structures intact.  7   

 Wait? More than  $ 13 trillion in the bailout? If you thought this bail-
out was only about a  $ 700 billion thing called the Troubled Asset Relief 
Program, which is what the banks, the Treasury Department, and the 
Federal Reserve want you to believe, you really need this book. 

 Of course, a few people and fi rms have paid the price (aside from 
the American taxpayer). 

 Some companies exist no longer. Lehman Brothers, with a record 
 $ 4 billion in profi ts, and Bear Stearns, with a record  $ 2.1  billion in 
2006, were dead and gone by 2008.  8   And a few scapegoats will head to 
prison, though they did not create the fi nancial system that condones 
risk and excess, they merely took advantage of it. But rolling a few 
heads won ’ t lead to reform. 

 Merely focusing our anger on these minor characters in the multi -
 trillion dollar scheme of things is a defl ection from the deeper and very 
legal bilking that Wall Street and Washington accomplished — which 
involved a great deal more money than Wall Street produced in the 
lead up to the crisis, generated in a fraction of the time. The bloodlust 
reserved for Bernard L.  “ Bernie ”  Madoff and the other new villains 
ultimately only serves to cloak larger systemic crimes: specifi cally, the 
 $ 13 trillion that the federal government doled out from the Federal 
Reserve, the Treasury Department, and the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation (FDIC) to back the biggest players on Wall Street.  9   

 As you watch these events play out in this book and in real life, you 
should keep a couple of points in mind. The fi rst is that this bailout 
was never meant to help consumers. As we ’ ll see, if the government 
wanted to get the money to consumers, it could have given them bail-
out assistance directly, or at least directed it to banks that were eager 
to give out or renegotiate loans. Second, for all of the money that we 
threw at the problem, we still got the worst - case scenario: barely sol-
vent and under - regulated institutions. This, in a more concentrated 
playing fi eld, where bigger fi rms have more control. 
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I T  TAKES A P ILLAGE6

 Finally, there ’ s no way you and I will make it out of this unscathed. 
If any money is made from the bailout, Wall Street will not let it end 
up back in the government till. 

 I ’ m writing about some of these bankers that orchestrated expen-
sive life jackets in a sea of their fi nancial debris, because I used to 
traverse their world. As a managing director at Goldman Sachs, who 
was responsible for, among other things, the group that provided credit 
derivatives analytics, and a senior managing director at Bear, Stearns 
International (R.I.P.) in charge of the group that provided numbers 
behind all sorts of securitized deals, I had an upfront and global seat 
for a lot of the internal politics and power plays that drive the external 
pillaging. 

 The acquisition of power comes through the consolidation of money 
on Wall Street. You need to have a big appetite for power to be truly 
successful there. I think that when you live outside this world, it ’ s hard 
to understand the motivation to act in ways that seem, and often are, so 
disconnected from reality. As much as their actions are about hoarding 
money, their strategy is more about consolidating power and infl uence. 
Money is a marker. Power is a drug of choice.  

  The Causes of the Crisis 

 As we get to know these delightful characters and the institutions 
that they have run into the ground and recapitalized with our money, 
we will also put together the pieces of the pillage, the specifi c acts 
of economic irresponsibility and borderline illegality that got us into 
this mess. 

 We ’ ll look closer at the full story in later chapters, but for now there 
are six primary roots of the crisis, each one related to the other and 
dangerous in its own right:

   risky loans that benefi tted lenders over borrowers  
   layered securities consisting of complex combinations of those 
loans  
   the immense amount of borrowing, or leverage, taken on by the 
fi nancial system using those loans and securities as collateral  

•
•

•
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7THE MORE WALL STREET CHANGES

   the greed for money and positioning that propelled Wall Street 
titans to extract immense bonuses while they bent the ears and 
fi lled the pockets of the politicians who changed the rules to ena-
ble institutions to become too big to fail  
   the repeal of the Glass - Steagall Act of 1933, which had separated 
fi nancial institutions into commercial banks (consumer oriented) 
and investment banks (speculative), plus other acts of deregula-
tion that resulted in an inappropriately structured fi nancial system 
(covering all types of banks, insurance companies, private equity, 
and hedge funds) monitored by lax regulators who sided more 
with Wall Street than Main Street    

 These are, of course, not the only reasons why some of us won ’ t 
be able to retire until sometime in the twenty - second century. The 
fi nancial industry, after all, prides itself on being painfully complex, 
so there are endless strands to this story — and, more often than 
not, they are tangled together in a knotty mess. But we can isolate 
 certain strands that have helped along our unraveling, and particular 
practices and  “ products ”  that have combined to create the perfect 
fi nancial storm. 

 The fi nancial hysteria that surfaced in 2008 started with the fall of 
the housing market and the barrage of foreclosures that followed. But 
before the fall came the rise. Once Alan Greenspan fi nished his 2001 –
 2003 cycle of interest rate cuts from 6.50 to 1.25 percent, money was 
so cheap that Wall Street was naturally inclined to take advantage.  10   

 Homeowners, and their mortgages, provided the means to a profi t-
able end, simply because they were convenient targets. Wall Street 
pushed lenders. Lenders pushed borrowers. That ’ s how it worked. 
Don ’ t let anyone tell you otherwise. If you can borrow at 1 percent 
and loan it out at 6 or 8 or 13 percent, you can make money. Even the 
squirrels in my backyard can make money on that play. 

 To Wall Street, individual loans were like carbs. When you ’ re hun-
gry it doesn ’ t matter whether you eat doughnuts or pizza or fries, you 
fi ll up with what you can easily get at that moment. Loans were easy. If 
Wall Street didn ’ t want them, they would not have been issued in mas-
sive volumes. Their collapse wouldn ’ t have triggered an economic cri-
sis. The demand was from the top down, never from the bottom up. 

•

•
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I T  TAKES A P ILLAGE8

 The more Wall Street could package the loans that Americans took 
out, the more loans could be extended, and the more the Street profi ted 
from reselling the packages to investors. Bernie Madoff might be the 
single individual associated with the most evil scams, but the legal ones 
of the banking sector, abetted by the government, eclipsed his crimes. 

 Lenders started lending  a lot  to anyone because Wall Street wizards 
could spin these loans, good or bad, into new packages, or securities, 
stamped AAA, or  “ best, ”  by rating agencies. The agencies fed these 
securities through mathematical formulas (based on delusion) that 
pronounced them completely safe. The agencies got hefty fees for 
these validations. Wall Street then did two things. First, they borrowed 
heavily against these  “ safe securities, ”  because they could. Then they 
pawned them off to countless investors — from understaffed state pen-
sion funds, to savvy hedge funds, to European insurers — who went on 
and borrowed even more money against them. That insatiable demand 
required further supply, which spurred mortgage brokers to push loans 
to buy homes, which couldn ’ t be built fast enough to satisfy all of the 
borrowers. Not without major real estate developers overborrowing, 
which they did, too, as their stocks quadrupled between 2002 and 
late 2005.  11   

 The result? National average home prices skyrocketed.  12   The reck-
oning that followed began in 2006, when the housing boom slowed.  13   
People were hurting, but Wall Street was rolling in record amounts of 
dough. 

 Meanwhile, the Fed was raising rates to combat infl ation, due in 
large part to rising oil prices.  14   This interest rate policy certainly slowed 
infl ation, but it had unintended consequences that led to the Second 
Great Bank Depression. As rates rose, so did reset values on adjustable 
rate mortgages, meaning that people had to cough up more money for 
their monthly mortgage payments. This led to defaults, foreclosures, 
and opening up the Pandora ’ s box of reckless Wall Street practices that 
trashed the economy. Don ’ t say Alan Greenspan never did anything 
for you. 

 Infl ation also meant that borrowing money was no longer cheap. It 
would be the least of the Fed ’ s concerns two years later. Rates on loans 
for citizens, as well as among Wall Street fi rms, started to rise. The 
credit that had slicked the wheels of the economy ceased to fl ow as 
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9THE MORE WALL STREET CHANGES

freely. There was no slack in the system to make up for the devaluing 
of the assets used as collateral for credit. Eventually, the system came 
to a halt. 

 With credit harder to come by, buying on credit slowed down. As a 
result, according to the S & P/Case - Schiller index, the period between 
fall of 2007 and fall of 2008 registered a 16.5 percent (average) drop in 
prices.  15   

 The stock market, always a good inverse indicator of the real eco-
nomic condition of ordinary people, followed along, with a little lag. At 
fi rst, the market was oblivious to the plateau and the signs of loan and 
credit problems that began to percolate for homeowners. The Dow 
and the S & P 500 reached all - time highs of 14,164.53 and 1,565.15, 
respectively, on October 9, 2007, on news that the Fed would make it 
even cheaper to borrow money and would cut rates.  16   Bonuses for Wall 
Street in 2007 were concurrently very good; it was the second - best 
year ever for the Street, after 2006.  17   

 But as we learned in physics class, what goes up must come down. 
Rates rose from 2.28 to 5.24 percent from the beginning of 2005 to 
the end of 2006.  18   Banks started to feel the pressure from these hikes 
as much as citizens did. Money wasn ’ t as cheap for them to lend any-
more or to borrow in order to leverage assets, so they tried to increase 
their production of asset - backed securities instead. That led to a frenzy 
of packaging deteriorating loans and the highest production of what 
would become known as toxic assets. 

 Just eighteen months later, indices were fl irting with twelve - year 
lows, with the Dow dropping to 6,763.29 by March 3, 2009, a record 
52 percent from its high.  19   

 The economy functions only if people and institutions can borrow 
money; we can borrow only if we can put something up as collateral — a 
tangible asset that acts as a guarantee that the money will be paid back. 
During the housing boom, nearly any type of asset could be used as 
collateral to concoct securities. From 2002 to 2006, subprime and other 
risky home loans were the main form of collateral. The restrictions that 
could have stopped those loans from being used as collateral to cre-
ate so much systemic debt, which later introduced so much systemic 
risk, were ripped apart in 2004 through a dangerous Securities and 
Exchange Commission rules revision. 
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I T  TAKES A P ILLAGE10

 Banks soon found numerous off - book hiding places to take on debt 
without holding extra cash against the debt in case things got bad. 
Entities called structured investment vehicles (SIV), particularly at 
the large supermarket commercial banks such as Citigroup, became 
convenient places to conceal the true health of the bank. SIVs became 
part of the reason Citigroup had more than a trillion dollars of risky 
assets off its book.  20   

 When the assets in SIVs stopped producing income, the SIVs started 
to default and investors pulled out. As Citigroup and others struggled to 
back their SIVs with money from other areas in the bank — Get it? On -
 book money to fund off - book risk? — Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson 
was eager to help. 

 Toward the end of 2007, he wanted to form a  $ 100 billion fund to 
bail out the banks.  21   This ultimately didn ’ t happen, but it gave way to a 
much broader, more costly bank bailout, which included the  $ 700 bil-
lion Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP), as part of the Emergency 
Economic Stabilization Act (EESA) of 2008.  22   SIVs weren ’ t the only 
off - book way of stockpiling risky assets and borrowing money against 
them. There were variations, but the names aren ’ t the point. 

 The FDIC was in the uncomfortable role of having to back com-
mercial bank deposits (our deposits), no matter what dumb and risky 
things banks did with those deposits.  23   The agency always had trans-
parency concerns about asset - backed securities (ABS), a technology 
developed by Wall Street in the 1980s that bundled bunches of loans 
and sold bonds that were constructed using the payments from those 
loans. But the agency caught on way too late that it didn ’ t quite have its 
head around the more complex securities packages.  “ Standardization 
and transactional transparency for more exotic forms of securitiza-
tion, such as structured investment vehicles (SIVs) and collateralized 
debt obligations (CDOs), remains inadequate, ”  the FDIC admitted in 
December 2007.  24    

  The Borrowing Chain 

 Like everything else on Wall Street, the credit crisis is based on rein-
carnating a lucrative fi nancial gimmick from the past, in this case from 
the 1980s junk bond era. It was Michael Milken who constructed 
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the fi rst CDO in 1987 at the now - extinct investment bank Drexel 
Burnham Lambert.  25   This CDO was basically a security made up of a 
bunch of junk bonds. In the late 1990s, the same security was stuffed 
with high - yield (a nice name for junk bonds) and emerging - market 
(Latin American, Pan - Asian, and Eastern European) bonds. In 2003, 
the stuffi ng was subprime loans. 

 After Drexel ’ s bankruptcy and the implosion of the junk bond mar-
ket, the use of CDOs went dormant for nearly a decade. But the stuff-
ing, slicing, and dicing of any security that contained credit risk — the 
possibility that a person or a company might default on payments —
 into another one reemerged as a highly profi table business in the late 
1990s. The stuffi ng was the emerging - market and high - yield bonds. 
The four years from 2002 to 2006 saw a third wave of stuffi ng using 
subprime and otherwise risky mortgages. It was leveraging these sub-
prime - backed CDOs to the hilt that became a catastrophe. 

 In essence, CDOs are fabricated assets,   which means that they 
are concocted from a little bit of reality and a lot of fakery. They are 
bonds whose value is backed by loans and promises rendered by a 
chain of interested parties in fi nance, from rating agencies that rake 
in fees every time a new CDO is created to insurance and reinsur-
ance companies. Although the idea sounds absurd, we must remem-
ber that fi nancial folks are used to dealing with things that often don ’ t 
really exist. So a CDO is just a natural extension of the abstractions 
inherent to fi nance. In the late 1990s, the fabricated assets consisting 
of emerging - market and high - yield bonds paid higher commissions 
than any other product, which made pushing them very desirable. 
My foray into international investment banking began with Bear 
Stearns in 1993 in London. I ran the European analytics group. 
Bear Stearns differentiated itself from its more established com-
petitors by concentrating on the more analytically intense products, 
such as mortgage - backed securities, the very fi rst CDO consisting 
of  emerging - market bonds in 1996, and high - yield bonds (formerly 
known as junk bonds) in 1998. 

 From 1996 on, it was part of my job to introduce these new CDOs 
to European companies. I lived and breathed these bizarre concoc-
tions and other securitized products until I left to return to the United 
States and a job at Goldman Sachs in 2000. 
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 The CDO market, which was largely dormant for almost a decade 
after Drexel ’ s fall, wound up climbing from nearly nothing in 1996 to 
become a  $ 2 trillion global disaster by 2008.  26   Those same types of 
securities were still the talk of the town except with, as I mentioned, 
subprime loans as the stuffi ng. And this time, they would bring outra-
geous profi ts for a few short years and then just as fast would help 
cause the downfall of Bear Stearns, unravel Wall Street, and unleash a 
global recession. But not before a few people made a lot of money. 

 I was one of the lucky ones who had no stock in Bear at the time 
of their demise (I sold it to support my writing habit), except for a 
retirement plan that had shriveled down to  $ 3,000. My other remain-
ing connection was with former colleagues and friends. 

 People began e - mailing me whom I hadn ’ t heard from in a decade, as 
if some close relative had died. A couple of the internal hedge funds at 
Bear Stearns had undergone explosive growth, based on overleveraging 
subprime and other risky securities, which were spun into high - quality 
assets and blessed by the various rating agencies. Once demand dried 
up for these types of securities, their values plummeted. This meant that 
their value as collateral for borrowing also shrunk. Creditors started to 
ask for more collateral to be posted to make up for this difference. At 
the same time, investors were pulling out. The only way to come up with 
extra money to post as collateral was to sell the assets at bargain prices, 
which decreased the value of the funds further. The funds were running 
low on money to pay the borrowing costs, also known as margin calls, 
they had incurred. In the end, the funds ran out of cash completely and 
the largely, federally orchestrated demise of Bear Stearns followed. Bear 
had found itself in a similar situation as the people who couldn ’ t make 
their mortgage payments or get new mortgages to make up for that short-
fall because of the declining value of their soon - to - be foreclosed homes. 

 Besides off - book bank shenanigans and complex securities, forces 
outside the traditional investment bank world have also aided our 
fi nancial crisis. Recently, the number of hedge and private equity 
funds and the pool of money they control in the market have grown 
substantially. These funds were unregulated and enjoyed special tax 
advantages, such as paying the IRS at the capital gains rate of 15 per-
cent, instead of at the normal person or corporate rate of 35 percent of 
the profi ts they made.  27   
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 According to fi nance historian Niall Ferguson,  “ there were just 610 
hedge and equity funds with  $ 39 billion in assets in 1990. By the end of 
2006, there were 9,462 of such funds with  $ 1.5 trillion in assets under 
management. ”   28   That ’ s a lot of money acting with no rules. Plus, those 
hedge funds can borrow, or leverage, substantially against their assets. 
In addition, hedge fund head honchos make 20 percent of all returns 
and charge 20 percent fees simply for the privilege of taking investor 
money. 

 I ’ ve always wanted to know exactly how much leverage is out there, 
but there ’ s no good source. The company Hedge Fund Research is 
considered the authority in the hedge fund fi eld, so I thought it might 
know. But it turns out that this fi rm doesn ’ t. The only leverage infor-
mation it has is culled directly from a particular fund ’ s strategy. Hedge 
Fund Research doesn ’ t have the information to compile an overall lev-
erage fi gure for the industry. 

 In other words, the hedge fund managers don ’ t even let the experts 
know how much they borrow, using whatever assets they have as col-
lateral. It ’ s part of their  “ strategy. ”  If they told, maybe all of their cus-
tomers would know their secret and put their money somewhere else. 
And the government has never requested this information. So, there 
we are, with another pocket of borrowing and no transparency. 

 In 2007, more than  $ 194.5 billion in capital fl owed into the unreg-
ulated hedge fund business, setting a new record and bringing total 
assets under management to  $ 1.87 trillion.  29   The amount of assets 
slowed slightly in 2006 but chugged along again the following year.  30   
The scary part wasn ’ t even the total assets under management, it was 
the secret — and still unknown — leverage behind them.  

  Expensive Failure 

 By summer of 2009, the price tag for the federal government ’ s bailout of 
the banks (including all federal loans, capital injections, and government 
loan guarantees) stood at approximately  $ 13.3 trillion, roughly divid-
ing into  $ 7.6 trillion from the Fed,  $ 2.5 trillion from the Treasury (not 
including additional interest payments),  $ 1.5 trillion from the FDIC 
(including a  $ 1.4 trillion Temporary Liquidity Guarantee  program 
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[TLGP] initiated in October 2008 to help banks continue to provide 
lending to consumers), a  $ 1.4 trillion joint effort and a  $ 300 billion 
housing bill.  31   This number is so huge, it is almost meaningless. But by 
comparison, $13.3 trillion is more money than the combined costs of 
every major U.S. war (including the American Revolution, the War of 
1812, the Civil War, the Spanish-American War, World War I, World 
War II, Korea, Vietnam, Iraq, and Afghanistan), whose total price tag, 
adjusted for infl ation, is  $ 7.2 trillion. Plus, according to Olivier Garret, 
the CEO of Casey Research, who studied this war-versus-bank-bailout 
comparison,  “ World War II was fi nanced by savings, the American peo-
ple ’ s savings, when Americans bought war bonds . . .  . today, families are 
in debt and the government is in debt. ”   32   Lots and lots of debt .  

 Meanwhile,  $ 50 trillion in global wealth was erased between 
September 2007 and March 2009, including  $ 7 trillion in the U.S. 
stock market and  $ 6 trillion in the housing market.  33   In addition, the 
total amount of retirement and household wealth trashed was  $ 7.5 
trillion in pension plans and household portfolios,  $ 2.0 trillion in lost 
income in 401(k)s and individual retirement accounts (IRAs),  $ 1.9 tril-
lion in traditional defi ned - benefi t plans, and  $ 3.6 trillion in nonpen-
sion assets.  34   Job losses, too, have skyrocketed. Between January 2008 
and June 2009, the number of unemployed Americans rose from 7.5 
to 14.7 million. The unemployment rate shot from 4.8 to 9.5 percent.  35   
So, reckless banking practices cost the world  $ 65 trillion in losses, plus 
 $ 13 trillion in various forms of bailout, a total of  $ 78 trillion — and we 
still have no clue what losses continue to fester in the industry. Stress 
tests administered by the government and concocted by the industry 
indicated that ten banks in the United States were short  $ 75 billion in 
capital, which Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner declared  “ reas-
suring. ”  I don ’ t buy that — not the reassuring bit or the fact that with 
another  $ 75 billion in capital, the industry will be stabilized. You won ’ t 
buy it either, after you read this book. 

 Even while banks were getting bailed out, their bad loans increased. 
According to a March 2009 report put out jointly by  MSNBC.com  and 
the Investigative Reporting Workshop at American University, which 
followed 8,198 banks over the two - year period from the beginning of 
2007 through the end of 2008, the total amount of troubled assets 
rose to  $ 235.3 billion by the end of 2008, from  $ 94.62 billion a year 
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earlier, an increase of 149 percent. Nearly 71 percent of the banks had 
a higher troubled - asset ratio at the end of 2008 than they did in 2007. 
Only 1,974 banks, or 24 percent, had fewer troubled assets.  36   During 
the fi rst quarter of 2009, the amount of delinquent or defaulting bank 
loans increased by another 22 percent. Plus six out of ten banks were 
less prepared to sustain further loan losses than they had been during 
the end of 2008. 

 What do all of these disheartening statistics mean? They mean that 
the bailout is not working. They mean that our government is trying 
to sustain fundamentally fl awed institutions, ignoring a system that is 
itself fundamentally fl awed. Though few of us want to admit it, the fail-
ures of the bailout reveal the extent of the problem. We cannot simply 
patch up the banks with some capital and loans and pretend that every-
thing works fi ne. We will get out of this mess only if we recognize the 
incestuous relationship between Wall Street and Washington and see 
how the economic instability that it manifests affects us all. We need 
to understand how the addiction to making money in the short term 
with limited regulation and constraint hinders America ’ s long - term eco-
nomic stability. We need to stop this pillaging. And we need to totally 
reconstruct Big Finance in the process, so that it benefi ts the many, 
instead of the few.            
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Where ’ d the Bailout 
Money Go, Exactly?           

  Behind every great fortune, there is a crime. 
  — Honor é  de Balzac   

 Once President George W. Bush took offi ce on January 20, 2001, 
he appointed a string of his buddies to the treasury secretary posi-

tion.  1   The fi rst was Paul H. O ’ Neill, the former chairman and CEO of 
the aluminum producer Alcoa, who served during the mini - recession 
between 2001 and 2002.  2   Then came John Snow, the former chair-
man and CEO of the transportation company CSX, who served from 
February 2003 to June 2006.  3   These men were rarely seen doing very 
much of anything. 

 Treasury Secretary Paul O ’ Neill basically played the role of the 
administration ’ s optimist during a spate of corporate scandals. On 
February 5, 2002, right smack between the Enron and WorldCom 
scandals, O ’ Neill testifi ed before the Senate Finance Committee on 
how to strengthen the economy. Even as the country was in the midst of 
a recession, he said,  “ I believe we always have untapped potential that 
can be unleashed to spread prosperity throughout the nation. Never 
has that been more true than right now. ”   4    O’Neill was later pushed out 
of his job because he spoke out against Bush’s tax cuts and war policy.
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 John William Snow spent his time extolling free market virtues and 
supporting Bush ’ s tax cuts. He rode into his post on the wave of a 
unanimous Senate confi rmation on February 3, 2003.  5   Back then, the 
economy looked rosy — on its shell. Gross domestic product was bus-
tling again, up 6.1 percent in the last half of 2003, the fastest growth 
rate in two decades. That ’ s what war, rising oil prices, and a burgeoning 
housing - loan bubble will do for you!  6   Snow enthused,  “ This country ’ s 
free market system is strong, and the envy of the world. ”   7   

 But it takes a banker to make a real difference — to really misuse the 
country ’ s money with appropriate fl air and deception. 

 That ’ s what former Goldman Sachs chairman and CEO Henry 
(aka Hank) Paulson did. Though politically on the other side of 
the aisle from the likes of Robert Rubin, he was part of the same 
Goldman fraternity and espoused its free - market, deregulatory, 
competitive - to - the - point - of - destruction philosophy. Which goes to 
show you that money trumps political party affi liation, and Wall 
Street heritage trumps both. 

 At Paulson ’ s confi rmation hearing on June 27, 2006, he addressed 
 “ some of the steps that could be taken to achieve a stronger and more 
competitive U.S. economy. ”  (Note: When Paulson and his ilk use 
the word  competitive , they mean reckless business practices and the 
absence of cumbersome restrictions on their viability. In reality, com-
petition between fi nancial institutions drives them to make profi ts out 
of the most esoteric securities and behaviors, while merging to danger-
ous levels of concentration.) 

 In addition to  “ maintaining and enhancing the fl exibility of our capi-
tal and labor markets, ”  Paulson promised to prevent  “ creeping regula-
tory expansion from driving jobs and capital overseas. ”   8   He was good, 
that Paulson. Regulation equals jobs going overseas. No one wants to 
lose his or her job. Ergo, no one should want regulation. Good thing he 
prevented us from losing our fl exibility, jobs, and capital. 

 His actions helped create the economic crisis that began a couple 
of years later, when deregulated banks leveraged their solid assets, 
such as citizen deposits, into oblivion, all in the name of competition. 
But at least his friends on Wall Street were freed from the shackles of 
regulation.  
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  Paulson Loves Small Government for Big Reasons 

 Hank Paulson was confi rmed for the Treasury post during a three - hour 
Senate hearing love - fest, which followed a unanimous Senate Finance 
Committee voice vote, on June 28, 2006.  9      “ In the world of fi nance and 
international markets there ’ s simply no equal to Hank, ”  cooed Senator 
Charles Schumer (D - NY).  10   

 On July 10, 2006, Paulson was sworn in as treasury secretary.  11   
It wasn ’ t his fi rst time in Washington. Paulson had been there 
before he joined Goldman in 1974.  12   After completing Dartmouth 
College and then Harvard Business School, he went to work in the 
Nixon administration as Staff Assistant to the Assistant Secretary of 
Defense at the Pentagon from 1970 to 1972 and was Staff Assistant 
to John Ehrlichman (the man who masterminded Watergate) from 
1972 to 1973.  13      The Guardian , for one, was impressed by the young 
Paulson ’ s propensity for good timing:  “ Not only was he well con-
nected enough to get the job, but well connected enough to resign 
in the thick of the Watergate scandal without ever getting caught 
up in the fallout. ”   14   Though Paulson ’ s initial run in D.C. was brief, 
it endowed him with a trait that would come in handy later: the 
ability to make a mess (or at least be a part of one), and not be held 
responsible. 

 Walter Minnick, one of Paulson ’ s closest friends, described Paulson 
during those years as  “ a bulldog, very much like a young Dick 
Cheney . . .  . Hank is a salesman ’ s salesman, and this combination of 
being tenacious as well as enthusiastic made him very effective. ”   15   Now 
if a friend of mine compared me with Dick Cheney, I ’ d have to fi nd a 
new friend. But I ’ m guessing Paulson took it as a compliment. 

 Even after decades on Wall Street with Goldman Sachs and a suc-
cessful turn at running the  ü ber - powerful investment bank, Paulson 
had reservations about the Treasury post.  16   He was concerned about 
taking a position that wouldn ’ t have enough of a central policy - making 
role (read: power).  17   

 John Snow, Paulson ’ s predecessor, never had much sway. Mostly, 
he just championed the Bush policies that gave a disproportionate tax 
break to the wealthiest people in the nation and lavished the largest 
corporate tax breaks in two decades.  18   The Senate passed a  $ 70 billion 
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tax - cut package, mostly along party lines, which extended tax breaks 
on capital gains and dividends through 2010, as well as Bush ’ s 2003 
tax cuts.  19   

 Paulson, of course, would have been a private - sector advocate of 
Bush ’ s dividend tax cut in 2003. With it, he saved about  $ 2 million per 
year in taxes on the Goldman stock he owned at the time.  20   But the 
best tax coup came from his new job and left every other Wall Street 
executive ’ s sign - on bonus in the dust. There is a little loophole in the 
tax code that enables government offi cers to defer capital gains taxes 
on assets they had to sell based on divestiture requirements for the 
post, as long as the money received from the sale of those assets was 
put directly into U.S. Treasury securities or a list of acceptable mutual 
funds within sixty days.  21   The intent is to prevent the anointed from 
not taking a public post, for fear of suffering a tax hit. 

 By leaving Goldman for the Treasury position, Paulson saved him-
self about  $ 100 million in immediate tax payments, a handsome chunk 
of change for taking a job that pays only  $ 183,500 per year in salary.  22   
All that he needed to bank the money was a  “ certifi cate of divestiture ”  
from the Offi ce of Government Ethics, which he got just before he sold 
3.23 million shares of Goldman stock on June 29, 2006, worth nearly 
half a billion dollars.  23   The sale remains completely tax - free until the 
day the U.S. securities get resold.  24   

 Paulson was surely unaware of what he signed up for regarding the 
looming economic implosion. In a way, that lack of awareness under-
scored the disconnect between the moneyed - powerful and the rest of 
the world. Any car - assembly workers or schoolteachers or tour guides 
in the country could have told you they were feeling inordinately 
pinched (as I found out while researching my previous book,  Jacked , 
from late 2005 through early 2006) and were maxing out on credit 
cards to pay for essentials like food, medicine, and health care.  25   Or 
perhaps Paulson knew but didn ’ t want to admit it. Maybe he thought 
the signs of strain would simply go away. Which is why, as the economy 
started slipping and banks began to post losses, he insisted that things 
were fi ne. 

 On January 29, 2007, Paulson told a roundtable discussion of big -
 business types what he thought of the U.S. economy:  “ One of the very 
pleasant surprises I had coming to government has been the strong 
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economy we have today. I can ’ t take a lot of credit for it but I ’ m still 
very, very pleased about it. ”   26   

 Seven months and a Fed rate cut later, on August 21, 2007, 27  Paulson 
had a slight change of heart, in an interview with CNBC, noting that 
the economy was  “ stressed ” :     

 We ’ ve been seeing stress and strains in a — strains in a number of 
capital markets but this is against the backdrop of a strong global 
economy, a very healthy U.S. economy, and the reason I start by 
making this point is that markets ultimately follow the economy. 
I ’ ve been through periods of stress, turbulence in the market for 
over the course of my career, various times, and never in any of 
those other periods have we had the advantage of a strong econ-
omy underpinning the markets.  28     

 His choice of words was a little odd, implying that the economy just 
needed a good massage and then everything would be fi ne, but at 
least he was starting to acknowledge that the capital markets weren ’ t 
perfect. 

 But as we all know, the economy  “ underpinning the markets ”  tanked 
about a year after he made that statement. The reasons were numer-
ous, as we’ve discussed, but they were largely because of practices that 
took place before Paulson left Wall Street for Washington. We can ’ t, 
after all, give him all of the credit for our fi nancial ruin; however, he  
did encourage raising leverage limits for investment banks to danger-
ous levels and had a feverish hunger for deregulation at Goldman and 
later at the Treasury Department.  

  Paulson Discovers Big Government for Little Friends 

 As things got worse, Paulson eventually came to terms with the 
idea that protecting the general economy ’ s health was kind of, like, 
his job, and that he should probably do something about it. So, he 
had some fi re - drill meetings to discuss the fall of Bear Stearns and 
how the Federal Reserve would help JPMorgan Chase acquire the 
fallen investment bank in March 2008, a subject we ’ ll return to soon 
enough. But that didn ’ t halt the economic confl agration, and the 
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autumn of 2008 would bring another set of disasters. On the evening 
of Friday, September 12, 2008, Paulson, New York Federal Reserve 
President and CEO Timothy Geithner, and Securities and Exchange 
Commission chairman Chris Cox held an emergency meeting with a 
few of the heavy hitters of the fi nancial world: Morgan Stanley CEO 
John Mack, Merrill Lynch CEO John Thain, JPMorgan Chase CEO 
Jamie Dimon, Goldman Sachs CEO Lloyd Blankfein, and Citigroup 
Inc. CEO Vikram Pandit.  29   They were all scared about the market con-
ditions but even more about their own books. None wanted to be seen 
as weak. None wanted to be the next to fail. Shockingly enough (well, 
no, not really, I ’ m just saying that), no offi cial records of their conversa-
tions have ever been — or probably ever will be — released. 

 Notably absent from the meeting was Lehman Brothers CEO Dick 
Fuld. At that point, there were two potential buyers for Lehman as 
it tottered on the brink of extinction: Bank of America and London -
 based Barclays. Neither stepped up. 

 Two days later Fuld was facing the demise of his fi rm, but his phone 
calls to Paulson, Geithner, and Cox had met a cold reception.  30   As 
treasurer and designer of the federal bailout program, Paulson had 
ascended to become the arbiter of who lived and died on Wall Street. 
Though he had help from Geithner on the Bear Stearns deal and sub-
sequent deals, Paulson wasn ’ t the kind of guy to play second fi ddle. 
There were no buyers for Lehman and no money from the Fed in 
return for Lehman ’ s toxic assets. It was over. Paulson pressed the fi rm 
to bite the bullet late Sunday night, September 14. Early Monday 
morning, Lehman became the biggest corporate bankruptcy in U.S. 
history. The next day, Barclays came back, and for  $ 250 million in 
cash, it bought Lehman ’ s core assets, worth  $ 72 billion, and  $ 68 billion 
worth of liabilities.  31   Barclays didn ’ t even have to pick up Lehman ’ s 
toxic real estate – backed assets.  32   By stepping away from the table just 
days earlier, Barclays ended up with a sweet deal, while the Lehman 
name was no more. 

 It would have been insane for any suitor to buy Lehman outright, 
with its impending mammoth losses. With stunningly convenient tim-
ing, it dawned on Thain that since Lehman was toast, his fi rm would 
be next on the chopping block. Merrill Lynch was in need of a buyer 
ASAP, and Bank of America was over Lehman. So, Thain put in a call 
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to Bank of America CEO Ken Lewis but was unsure about proceeding 
with a Bank of America – Merrill merger. Paulson, on the other hand, 
knew exactly what had to be done, and he spelled it out for Thain. 
Thain had to cut a deal, quickly, or Merrill would take its last breath.  33   

 That wasn ’ t exactly Thain ’ s version. He told the  Financial Times  that 
the Fed and the Treasury  “ were initially focused on Lehman but grew 
concerned about us. They wanted to make sure I was being proactive 
[but] they didn ’ t tell me to call Ken Lewis. ”   34   

 We will probably never know the exact details, although if I had been 
a fl y on the wall, I would have bet that whatever Paulson said was gos-
pel. The Merrill deal, which made Bank of America the country ’ s largest 
player in wealth management, was hammered out in forty - eight hours.  35   
The  $ 50 billion takeover was announced just hours after Lehman ’ s 
bankruptcy, and after that, there was no way out for Ken Lewis, even 
when Merrill ’ s stock kept diving.  36   What do you do when you ’ re up 
against the Fed and a mini - cartel of strong - arming Goldmanites, includ-
ing the treasury secretary, who have you backed up against the wall and 
are using your own addiction to acquisitions against you? You agree to 
acquire an investment bank, even though there ’ s no way you have time 
to analyze it. Not to excuse the recklessness of the decision to take on a 
giant mess of a fi rm, but there ’ s no way around the fact that Lewis was 
outnumbered. He wasn ’ t the only one who sold the future of Bank of 
America down the river; it was all of the power brokers in that room 
who may never be held monetarily accountable for the decision. 

 Six months later, during questioning at the New York City offi ce of 
Attorney General Andrew Cuomo on February 26, 2009, Lewis stated 
the obvious. He had been pressured by the best of the best. The Bank of 
America Board of Directors had strongly considered scrapping the deal 
in mid - December by invoking a material adverse change (MAC) clause, 
due to mounting losses on Merrill ’ s balance sheet, then at  $ 12 billion and 
later reaching  $ 15 billion. Paulson would have none of it. 

As  Lewis recalled, he met in Washington, D.C., that evening with 
Paulson, Ben Bernanke, and a bunch of Treasury Department and Fed 
offi cials.  “ At the end we were basically told to stand down, ”  Lewis said. 
After a follow - up call to Paulson that weekend, which found the treas-
ury secretary riding his bike, Lewis got the sense that if he called for 
the MAC clause, he ’ d be out of a job.  37   
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 But Paulson wasn ’ t all tough guy. He and Fed chairman Ben 
Bernanke promised Lewis they would provide taxpayer money to 
help out with the takeover of Merrill, but it had to be done in secret. 
 “ I just talked with Hank Paulson. He said there was no way the Federal 
Reserve and the Treasury could send us a letter of any substance with-
out public disclosure which, of course, we do not want, ”  Lewis wrote in 
an internal Bank of America e - mail released by Cuomo ’ s offi ce.  38      Lewis 
went on to tell Cuomo ’ s offi ce that it wasn ’ t the threat of the govern-
ment wiping out the board and management, per se, that led them to 
drop the MAC clause idea, but that they changed their minds because 
Paulson was  willing  to go that far.  On July 9, 2009, Ben Bernanke would 
feel the heat for this episode when seventeen congresspeople sent a 
letter to President Obama requesting an investigation into Bernanke’s 
role in the deal.39

 At any rate, the Treasury had already invested  $ 10 billion in Merrill 
and  $ 15 billion in Bank of America with a fi rst shot of TARP money in 
October.  40   And the money kept coming. 

 By December 2008, when Lewis wanted to back out of the Merrill 
deal, as it became clear what a turkey the fi rm was (shareholders would 
be the last to know), Paulson stressed that Merrill had to be saved 
and that Bank of America had to be the hero, to prevent what Lewis 
called  “ serious systemic harm. ”   41   Separately, Paulson called Lewis to 
Washington and days later informed him that he and his board would 
be replaced if Bank of America backed out.  42   Paulson is a consummate 
investment banker, and that ’ s what they do — they persuade compa-
nies to get hitched. But Wall Street isn ’ t interested in the follow - up or 
whether those companies stay married, because their fees are paid on 
the close of the deal. Yet the public ’ s money kept this merger fi nanced, 
even as the deal ’ s value plummeted. So, we kept pouring money in but 
never collected our fees. Every time Merrill hemorrhaged, leading up 
to the January 1, 2009, deal closing date, the taxpayer was there. 

 Per the secret agreement cut between Bank of America and the 
government, the dough kept rolling in even after the deal closed. On 
January, 16, 2009, during the merger ’ s honeymoon period, the Treasury 
dumped another  $ 20 billion of TARP money into Bank of America and 
along with the FDIC ’ s help, agreed to cap  “ unusually large losses ”  on 
 $ 118 billion of assets, mostly from Merrill, two weeks after the deal 
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went through.  43   To be clear, that money went to seal the Merrill deal, 
not to loosen credit for the public.  44   On April 29, 2009, Bank of America 
announced that its shareholders had demoted Lewis to president and 
CEO, stripping him of his duties as chairman.  45   It was a fi rst for the 
shareholders of a Standard  &  Poors 500 – listed company.  46   

 Thain, meanwhile, was quite impressed with himself for keeping 
Merrill Lynch, the fi rm that lost  $ 27 billion through 2008, from going 
bankrupt.  47   So he did what any investment banker would do after com-
pleting a large merger: he asked the board for a  $ 10 million bonus. 
Where would that money come from if his company was drowning in 
red ink? Well, there was Bank of America, which had just gotten that 
 $ 15 billion of TARP money six weeks earlier. He could add the bonus 
to the  $ 15 million cash sign - on bonus he got when he had joined as 
CEO less than a year earlier.  48   

 New York attorney general Andrew Cuomo sent an icy - worded letter 
to Merrill Lynch ’ s directors, as well as to several other banks on October 
29, 2008, saying,  “ We will have grave concerns if your expected bonus 
pool has increased in any way as a result of your receipt or expected 
receipt of taxpayer funds from the Troubled Asset Relief Program. ”   49   

 Cuomo ’ s sentiment, backed by a whole lot of negative public opin-
ion, managed to convince Thain that requesting a  $ 10 million bonus 
was a  “ shocking ”  (read: boneheaded) idea. Thain reversed course at a 
December 8 board meeting, suggesting that neither he nor some of 
the other senior execs get a bonus. 

 After that meeting, Merrill issued a press release, saying, basically, 
that Thain had thought about it again and decided he ’ d be okay with-
out the extra ten mil. A few other board executives agreed that they, 
too, could do without their bonuses. The board was pleased and stood 
by their main man. 

  “ The Board accepted Mr. Thain and his management team ’ s request 
and applauded the Thain - led management team ’ s superb performance 
in an exceptionally challenging environment, ”  stated John Finnegan, 
the chairman of Merrill Lynch ’ s Management, Compensation and 
Development Committee.  50   

 Still, Merrill paid out a total of  $ 3.6 billion worth of executive bonuses 
for 2008.51 In late January, Cuomo subpoenaed Thain and Bank of 
America chief administrative offi cer J. Steele Alphin to  testify about those 
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bonuses, which were given out just before Bank of America took over 
Merrill.  52   Cuomo later opened a probe into the timing of Merrill ’ s other 
bonuses. On February 10, 2009, he sent a letter specifi cally about Merrill 
to Barney Frank, the chairman of the House Committee on Financial 
Services, stating,  “ On October 29, 2008, we asked Merrill Lynch to detail, 
among other things, their plans for executive bonuses for 2008. ”  But Merrill 
didn ’ t provide any details. Instead, Thain moved up the Merrill bonus pay-
ment date to December, instead of the usual late January or early February 
time frame, in conjunction with a  $ 15.3 billion fourth - quarter loss and 
before the Bank of America takeover.  53   The nearly  $ 4 billion in Merrill 
bonuses went to only seven hundred people, the top four of whom bagged 
 $ 221 million.  54   Cuomo ’ s investigation continues as of this writing. 

 One Goldman Sachs vice president told me that because Thain man-
aged to secure a bunch of money for himself and his friends at Merrill 
as the fi rm was dying, but before he sold it at its relative highs to Bank 
of America (whose employees did not fare quite so well), he retains 
kind of a hero status. It was classic m ergers and  acquisitions games-
manship, the stuff the 1980s corporate raiders would have applauded. 

 Doesn ’ t that kind of heroism make you feel better now that you 
know where your taxes are going?  

  Two Hundred Billion Isn ’ t What It Used to Be 

 The same weekend in September 2008 that Lehman declared bank-
ruptcy, AIG was also facing failure and couldn ’ t get a single private 
bank to give it a loan. But Paulson ’ s response to AIG was radically dif-
ferent from his indifference toward Lehman. He got Fed chairman 
Ben Bernanke to set up a meeting with House and Senate leaders 
to explain how he was going to rescue the company. Why? Among 
other things, he neglected to ever mention publicly that Goldman had 
 $ 20 billion worth of credit - derivative transactions tied up with AIG.  55   
This time, no one suggested a private bank taking on AIG ’ s mess. That 
would have been crazy. That ’ s what the public till was for. The meeting 
began at 6:30 P.M. the following Tuesday night, September 16, and in 
one whole hour they reached an agreement to give AIG an  $ 85 billion 
bailout (which was reduced to  $ 60 billion on November 10  ). It was the 
fi rst of four helpings of public pie that, by June 2009, totaled roughly 
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 $ 182 billion.  56   And with that, the U.S. government began backing AIG ’ s 
credit bets and the corporate clients to whom it owed money. 

 You don ’ t rise through the toughest trenches of investment banking 
without being persuasive, and Paulson is very persuasive. He knew 
that the best way to get what you want is to confront the person you 
want it from. So he did. According to documents compiled by Wharton 
School lecturer Ken Thomas, in response to a Freedom of Information 
Act request for Bernanke ’ s calendar, Bernanke was one of the people 
Paulson confronted a lot. In just the fi rst year that Paulson was in D.C., 
the two men met fi fty - eight times. John Snow didn ’ t have quite the 
same relationship with Bernanke. They met only eight times during the 
fi ve months that their terms overlapped.  57   Of course, Snow didn ’ t have 
the misfortune of dealing with a banking meltdown. Paulson ’ s strategy 
was simple. Willing to be complicit, Bernanke held the bigger purse 
strings. The Fed also operated in greater secrecy, so the combination 
of Fed -  and Treasury - sponsored bailouts would inject more money into 
the banking system than just the Treasury Department alone could. 
And the major players in the banking system were Paulson ’ s people. 

 Three days after the AIG bailout began, Paulson promised the public 
that he was formulating a  “ bold plan. ”  After going on about  “ the clogging 
of our fi nancial markets, ”  he said he would  “ spend the weekend work-
ing with members of Congress of both parties to examine approaches to 
alleviate the pressure of these bad loans on our system, so credit can fl ow 
once again to American consumers and companies. ”  His hope was that 
Congress would use the legislative process to have the government take on 
troubled mortgage assets, and, as we discussed earlier, he got that wish. 

 It was all so bizarro Wizard of Oz. You can fi nd your way back to 
Kansas, Dorothy, just as soon as I get all these assets out of your Yellow 
Brick Way.  “ The underlying weakness in our fi nancial system today is the 
illiquid mortgage assets that have lost value as the housing correction has 
proceeded, ”  said Paulson.  “ These illiquid assets are choking off the fl ow 
of credit that is so vitally important to our economy. ”  He did not com-
ment about the amount of leverage his former fi rm and others had put 
on top of those assets, which had always been the bigger problem. 

 Paulson promised that the federal government would remove these 
illiquid assets that were  “ weighing down our fi nancial institutions and 
threatening our economy. ”  As item number two on his agenda, he also 
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vowed to provide credit relief by giving banks more money to play with, 
but the money never made its way to the consumer credit market.  58   

 The Treasury Department thought up different ways to deal with 
the bad assets. The idea of having an auction was one.  59   Unfortunately, 
to run a proper auction you need interested buyers, and where 
were they going to fi nd those? Plus, the banks would then be forced 
to reveal their true losses, and no bank wanted to be the fi rst to say 
its assets were junk and risk the kind of balance sheet exposure it had 
spent years lobbying against. 

 The Wall Street men who ’ d been in the room with Paulson, Cox, and 
Bernanke that week in mid-September had billions of dollars of toxic 
assets on their books, with no buyers, and they thought it ’ d be great if 
the Treasury could buy them. So, over a weekend, Paulson put together 
a little three - page memo he sent to the Senate Banking Committee on 
September 23, 2008, outlining his plan to have the Treasury purchase 
those toxic mortgage - backed assets right off the books of the banks 
that ’ d made them in the fi rst place.  60   It takes most of us more time to 
fi ll out a mortgage or student loan application. 

 Paulson ’ s three - page memo was the seed of what would become 
known as TARP, or the Troubled Asset Relief Program, which was 
signed into law on October 3, 2008. By April 2009, TARP would come 
to be divided into twelve different programs.  

  It Was Never about Fixing the Crisis 

 Paulson summoned up his best banker - convincing - the - client skills to 
swindle Congress and the nation that TARP was a good thing.  61      “ Let me 
make clear — this entire proposal is about benefi ting the American peo-
ple, because today ’ s fragile fi nancial system puts their economic well -
 being at risk, ”  Paulson said before the House Committee on Financial 
Services on September 24, 2008.  62   Sure, there were some kinks, a few 
uncomfortable moments. His fi rst incarnation of the TARP would have 
the government buying up these toxic assets. His friends made a series 
of bad bets, and now he wanted the government to cover their losses. 
What could be simpler? 

 A day earlier, Paulson   and Bernanke sat in front of the Senate 
Banking Committee. Committee members pressed them on this idea 
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of buying risky and toxic mortgage - backed assets, rather than capitaliz-
ing the banks.  “ If a company is willing to accept that risk, manage those 
risks themselves, they do not need a bailout, ”  Senator Harry Reid (D -
 NV) said. To which Paulson resolutely replied,  “ Putting capital into 
institutions is about failure. This is about success. ”   63   

 Why would Congress want to stand in the way of success? And so 
the Troubled Asset Relief Program was born. From the tiny memo that 
Paulson presented to Congress on September 20 sprung a 451 - page 
piece of legislation.  64   

 Let ’ s just pause and consider this fully formed Athena for a second.  65   
How could anything that long and created that fast be that good — or, 
more to the point, be that thoroughly read — by members of Congress? 
Or by the president? And how could ordinary Americans possibly 
absorb it, let alone have a meaningful debate about it? This was the 
kind of rush job that comes out of fear and an almost military strat-
egy to strike before anyone notices what you ’ re really doing. (Sound 
familiar? You ’ d think, after living through two terms of George Bush 
and the weapons of mass destruction debacle, that Congress would 
have been dubious of rush jobs.) But remember, Paulson ’ s legislation 
was brought down from on high just four weeks before the November 
elections. Senators and representatives were fearful that the economy 
would continue to tank and, worse, that their constituents would blame 
them. They were right to worry. The Dow was putting in daily triple -
 digit dives, credit had ceased to fl ow, and everyone from economists 
to journalists to ordinary citizens was talking about the reality of this 
worst recession since — shudder — the Great Depression. Congress 
did have to do something. But throwing money at the belly of the 
Wall Street Beast, rather than providing credit help to citizens, from 
mortgage to auto and student loans, was precisely the wrong focus 
of money and attention. Unfortunately, detailed or patient analysis 
didn ’ t take precedent over keeping a seat. The banks, not the people 
themselves, would get public help with their bad assets. 

 Here ’ s how Naomi Klein, the author of  The Shock Doctrine , put it to 
me:  “ I don ’ t think the fi nancial sector bailout has ever been about fi xing 
the problem; it ’ s been about using the crisis as a pretext for the greatest 
transfer of public wealth into private hands in monetary history. That ’ s 
not to say that there isn ’ t a crisis, just that the people in charge are less 
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interested in fi xing it than in taking care of their friends who take care 
of them. It ’ s straight-up pillage, what a kleptocratic regime does when 
it panics. ”   66   

 The House wasn ’ t all that gung - ho as it considered the piece of bail-
out legislation the fi rst time around. Paulson (literally) got down on 
bended knee before House leader Nancy Pelosi, begging her not to 
 “ blow it up ”  by withdrawing her party ’ s support. The gesture would be 
amusing if it wasn ’ t so sad. Drama aside, the fi rst incarnation of TARP 
got rejected on September 29, 2008, which precipitated the worst single -
 day drop in two decades for the stock market.  67   That, in turn, scared 
the hell out of all of them. The market, or more precisely, the fi nancial 
stocks in the market, wanted a bailout. And they were going to get one 
even if they had to bleed out all their share value in the process. The 
Senate passed nearly the exact same act two days later, adding only an 
increase in FDIC insurance for deposits to  $ 500,000 from  $ 250,000 
and  $ 150 billion in tax breaks for individuals and businesses.  68   

 Senators, after all, always need more funding money for their 
campaigns; Wall Street, even with the mounting troubles, was still a 
good place to fi nd a few bucks.  69   For the 2008 election cycle, Senate 
Banking Committee chairman Chris Dodd (D - CT) got  $ 132,050 from 
the banking and mortgage sectors, the most of anyone not running for 
president that year.  70   

 The market dive on September 29 and Paulson ’ s increasing pressure 
for Congress to act (or else!) were enough to get another version passed 
by the House of Representatives on October 3. President George W. 
Bush signed the resulting Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 
2008 into law immediately.  71   

  “ By coming together on this legislation, we have acted boldly to pre-
vent the crisis on Wall Street from becoming a crisis in communities 
across our country, ”  Bush said with his typical lack of irony, less than 
an hour after signing the bill.  72   If you squinted, you could almost make 
out a  “ Mission Accomplished ”  sign behind him. 

 Paulson was relieved. He ’ d come through for his team — that is, his 
fellow Goldmanites and the other gilded members of Wall Street ’ s 
elite. To some, he was a national hero. And he milked the notion 
with pointed rhetoric:  “ The broad authorities in this legislation, when 
combined with existing regulatory authorities and resources, gives us 
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the ability to protect and recapitalize our fi nancial system as we work 
through the stresses in our credit markets. ”   73   

 Three days later, on October 6, Paulson brought in the assistant 
treasury secretary Neel Kashkari (who was — surprise — his former 
prot é g é  and a VP at Goldman) to oversee the plan that would rescue 
the American economy by supporting its fl ailing banks.  74   

 But, as we shall see, what Paulson said and what he did were very 
different things, although he always took advantage of the situa-
tion at hand. On October 12, 2008, he did a one - eighty on the suc-
cess of  buying junky assets, after attending the G7 Finance Ministers 
and Central Bank Governors meeting in Washington, D.C.  “ We can 
use the taxpayers ’  money more effectively and effi ciently — get more 
for the taxpayer ’ s dollar — if we develop a standardized program to buy 
equity in fi nancial institutions, ”  he said.  75   So much for fear of failure. 

 Wall Street was in a credit bind. Bank losses were going to be ugly. 
So fi nancial fi rm leaders tried to play it both ways: if capital was on 
the table, they ’ d take it. But for months they ’ d continue to push for the 
elimination of their toxic assets. 

 A skeptical but hopeful America replied,  “ Really, how is this going 
to work? ”  Simple. We, the federal government, are fi rst going to buy 
billions of dollars of preferred equity shares in the banking sector. 
 “ Preferred what? ”  said America. Preferred equity — the kind of stock 
that gives anyone holding it fi rst dibs on higher dividend payments, 
though without the voting rights of common stock.  76      “ But what about 
our mortgage payments? ”  America asked. And there was silence.  

  They Encouraged Banks to Sit on Their Money 

 In the coming months, the federal government would open its big 
wallet — or rather, all of our small wallets — and begin dumping money 
into (or capitalizing) a growing number of fl oundering companies. 
The Troubled Asset Relief Program would have its hands full before 
a  single dime went to shoring up America ’ s home loans. Yet no matter 
how much equity capital was injected into the top of the banks ’  bal-
ance sheets, the failure of subprime loans would continue to crumble 
the leveraged pyramid of securities built on them. The essence of the 
bailout left this most essential problem unfi xed. 
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 Paulson promised that injecting capital into the banks would 
 “ increase the fl ow of fi nancing ”  for the country.  77   It ’ s hard to imagine 
he really meant that, even though he sounded sincere at the time. You 
see, behind his department ’ s words were the words within the act. The 
Emergency Economic Stabilization Act amended the Financial Services 
Regulatory Relief Act of 2006, which had extended the time the Fed 
had to pay interest on balances held by or on behalf of banks.  78   The 
reason for that extension was that paying interest on reserves reduced 
the annual amount of money that the Fed received from the Treasury 
for its Treasury securities portfolio, which before this crisis refl ected 
the secure collateral that banks had to post in order to borrow from the 
Fed. In turn, the Fed gave the related  interest from those treasuries 
back to the Treasury Department each year. Pushing this practice out 
to a later date was a way of helping to stabilize the growing defi cit.  79   
But, the Emergency Economic Stabilization Act accelerated making 
those reserve interest payments to October 1, 2008. 

 The message: It was more important to pay banks to sit on reserves 
than to spread money in the form of credit throughout the economy or 
balance  the federal budget.  80   The policy of paying interest on reserves 
had the exact opposite effect that it was supposed to have had. Rather 
than easing credit for the public, as Paulson declared it would when 
touting the bailout plan, the policy caused banks to lend less money. 
On January 13, 2009,  Financial Week  wrote about Bernanke ’ s speech 
at the London School of Economics, in which he admitted the prob-
lem, stating,  “ A huge increase in banks ’  excess reserves is currently sti-
fl ing the Fed ’ s monetary policy moves and, in turn, its efforts to revive 
private sector lending. ”   81   

 Of course, banks were sitting on their money! Why wouldn ’ t they? 
Basically, banks had two choices: 

    1.   Hoard excess reserves and get paid interest on them.  
    2.   Loan the excess to borrowers and take the risk of not getting paid 

interest on them.    

 It doesn ’ t take a genius to fi gure this one out. In the summer of 2008, 
before Paulson and the Fed started dreaming up expensive acronyms 
for bank subsidy programs, American banks kept  $ 44  billion in reserves 
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with the Fed. By the end of 2008, that number soared to  $ 821 bil-
lion. And by May 2009, it hovered just below  $ 1 trillion.  82   Meanwhile, 
Americans had a hell of a time getting loans, thanks to Paulson and his 
powers of persuasion.  83    

  They Spent It on Mergers and Paying Bills 

 The banks warmed quickly to the government purchasing equity stakes, 
providing that the Treasury wouldn ’ t squeeze out existing sharehold-
ers by diluting their shares, and that there wouldn ’ t be a whole lot of 
strings attached on things like executive pay. 

 Paulson, to put it bluntly, helped his pals. It helped his cause that he 
wasn ’ t the only one doing it. International governments were also buy-
ing shares or injecting capital directly into their fl ailing banks, particu-
larly in Britain.  84   In prepared remarks on October 10, 2008, Paulson 
made sure to confi rm that the government would buy only  “ nonvot-
ing ”  shares in companies,  85   meaning the government wouldn ’ t have 
the right to demand anything in return. Thus, Paulson maneuvered the 
most expensive transfer of risk from Wall Street to Washington ever. 
Once again, however, his promises were empty. Why did he agree to 
let Washington shoulder the enormous risks of Wall Street? He said it 
was so that banks would be able to lend more money to the American 
public. But this wasn’t to be the case. 

 The only banks that saw a noticeable increase in lending were the 
ones whose books were more consumer - oriented and less burdened 
by stupid trades, such as U.S. Bancorp and SunTrust Bank (although 
they were having loan - related problems anyway).  86   The bigger super-
market banks — the ones that got the most bailout money, such as Bank 
of America and Citigroup — posted declines in lending throughout the 
fall of 2008. Think about that a moment, because it is important. If we 
wanted the TARP money to actually go toward more loans to regular 
citizens, we would have given it to the banks that were more consumer -
 oriented or directly into consumer loan balances. 

 JPMorgan Chase ’ s attitude toward TARP funds demonstrates the 
absurd logic behind the bailout. CEO and chairman Jamie Dimon said 
that his fi rm didn ’ t need TARP money and didn ’ t want to appear weak 
but agreed to take it in the end, in return for no rules attached.  87   He made 
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it sound as if he was taking the  $ 25 billion (plus issuing  $ 40.5 billion of 
FDIC-backed debt) as a favor:  “ We did not think JPMorgan should be 
selfi sh or parochial and try to stop what is good for the system. ”   88   

 Just four days after agreeing to take the  $ 25 billion, Dimon admitted 
that the bank had no intention of using the money to lend. He said,  “ I 
would not assume that we are done on the acquisition side just because 
of the Washington Mutual and Bear Stearns mergers. I think there are 
going to be some great opportunities for us to grow in this environment, 
and I think we have an opportunity to use that  $ 25 billion in that 
way and obviously depending on whether recession turns into depression 
or what happens in the future, you know, we have that as a backstop. ”   89   

 In other words,  “ Thanks, taxpayers! Send me an invoice for your 
part of our growth. The check will be in the mail. We ’ ll just keep get-
ting bigger, because that strategy is working out so well for Bank of 
America and Citigroup. Then, we ’ ll come back for more help. ”  

 In the end, that mismatch of intentions wasn ’ t the main problem 
that melted banks and dragged down the economy. It was the lack of 
transparency, not only with respect to TARP, but also among banks 
in the fi nancial community. They lost all trust in one another, and 
credit seized up completely. And no amount of government money 
would change that. 

 Then, as it turned out, Paulson had misspent the TARP money and 
lied about it.  

  They Secretly Gave Away Billions 

 On February 5, 2009, as banks continued to deteriorate, Elizabeth 
Warren, chair of the Congressional Oversight Panel for TARP, spoke 
about Paulson ’ s and the Treasury Department ’ s lack of accountability 
before the Senate Banking Committee. 

 She had sent a letter to Paulson follow ing  her panel ’ s fi rst report 
on December 10, 2008, which was the basis for her second report on 
January 9, 2009. All that she wanted from him were some answers to a 
few basic questions, such as,  “ What exactly did you do with the TARP 
money, Mr. Secretary? ”  He just didn ’ t feel like answering her. 

 On February 5, 2009, Warren said that  “ many of the Treasury ’ s 
answers were nonresponsive or incomplete, ”  and that the  “ Treasury 
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particularly needs to provide more information on bank accountabil-
ity as well as transparency and asset valuation. ”  She also wanted the 
Treasury to articulate a better strategy for dealing with foreclosures 
than Paulson had adopted when he was treasury secretary. It was 
almost as if she was expecting cooperation — from a bank leader! She 
clearly didn ’ t know whom she was dealing with. 

 The worst part of her panel’s fi ndings was that Paulson had  over-
paid  the banks with the TARP money. Yep. Not only had TARP money 
been used to buy preferred shares in banks that were losing value, but 
Paulson wound up paying more than the shares were worth. 

 As Paulson made his sales pitch, he had promised that all transac-
tions using TARP funds were  “ made at par — that is, for every  $ 100 
injected into the banks, the taxpayer received stocks from the banks 
worth about  $ 100, ”  Warren said. That ’ s not the way it went down, 
though. Warren revealed that for the fi rst  $ 254 billion paid out of 
TARP, the Treasury received assets worth only  $ 176 billion: a shortfall 
of  $ 78 billion. Republican senator Richard Shelby (R - Alabama), the 
only member of the GOP to vote against the Glass - Steagall repeal in 
1999, asked Warren,  “ Isn ’ t that a terrible way to look after the taxpay-
ers ’  money and to make purchases anywhere? ”  

 Warren replied,  “ Senator, Treasury simply did not do what it said it 
was doing. ”  

  “ In other words, they misled the Congress, did they not? ”  Shelby asked. 
 “ The Bush administration, Secretary Paulson, Chairman Bernanke, mis-
led the people, the Congress and the people of the United States. ”  

  “ They announced one program and implemented another, ”  Warren 
agreed.  90   Meaning yes, they sure did mislead Congress. The rest of 
us, too. But actually, they didn ’ t simply mislead Congress, Senator 
Shelby — they  stole     $ 78 billion. It’s one thing to divert public funds 
to TARP but quite another to give your friends double helpings. 
By overpaying for shares, Paulson misappropriated a chunk of public 
money. No sane customer would pay $254 for a $176 item. 

 The Congressional Oversight Panel report released on February 6 
underscored Warren ’ s testimony of the previous day. Paulson had 
 “ assured the public that the investments of TARP money were sound, 
given in return for full value, ”  according to the report,  “ stating in 
October, that  ‘ This is an investment, not an expenditure, and there is 
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no reason to expect this program will cost taxpayers anything. ’   ”  Ha! He 
really got us that time, right? 

 The report notes that  “ In December he reiterated the point,  ‘ When 
measured on an accrual basis, the value of the preferred stock is at or 
near par. ’   ”   91   

 The numbers tell a very different story. In eight of the ten biggest 
transactions, for each  $ 100 the Treasury spent, it received assets worth 
about  $ 78. In the other two transactions, which were with riskier banks, 
for each  $ 100 spent the Treasury received assets worth approximately 
 $ 41! Overall, in the top ten transactions, for each  $ 100 spent, the Treasury 
received assets worth approximately  $ 66. It overpaid by a full third. That 
fi gure doesn ’ t even take into account the fact that the fi rst  $ 125 billion of 
transactions were down  $ 54 billion in value by April 10, 2009. Although 
we were obsessed with fi guring out where Madoff ’ s money had gone, 
wouldn ’ t it be even nicer to at least know where that  $ 78 billion of our 
taxpayer money went? And, when we ’ re done fi guring that out, how 
about the fact that the rest of the Treasury ’ s  “ investment ”  in banks had 
deteriorated so much after it was made?  92   

 One transaction is particularly notable for its outrageous absurd-
ity. On October 28, 2008, Goldman Sachs received a capital injec-
tion of  $ 10 billion under the Capital Purchase Program arm of TARP. 
This was the third - largest one - time gift of TARP money in 2008, tied 
with Morgan Stanley. The congressional valuation concluded that the 
Treasury paid  $ 10 billion for stock worth  $ 7.5 billion. And these guys 
are supposed to be good at math. Amazingly, the discrepancy for pay-
ments to Morgan Stanley, Citigroup, and PNC was even higher. But 
even more amazing was that around the same time, Warren Buffett 
had invested  $ 5 billion in Goldman. Except that in his case,  “ For each 
 $ 100 that Berkshire Hathaway invested in Goldman Sachs, it received 
securities with a fair market value of  $ 110. ”   93   

 So, let ’ s get this straight. Buffet pays  $ 100 and gets  $ 110 worth of 
stock. Paulson pays  $ 100 and gets  $ 75. Because no one screws with 
Warren Buffett, not even Goldman execs. With their old leader, how-
ever, it ’ s perfectly okay. After all, it ’ s only taxpayer money. And, a hell 
of a lot of it was at risk. 

 On February 24, 2009, Special Inspector General Neil Barofsky testi-
fi ed before the House Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations, 
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stating that the  “ total amount of money potentially at risk in these 
programs [new programs Treasury announced at that time, as well 
as the TARP related programs that are funded in part by the Fed 
and FDIC] was approximately  $ 2.875 trillion. These huge invest-
ments of taxpayers ’  money, made over a relatively short time 
period, will invariably create opportunities for waste, fraud and 
abuse for those seeking to profi t criminally and thus require strict 
oversight. ”   94   

 Note: Barofsky ’ s estimate didn ’ t even include the  $ 400 billion that 
the Treasury had spent on backing up Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, 
an additional fi nancing program to provide cash to the Federal Reserve 
or the Exchange Stabilization Fund,  pre TARP.  It also left out the  $ 50 
billion  “ special deposit ”  to the Federal Reserve Bank of New York on 
October 7, 2008 (see the bailout tally reports noted in the appendix of 
this book for further details).  95    

  No Money for Anyone Else 

 Even though Paulson held a public offi ce and many members of the 
public were having their homes foreclosed, throughout his tenure as 
treasury secretary he remained myopically focused on the banks. He 
even went out of his way to avoid dealing with the little people and 
their little homes. At a House Financial Service Committee hearing on 
November 11, 2008, at which committee chair Barney Frank (D - MA) 
attempted to get Paulson ’ s and Bernanke ’ s support for FDIC chair 
Sheila Bair ’ s  $ 24 billion mortgage rescue plan, Paulson expressed  “ res-
ervations ”  about using any of the  $ 700 billion TARP funds to directly 
aid homeowners. But he would  “ keep searching for ways to address 
the housing crisis. ”  Have more comforting words ever been spoken? 
America ’ s homeowners surely slept better that night. 

 Representative Maxine Waters (D - CA) was shocked by Paulson ’ s 
callous decision and said that to  “ absolutely ignore the authority and 
the direction that this Congress had given you just amazes me. ”   96   Such 
shock, however, is so, well, Main Street. Waters never worked on Wall 
Street. If she had, nothing Paulson did that favored banks more than 
the general population would have surprised her. 
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 Even before Paulson pushed TARP through a nervous Congress and 
worked with Bernanke to open the Fed ’ s books to crappy Wall Street 
assets, he had little use for Main Street. On July 8, 2008, at the FDIC ’ s 
Forum on Mortgage Lending to Low and Moderate Income Households, 
Paulson said,  “ There were 1.5 million foreclosures started in all of 2007, 
and a number of economists now estimate we will see about 2.5 mil-
lion foreclosures started this year. Public policy cannot be expected to 
prevent these foreclosures. There is little public policymakers can, or 
should, do to compensate for untenable fi nancial decisions. ”   97   Unless, 
of course,  “ untenable ”  decisions are made by banks or well - connected 
insurance companies that act like hedge funds. The pursuit of profi t is 
clearly more acceptable than the pursuit of home ownership. 

 Just before Paulson left offi ce, when he was asked about foreclos-
ures in a January 12, 2009, interview on CNBC ’ s  The Call , he punted, 
 “ I did not think it was proper to move very quickly and to a big spend-
ing program, which is different than what the TARP had been set up 
for, without doing more work on the cost and the effectiveness. But 
beginning right from several weeks after the election, we ’ ve been con-
sulting with the president - elect ’ s team. And we had jointly agreed that 
it didn ’ t make sense for us to, in the waning days of this administra-
tion, announce a foreclosure plan out of the TARP that would tie their 
hands going forward. ”   98   In other words, I ’ ve taken care of my banker 
boys, Obama — now you can deal with the plebian public.  

  Geithner ’ s No Friend to Homeowners, Either 

 After working on the bank bailout with Paulson from his post in the 
New York Federal Reserve (where his boss, former chairman Stephen 
Friedman, had once been Chairman of Goldman Sachs), forty - seven - year -
 old Timothy Geithner was confi rmed as President Barack Obama ’ s 
treasury secretary on January 26, 2009.  99   

 Geithner was touted as having experience. After all, he had been 
president of the New York Fed, the branch of the Fed that had always 
enjoyed the closest relationship to Wall Street, so close that before he 
resigned in May 2009, Stephen Freidman sat on Goldman ’ s board of 
directors.  100   In fact, fi ve of Geithner ’ s mentors were or are Goldman 
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Sachs executives. Besides Friedman, they include former NY Federal 
Reserve chief Gerald Corrigan (who ’ s now a managing director at 
Goldman Sachs), John Thain, and Hank Paulson himself.  101   Corrigan 
described his relationship with Geithner as  “ close, ”  while John Thain 
told  Portfolio  magazine in May 2008 that he sometimes talked to 
Geithner  “ multiple times a day. ”   102   

 Geithner ’ s network also included his immediate predecessor at the 
New York Fed, William McDonough, his fi fth mentor.  103   No stranger 
to bailouts himself, McDonough was one of the key architects of the 
1998 Long - Term Capital Management bailout, which fortunately didn ’ t 
rely on public money.  104   From the Fed post, McDonough went on to 
become a vice chairman at Merrill Lynch, which might explain why 
Geithner was so keen on getting on the bandwagon to shove Merrill up 
Bank of America ’ s backside.  105   

 McDonough brought a history of strong ties with Robert Rubin and 
Larry Summers, who ran the Treasury during the Clinton administra-
tion. Summers was appointed as President Obama ’ s director of the 
National Economic Council on November 24, 2008.  106   

 Geithner was also no stranger to the Treasury Department. He had 
served there in some capacity since 1988, for three different adminis-
trations, including as Rubin ’ s and Summers ’ s undersecretary for inter-
national affairs from 1999 to 2001.  107   Still, that Geithner and Summers 
were given powerful economic roles—not to mention Peter R. Orszag ’ s 
appointment as Obama ’ s budget director—showed a lineage not only to 
Clinton, but to Robert Rubin. They are both Rubin prot é g é s. Geithner, 
I hasten to add, is careful not to shortchange Summers ’ s formative role 
as well; he is so close to Summers, he told the  New York Times,  that  “ we 
can fi nish each other ’ s sentences. ”   108   Touching, isn ’ t it? 

 At Geithner ’ s confi rmation hearing on January 21, 2009, he offered 
vague promises about addressing the economy ’ s problems.  109   Perhaps 
unsurprisingly, they sounded pretty much like the promises Paulson 
had made. In his address, Geithner said,  “ First, we must act quickly 
to provide substantial support for economic recovery and to get credit 
fl owing again. ”  

  “ Second, as we move quickly to get our economy back on track and 
to repair the fi nancial system, we must make investments that lay the 
foundation for a stronger economic future. ”  
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  “ Third, our program to restore economic growth has to be accompa-
nied — and I want to emphasize this — has to be accompanied by a clear 
strategy to get us back as quickly as possible to a sustainable fi scal posi-
tion and to unwind the extraordinary interventions taken to stabilize 
the fi nancial system. ”   110   He neglected to mention homeowners. 

 Like Paulson, Geithner pretty much did the banks ’  bidding, even 
when it was the wrong thing to do. The Citigroup debacle was a huge 
case in point. Then again, Geithner had a history of getting it wrong on 
Citigroup. In December 2006, he worked with the Federal Reserve to 
lift a reporting requirement for Citigroup that had been in place ever 
since the NY Fed discovered that Citigroup had helped Enron set up 
its off - book entities, and the Fed made the fi rm fi le quarterly reports 
about risk - management improvements.  111   The Fed ended that require-
ment about the time that Citigroup started bulking up on its own off -
 book hiding spots, called structured investment vehicles (SIVs).  112   

 Citigroup ’ s fall two years later was spectacular. In January 2009, 
Citigroup had to sell majority ownership in its Smith Barney retail 
brokerage unit to Morgan Stanley. Robert Rubin also announced his 
resignation after nearly a decade with the fi rm.  113   

 When asked about Citigroup ’ s woes at his confi rmation hearing, 
Geithner did (sort of) take some responsibility for its demise, saying, 
 “ Citigroup ’ s supervisors, including the Federal Reserve, failed to iden-
tify a number of their risk management shortcomings and to induce 
appropriate changes in behavior. ”   114   

 Meanwhile, Obama ’ s Treasury took up the toxic - asset problem where 
Bush ’ s left off and for a brief interlude seemed to be considering the 
idea of creating some sort of government entity to scoop up the bad 
assets or having the government guarantee their value, instead of sim-
ply injecting capital by buying stock. In the absence of full knowledge 
about their potential losses, though, doing either would have been like 
throwing money into a big dark hole. Instead, the Treasury decided 
to fi rst convert preferred shares in Citigroup to common ones, which 
would effectively dump more capital into the fi rm. Second, it devel-
oped a private - public partnership, in which private investors would be 
asked to use public funds to purchase toxic assets. 

 One of the fi rst things you learn as a trader is  buy the rumor, sell 
the news.  Geithner missed that lesson. His signature blindfolded, 
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shoot - a - dart, save - a - bank move came on Friday, February 27, 2009. 
After leaking the Citigroup stock idea for a few days (giving spec - 
traders time to scoop up shares to later dump), Geithner then 
announced that the Treasury would convert its preferred shares in 
Citigroup to common stock. This after nearly  $ 388 billion in capital 
injections, and debt and loan guarantees failed to do the trick. 

 So, Citigroup agreed to convert the fi rst  $ 25 billion of its preferred 
stock investment (which, recall, Paulson overpaid for to begin with) to 
common stock, increasing the Treasury ownership stake in the fl ailing 
bank from 8 percent to 36 percent. 

 This pushed Citigroup ’ s stock price down below  $ 1 a share on 
March 5, 2009, and its market value, which had once been as high as 
 $ 277 billion, was down to about  $ 5 billion.  115   

 The faster Citigroup ’ s stock dove, the faster the media rushed to 
offer explanations, which were as painful as the stock ’ s dive itself. The 
business press said that shareholders were concerned about the dilu-
tion effect on their own shares: this meant that if new shares were 
issued to the government, existing shareholders would own propor-
tionately less of the new total amount. So shareholders dumped them, 
contributing to the huge dip. Which wasn ’ t the main problem. It ’ s that 
shareholders still didn ’ t know what other pitfalls lurked on Citigroup ’ s 
books. The progressive press called the government ’ s buy - in another 
step toward nationalization. Which it  really  wasn ’ t. Purchasing stock 
in a black hole of a risk cesspool of a fi nancial institution is not nation-
alization. It ’ s simply bad investing strategy. And the conservative press 
considered it a step toward the destruction of capitalism. Again, it 
 really  wasn ’ t. After all, capitalism thrives on raising funds for assets 
that have no value. 

 My interpretation is that the savvier traders did the same thing 
they ’ ve been doing unrestrainedly throughout this crisis: they dumped 
or shorted Citigroup shares because they knew the government 
remained oblivious to the root cause of the decimation of the banking 
industry and wasn ’ t asking the right questions to quantify the potential 
downside still out there. Without full disclosure, the market assumes 
the worst. In solidarity, Bank of America ’ s stock dropped a mere 30 
percent. Wells Fargo was down 16 percent. Traders trade down. Banks 
don ’ t trust one another. And credit remains in a coffi n. Throwing 
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money at this situation reminds me of the bottomless pit scene in the 
old  Flintstones  cartoon. 

 And you ’ d think that someone in Washington might suggest a mora-
torium on shorting bank stocks, particularly when the federal govern-
ment ’ s buying them with public money. I mean, the move to restrict 
short selling would come under the allowable emergency procedures of 
the SEC. And yet the SEC banned the short selling of bank stocks only 
briefl y during the Second Great Bank Depression, from September 19 
to October 2, 2008.  116   

 At this point, Geithner had the option of coming up with a different 
plan to stabilize the banking system, rather than purchasing shares in 
its unwieldy fi rms. It could have been perfect. He could have taken 
the mantra of change that Obama rode into the White House on and 
turned the banking industry inside out, beating it into submission in 
return for helping it survive. So, did he? No. He went back to Paulson ’ s 
original plan of buying up toxic assets, with a twist. Under Geithner ’ s 
public - private partnership plan, we the people wouldn ’ t buy the assets 
directly and hope that they have value someday. We would be asked 
to loan money to private fi rms to buy them for us — up to  $ 1 trillion 
worth.  117   If the assets have value later, those private fi rms will make 
most of the profi t on them. And if they don ’ t? Well, then we ’ re out 
another trillion or so.               
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This Was Never about 
the Little Guy           

  If you owe the bank  $ 100, that ’ s your problem. If you owe the bank 
 $ 100 million, that ’ s the bank ’ s problem. 

  — John Paul Getty  1     

 The Second Great Bank Depression has spawned so many lies, it ’ s 
hard to keep track of which is the biggest. Possibly the most irk-

some class of lies, usually spouted by Wall Street hacks and conserva-
tive pundits, is that we ’ re all victims to a bunch of poor people who 
bought McMansions, or at least homes they had no business living in. 
If that was really what this crisis was all about, we could have solved it 
much more cheaply in a couple of days in late 2008, by simply provid-
ing borrowers with additional capital to reduce their loan principals. It 
would have cost about 3 percent of what the entire bailout wound up 
costing, with comparatively similar risk. 

 Just as great oaks from little acorns grow, so, too, can a Second Great 
Bank Depression from a tiny loan grow.  2   But so you know, it wasn ’ t the 
tiny loan ’ s fault. It was everyone and everything that piled on top. That ’ s 
how a small loan in Stockton, California, can be linked to a worldwide 
economic collapse all the way to Iceland, through a plethora of shady 
fi nancial techniques and overzealous sales pitches.  3   
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 Here are some numbers for you. There were approximately  $ 1.4 
trillion worth of subprime loans outstanding in the United States by 
the end of 2007.  4   By May 2009, there were foreclosure fi lings against 
approximately 5.1 million properties.  5   If it was only the subprime mar-
ket ’ s fault,  $ 1.4 trillion would have covered the entire problem, right? 

 Yet the Federal Reserve, the Treasury, and the FDIC forked out 
more than  $ 13 trillion to fi x the  “ housing correction, ”  as Hank Paulson 
steadfastly referred to the Second Great Bank Depression as late 
as November 20, 2008, while he was treasury secretary.  6   With that 
money, the government could have bought up  every  residential 
mortgage in the country — there were about  $ 11.9 trillion worth at the 
end of December 2008 — and still have had a trillion left over to buy 
homes for every single American who couldn ’ t afford them, and pay 
their health care to boot.  7   

 But there was much more to it than that: Wall Street was engaged 
in a very dangerous practice called leverage. Leverage is when you 
borrow a lot of money in order to place a big bet. It makes the pay-
off that much bigger. You may not be able to cover the bet if you ’ re 
wrong — you may even have to put down a bit of collateral in order to 
place that bet — but that doesn ’ t matter when you ’ re sure you ’ re going 
to win. It is a high - risk, high - reward way to make money, as long as 
you ’ re not wrong. Or as long as you make the rules. Or as long as the 
government has your back. 

 Let ’ s say you have a hot tip that the Lakers are going to throw their 
game against the Knicks tonight. You call your bookie and tell him to 
put down  $ 30,000 on the Knicks, even though you don ’ t have anything 
close to that much on hand. You really have about a grand. You ’ re a 
longtime client of the bookie, so he doesn ’ t ask you to front more than 
that. You don ’ t worry about how you ’ ll pay him back because, hey, you 
can ’ t lose. If you win, you win bigger than you could have only using 
your own money. If you lose, the bookie breaks your kneecaps. Then 
again, if you ’ re Citigroup, you get  $ 388 billion of government subsidies 
and your extremities remain intact. 

 The Second Great Bank Depression wouldn ’ t have been as tragic 
without a thirty - to - one leverage ratio for investment banks, and, 
according to the  New York Times , a ratio that ranged from eleven 
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to one to fi fteen-to-one for the major commercial banks. Actually, 
it ’ s unclear what kind of leverage the commercial banks really had, 
because so many of their products were off - book, or not evaluated 
according to what the market would pay for them.  8   Banks would have 
taken a hit on their mortgage and consumer credit portfolios, but 
the systemic credit crisis and the bailout bonanza would have been 
avoided. Leverage included, we ’ re looking at a possible  $ 140 trillion 
problem. That ’ s right —  $ 140 trillion! Imagine if the fi nancial fi rms all 
over the globe actually exposed their piece of that leverage. 

 But for  $ 1.4 trillion in subprime loans to become  $ 140 trillion in 
potential losses, you need two steps in between. The most signifi cant is 
a healthy dose of leverage, but leverage would not have had a platform 
without the help of a wondrous fi nancial feat called securitization. 
Financial fi rms run economic models that select and package loans 
into new securities according to criteria such as geographic diversity, 
the size of the loans, and the length of the mortgages. A bunch of 
loans are then repackaged into an asset - backed security (ABS). This 
new security is backed, or collateralized, by a small number of origi-
nal home loans related to the size of the security. Some securities, for 
example, might be 10 percent real loans and 90 percent bonds backed 
by those loans. Some might be 5 percent real loans. Whatever the pro-
portion, the money the mortgage holders pay to lenders on their loans 
is used to make payments on new assets or securities. Those securities, 
in turn, pay out to their investors. 

 During the lead - up to the Second Great Bank Depression, the secu-
rities themselves were a much bigger problem than the loans. Between 
2002 and 2007, banks in the United States created nearly 80 percent 
of the approximately  $ 14 trillion worth of total global ABSs, collater-
alized debt obligations (CDOs), and other alphabetic concoctions or 
 “ structured ”  assets. Structured assets were created at triple what the 
rate had been from 1998 to 2002. Bankers from the rest of the world 
created, or  “ issued, ”  the other 20 percent, around  $ 3 trillion worth. 
Everyone was paid handsomely.  9   In total, issuers raked in a combined 
 $ 300 billion in fees. Fees can be made for all types of securitized assets, 
but the more convoluted they are, the riskier and more lucrative they 
become. Fees ranged from 0.1 percent to 0.5 percent on standard ABS 
deals and up to 0.3 percent for  mortgage - backed securities (MBSs) 
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and whole  business securitization (WBS) deals.  10   Fees were better for 
CDOs—between 1.5 and 1.75 percent for each deal, and higher 
for the riskier slices.  11   All told, the  $ 2 trillion CDO market alone net-
ted Wall Street around  $ 30 billion before CDO values headed south.  12   
Because U.S. investment banks were making huge profi ts from pack-
aging churning loans and leveraging them, mortgage -  and asset - backed 
security volume skyrocketed. 

 Investment banks, hedge funds, and other fi nancial fi rms could use 
the  $ 14 trillion of new securities as collateral against which to borrow 
money and incur more debt (leverage them). There is no way of know-
ing exactly how much was leveraged, because the players operated in 
an opaque system — that is, a system without proper regulatory over-
sight or enforcement to detect or curtail leverage. But a conservative 
estimate of the average amount of leverage is about ten to one, con-
sidering the roughly eleven - to - one leverage of the major commercial 
banks and the thirty - to - one leverage of investment banks. So, we ’ re 
talking about a system that ultimately took on  $ 140 trillion in debt on 
the back of  $ 1.4 trillion of subprime loans. How insane is that? And, it 
happened so fast. 

 In 2005, the mortgage on some little home in Stockton provided the 
capital for two or three ill - advised loans that soon disappeared into an 
ABS. But it was the global banks, the insurance companies, and the 
pension funds — particularly in Europe — that purchased the related 
ABSs. Like their U.S. counterparts, European fi nanciers bought boat-
loads of ABSs with borrowed money.  13   They also shoved them off - book 
into structured investment vehicles (SIVs) that required no capital 
charge and little reporting. 

 By the fall of 2008 those ABSs, CDOs, and all their permutations 
would be known as  “ toxic assets. ”  They were considered by many to 
be the major cause of Big Finance ’ s failures and losses. The push for 
TARP centered on ridding banks of these poisonous creatures. But 
make no mistake: toxic assets are not the same as defaulted subprime 
mortgage loans; loans are merely one of the ingredients that make up 
the assets. All the subprime loans in existence could have defaulted 
and the homes attached to them could have been devalued to zero 
(which didn ’ t happen), but without the feat of securitization, the banks 
wouldn ’ t have become nearly insolvent. Toxic assets became devoid of 
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value, not because all the subprime loans stuffed inside them tanked, 
but because there was no longer demand from investors. If no one 
wants your Aunt Mary ’ s antique gold - plated, diamond-encrusted 
starfi sh, for all intents and purposes, it has no monetary value at the 
moment. This basic supply - and - demand concept is something our gov-
ernment apparently didn ’ t understand when it offered to take the toxic 
assets off the banks ’  books. And the Fed, as we ’ ll see, doesn ’ t seem to 
care that it took on trillions of dollars ’  worth of these assets.  

  Risk Models Built on Thin Air 

 There was a time when the quality of loans was better than it was 
between 2002 and 2007. Stricter lending practices made it tougher to 
get a mortgage and typically required a borrower to bring home four 
times more than her monthly mortgage payment. The idea was that 
lenders wanted to protect the money they lent, and borrowers wanted 
to make sure they were good for that money. 

 Plus, home loans were fairly bland. They had few bells and whistles, 
so it was easy to compute the behavior of borrowers. The fi rst MBS was 
created in 1970 by Ginnie Mae, which is owned by the government. 
Another government - sponsored entity (GSE), Freddie Mac, issued its 
fi rst MBS in 1971. Bank of America issued the fi rst MBS issued by 
a bank in 1977.  14   Fannie Mae issued its fi rst MBS four years later in 
1981. The risk of any loan defaulting or an entire package of them 
defaulting was relatively easy to fi gure out and prepare for, or hedge. 

 The fi rst adjustable - rate mortgage (ARM), also called a fl oating - rate 
mortgage, was created in the 1980s, but ARMs didn ’ t become popular 
until the 1990s. They brought with them a new level of risk that had to 
be quantifi ed.  15   

 ARMs were more popular with the less affl uent because when inter-
est rates are lower, initial payments are also lower. ARM rates dropped 
steadily in the early 1990s before leveling off.  16   Lenders were offering 
ARMs and balloon mortgages, in which payments grew substantially 
during the later years of the mortgage. When these loans were pack-
aged and subsequently cut into pieces — securitized — they became 
even more prevalent. Investors in securitized products were  effectively 
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providing fi nancing for new loans. That drove more loan creation as 
investors began to take a more prominent role than lenders in the 
mortgage business. They really soared from 2002 to 2005, spurred by 
the rate - cut frenzy of Greenspan and securitizers on Wall Street and 
in Washington, including the GSEs Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae.  17   
By the middle of 2007, more than half of the home mortgage market 
was being securitized, compared with only 10 percent in 1980 and less 
than 1 percent in 1970.  18   

 Because ARM loans were new, they didn ’ t come with a ready - made 
behavior history. Still, they were mostly made to prime borrowers 
whose risk of defaulting under simpler mortgages was well established, 
so Wall Street fi gured the ARMs would also be low - risk, even when 
extended to subprime borrowers. The lending companies that doled 
out these loans never had it so good, profi t - wise, as they did between 
2002 and 2005. 

 Skyrocketing home prices dominated the headlines during that lend-
ing boom, but they were nothing compared to the bubble experienced 
by the stock prices of the fi rms that made up the housing sector. From 
2002 through 2005, while median home prices rose about 32 percent 
nationwide, the paper value of Wall Street darling companies such 
as Countrywide Financial, Beazer Homes U.S.A., and New Century 
Financial skyrocketed at least ten times as fast, with their shares post-
ing gains of 300 to 400 percent.  19   See, that ’ s leverage! 

 They were also the companies that fell fi rst — that ’ s the dark side 
of leverage. By March 27, 2007, homebuilder shares began to plum-
met just as the Justice Department, the U.S. Attorney ’ s Offi ce in 
Charlotte, North Carolina, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development (HUD), and the Internal Revenue Service launched 
a criminal investigation looking into fraud at Atlanta - based Beazer 
Homes in its mortgage brokerage business.  20   Beazer ’ s chief accounting 
offi cer Michael Rand was fi red in June 2007 for attempting to destroy 
documents.  21   Ian McCarthy, who has been Beazer Homes ’ s CEO since 
1994, survived the investigation to make nearly  $ 8 million in total com-
pensation from 2007 to 2008.  22   

 On April 2, 2007, New Century Financial, once the second - largest 
subprime lender in the United States, fi led for Chapter 11 after it was 
forced to repurchase billions of dollars ’  worth of bad loans.  23   Melville, 
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New York – based American Home Mortgage, once one of the largest 
independent home loan lenders, fi led for bankruptcy on August 6, 2007, 
just days after cutting its workforce down to 750; it had started the year 
with 7,400 employees.  24   The FBI confi rmed in early October 2007 that 
for several weeks it had been investigating American Home Mortgage 
on potential conspiracy and money laundering charges, and  for securi-
ties, mail, and wire fraud, all of which contributed to its collapse.  25   

 Countrywide, the biggest U.S. mortgage lender, narrowly avoided 
bankruptcy by taking out an emergency  $ 11.5 billion loan on August 16, 
2007.  26   By October 18, 2007, the Securities and Exchange Commission 
(SEC) was well into an informal secret probe of Countrywide CEO 
Angelo R. Mozilo regarding the questionable timing of a stock sale 
then believed to be worth  $ 130 million.  27   

 Around the same time that the SEC started to look into Mozilo ’ s 
stock sales, it joined the bevy of federal agencies investigating Beazer 
Homes for exaggerating its earnings since 2004. KB Home, the nation ’ s 
fi fth - largest homebuilder, also faced an SEC investigation over allega-
tions that former CEO Bruce Karatz — who was paid  $ 50 million at the 
boom ’ s pinnacle in 2005 — further infl ated his compensation by back-
dating stock options.  28   

 Going back a bit, the regulators and even the press maybe should 
have seen the subprime mess coming, at least by early 2007. A series 
of fraud investigations in a single industry following stupendous profi ts 
tends to foreshadow doom. On February 28, 2007, the U.S. Attorney ’ s 
Offi ce for the Central District of California told the founders of New 
Century Financial that they were under investigation for dumping 
millions of dollars ’  worth of stock, and on March 12, 2007, the SEC 
told New Century Financial that it would have to cooperate in a pre-
liminary investigation of the company ’ s restated fi nancial statements.  29   
All of this was leading up to the company ’ s April 2007 bankruptcy. 
But New Century Financial CEO Edward F. Gotschall had the good 
sense to get out early, cashing in  $ 27 million worth of stock in 2005 
and 2006. He died of natural causes in January 2009 at age fi fty - three, 
while watching football, as the Justice Department was investigating 
his stock sale.  30   

 Going back even further, there were other investigations opened 
on the fi rms that had been subprime darlings and Wall Street lackeys 
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that had created the loans that Wall Street used to bundle into risky 
fi nancial packages and securities. Ameriquest reached a  $ 325 million 
settlement in January 2006 to end a two - year investigation signed off 
on by all fi fty state attorneys general, without admitting any fault.  31   
Nearly two years later, in December 2007, payments began to trickle 
out in the tens of millions.  32   Household International reached a  $ 484 
million settlement with federal investigators in October 2002.  33   That 
settlement was only a whiff of the havoc that subprime lending would 
catalyze later in the decade. 

 In February 2009, the FBI had thirty - eight corporate fraud investi-
gations open related to the fi nancial crisis, with only 240 agents inves-
tigating mortgage fraud, compared to 1,000 investigators during the 
Savings and Loan Crisis in the 1980s.  34   By the end of April 2009, 
the FBI had 2,440 pending mortgage fraud investigations and for fi s-
cal year 2008 there were 574 indictments that led to 354 convictions.  35   
So far, FBI investigations have yielded one high - profi le criminal case 
related to allegedly subprime lending — the indictment of two hedge 
fund executives from Bear Stearns — which was announced along 
with more than four hundred other mortgage fraud indictments on 
June 19, 2008.  36    

  Lazy Lending Legislation 

 The greedy predatory lending that fueled the Second Great Bank 
Depression could have been avoided. Back in 1994, there was actu-
ally enough popular pressure to introduce legislation that would have 
ushered in controls on lending and other banking activities. As is par 
for the course, a handful of consumer - oriented congresspeople and 
watchdog groups initially faced an uphill battle against a band of well -
 funded, well - placed politicians such as Florida ’ s Bill McCollum, Texas ’ s 
Phil Gramm, and Iowa ’ s James Leach and Charles Grassley, who were 
carrying Wall Street ’ s torch toward deregulation. 

 But a burgeoning predatory lending crisis reached a very public 
head in 1994 amid allegations that Fleet Finance Group had gouged 
hundreds of low - income and minority consumers. Busloads of irate 
anti - loan - shark - T - shirt - sporting citizens rallied through the halls of 
Congress to chronicle lending abuses. 
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 In response, just before Newt Gingrich assumed power as Speaker 
of the House under Democrat president Bill Clinton, the House bat-
tled for the Home Ownership and Equity Protection Act of 1994 
(HOEPA) to cap the most outrageous predatory loans.  37   It was the last 
piece of legislation that attempted to regulate appalling lending prac-
tices. Perhaps if lending had been better regulated, subprime loans 
wouldn ’ t have been the fodder for the Second Great Bank Depression. 
Maybe something else would have been. But that wasn ’ t the case. 

 HOEPA contained several provisions that curbed  “ reverse redlin-
ing, ”  in which nonbank lenders target low - income and minority bor-
rowers. But it didn ’ t reinstate full interest rate caps, which had been 
deregulated during the previous two decades, or limit fees or tighten 
requirements to determine the ability of borrowers to repay their 
loans.  38   As you can imagine, the industry and certain Republicans bit-
terly opposed the original House bill. 

  “ Why can ’ t the lenders police themselves? ”  Senator Richard C. 
Shelby (R - AL) asked.  39   Sure, and while we ’ re at it, why not let power 
companies determine what ’ s pollution and what isn ’ t? Why not let 
agribusiness make the rules about what farms can do? Why not put 
lions in charge of your gazelle sanctuary or hire a fox to guard the hen-
house? Shelby, as you  may reca ll, later sprouted an activist streak in 
2009 and took the Treasury Department to task for lying to Congress 
about TARP. 

 Even with the best intentions, HOEPA ’ s passage had dire conse-
quences. First, it left a huge gap between the fi rst and second tier of 
rates and fees a lender could charge. If lenders didn ’ t want to hit the 
new caps, they had plenty of fertile ground to play on by extending 
loans with rates and fees just beneath the HOEPA triggers. Because 
lenders would make less money from each loan, due to the reduced 
rates and fees, they ’ d have to fi nd more borrowers to make the same 
profi ts. Voil à , the quiet birth of predatory subprime lending. 

 During those early and middle years of the Gingrich revolution, 
there was no talk of regulation. The market zoomed, and even though 
a spate of corporate fraud was percolating, it didn ’ t look broke, so no 
one in Congress fi xed it. 

 As the late 1990s stock market boom headed into the new millen-
nium, there were renewed legislative attempts to rein in the lending 
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industry. Notably, in April 2000, the dynamic duo of Representative 
John LaFalce (D - NY) and Senator Paul Sarbanes (D - MD) introduced 
the Predatory Lending Consumer Protection Act of 2000 (PLCPA) to 
strengthen the Truth - in - Lending Act. 40

 PLCPA would have brought down the HOEPA triggers and cut 
origination fees so that profi t from home mortgages had to come from 
payments, ensuring that everyone in the chain had an interest in home-
owners ’  ability to repay loans. Sarbanes and Senate staffer Jonathan 
Miller worked feverishly to line up cosponsors. 

 The industry attacked the bill and won, with help from McCollum and 
Connie Mack III (R - FL). What did pass, however, was Phil Gramm ’ s 
Commodity Futures Modernization Act of 2000 (CFMA). That act ush-
ered in tremendous growth of unregulated commodity trades through 
its  “ Enron Loophole, ”  which allowed companies to trade energy and 
other commodity futures on unregulated exchanges.  41   

 It also sparked growth in the unregulated credit derivative trades that 
bet on defaults of corporations or loans, which became the main ingre-
dient in the hot new Wall Street fi nancial gumbo. Credit derivatives 
were a type of insurance contract written against not just one corpora-
tion or loan but on investments that scarfed up bunches of subprime 
loans and stuffed them into the unregulated CDOs that imploded and 
hastened the greater lending crisis. The problem was that they weren ’ t 
regulated (even half - heartedly) like insurance policies were. 

 Meanwhile, the quixotic Sarbanes and LaFalce soldiered on, try-
ing to avert lending disaster through appropriate regulation. They 
reintroduced their bill as the Predatory Lending Consumer Protection 
Act of 2001, but the mortgage industry and its mouthpieces were 
relentless. In July 2001, Stephen W. Prough, chairman of Ameriquest 
Mortgage Company, said at the Senate ’ s Banking Committee hear-
ings,  “  ‘ Predatory ’  is really a high - profi le word with no defi nition. ”   42   
In August 2001, Senate Banking Committee chairman Gramm con-
curred,  “ Some people look at subprime lending and see evil, ”  he said. 
 “ I look at subprime lending and I see the American dream in action. ”   43   
The 2001 version of PLCPA also died. 

 Down and nearly out, Sarbanes and LaFalce tried to pass their act 
again in May 2002.  44   It failed again and then again, for the fi nal time, 
on November 21, 2003.  45   Bush ’ s ownership society ideology was in full 
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swing by then, and the country was at war. Any hope for regulation or 
transparency in the lending or banking sector was basically dead. 

 The culmination of years of minor and signifi cant acts of deregula-
tion coalesced with mortgage industry sycophants beating back solid 
attempts at regulation or transparency. Loans that lenders pushed on 
homeowners were the perfect fodder for Wall Street, which eagerly 
packaged the loans and profi ted. House prices, in turn, skyrocketed.  

  How Lenders Created a Risk - Free Business 

 Meanwhile, lending practices had gotten really wild. Alan Greenspan 
had chopped rates dramatically to bolster the economy following the 
stock market plunge in 2001 and 2002. Lower rates meant that it was 
cheaper for banks to borrow more money from the Fed and from 
one another. It also meant that lenders had more funds to play with. 
Because prime loan rates fell in tandem, these loans weren ’ t funneling 
as much profi t to lenders. To make up for it, lenders extended riskier 
(nonprime) loans at higher rates to more borrowers. 

 With cheaper money, lenders were able to fund more mortgages 
for those riskier borrowers. If some loans didn ’ t go well, it wouldn ’ t 
matter. Lenders bet that they could either sell the underlying homes 
for higher prices, which would more than cover the defaulted loans, or 
convince the borrowers to take out equity loans backed by the homes ’  
presumably rising value. 

 That increased the risk of default and, more so, the potential loss to 
the lender:  the same house could now back two loans instead of one, 
so if its value fell and the borrower couldn ’ t pay up, both loans were 
screwed.  Super - low teaser interest rates lasted for two or three years 
and begged to be refi nanced (for which lenders got extra fees) before 
they zoomed up.  46   This added more risk to the system: loans couldn ’ t 
be refi nanced, and borrowers couldn ’ t make the high rate payments. 
But as long as home prices kept rising as they had since at least the 
early 1960s, systemic loan defaults weren ’ t a huge concern.  47   

 While rates remained fairly low, there was always more cash for 
lenders to dole out. Lenders pushed an ongoing cycle of refi nancing 
and new home purchases, both of which could be classifi ed as new 
mortgages on their books, which was good for stock prices. Between 
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2002 and 2005, the stock price of the once - largest independent mort-
gage lender, Countrywide Financial, had tripled — well before Bank 
of America agreed on January 11, 2008, to buy its remains.  48   The fi rm 
created  $ 434 billion in new loans in 2003, a 75 percent increase over 
2002, securing a post in Forbes America ’ s top twenty - fi ve fastest -
 growing big companies for 2003.  49   The number - three home lender, 
Washington Mutual, issued  $ 384 billion in loans that year. (Emulating 
Countrywide ’ s rapid descent later in the decade, Washington Mutual 
lost a combined  $ 4.44 billion in the fi rst and second quarters of 2008, 
before JPMorgan Chase swooped in to buy it, with the government ’ s 
help, on September 25, 2008.)  50   Wells Fargo, which hung on to buy 
Wachovia in October 2008, topped the charts in 2003 with  $ 470 billion 
in new loans.  51   That ’ s a combined  $ 1.3 trillion in new home loans cre-
ated by the big three mortgage lenders in 2003. 

 As home prices spiked amid low rates, demand increased for secu-
ritized loans, and more loans were offered. In 2003, the securitization 
rate of subprime loans matched that of prime loans in the mid - 1990s.  52   
From 2002 to 2006, subprime loan originations went from 8.6 percent 
of all mortgages to 20.1 percent.  53   

 The more subprime loans there were in the market, the more the 
securities piled on top of them became exposed to the risk that a larger 
number of loans than expected might default. Of course, this risk was 
hidden until home prices started to fall and defaults started to rise. 
Subprime defaults decreased to 5.37 percent in 2005 (nearly half of 
what they ’ d been during the 2001 recession), right before those seeds 
of risk between lenders and borrowers began to sprout like Audrey II, 
the alien plant in  Little Shop of Horrors .  54   

 Consumer protections were simultaneously chucked. On April 20, 
2005, President George W. Bush signed the 2005 Bankruptcy Abuse 
and Consumer Protection Act, sponsored by Senator Charles Grassley 
(R - IA), which worsened the quietly growing housing crisis for con-
sumers.  55   Borrowers facing bankruptcy could no longer negotiate 
down the principal of their mortgages with their creditors if the mar-
ket declined, meaning that they had no way to avoid foreclosure, even 
if they wanted to. 

 On September 1, 2005, two years after the fi nal Sarbanes - LaFalce 
bill failed to gain traction, Offi ce of Federal Housing Enterprise 
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Oversight (OFHEO) chief economist Patrick Lawler said,  “ There is 
no evidence here of prices topping out. On the contrary, house price 
infl ation continues to accelerate, as some areas that have experienced 
relatively slow appreciation are picking up steam. ”   56   

 Markets weren ’ t yet constrained for credit. Because lenders were 
assured money through securitizations on Wall Street, they didn ’ t have 
to worry about guidelines on individual loans. If rating agencies would 
certify trillions of dollars worth of collateralized packages of loans with 
the highest possible rating, AAA, Wall Street investment banks could 
sell them to a wider pool of investors, which included pension funds, 
university endowments, and municipalities. High - interest loan vol-
ume, which includes most subprime loans, soared to a combined  $ 1.5 
trillion between 2004 and 2006, representing 29 percent of home loans 
made in 2006.  57   Home equity loans bulged simultaneously. It was a 
loan - lending fest until adjustable rates ultimately kicked in, and prices 
topped out. At the same time that housing values were faltering, bor-
rower mortgage payments jumped by 25 to 30 percent as adjustment 
periods began. Then the foreclosures ramped up to levels last seen 
during the Great Depression.  

  More about Making Simple Loans into Complex Securities 

 The fi rst ABSs were issued in the United States in 1985 to help sav-
ings and loan associations get risky loans off their books. Credit card 
companies issued their fi rst ABSs in 1987.  58   The U.S. ABS market grew 
steadily through the early 1990s.  59   

 ABSs were stuffed with risky assets, such as subprime mortgages 
and subprime home equity loans, but in the beginning there weren ’ t 
enough of these to make a huge difference. The fi nancial wizardry of 
securitization gathered up bunches of loans, and used them as lining 
for new securities. These new securities were sliced into two (or more) 
parts. The top part was called a senior slice, or tranche. Senior slices 
would receive any interest payments coming from the underlying 
loans fi rst. The bottom slice, called a subordinated (or  “ sub ” ) tranche 
would protect the senior one from the risk of not receiving interest 
payments, if borrowers defaulted on their loans. The sub - tranche only 
received whatever loan payments were left after the senior investors 
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were paid. Most ABSs had more than two tranches, but the principle 
worked the same. The bottom slices were like bodyguards. They took 
the hit of any losses, so the top ones would be assured of payment. In 
return for taking this extra risk that not enough payments would come 
in, subordinate bond holders got more interest than senior ones. This 
process worked only if the sub - tranche was big enough to absorb 
anticipated losses. If its size was miscalculated or defaults were mas-
sive, the whole security could collapse. Not only would the sub - piece 
not get paid, but the pieces above it might not either. As the years 
went on, it was common to have three, four, thirty or more tranches 
for each security, but no matter how many there were the hierarchy 
worked the same. 

 Prudential Securities created the fi rst CDO obligation backed by 
ABSs or mortgage loans in 1999. During that time, most CDOs sim-
ply contained corporate, mostly high - yield, bonds or assets.  60   As cor-
porate fraud was exposed and bankruptcies rose, different kinds of 
stuffi ng were needed for the CDO technology. Prudential became 
one of the leaders on a dangerous path that would lead the CDO mar-
ket, worth  $ 275 billion in 2000, to a value of  $ 4.7 trillion by 2006.  61   

 Fannie Mae, established in 1938, and Freddie Mac are the GSEs 
that originally had tight restrictions on the types and the quality of 
mortgages they were allowed to securitize. The credit risk for sub-
prime loans rested just above the level these GSEs would accept, so 
subprime loans were off limits. Standards fell on Bill Clinton ’ s watch. 
What happened was that HUD required Fannie and Freddie to buy 
up a certain percentage of affordable loans, and in 1995, it allowed 
them to purchase subprime loans to count toward that total.  62   Fannie 
Mae then eased its credit requirements even further in 1999. 

  “ If they fail, the government will have to step up and bail them out 
the way it stepped up and bailed out the thrift industry, ”  Peter Wallison, 
a resident fellow at the American Enterprise Institute, presciently told 
the  New York Times  in September 1999.  63   

 With Wall Street profi ts to be made, HUD under President Bush 
upped the affordable loan requirement in 2004 to 56 percent of 
Fannie ’ s and Freddie ’ s total loans. Although Fannie and Freddie tried 
to buy loans with the least amount of risk (on the surface), they still 
provided capital to the entire loosely regulated subprime market.  64   
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 After a mess of accounting scandals — Fannie Mae was forced to 
 correct its books by  $ 11 billion in 2004, and Freddie Mac misreported 
its earnings by  $ 5 billion from 2000 to 2002 — the government mort-
gage darlings needed to get back into secure business, so they dove 
headlong into the next big thing and became the largest buyers of sub-
prime and Alt - A mortgages from 2004 to 2007.  65   At a total of nearly 
half a trillion dollars, Fannie and Freddie occupied between 20 and 44 
percent of the total subprime market each year during that time.  66   

 As subprime and Alt - A originations in the United States rose from 
less than 8 percent of all mortgages in 2003 to a high of more than 
20 percent in 2006, their quality also deteriorated.  67   Various metrics 
show that the subprime saturation might have been even worse than 
that — the Kansas City Federal Reserve calculated in July 2008 that 
nationally, the 2006 subprime loan origination alone was as high as 38 
percent of the market.  68   But that didn ’ t make a difference. If GSEs and 
investors had demand, lenders would make sure there was supply. 

 Meanwhile, investment banks were on a never - ending hunt for 
new profi t sources. And investors were looking for a better asset class, 
because the stock market wasn ’ t doing the trick anymore. Investors 
set their sights on subprime assets that could be scrambled up and 
spooned out to achieve high - quality ratings. 

 Based on the possibility that some part of the batch of subprime 
loans would default, rating agencies assigned separate ratings to the 
senior and the subordinate tranches. Tranches that were AAA rated 
were considered to be virtually risk - free. A BBB tranche had a higher 
chance of defaulting but, in theory, would protect the AAA tranches 
from losses on a default. The way that rating agency models worked, if 
there was a default on the BBB tranche, it didn ’ t necessarily trigger a 
downgrading of the AAA tranche, although it certainly should have.  69   
To make matters worse, hedge funds gradually got used to not taking 
on subordinated tranches at all. Their securities were selling, so why 
should they absorb any of the risk?  70   

 Global investors were buzzing. They could buy assets that looked 
superior and get spreads that were higher than other similarly rated 
assets, such as Treasury bonds or investment - grade corporations like 
IBM and GE. That hunger fueled global ABS issuance, which nearly 
doubled, from roughly 1,600 issues in 2003 to more than 3,000 in 2006. 
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Companies were printing ABSs as if they were money, even though 
they were worth less than the paper they were printed on (metaphori-
cally speaking).  71   

 Assets were worth far less than the ratings indicated because of 
a risk catch. A security that might have been a perfectly good AAA, 
if risk assumptions were correct, could take on the risk characteris-
tics of a BBB security if defaults increased, even though it was still 
called AAA. Which is what started to happen in late 2005. Credit 
spreads on AAA - rated ABSs were repriced as BBB corporate bonds 
by August 2007.  72   It wasn ’ t long before investors realized that they ’ d 
bought a lemon, and their appetites started to sour.  

  Making Complex Securities into 
Incomprehensible Securities 

 To add more complexity to the mix and produce more AAA tranches, 
banks started to issue a new batch of securities: the CDO. Instead of 
simply being a scrambled mix of subprime loans backed by homes, 
CDOs were a rescrambled mix of ABSs and subprime loans and some-
times credit derivatives, which were unregulated securities that paid out 
a premium if the assets they were linked to didn ’ t default. Somewhere 
in there, CDOs were backed by those same subprime home mortgages, 
but it was more diffi cult to see how. 

 Globally, proceeds from CDOs surged in the mid -  and late - 2000s. 
In 2003, proceeds from CDOs were at a paltry  $ 86.5 billion, hitting 
a peak in 2006 of  $ 478.8 billion and decreasing slightly in 2007 to 
 $ 442.3 billion.       Tragically, subprime loan packages were the fast-
est - growing segment of ABSs, up to 26 percent in June 2007 from 
14  percent in 2000.  73    This meant that the fi nancial products that were 
seeing the most growth were also the ones that contained the most 
inherent risk.

 Demand remained insatiable through 2006. Issuing banks began 
to drum up synthetic CDOs backed only by credit derivatives linked to 
ABSs, not even by the ABSs themselves. Among other creative risk -
 hiding schemes, CDOs were squared, taking the most risky parts of 
CDOs and rescrambling them among less - risky parts. Each time the 
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same technology was applied, the risk was amplifi ed that the whole 
thing would collapse if more loans at the bottom deteriorated. That 
didn ’ t stop the profi t - fest. 

 The hedge fund community was a willing accomplice, providing 
equity capital to line these CDOs. Then, of course, the CDO market, 
along with everything else, hit rock bottom in 2008, with proceeds fall-
ing 88 percent to  $ 52.6 billion. Growth in the CDO market ceased 
with a whimper, and there were no more investors to hose. CDO pro-
ceeds fell to  $ 20 billion in the United States that year.  74   

 The CDO market and the leverage taken on top of pieces of CDOs 
ultimately brought down Lehman Brothers, Bear Stearns, and other 
hedge funds. The lawsuits poured in. On March 17, 2008, Bear Stearns 
shareholders fi led a class - action lawsuit alleging that they were misled 
about the fi rm ’ s true fi nancial condition leading up to its takeover by 
JPMorgan Chase on March 16.  75   Beverly Hills billionaire H. Roger 
Wang sued Bear Stearns for fraud the next month, after losing more 
than  $ 5.6 million on 150,000 shares he ’ d bought in the weeks and days 
leading up to Bear ’ s collapse.  76   Other lawsuits against Bear and other 
funds remain in the air.  

  Everyone Was Invited, Everyone  RSVP  ’ d, 
and Everyone Showed Up 

 Before the funeral, there was the party. European banks, global insur-
ance companies and stateside pension funds, and, to a lesser extent, 
U.S. banks inhaled the AAA securities on the top layers of CDOs. 
Investors assumed that their risks were tiny. They weren ’ t the only 
ones. From pension funds in Ireland to private banking and insurance 
specialists in Belgium, everyone was buying CDOs.  77   

 The largest public pension fund in the United States, the California 
Public Employees ’  Retirement System, bought  $ 140 million in CDO 
equity (the riskiest, unrated CDO slice) from Citigroup by July 2007.  78   
Of all the CDO equity slices sold in the United States, 7 percent went 
to pension funds, endowments, and religious organizations, which 
bought up half a billion dollars ’  worth of the riskiest pieces of CDOs 
between 2002 and 2007. 
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 The investors who needed to keep their money the most ended up 
taking the fi rst hit when CDOs failed. In 2008, the New Mexico State 
Investment Council, which manages investments for twenty state 
agencies, including the New Mexico Retiree Health Care Authority 
and the New Mexico School for the Blind and Visually Impaired, had 
more than  $ 500 million invested in equity tranches, while the General 
Retirement System of Texas had  $ 62.8 million and the Missouri State 
Employees ’  Retirement System had a  $ 25 million tranche.  79   

 But all the investors discovered that they would face a major liquid-
ity problem if they wanted to get rid of any of this stuff. In markets, if 
buyers stop buying, sellers can ’ t sell. Demand and liquidity began to 
dry up in the middle of 2007. New ABS CDOs were practically halted 
by October 2007.  80   By February 2008, only one new CDO had been 
created in the United States.  81  Losses   racked up.

 The AAA ratings given by the major rating agencies, including 
Standard and Poor ’ s, Moody ’ s Investors Service, and Fitch Ratings, 
were bought and paid for by the investment banks, which were also 
their clients.  82   Based on a historical gauge of  default probabilities  — the 
likelihood that payments on loans or bonds would stop — these agencies 
would rate tiers of newly fashioned securities depending on whether 
the tier below them would default or not. If the agencies did not pro-
vide good scores, CDOs weren ’ t created, and the agencies wouldn ’ t 
get paid. 

  “ In my view there are very few institutions that can remain objec-
tive given such a compensation scheme, ”  Andrew Davidson, who 
runs a risk - management fi rm, told the now defunct  New York Sun  in 
September 2007.  83   

 The rating agencies, despite having contributed to the global eco-
nomic meltdown that impacted the greater public, didn ’ t consider 
themselves responsible for any of it.  84   

 When one of my researchers for this book called to ask one of the 
three major rating agencies a simple question —   “What kind of fees 
were made on these deals? ”  — its response was not,  “ Sure, let ’ s get that 
information for you ASAP. ”  It was something along the lines of,  “ Tell 
us which company you work for, and we ’ ll get back to you. ”  In other 
words,  “ If you don ’ t pay us or get us paid, we won ’ t help you. ”  So much 
for transparency.  That’s reason enough to nationalize rating agencies.
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 High ratings meant high demand everywhere in the world, so that 
the failed Belgian - Dutch bank Fortis and others came to own a piece 
of Stockton. If one Stockton home defaulted, the global effect was 
miniscule. But when lots of home loans went under and their interest 
payments stopped funneling through the massive leveraged pyramid 
scheme that Wall Street had created, the damage from a simple but-
terfl y wing fl ap turned seismic. The SEC, late as always to every party, 
voted to formally propose rating agency reforms to increase transpar-
ency and constrain the practices that awarded high ratings to low assets 
on June 11, 2008.  85   

 Three months later, on October 22, 2008, the House Committee 
on Oversight and Government Reform held a hearing titled,  “ Credit 
Rating Agencies and the Financial Crisis. ”  In his opening statement, 
Chairman Henry Waxman (D - CA) remarked,  “ The credit rating agen-
cies occupy a special place in our fi nancial markets. Millions of inves-
tors rely on them for independent, objective assessments. The rating 
agencies broke this bond of trust, and federal regulators ignored the 
warning signs and did nothing to protect the public. The result is that 
our entire fi nancial system is now at risk — just as the CEO of Moody ’ s 
predicted a year ago. ”   86   Party over.  

  Making Incomprehensible Securities into 
Inconceivable Insurance 

 The orgy of toxic securities was made worse by a fi nancial product 
called a credit default swap (CDS), which was invented in 1997 by 
JPMorgan Chase.  87   In the unregulated CDS market, the seller of a 
CDS gets paid a premium from the buyer, who in return gets pro-
tection from a bad credit event. In an incestuous frenzy, institutions 
bought and sold credit protection to one another, with money they 
borrowed from one another. Since 2000, the CDS market exploded 
from  $ 900 billion to more than  $ 45.5 trillion. That ’ s about twice the 
size of the entire U.S. stock market.  88   The CDS boom continued until 
liquidity in the contracts dried up earlier this year and lenders called 
in their money. 
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 The global fallout might have been manageable if banks hadn ’ t 
entered this massively interconnected circle of   privately negotiated 
CDSs. Even when banks were starting to post losses in 2007 and 
credit funds like those at Bear Stearns were tanking, the unregulated, 
over - the - counter derivatives market kept growing in the second half 
of 2007, particularly in the credit arena.  89   Fear seeping through Wall 
Street translated into a rush to buy credit protection, most notably 
from the American International Group (AIG), which was later on 
the hook for more protection than it could handle and had to ask the 
government for handouts.  90   

 Fortunately, even though banking practices are usually shrouded 
in secrecy, certain whistle - blowing heroes emerged. One of them, 
Deepak Moorjani, an employee and a shareholder at Deutsche Bank 
AG, could have told you this crisis was coming. In fact, he warned his 
bosses of just that back in 2006. Moorjani had come out of the private 
equity world and had served on the boards of several small companies. 
It had been his job to ensure that those companies were run effi ciently 
and honestly. When Moorjani joined the Deutsche Bank Commercial 
Real Estate Division, he saw that pay incentives and lack of oversight 
from management had led to excessive risk taking. 

  “ I was kind of doing what I was trained to do, but you get yourself 
into a sort of environment like Deutsche Bank and that ’ s not highly 
appreciated, ”  he said in a phone interview.  91   

 Deutsche Bank was only one of the big - name companies tied up 
in AIG ’ s collapse and subsequent bailout. Insurance companies such as 
AIG provided insurance on CDOs through CDSs. AIG was providing 
insurance on securities that everyone assumed would keep churning 
out money, based on constantly rising housing prices. Once the CDOs, 
or what was inside them, started to default, AIG had to pay back these 
insurance claims.  92   

 When the government bailed out AIG, it was really acting as the 
insurance company AIG had claimed to be. AIG took taxpayer money 
and gave  $ 90 billion of it to fi fteen of the counterparties it had prom-
ised to insure against credit defaults written on super - senior (even bet-
ter then AAA) tranches of CDOs backed by mortgage securities, some 
of them subprime.  93   
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 Deutsche Bank was one of the companies AIG paid off with tax-
payer billions —  $ 1.8 billion, to be exact. That was more than 50 per-
cent of Deutsche Bank ’ s market capitalization at the time, according to 
Moorjani, who  has since applied for a position with the SEC Division 
of Enforcement. 

  “ If you ’ re a bank, you can write these contracts all day long and 
there ’ s no transparency, ”  he said. The employees writing and signing 
off on the contracts get paid in the short term, even if, in the long term, 
losses from those contracts amount to a hard slap across the face of the 
world economy. 

  “ You have to track managers using the company ’ s resources for 
personal gain because they ’ re not owners, they ’ re not sharehold-
ers, ”  he said.  “ It ’ s OPM — it ’ s other people ’ s money — and that is the 
problem. ”   94    

  The Cruelest Lie of All 

 There are those who blame lending, and certainly subprime lend-
ing was terribly predatory. Conservatives, however, toward the end 
of 2008, began to blame the people getting the subprime loans and 
the Democrats for pushing through the Community Reinvestment 
Act (CRA) in 1977, which sought to end discriminatory home - lending 
practices. 

 CRA  “ led to tremendous pressure on Fannie Mae and Freddie 
Mac — which in turn pressured banks and other lenders — to extend 
mortgages to people who were borrowing over their heads. That ’ s 
called subprime lending. It lies at the root of our current calamity, ”  the 
conservative columnist Charles Krauthammer wrote on September 26, 
2008, in his nationally syndicated column. Translation: the Democrats 
allowed Poor People to do this. And innocent Wall Street paid 
the price. 

 Krauthammer continued,  “ Were there some predatory lenders? 
Of course. But only a fool or a demagogue — i.e., a presidential can-
didate — would suggest that this is a major part of the problem. ”   95   (Of 
course, maybe Krauthammer is just always reactionary. At the begin-
ning of the Iraq War, he wrote,  “ Hans Blix had fi ve months to fi nd 
weapons. He found nothing. We ’ ve had fi ve weeks. Come back to me 
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in fi ve months. If we haven ’ t found any, we will have a credibility prob-
lem. ”   96   Credibility problem indeed.) 

 Since late 2008, plenty of fools and demagogues have argued and, 
in fact, proved Krauthammer wrong. But for a while, conservative 
stalwarts such as Fox News ’ s Neil Cavuto and newspaper columnist 
George Will echoed the idea that it wasn ’ t greed but a 1977 regula-
tory law that brought down the economy.  97   Given that the value of 
subprime loans in the market is overwhelmed by the amount of the 
full federal bailout by a factor of ten to one, that ’ s not anywhere 
near reality. 

 The fi nance community ’ s theory is one of selective Darwinism: Little 
people who take bad risks deserve the consequences. Companies that 
take bad risks are a welcome addition to the fallen competitor list. 
Banks that survive the chaos can reposition themselves at the top 
of the fi nancial piles, and deserve all the federal bailout money, and 
assistance in growing even bigger, that they can get. 

 Indeed, after the Bear Stearns bailout, then treasury secretary 
Paulson said of his former competitor,  “ When we talk about moral 
hazard, I would say,  ‘ Look at the Bear Stearns shareholder. ’  ”   98   Blaming 
the bad apple and delivering some well - chosen words about America ’ s 
destiny will usually mute the need for regulation. That ’ s why current 
congressional packages tend to offer cosmetic fi nancial solutions to 
long - term regulatory dilemmas. 

 No matter where the blame lies, as housing prices kept drop-
ping and foreclosures kept rising, the feds jumped into gear late 
and indicted several hundred mortgage players, including former 
Bear Stearns credit hedge fund stars and current scapegoats Ralph 
Cioffe and Matt Tannin, and many lesser - known characters. The 
FBI and the Department of Justice targeted a slew of small and 
big fi rms after the fact, from Puerto Rico – based Doral Financial 
Corporation, unknown to most households, to more prominent 
names: AIG, Countrywide Financial, Washington Mutual, Bear 
Stearns, Lehman Brothers, UBS AG, New Century Financial, 
Freddie Mac, and Fannie Mae. 

 When all is forgotten and we ’ ve moved on to our next fi nancial cri-
sis, there will be certain fi ngers frozen in time pointing at the subprime 
loans as the cause of the calamity. Big Finance would prefer that. But 
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the truth is that the subprime loan tragedy was merely the catalyst that 
exposed the mega - tiered securitizations of securitizations, the massive 
leverage chain derivatives attached to nothing concrete, and the inef-
fective regulatory restraints. All of which led us down the rabbit hole 
of the Second Great Bank Depression.            
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Everybody Wants 
to Be a Bank           

  When money speaks, the truth is silent. 
  — Russian proverb   

 An air of impending disaster pervaded Wall Street late on Sunday 
night, September 21, 2008. Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley 

each faced a severe capital shortage, having borrowed well beyond 
their means, thanks to the massive leverage ratios allowed by the 
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). The only thing these old 
dogs of the investment world could do at that particular moment —
 and it was brilliant — was fl ip onto their backs, muster up their cutest 
puppy - dog smiles (even though they should have known better than to 
knock over all the houseplants), and beg the federal government for 
a good, long scratch. Perhaps even to their own surprise, the old dogs 
were scratched like never before. 

 When we look back at that moment decades from now, it will surely 
seem that the very smart people at Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley 
were able to make the government ’ s most powerful fi nancial arbiters 
look foolish. How did this happen? Easy. Goldman Sachs and Morgan 
Stanley told the Federal Reserve exactly what it wanted to hear: We 
need you. 
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 Two of the country ’ s most powerful investment banks, accustomed 
to making huge profi ts and having limited government regulation, 
came to the Fed ’ s doorstep, hat in hand, and asked — nay,  begged! —
  for government help. They wanted the Fed to make them bank hold-
ing companies (BHCs). The proposal seemed to defy everything that 
Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley stood for. They seemed willing to 
relinquish their ability to speculate and leverage excessively. On the 
surface, anyway. 

 The Fed determined that emergency conditions existed because of 
the prevailing market chaos and because the sky had fallen on Lehman 
Brothers, the banks ’  competitor. Under  “ unusual and exigent circum-
stances, ”  as defi ned in a 1932 provision in the Federal Reserve Act, the 
Fed could grant the changeover and allow the investment banks access 
to its discount lending window, effectively ensuring Morgan Stanley 
and Goldman Sachs easy access to massive lines of credit.  1   For those 
of you keeping score at home: change of status equaled river of free 
money. No one questioned the Fed’s actions. 

 Morgan Stanley also applied to become a fi nancial holding company 
(FHC); Goldman Sachs gave notice of its intent to do the same.  2   The 
BHC and FHC designations provided the best of both worlds —
 the investment banks got guarantees and cheap loans from the govern-
ment as BHCs, plus freedom from many commercial bank regulations 
as FHCs. A BHC can only engage in classic commercial banking activi-
ties (such as taking deposits and extending loans), whereas an FHC 
has a broader mandate, in fact, one nearly identical to everything both 
investment banks were already doing.  3   

 The Fed approved the investment banks ’  BHC fi lings that September 
21 night, bypassing the regular fi ve - day antitrust waiting period and 
without time or apparent inclination for any meaningful debate.  4   

 So the two remaining investment bank giants, in their new BHC 
incarnation, craftily got access to further taxpayer backing, and they could 
still operate as they had before. What ’ s more, the name change pro-
vided other avenues for the banks to bogart easy money. On October 
14, 2008, the FDIC created the Temporary Liquidity Guarantee 
Program (TLGP), which I ’ ll talk about more in the next chapter.  5   
The TLGP allowed Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, and others to 
mooch off money that should have been reserved for banks dealing 
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with  average consumers. With the FDIC ’ s backing, the banks could 
raise capital by issuing debt with really low interest rates, as opposed 
to the corporate rates they would have had to pay had they not taken 
on the new titles. That little trick allowed Goldman Sachs to raise more 
than  $ 29 billion of cheap debt and Morgan Stanley to raise nearly  $ 24 
billion.  6   Previously, neither bank had taken a dime in deposits from 
anyone beneath a seven - fi gure income bracket, and they had never 
acted like or had any intention of acting like consumer banks — yet they 
had no shame lining up at the government ’ s vast money till. Hey, what 
could be better than money that was practically free? The conversion 
to BHCs also presented a way for Goldman Sachs and Morgan 
Stanley to dodge transparency. By becoming BHCs, they got around 
disclosing how much their assets were worth, based on market values. 
They could instead reclassify their assets as  “ held for investment, ”  just 
as the big banks did.  7   In other words, don ’ t tell, and we, the Fed, won ’ t 
ask. We have yet to see how much each bank got from the Fed’s loan 
facilities, but we’ll see exactly how secretive the Fed is later.  

  Will They Really Be More Regulated Now? 

 In the aftermath of the reclassifi cation, the Fed itself took on even 
more responsibility and power. It became the regulator for more U.S. 
fi nancial institutions, because they were all becoming BHCs, which are 
under the Fed ’ s regulatory purview. But even with their new names, 
Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley are still investment banks, just as 
horse manure by any other name still smells as rank. Under the rules 
of the Bank Holding Company Act, these newly named fi rms have a 
two - year conversion period, with the possibility of extending that grace 
period even further. (That ’ s plenty of time to lobby for changes to the 
act, which they probably will.) See, if the Fed was serious about using 
this Second Great Bank Depression period to become a stricter regu-
lator, it would not have provided this leniency. That it did shows us that 
the Fed will not be able to prevent a Third Depression. Indeed, it will 
shoulder part of the responsibility for that event. 

 Economist and codirector of the D.C. - based Center for Economic 
and Policy Research Dean Baker was skeptical from the beginning of 
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Goldman Sachs ’ s and Morgan Stanley ’ s bait, switch, and get bailed out 
strategy.  “ On principle it ’ s a big deal that they will be regulated as com-
mercial banks. Over the longer term, I don ’ t know if they ’ ve thought it 
through and if the Fed has thought it through. ”   8   

 I called Baker a few months after Goldman Sachs and Morgan 
Stanley became BHCs, and he told me,  “ They are going to get by as 
much as they can. They are fi rst looking at survival, but they will always 
try to slip out of regulations. Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley are 
powerful. They are trying to make a virtue out of a necessity and will 
try to squirrel out of whatever they can. If they get through this, they 
will fi ght again later. ”   9   

 Of course, public spin on the move was important. Both fi rms 
went out of their way to extol its virtues, mostly in an effort to keep 
nervous investors calm.  “ This fundamentally alters the landscape, ”  a 
Goldman Sachs spokesman said.  “ By becoming a bank holding com-
pany and being regulated by the Federal Reserve, we have directly 
addressed issues that have become of mounting concern to market 
participants in recent weeks. ”   10   (Note that this  “ mounting concern ”  
referred to the people who bought their stock, not to people losing 
their homes.) 

 In its SEC fi ling dated September 21, 2008, Goldman Sachs was 
equally optimistic:  “ In recent weeks, particularly in view of market 
developments, Goldman Sachs has discussed with the Federal Reserve 
our intention to be regulated as a bank holding company. We under-
stand that the market views oversight by the Federal Reserve and the 
ability to source insured bank deposits as providing a greater degree 
of safety and soundness. We view regulation by the Federal Reserve 
Board as appropriate and in the best interests of protecting and grow-
ing our franchise across our diverse range of businesses. ”   11   

 John J. Mack, the chairman and chief executive of Morgan Stanley, 
echoed his company ’ s competitor, saying,  “ This new bank holding 
structure will ensure that Morgan Stanley is in the strongest possible 
position — to seize opportunities in the rapidly changing fi nancial mar-
ketplace. ”   12   Don ’ t you just love it? Not the rapidly imploding one, the 
rapidly  changing  one. Not to contain risk, but to seize opportunities. 

 Yet somehow the media pitied Goldman Sachs and Morgan 
Stanley, as if these once valiant warriors were forced to succumb 
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to powers greater than themselves, only to be rendered mere 
commoners. 

 Indeed, it was unsettling    that the  Wall Street Journal  bought 
Goldman Sachs’s and Morgan Stanley ’ s line about regulation being a 
necessity, with the paper concluding that Wall Street ’ s image of invest-
ment bank gods was a thing of the past. It conjured images of dying 
roses, their parched stems on vines scorched by an unnatural summer 
heat.  The fi nancial media’s empathy served to mask the true dangers 
behind the move these investment banks were making, one that would 
have lasting repercussions.

 Let me just break down the fi rst few paragraphs in the Fed’s initial 
article on the BHC move so that you can hear the violins:       

 The Federal Reserve, in an attempt to prevent the crisis on Wall 
Street from infecting its two premier institutions, took the extraor-
dinary measure on Sunday night of agreeing to convert invest-
ment banks Morgan Stanley and Goldman Sachs Group Inc. into 
traditional bank holding companies.   

 In other words, the Federal Reserve is Batman and it rushed in to save 
Morgan Stanley and Goldman Sachs, the two most important fi rms in 
Gotham City.   

 With the move, Wall Street as it has long been known — a coterie 
of independent brokerage fi rms that buy and sell securities, advise 
clients and are less regulated than old - fashioned banks — will 
cease to exist.   

 So, we ’ re supposed to believe the difference between Goldman Sachs 
and the West Main Street Bank of Hicksville has now been erased.   

 Wall Street ’ s two most prestigious institutions will come under the 
close supervision of national bank regulators, subjecting them to 
new capital requirements, additional oversight, and far less profi t-
ability than they have historically enjoyed.   13

 So, Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley were not only premier, they 
walked on water. And now these bastions of superior fi nance will have 
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to be monitored and might make less money. If you believe that it ’ ll 
work out that way, I have some credit default swaps I ’ d like to sell 
you. 

 The Fed might not have questioned the lasting impact of its 
decisions to turn every capital - starved institution into a BHC, but there 
were other external voices of concern regarding the banks ’  true inten-
tions going forward.  “ These are strong competitors who take advantage 
of loopholes, ”  said economist Gary Dymski.  “ Companies may approach 
risk cautiously during the current economic crisis, but how is it going 
to be ten years from now? ”   14   

 Nouriel Roubini, the chairman of the RGE Monitor and a profes-
sor of economics at New York University, told the  Financial Times  
that the fi nancial supervisory system  “ relied on self - regulation that, in 
effect, meant no regulation; on market discipline that does not exist 
when there is euphoria and irrational exuberance; on internal risk 
management models that fail because — as a former chief executive 
of Citigroup put it — when the music is playing you gotta stand up 
and dance. ”   15   

 Proof of the investment banks ’  slyness came six months after their 
BHC approvals, when Goldman Sachs announced on February 4, 
2009, that it wanted to repay its  $ 10 billion government bailout as soon 
as possible, because the government was cramping its style.  16   

 As David Viniar, chief fi nancial offi cer at Goldman Sachs, put it at 
a Credit Suisse Group conference in Naples, Florida,  “ Operating our 
business without the government capital would be an easier thing to 
do  . . . . We ’ d be under less scrutiny and under less pressure. ”   17   

 Investors and traders were gleeful when they heard that news. 
Goldman shares jumped more than 6 percent that day, which just goes 
to show that  “ the market ”  (meaning its speculative stock traders) will 
never learn from its screwups. No matter how expensive the conse-
quences, risky practices will be rewarded more than government regu-
lations are. It defi es logic. 

 Indeed, as Goldman Sachs CEO Lloyd Blankfein wrote in a 
February 8, 2009, op - ed article for the  Financial Times :  “ Taking risk 
completely out of the system will be at the cost of economic growth. 
Similarly, if we abandon, as opposed to regulate, market mechanisms 
created decades ago, such as securitization and derivatives, we may 
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end up constraining access to capital and the effi cient hedging and 
distribution of risk, when we ultimately do come through this crisis. ”   18   
But then, no one expects Blankfein to constrain future profi t poten-
tial. If you control the system, you assume you can sidestep its risks or 
squeeze the public to pay for the damage. It was up to the same Fed 
that said Goldman Sachs could step under the cheap federal assistance 
tent to do some regulation. But, in opening its books to extend mega-
loans to these new quasi - BHCs, it demonstrated — loud and clear —
 that it would not.  

  Not Only Investment Banks Can Be Banks 

 The reaction of most citizens to the barrage of news about bailout bucks 
fl ying to various banks like paper clips to a desk magnet is usually,  “ Hey, 
can I get my own bailout? ”  No. Not a dollar, a dime or even a cent. But 
if you ’ re a corporation with a good legal team, you can get an affi rmative 
answer — as we ’ ve seen, it merely takes a little name change. 

 American Express was one of the fi rst companies to follow 
Goldman Sachs’s and Morgan Stanley ’ s lead. On November 10, 2008, 
it, too, jumped on the Bank Holding Company Bailout Bandwagon.  19   
Chairman and CEO Kenneth Chenault spelled out the reason for the 
name change in a prepared statement.  “ Given the continued volatility 
in the fi nancial markets, ”  he said,  “ we want to be best positioned to 
take advantage of the various programs the U.S. government has intro-
duced or may introduce. ”   20   

 He said this without a trace of self - consciousness, even as American 
Express reported a 23 percent drop in third - quarter profi ts and 
announced it would chop 10 percent of its workforce.  21   Even worse, its 
fourth - quarter earnings were down 72 percent versus the same quarter 
in 2007.  22   The move also didn ’ t immediately help American Express ’ s 
share price, which dropped a few days after the BHC announcement 
to its lowest value since April 1997.  23   

 Still, at least American Express is sort of like a bank, in that many 
of its customers are normal citizens. But then there ’ s this: its sepa-
rate subsidiary, American Express Travel Related Services Co., Inc., 
got BHC status, too. This unit books high - class holidays, resort hotel 
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excursions, and other  travel  activities. Its Web site boasts of luxury 
vacations in resorts with  “ lofty marble entrance halls ”  and  “ luxurious 
suites on 22 acres of tropical gardens, ”     “ award - winning cuisine, ”     “ a 
pampering spa, and almost every land and water - sport imaginable. ”   24   
A BHC can offer all that? Really? 

 Sure, the American Express subsidiary handles money, but so 
does everyone else in the country. To explain its decision, the Fed 
repeated,  “ Emergency conditions exist that justify expeditious action 
on this proposal. ”   25   What, someone had to rush off to Cabo, ASAP? 
Actually, it was less silly than it seemed, because travel agents had 
gotten the go - ahead in the Gramm - Leach - Bliley Act to claim status as 
fi nancial institutions.  26   

 Six weeks later, American Express ’ s BHC status paid a nice dividend 
when it announced it ’ d be getting a  $ 3.9 billion belated Christmas gift 
from TARP. The money arrived on January 13, 2009, the same day that 
forty - two other banks received a total of  $ 11.4 billion.  27   

 In general, the Federal Reserve was only too willing to approve 
BHC requests — and it complied fast, which is the scary part. The nor-
mal BHC application process takes about thirty days.  28   In American 
Express ’ s case, it took four.  29   Simply put, TARP was the best deal in 
town. All that a fi rm in trouble had to do was change its status, apply, 
and cash its billion - dollar checks. The bandwagon quickly evolved 
into a crowded bus, as everyone wanted to be a BHC. On November 
15, 2008, loan servicer Ocwen Financial Corp. applied to the Dallas 
Federal Reserve to purchase Kent County State Bank and become a 
BHC.  30   On December 8, 2008, Capmark Financial Group Inc. applied 
to become a BHC (as well as to TARP). But in February 2009, Capmark 
withdrew its BHC application, and as of June it had not received any 
TARP money.  31   

 Shortly after Capmark put in its BHC application, Discover Financial 
Services, the fourth - largest credit card company in America (spun off 
from its former parent Morgan Stanley in June 2007), got approval to 
become a BHC. It had been the last stand - alone consumer credit card 
company in the United States after American Express.  32   

 Century - old commercial lender CIT Group became a BHC on 
December 22, 2008, and bagged  $ 2.33 billion worth of TARP dollars 
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on New Year ’ s Eve.  33   Its stock had lost more than 80 percent of its 
value in 2008.  34    It came to the government for more in July 2009.

 After execs for the big three automakers made an embarrassing 
plea for TARP bailout funds in front of the U.S. Senate Committee 
on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs on November 18, 2008, and 
a second plea on December 4, 2008, GM decided to take the easiest 
route of all.  35   

 So it applied for its fi nancing arm, GMAC, to become a BHC. And 
sure enough, on Christmas Eve 2008, GMAC got Federal Reserve 
approval to become a BHC.  36   Again, the Federal Reserve granted the 
application on an emergency basis, because of the  “ economic crisis. ”  
GM had been green - lighted for up to  $ 13.4 billion in emergency loans 
a week earlier, on December 19, 2008. GM subsidiaries bagged another 
 $ 6 billion from the TARP Automotive Industry Financing Program 
(AIFP) on December 29, 2008.  37   Three days later, Chrysler Holding 
LLC got  $ 4 billion from the AIFP, plus the fi rm got an additional  $ 1.5 
billion to fi nance new auto loans on January 16, 2009.  38   

 But even with taxpayer billions, the auto executives couldn ’ t get 
their companies on track. President Obama announced in late March 
2009 that Chrysler and GM submitted subpar restructuring plans and 
were not worthy of more government help, while the administration 
simultaneously ousted GM CEO Rick Wagoner. 

  “ Neither GM nor Chrysler is viable and deeper sacrifi ces must be 
made, the White House indicated Sunday, setting the stage for a crisis 
in Detroit that will dramatically reshape the nation ’ s auto industry, ”  
the Associated Press reported on March 30, 2009.  39   As of late April 
2009, the Treasury had poured a total of  $ 32.7 billion in total loans to 
General Motors, GMAC, Chrysler Holding, and Chrysler Financial to 
help the fi rms avoid bankruptcy and that old  “ systemic risk ”  problem.  40   
Still, Chrysler LLC fi led for bankruptcy on April 30, 2009, announcing a 
merger with Fiat, which got 20 percent control of the new company.  41   

 And it got worse. On June 1, 2009, GM declared bankruptcy and 
along with it, received  $ 30 billion more in federal funds. So, all told, 
GM, GMAC, Chrysler Holding, Chrysler Financial, and New CarCo 
LLC (the entity the government created to deal with the auto mess) 
sucked up  $ 92.4 billion in public money by the middle of 2009.42 And 
it wasn ’ t over. Just two days after GM went under, GMAC, its  fi nancial 
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arm, got to take on  $ 4.25 billion in additional debt! Try going to a 
bank and asking for a million - dollar loan because you can ’ t pay off 
your  college degree or your health - care bills, and see how long it takes 
for the loan managers to stop laughing.   Then in one of the fastest ever 
large bankruptcies, GM came back to life on July 10, 2009.43 It shed 
thousands of jobs in the process.

  What the  Fed  Created, the  FDIC  Cleaned Up 

 All of this quick reposturing and loosening of federal protocol allowed 
big (and even not - so - big) fi nance fi rms a legal avenue to get just 
about as much capital as they wanted. The government ’ s fast - and - easy 
money policy demonstrated two things. First, that the government was 
so scared it might upset the already weakened banking system that 
instead of slowing down the process by which fi rms could access its 
money, it let the Fed — the chief bank regulator — invite more fi rms 
to hang out under the federal bailout tent. Second, that the govern-
ment didn ’ t stop to consider the consequences of all of this nominal 
reclassifi cation. 

 Big Finance, as we ’ ve seen, won out. It got its much - needed capi-
tal, new legal titles that allowed it to access ever more capital, and 
knowledge that fear was a good way to simultaneously extract money 
and enact deregulation. It was almost the polar opposite of the govern-
ment ’ s approach in 1933. The public lost this time around, and it was 
perfectly legal. 

 While the Fed was creating new banks that would be backed by 
the FDIC, and the Treasury was doling out TARP money, the FDIC 
was, in fact, in the business of contraction, a more sensible reaction 
to failure. In 2008, the FDIC closed twenty - fi ve banks. Included was 
Pasadena - based IndyMac, which fi rst ran into trouble in late 2007 
when it couldn ’ t fi nd a buyer for a chunk of its Alt - A mortgage loans. 
Alt - A loans are rated one step up from subprime.  44   

 By the end of June 2008, customers were lining up in front of 
IndyMac, pulling out  $ 1.3 billion in deposits as if it was 1929.  45   Senator 
Charles Schumer ’ s (D - NY) June 26, 2008, comment that IndyMac was 
having  “ serious problems ”  didn ’ t help.  46   The FDIC took over the bank 
on July 11, 2008. It enlisted Lehman Brothers to fi nd an acquirer, but 
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considering that Lehman went bankrupt a couple of months later, that 
didn ’ t work out so well.  47   

 After cleaning up and restructuring loans on behalf of homeowners, 
the FDIC left the new, healthier IndyMac to private equity vultures. In 
early January 2009, the FDIC agreed to sell IndyMac to IMB HoldCo 
LLC, a thrift holding company owned by a group of private equity 
investors, led by former Goldman Sachs partner Steven T. Mnuchin 
of Dune Capital Management LP, for about  $ 13.9 billion.  48   The deal 
closed on March 19, 2009, with IMB putting together a federal savings 
bank called OneWest Bank to offi cially make the purchase, and the 
FDIC taking a  $ 10.7 billion loss.  49   

 The idea that a bank that dealt primarily with a community of cus-
tomers could be revamped to be the ward of a private equity fi rm with 
no desire to run a bank but every desire to restructure it and make a 
profi t after FDIC interventions, doesn ’ t bode well for the future regu-
latory oversight of the banks the FDIC seizes. Once the FDIC sells 
them off with no strings attached the resulting institutions would tech-
nically become private entities — until the private equity fi rms decide 
to turn them public. 

 By February 2009, the FDIC itself had to ask for a bigger credit line 
to stay alive through the onslaught of expected bank failures, which it 
had initially pegged on October 7, 2008, at a cost of  $ 40 billion through 
2013.  50   So, the FDIC ’ s chief operating offi cer John F. Bovenzi testifi ed 
at a House hearing on February 3, 2009, that the FDIC needed to triple 
its line of credit from the Treasury Department from  $ 30 billion to  $ 100 
billion.  51   But as bank conditions deteriorated more quickly in early 2009, 
the FDIC requested an extended credit line of up to  $ 500 billion,  52   which 
was authorized on May 20, 2009, and good until the end of 2010.  53    

  If You Can ’ t Beat Them, Buy Them 

 The extra credit came none too soon for the FDIC. By mid-July 2009, 
it was taking over its fi fty -t hird failed bank for 2009.     This milestone 
brought the total number of failed banks during 2008 and 2009 to sev-
enty - nine.54 The last time the bank landscape saw anywhere near as 
many bank failures was during the Savings and Loan (S & L) Crisis, 
which kicked into high gear in 1988.  55   The government established 
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the Resolution Trust Corporation (RTC) to dispose of the toxic assets 
acquired from the period ’ s failed institutions, all 1,043 of them (although 
keep in mind that twenty years of industry consolidation meant that 
the failed institutions of the Second Great Depression were a lot big-
ger than they were in the 1980s).  56   Estimates on the total loss of the 
RTC fi asco to taxpayers ranged from  $ 125 billion to  $ 350 billion.  57   

 The difference was that the S & L assets were simple while the toxic 
assets that grew and festered before the Second Great Bank Depression 
were complex. With the S & L Crisis, you could at least understand 
which asset related to which property. There weren ’ t the oodles of lay-
ers and leverage that their progeny had two decades later. 

 For the banks that lived through the S & L storm, the Second Great 
Bank Depression was another test, one for which government assist-
ance would be a lifeline. Outside of the loan - based banks, the invest-
ment banks that leveraged the packaged loans, and the supermarket 
commercial banks that did both, there was another breed of fi nancial 
institution: the stand - alone insurance company. 

 By early 2008, they were fi nding that without adequate capital (read: 
actual money from actual people) to see them through their rapidly 
depleting reserves, they were facing extinction, and not all would be 
as lucky as AIG, which so far has gotten  $ 182 billion in government 
help.  58   Still, insurance companies had to turn to Uncle Sam for anything 
they could get. Because they couldn ’ t even bend themselves enough 
on paper to become BHCs, the other way to qualify for the TARP 
was by gaining status as savings and loan (S&L) companies. Indeed, 
even though we all knew AIG as a mammoth insurance company, it 
has technically been an S&L since 1999, when it bought a little S & L 
in Newport Beach, California.  59   That ’ s the little loophole through 
which it bagged all of the public money. 

 On January 8, 2009, insurance companies Hartford Financial 
Services Group Inc. and Lincoln National Corp. got approval from the 
Offi ce of Thrift Supervision (OTS), an offi ce of the U.S. Treasury that 
regulates and supervises the thrift industry, to acquire  existing  S & Ls 
and become thrift holding companies.  60   

 The 198 - year - old Hartford Financial Services Group had needed 
life support ten weeks earlier, when on October 30, 2008, it posted its 
worst quarterly loss ever, and its stock lost more than half of its value.  61   
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This stunning plummet prompted its chairman and CEO Ramani Ayer 
to try to calm the market, stating,  “ Volatile credit and equity markets 
and the largest catastrophe in the past three years signifi cantly affected 
our results  . . . . The Hartford is fi nancially strong with the liquidity and 
capital to meet our commitments to our customers. ”   62   

 In early November 2008, despite holding out his hat for TARP 
money, Ayer again accentuated the positive,  “ The Hartford is fi nan-
cially strong and well capitalized. ”   63   By early February, he was still 
singing the fi rm ’ s praises in a letter to his shareholders, saying,  “ We 
fi nished 2008 well capitalized and well prepared to meet our commit-
ments to our customers. ”   64   

 In order to apply for TARP money, institutions had to prove they 
had some assets, and if they didn ’ t, they had to buy other banks that 
did.  65   So, Hartford applied to acquire the Florida - based Federal Trust 
Bank for  $ 10 million.  66   Lincoln National also applied to become an 
S&L holding company with the Offi ce of Thrift Supervision, and it 
simultaneously agreed to acquire Newton County Loan and Savings 
Bank and applied to TARP for money.  67   

 Buying these thrifts allowed insurers to qualify as S & L holding 
companies and made them eligible for TARP funds. The payoffs were 
huge. Hartford ’ s  $ 10 million acquisition of Sanford, Florida – based 
Federal Trust Corp. entitled it to up to  $ 3.4 billion of TARP capital.  68   
Lincoln National ’ s takeover of Newton entitled it to up to  $ 3 billion, 
even though Newton County Loan and Savings Bank had only three 
full - time employees and  $ 7.3 million worth of assets.  69   

 Hartford and Lincoln had followed the lead of two other insurance 
fi rms that had applied for acquisition approval from the OTS: Genworth 
Financial Inc., which had asked to buy the Inter Savings Bank; and 
Aegon NV, a Dutch fi rm that owns U.S. insurer Transamerica, which 
asked for permission to acquire Suburban Federal Savings Bank.  70   
On December 15, 2008, Aegon withdrew its application for partici-
pation in the TARP, as well as its application to the Offi ce of Thrift 
Supervision to get a thrift charter.  71   Suburban Federal failed on 
January 30, 2009. Its deposits were passed to another buyer, the Bank 
of Essex of Tappahannock, Virginia.  72   Genworth fi led its S&L hold-
ing company application on November 16, 2008. Three weeks later, 
Genworth announced it had reached an agreement with InterBank 
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to help secure its TARP funds.  73   Just as the Fed was giving out BHC 
status with lightning speed, the Offi ce of Thrift Supervision was doing 
the same for insurance companies that were buying thrifts in order to 
become S&L applicants. 

 It didn ’ t stop there. By early February 2009, the whole life insur-
ance industry was trying to get access to TARP money, including two 
of the largest U.S. life insurers, MetLife and Prudential Life, which 
had been big investors in the collateralized debt obligation (CDO) 
market and needed government help to survive the consequences.  74   
MetLife claimed in February 2009 that its CDOs lost only  $ 15 mil-
lion because of subprime loan losses.  75   Prudential ’ s Fixed Income 
Management had been an early CDO participant (starting in 1991) 
and a leading manager in the arena of packaged securities. The fi rm 
has managed twenty CDOs since entering the CDO market in 2000, 
totaling  $ 9 billion in CDO capital, including debt and equity partici-
pation. It was selected to take over as manager for eight other CDO 
deals. According to Standard  &  Poor ’ s, Prudential was one of the 
world ’ s biggest CLO (collateralized loan obligation — another version 
of CDO) managers.  76   

The Stage Is Set for Déja Vu

 TARP and the other means by which the federal government poured 
out our generosity to the banking sector led to quick mergers and 
more bailout access for an array of fi nancial companies that never 
should have gotten federal backing, from speculative investment banks 
to risk - taking life insurance companies that had invested too much in 
securities that were too good to be true. But the federal response to all 
of their grief was monetary assistance and a shocking lack of prudence, 
rather than taking the opportunity afforded by their weakened state to 
administer real reform. Thus, the stage remains set for a repeat occur-
rence of the Second Great Bank Depression. 

 Why? The reason is terribly simple. History, particularly the Great 
Depression, has taught us that the desire to make money or gain power 
breeds bad habits. Yet our country is built on the premise that mak-
ing money is on par with our inalienable right to pursue happiness. 
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And the recent actions of our government have only strengthened the 
urge — and the ability — for fi nancial fi rms and the political leaders who 
stack the decks in the fi nancial fi rms ’  favor to make money and become 
very, very happy. 

 The BHC/FHC issue may seem complex, but the takeaway is that 
when the Gramm - Leach - Bliley Act repealed the Glass - Steagall Act in 
1999, which we will discuss in greater detail in chapter 6, it also opened 
the door for a variety of more complicated fi nancial fi rms, ones that 
pursue a range of activities that have nothing to do with consumers or 
public welfare, to prosper from less government regulation. Again, it ’ s 
all perfectly legal. 

 The Federal Reserve and the Offi ce of Thrift Supervision — the reg-
ulating agencies that are supposed to safeguard the public by keeping 
an eye on these BHCs and S & Ls — created an unstable environment 
in which more players needed to be watched. By not considering the 
consequences of their approvals, they allowed fi nancial fi rms to eas-
ily become BHCs and insurance companies to become S & Ls when 
they should have exercised their ability and responsibility to say no. 
AIG became one of the most extensive and complex S & Ls, and would 
ultimately conspire with its regulators to extort hundreds of billions 
of dollars of public money. That ’ s a recipe for future disasters. So the 
stage is set for more government bailouts because any fi nancial fi rms 
left standing, particularly ones that have the government - sponsored 
stamps  “ BHC ”  and  “ FHC, ”  will be able to engage in every single one 
of the behaviors that led to the Second Great Bank Depression, even 
while being fl oated by government (read: public) money. That ’ s a very 
precarious position for all of us.            
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Government Sachs           

  Hence that general is skillful in attack whose opponent does not know 
what to defend; and he is skillful in defense whose opponent does not 
know what to attack. 

  —  Sun Tzu,  
The Art of War    

 If Machiavelli ’ s Prince had worked on Wall Street, he would have been 
the CEO of Goldman Sachs. In corporate America, money and power 

are commensurate with the prestige of the fi rm — and the prestigious 
fi rms have the most intense internal politics. Wall Street is built on a 
culture of corporate warfare, not the stereotype of frat boys challenging 
one another to beer pong tournaments, but a grueling daily struggle to 
navigate a limitless sea of competition. In this environment, the success-
ful warriors work tirelessly to position themselves for every opportunity, 
catapulting over the weak, fending off opponents, and always — always —
 forming alliances with those who might prove useful later on. 

 In Wall Street ’ s corporate conquest, no one has been more domi-
nant than the men — and yes, they are, to date, all men — of Goldman 
Sachs. The list is impressive: Stephen Friedman, Robert Rubin, Jon 
Corzine, and Henry Paulson. These are just some of the more recog-
nizable names of men who have triumphed at Goldman Sachs, who 
made enormous sums of money in the process, and who, even more 
importantly, used their Goldman Sachs alliances to parachute into 
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positions of enormous global political infl uence. If we are to under-
stand the men behind our current mess, there is no better place to 
begin than the hallowed halls of the  “ gilded fi rm. ”  

 It ’ s not as if these men were a group of conspirators actively plot-
ting to take over the world. Instead, they appeared to be instinctive 
opportunists. As each left for formidable careers outside of Goldman 
Sachs, the ones left behind had a shot at the top of the fi rm. They were 
bound by loyalty laced with a primal drive for power. One former part-
ner called them  “ pragmatists. ”  The most prominent of these fi nancial -
 political barons combine to constitute the formidable base of Goldman 
Sachs prowess. 

 During the latter part of 2008, former senior Goldmanites were 
liberally sprinkled across the nation ’ s top fi nancial fi rms and federal 
departments. Robert Rubin was a senior adviser at Citigroup (the big-
gest U.S. bank until October 2008, when it was surpassed by JPMorgan 
Chase).  1   John Thain was CEO of Merrill Lynch, and just before that, 
he had run the New York Stock Exchange, after serving as co-president 
of Goldman Sachs. Under his leadership, Merrill would be  merged 
with Bank of America to create a new behemoth bank. Bob Steel was 
heading Wachovia, Jon Corzine was running New Jersey, Stephen 
Friedman was chairing the New York Federal Reserve (and is still on 
the board of Goldman Sachs), and Hank Paulson was heading the U.S. 
Treasury. And there was Lloyd Blankfein, who was running Goldman 
Sachs. These are just the Goldman elite in the United States, and we 
are not even counting the Goldmanites they employed. 

 To a large extent, these guys have operated on the borderline of eth-
ics, though it ’ s likely they don ’ t spend a lot of time pondering ethical 
quandaries. For instance, in December 2008, as Friedman led the New 
York Fed toward an unprecedented restructuring of the banking indus-
try, which left Goldman in a cushy condition relative to its former com-
petitors, he bought 37,300 shares of Goldman stock, the value of which 
increased by  $ 1.7 million several months later. Although Friedman 
resigned on May 7, 2009, he said he had seen  “ no confl ict whatsoever 
in owning [those] shares.”  2   He had merely bought them because they 
were trading at a low price. Which is savvy investing strategy, to be sure, 
but borderline unethical when your decisions can infl uence the price of 
that stock. 
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 It may be that I have looked for Goldman links to the Second Great 
Bank Depression because I worked there. But it ’ s hard to deny their 
predominance. Whether it was created by luck or by design, you can 
decide. You know where I stand.  

  Oh, the Status 

 Unless you ’ ve been embraced into the bosom of Goldman Sachs, even 
for a brief spate of time, it ’ s hard to fully grasp its  “ culture of excel-
lence. ”   3   It ’ s like Harvard, the  New York Times , the Senate, and the 
New York Yankees all rolled into one. Once you drink the Kool - Aid 
and manage not to spit it out, you really do begin to think you ’ re better 
than everyone else — that the entitlement bestowed upon you is some-
how your destiny. For some people, life at Goldman Sachs cultivates a 
subconscious sense of  smug . This smugness is essential to understand-
ing why so many of the Goldmanites in power feel above explaining 
their actions to the public or expressing anything that might look like 
contrition or humility. 

 I can ’ t deny that when I was fi rst offered a job there I felt that I had 
arrived on Wall Street. But for a select few, getting into Goldman is 
much more than a fl eeting rush; it ’ s a path to extreme wealth, power, 
and infl uence over everyone else. 

 Goldman prides itself on the pedigree of its people (Ivy League –
 educated, well - connected, Washington ties not mandatory but a plus, 
and so on). 

 It turns out, though, I ’ m not much for Kool - Aid. 
 I did not leap from my old position at Goldman Sachs to a plum spot 

in the U.S. government. Henry Paulson did not call on me to run TARP. 
And I now make as much in one year as Lloyd Blankfein made in a few 
hours in 2007. So I ’ m a little in awe of the power that certain men 
from Goldman Sachs have garnered through the years. But I also fi nd 
that power to be incredibly misplaced. The pursuit of power, though 
integral to many Wall Street fi rms, was so ingrained at Goldman Sachs 
that it made me feel disdainful more than anything else. 

 To give you an example of the mind - set: two days after 9/11, 
Goldman ’ s then CEO Paulson sent out a corporatewide voice mail. 
In a deep throaty tone that would fi ve years later be known to all 
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of America, he stressed how  “ the people of Goldman Sachs ”  would 
 persevere. As if the company was a country. 

 It ’ s not that other Wall Street fi rms don ’ t breed the same propensity 
for excess among their anointed executives or rung - climbers; it ’ s sim-
ply that Goldman Sachs bred it better and spread it wider. How else 
can one explain why Goldman ’ s former co  president John Thain spent 
 $ 1.2 million on his new offi ce at Merrill Lynch? On second thought, 
who doesn ’ t need a  $ 87,000 area rug, a  $ 26,000 pedestal table, or a 
 $ 68,000 nineteenth - century credenza, not to mention a  $ 1,400  “ parch-
ment waste can, ”  when you want to give your new offi ce that  “ home-
like ”  ambience?    4   Oh wait, Thain bought all that junk while the fi rm 
was combusting. 

 Thain, Paulson ’ s prot é g é , shot into the top slot at Merrill Lynch 
in December 2007, the fi rst time in Merrill ’ s history that an outsider 
nabbed that job.  5   But the fi rm had just posted a record  $ 8.4 billion of 
write - downs, plus, it had already laid off 3,300 people that fall.  6   That 
Thain thought a colossal offi ce renovation would be a fi tting fi rst task 
merely underscores his mental separation from reality. 

 Six months later, under Thain ’ s tutelage, Merrill Lynch racked up 
its fourth consecutive quarterly loss, of  $ 4.9 billion. From July 2007 to 
July 2008, Merrill Lynch lost an average of  $ 52 million a day.7 You ’ d 
think that would concern the man in charge.     The only thing Thain for-
got to buy was a fi ddle to play while Merrill was burning.  

  Genius or Really Lucky? 

 Recent events have only solidifi ed Goldman ’ s superior status and compar-
atively high stock price relative to its competitors. In late 2006, Goldman 
CFO David Viniar laid down the gauntlet to lessen Goldman ’ s exposure 
to risk, stressing the need to reduce its mortgage - related securities posi-
tions and buy insurance protection against future losses.  8   The fi rm bought 
protection in the form of credit default swaps, whose costs increased as 
demand for them did; in that way, Wall Street sensed a crisis before it 
became widely known to the rest of the world and the industry ’ s regula-
tors. As it turned out, many were purchased from the notorious AIG.  9   

 Viniar ’ s decision was prescient, though, because in two years these 
securities would ruin several of Goldman ’ s key competitors. Akin to 
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giving the fi nger to its rivals, Goldman stock hit its stride the day after 
Merrill ’ s CEO E. Stanley O ’ Neal got thrown to the corporate curb with 
a securities and retirement package worth  $ 161.5 million.  10   O ’ Neal 
snagged a board director spot less than three months later with Alcoa, 
the global aluminum producer.  11   

 In late 2007, just as many fi rms became more and more entangled 
with collateralized debt obligations (CDOs) — those alluring agents of 
our country ’ s fi nancial meltdown — Goldman took the opposite tack, 
sort of. Its mortgage department was still churning out CDOs to cli-
ents while the trading group was selling similar products to get them 
off its books. In other words, Goldman was creating with one hand the 
very securities that the other hand was trying to dump. 

 Two Goldman traders in the structured - products trading group, 
Michael Swenson and Josh Birnbaum, backed by their boss, Dan Sparks, 
had bet that the value of subprime - related securities would drop. They 
booked  $ 4 billion on that bet, which made up for half of the mortgage -
 related losses the fi rm was facing that year.  12   

 Also, in 2007, while Citigroup and Merrill Lynch were tossing out their 
chief executives, Goldman hit record profi ts and paid Lloyd Blankfein 
a total compensation worth  $ 70.3 million — the second -  highest ever for 
a Wall Street CEO.  13   (John Thain topped the chart that year,  having 
worked for only one month at the helm of Merrill Lynch. His total 
 compensation, including stock and option awards, was valued at  $ 83 
million.)  14   Goldman generated record earnings of  $ 11.6 billion.  15   

 Goldman continued to leave its competitors in the dust during 2008, 
although its profi ts certainly took a hit as the credit crisis deepened 
and liquidity in the trading markets dried up. When Bear Stearns col-
lapsed in March 2008, investors kept their faith in Goldman shares.  16   
Goldman was like the roadrunner — unstoppable. Even as Goldman ’ s 
quarterly earnings per share plummeted 53 percent versus the same 
quarter a year earlier, and the fi rm wrote off  $ 2 billion in residential 
mortgages and leveraged loans, it still managed to maintain its com-
petitive sheen.  17   

 The media ’ s enthusiasm for the fi rm certainly didn ’ t hurt. CNBC ’ s 
 Mad Money  host, Jim Cramer, who began his career on Wall Street in 
the 1980s at — drum roll, please — Goldman Sachs, held Goldman stock 
in his charitable trust and promoted the stock on his buy list as late as 
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March 24, 2008.  18   Of course, Cramer was infamously bullish on Bear 
Stearns a couple of weeks before its demise. In response to a viewer 
question about the fi rm on March 11, 2008, he responded — or rather, 
in his inimitable style, he yelled —   “Don ’ t move your money from Bear! 
That ’ s just being silly. Don ’ t be silly! ”   19   

 Five days later, JPMorgan Chase agreed to take over Bear Stearns, 
for  $ 2 per share.  20   As I explained earlier, this takeover only happened 
thanks to strong - arming from Paulson ’ s Treasury Department, cou-
pled with the Federal Reserve agreeing to back Bear ’ s worst assets.  21   
As Bear Stearns was plunging into a fi nancial abyss, many employees 
clambered for spots at Goldman Sachs, in a Wall Street version of the 
movie  Sleeping with the Enemy.  Needless to say very few Bear Stearns 
alumni made it into the gilded fi rm — yes, Wall Street gerrymandering 
is war. Even fewer Bear alums — namely, zero — have become treasury 
secretary of the United States. Of course, not all of Wall Street ’ s ani-
mals are created equal. As the pigs make clear in Orwell ’ s  Animal Farm , 
 “ Some animals are more equal than others. ”   22    

  Mentors and Kings 

 Goldman ’ s infl uence during the Second Great Bank Depression spans 
a number of its former leaders who are still very active in federal poli-
tics. Robert Rubin began his career at Goldman in 1966.  23   Stephen 
Friedman joined the fi rm the same year and became a partner seven 
years later. From there, Friedman ascended to the vice chairman 
and co – chief operating offi cer spot in 1987 beside Rubin. Friedman 
then served as cochairman, again alongside Rubin, from 1990 to 1992 
and as sole chairman from 1992 to 1994 after Rubin left to become 
President Clinton ’ s fi rst director of the National Economic Council.  24   
Friedman would later occupy the same post under George W. Bush.  25   
The parallel paths of the two men, which would take them through the 
company ’ s ranks and into the top realms of politics, are illustrative of 
Goldman ’ s fundamental importance to the current crisis. 

 In January 2008, Friedman became chairman of the board of direc-
tors at the New York Fed, the branch of the Federal Reserve Bank that 
has the closest relationship with Wall Street.  26   As we have seen, these 
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two institutions have been going steady for a while. As I’ve mentioned, 
the relationship is so tight, in fact, that while Friedman chaired the 
New York Fed, he was on the board of directors of Goldman Sachs.  27   
For the fi rst year of the Second Great Bank Depression, he was also 
the boss of soon-to-be treasury secretary Timothy Geithner, who was 
then president of the New York Fed.  28   Though not in the limelight dur-
ing the bailout proceedings, Friedman did have a front - row seat, given 
his position and relationships with the bailout ’ s key players, including 
his onetime prot é g é , former treasury secretary Paulson.  29   Friedman 
was also heavily involved in selecting Geithner ’ s replacement at the 
New York Fed, William C. Dudley, another Goldman alum. Which 
makes Friedman one of several Goldmanites in a position to continue 
to shape the future of Wall Street. 

 Back in the day, Paulson had challenged Friedman to a wrestling 
match at a corporate off - site event (business speak for  “ a boondoggle ” ). 
Friedman, a Cornell wrestling team Hall of Famer and Eastern 
Champion in 1959, pinned Paulson, even though Paulson was bigger 
and heavier.  30   Perhaps Paulson wisely let his mentor win, especially 
considering that after Friedman left the helm at Goldman, Paulson 
ascended to take his old post and the two men remained colleagues 
during Paulson ’ s Treasury years. 

 When I was at Goldman Sachs, there was a ritualistic mentee - mentor 
part of the job. As a managing director, you were assigned someone to 
mentor. The idea of pulling people up through the ranks and indoctri-
nating them with your experiences and philosophy is very much a part 
of Goldman ’ s culture and extends to the greater political arena. 

 From December 2002 to December 2004, Friedman served as 
director of the National Economic Council under President Bush.  31   
On the other side of the political fence, he retained his position as 
chairman of the president ’ s Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board and 
of the Intelligence Oversight Board under President Obama.  32   (One of 
the joys of our postpartisan era!) 

 In 1994, Jon Corzine, a prot é g é  of Robert Rubin and, by many inter-
nal accounts, one of the  “ nicer ”  execs who came from Goldman Sachs, 
succeeded Friedman as CEO. It was a post that Jon Corzine held com-
fortably for more than four years, until he started to lose money and 
talk about taking the fi rm public. That annoyed the investment bankers, 
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who didn ’ t think they needed public money to put deals together and 
didn ’ t like the idea of a public anything. So, once Jon Corzine made 
some more mistakes in 1998, such as extending  $ 300 million toward 
the bailout of Long Term Capital Management and pushing Goldman 
Sachs to create a charitable foundation that was more ambitious in 
size than his partners would have liked, his days were numbered.  33   In 
a heartbeat, Corzine ’ s friends became his adversaries. As one former 
Goldman partner put it,  “ the knives came out. ”  

 Corzine ’ s descent was aided by the concurrent rise of the very same 
investment bankers he had pissed off. During the early and mid - 1990s, 
mergers and acquisitions (M&A) became one of the key moneymak-
ing ventures on Wall Street. The deregulated energy and telecom and 
banking industries propelled certain M & A specialists on Wall Street to 
the top of the bonus charts. 

 Those deals also catapulted a very powerful investment banker, 
Henry Paulson, to the CEO position at Goldman. Paulson had been the 
number two man in the fi rm, reporting to Corzine. He was also a long-
time opponent of taking the fi rm public.  34   Paulson supported Corzine 
toward the end of his reign only when Corzine agreed to make him a 
cochairman and co - CEO in June 1998. The two shared ruling honors for 
a whopping seven months, but things were too crowded for Paulson.  35   

 After an ugly power struggle, Paulson pushed Corzine out the door, 
aided in the hostile takeover by ace dealmaker John Thornton.  36   In 
January 1999, Paulson assumed the sole CEO slot, propped up by peo-
ple in the investment banking division who hadn ’ t seen the point of going 
public. Paulson had agreed with them at fi rst, when it benefi ted — and 
solidifi ed — his ascent, but perhaps sensing the need for public money to 
compete with the growing books of commercial mega-banks, he changed 
his mind. In exchange for Thornton ’ s assistance, Paulson named him 
co - president and co – chief operating offi cer.  37   Thornton took the spots 
alongside another ambitious young man named John Thain, Corzine ’ s 
onetime prot é g é  who had defected to join Paulson ’ s coup.  38   (Corzine 
might have been tempted to be angry about a friendship so shallow that 
it cost him his job, but it ’ s probably hard to stay mad when the boot 
came with hundreds of millions of dollars.) Paulson described the man-
agement shakeup as an  “ orderly transition, ”  and by the spring of 1999, 
Goldman became the Hank, John, and John show.  39   
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 There was simply no better position in the global banking commu-
nity than partner at Goldman Sachs as it turned from a private 130 -
 year - old, blue - blood fi rm to a public company, through a  $ 3.6 billion 
initial public offering (IPO) on May 4, 1999. On that beautiful, money -
 scented day, Goldman ’ s shiny new 69 million shares soared from a 53 
open to a 703/8 close.  40   This meant that the top 221 partners owned 
264 million shares, netting about  $ 63 million per partner.  41   A little 
more than a week later, on May 13, Robert Rubin resigned his post as 
Clinton ’ s treasury secretary.  42   Five months after that, he headed back 
to the private sector, ultimately landing at Citigroup.  43   Perhaps he was 
envious of his Goldman friends, now rendered cartoonlike with dollar 
signs for eyeballs. 

 The IPO itself was done with an air of superior detachment. No 
media were invited to the usually public glee-fest when Paulson rang 
the opening bell at the New York Stock Exchange that morning. The 
only cameras present were from Goldman, and the shocking profi ts 
were kept in - house, too. The partners retained 48.3 percent of the 
shares. Despite having been booted, Corzine remained the single big-
gest shareholder; his take was  $ 305 million.  44   That fortune came in 
handy when he mounted one of most expensive Senate campaigns in 
the country ’ s history to date, 95 percent of which was self - fi nanced.  45   
Corzine served as New Jersey senator from January 2001 to 2005, 
before he became governor, defeating Republican candidate Douglas 
R. Forrester to take the seat vacated when James E. McGreevey 
resigned.  46     

  Global Flow, D.C. Dollars 

 People don ’ t get elected to be CEOs or senior executives on Wall 
Street. There is no translucent democracy here. They win these posi-
tions through stealth, posturing, and ruthless combat. From the view 
at the top of the world ’ s most powerful global bank, it ’ s logical to want 
to grab the power and ability to shape the world beyond the fi rm ’ s con-
fi nes. To go, as it were, global. 

 One way to do that is to run the world ’ s central banks. On February 1, 
2008, former Goldman managing director Mark Carney became 
the governor of the Bank of Canada (and ex offi cio chairman of the 
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bank ’ s board of directors) less than fi ve months after the Canadian 
 dollar traded down to par with (equal to) the U.S. dollar for the fi rst 
time in three decades.  47   

 Another way to go global is to run infl uential international economic 
consortiums and a central bank. Across the Atlantic, Mario Draghi was 
appointed to be the governor of the Bank of Italy on December 29, 
2005, for a six - year term; Draghi had served as vice chairman and man-
aging director at Goldman Sachs International from 2002 until 2005.  48   
Considered a proponent of a more open policy toward international 
investors, Draghi stepped into the job after his predecessor, Antonio 
Fazio, resigned amid criticism over his handling of a takeover of a 
major Italian bank, Banca Antonveneta. Fazio had advocated takeover 
by another Italian bank over bids from international investors.  49   

 Draghi ’ s infl uence extended across the Atlantic into Paulson ’ s Treasury 
and the Bush administration. When Timothy Geithner was trying to 
make his international mark on repairing the economic crisis in his 
opening days as President Obama ’ s treasury secretary, Draghi would 
prove to be a key international connection. 

 Draghi was considered the mastermind of a wider G  20 plan to dif-
fuse some of the dominant fi nancial control from the United States. 
He, along with International Monetary Fund (IMF) chief Dominique 
Strauss - Kahn, designed this plan to boost the IMF and the Financial 
Stability Forum (FSF) to a more powerful and prominent status in 
world government. At the G20 summit dinner at the White House on 
November 14, 2008, as international fi nancial leaders were gathered to 
discuss the growing global economic recession, Draghi gave the main 
address. According to the daily Italian newspaper  Il Giornale , he was 
the only central banker featured in the photo - op of the twenty - fi ve 
participants. A day earlier, Draghi and Strauss - Kahn had sent a joint 
letter to the G20 ministers and governors to specify how they saw the 
enhanced  “ roles of [their] respective bodies ”  going forward. 

 Although the FSF, founded in 1999, is supposed to focus on global 
fi nancial regulation among other things, it requires the support of the 
U.S. government, as do many other world institutions.  50   The problem 
is that Draghi is the Robert Rubin of Europe, a big proponent of the 
same kind of deregulation of the international banking system that 
enables reckless transactions in the United States; his aim is to copy 
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and bring this  “ freedom ”  abroad, which has the potential to do no less 
than infi ltrate and bring down the global economy. 

 Draghi built his fi nancial chops as the director general of the 
Italian Treasury between 1991 and 2001.  51   He chaired the commit-
tee that deregulated the Italian banking system through the Second 
Banking Directive of 1992, which became part of the Consolidated 
Law on Banking of 1993. Similar to the Glass - Steagall Act of 1933, 
the Italian banking system had required that banks be separated into 
specialized functions since 1936. The Second Banking Directive was 
followed by the Consolidated Law on Finance of 1998.  52   Both made 
it possible to merge risky and nonrisky banking activities; these laws 
paralleled the Glass - Steagall repeal in the United States in 1999. 

 Draghi also promoted looser stock market rules that allowed hos-
tile takeovers. That philosophy helped him get the Central Bank of 
Italy governor slot. In early 2009, he proclaimed that tighter regula-
tions were needed, but given his historical bent, it remains to be seen 
whether these mere words will be converted to action.  53   

 Robert Zoellick is another former Goldman Sachs executive who has 
an infl uential global role. On May 30, 2007, President Bush nominated 
Zoellick to replace the scandal - plagued Paul Wolfowitz as head of the 
powerful D.C. - based World Bank.  54   Treasury Secretary Hank Paulson 
was prominent in the nomination ceremony. The World Bank, which 
acts as a lending bank to developing countries, attaches far stricter 
conditions for these loans than the U.S. government ever attached to 
TARP money or Fed loans for Wall Street banks. 

 Zoellick had the Wall Street – Washington revolving door constantly 
spinning. He assumed offi ce at the World Bank on July 1, 2007, from 
his post as managing director and chairman of Goldman Sachs ’ s Board 
of International Advisors Department, where he served from 2006 to 
2007.  55   Prior to that Goldman stint, he was Condoleezza Rice ’ s dep-
uty secretary of state. But the deputy role was not something that fi t 
his ambitions. His friends said he felt marginalized there, because his 
subordinates were managing more of the major international matters 
related to Iran, Iraq, and North Korea than he was.  56   

 At any rate, that position didn ’ t offer him the autonomy or infl u-
ence that he had when he was a U.S. trade representative. At one 
point, D.C. buzz had it that Zoellick had been one of the  contenders 
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for the treasury secretary position vacated by John Snow in 2006, but 
as we well know, another Goldman power player, Henry Paulson, 
became President Bush ’ s pick for the post. So Zoellick trotted over 
to Goldman. 

 You know a company is powerful when between the possibility of 
remaining somewhere in the State Department or returning to Goldman 
Sachs, the latter offers more of a spark. Bush rewarded Zoellick ’ s glo-
bal ambitions when he selected Zoellick to head the World Bank. 

 But why settle for merely controlling money when you can control 
money  and  have political power? The third way to run the world, in 
other words, is to exert political power over money. That ’ s what being 
treasury secretary is for! 

 Before Goldman alumni Paulson and Rubin moved from the private 
sector to head the Treasury, Henry Fowler traveled in the opposite 
direction. He joined Goldman in 1969, following an illustrious career 
in the political arena that spanned three presidents: Truman, Kennedy, 
and Johnson. Fowler went from Washington to Goldman, where he 
remained until he retired in 1980. He guided the fi rm in develop-
ing its international advisors board, of which he remained a member 
for a number of years after retiring as general partner and from which 
a number of global economic and fi nancial policy heavyweights have 
emerged.  57    

  Robert Rubin ’ s Always Up to Something 

 Sometimes the call of Wall Street dollars is louder than the call of pub-
lic service. Robert Rubin had a much broader impact on the nation 
as treasury secretary than he did during his tour at Goldman Sachs as 
cochairman.  58   But he still got to play a part in something pretty big 
after he left the Treasury. 

 In July 1999, Robert Rubin abruptly left the Beltway at the height of 
his prestige.  59   On the day he resigned, after four years as Bill Clinton ’ s 
treasury secretary, Rubin ’ s explanation was relatively coy:  “ This has 
been a remarkable experience, but I was ready to go, ready to return 
to New York. ”  He said that he had  “ only some very vague plans about 
what to do next. ”   60   Things came into focus on September 17, 1999, 
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when he told the  New York Times  that he would rejoin the fi nancial 
world  “ in some fashion and in some serious way. ”   61   

 He wasn ’ t kidding. 
 Six weeks later, Rubin ’ s plan really sharpened when he nabbed a 

plum spot at Citigroup. His appointment there happened to come 
a few days after Congress and the Clinton administration agreed on 
the most massive piece of banking and fi nancial deregulation in the 
country ’ s history, the repeal of Glass - Steagall.  62   

 That ’ s totally a coincidence, I ’ m sure. 
 Citigroup was the big winner in that legislation, and its CEO, 

Sanford  “ Sandy ”  Weill, was one of its strongest corporate proponents 
in a sea of formidable supporters. Rubin himself said that he played 
a role in ironing out the bill ’ s fi nal version. But he claimed that had 
nothing to do with his joining the company that had pushed to break 
down the barriers that had kept risk away from regular bank deposi-
tors ’  money for decades.  63   

 At Citigroup, Rubin received an annual base salary of  $ 1 million 
and deferred bonuses for 2000 and 2001 of  $ 14 million annually, plus 
options grants for 1999 and 2000 of 1.5 million shares of Citigroup 
stock.  64   So, while those sweeping changes to the fi nancial system were 
being confi rmed by Congress, Rubin may not have been in Washington, 
but he was well placed to reap the rewards. 

 Using the theories of free market competition, Citigroup lobbyists 
stressed that the barriers that kept American banks, investment banks, 
and insurance companies from merging — as their European counter-
parts were able to — had to be destroyed. Furthermore, the logic went, 
too much regulation had kept the U.S. banking system from reaching 
its full globally competitive potential. It was a refrain that had come up 
repeatedly during Rubin ’ s tenure as treasury secretary. 

 Rubin went on to do great things — and to make  $ 126 million in 
cash and stock — over the next decade.  65   Whenever there was a major 
scandal or crisis brewing, Rubin was there from his vantage point in 
the bosom of the largest American bank. When Enron and WorldCom 
fl amed out in bankruptcy and disgrace in December 2, 2001, and July 
21, 2002, respectively — they ’ d held the top - two positions of all - time 
biggest U.S. bankruptcies before being pushed down by Lehman 
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Brothers and Washington Mutual in September 2008 — Rubin was 
involved behind the scenes.  66   

 During that infamous period, rating agencies were criticized for not 
moving faster to make corporate downgrades when companies ’  embel-
lished earnings became suspect. (As we’ve discussed, these same rat-
ing agencies returned to the spotlight during the Second Great Bank 
Depression because they were paid to rate securities for clients who prof-
ited from those very ratings. More AAAs meant more sales for a rating 
agency ’ s clients, and more fees for the rating agency.) Rubin snapped to 
attention when Moody ’ s Investors Service said it was going to downgrade 
Enron, whose stock was in a free fall. Citigroup, after all, was a big Enron 
creditor. Rubin placed a well - timed phone call on November 8, 2001, 
a month before Enron ’ s bankruptcy, to one of his pals in Washington, 
undersecretary Peter Fisher, who had been at the New York Fed while 
Rubin was the treasury secretary.  67   He asked Fisher to call the ratings 
agencies on behalf of Enron. Fisher declined. Enron ’ s pending merger 
with Dynegy disintegrated, Citigroup lost the deal, and Enron fi led for 
bankruptcy a month later — leaving Citigroup with lots of unpaid debts. 

 A spokeswoman for the Treasury later said that what Rubin had actu-
ally asked Fisher was  “ what he thought of the  idea  of Fisher placing a 
call to rating agencies to  encourage  them to work with Enron ’ s bankers 
to see  if there is an alternative  to an immediate downgrade. ”   68   (Italics 
mine.) An investigation into these calls was launched soon afterward. 
Rubin was cleared by the Senate Governmental Affairs Committee. 
He told the Senate staffers that the phone call to Fisher was  “ not only 
proper, but I would do it again. ”   69   

 And in one of those gray - area, revolving - door legalities, it was true. 
But only because Bill Clinton, as one of his last acts as president, can-
celed an executive order that had prohibited offi cials from lobbying 
their own political stomping grounds on behalf of the private sector for 
fi ve years after leaving offi ce.  70   

 Rubin was also dead set against regulating derivatives during his 
time in Washington. But once these derivatives became the center 
of the economic disintegration in late 2008, Rubin demurred that 
he really wasn ’ t against regulation, it was just that his hands had 
been tied.  71    
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  Having Infl uence Means Actually Infl uencing 

 The Enron debacle may seem quaint compared to the subprime mort-
gage craziness, but rest assured, Robert Rubin was in the thick of that 
crisis, too. The Fed was a bit slow to gauge the true signifi cance of 
the mortgage mess, as it has been reminded endlessly in the months 
since. After its regular monetary policy meeting on August 7, 2007, the 
Fed issued a statement indicating that the economy would continue to 
expand over the coming quarters:   

 Financial markets have been volatile in recent weeks, credit con-
ditions have become tighter for some households and businesses, 
and the housing correction is ongoing. Nevertheless, the economy 
seems likely to continue to expand at a moderate pace over coming 
quarters, supported by solid growth in employment and incomes 
and a robust global economy.  72     

 And with that, Ben Bernanke left interest rates unchanged. It turned 
out that wasn ’ t so good for Citigroup, which needed access to cheaper 
money because its losses were mounting. Enter Rubin. Thanks to the 
records that University of Pennsylvania ’ s Wharton School lecturer 
Kenneth H. Thomas obtained through a Freedom of Information Act 
request, we know that Rubin put in a call to Ben Bernanke the next 
day. The offi cial explanation of the call was that Rubin wanted to tell 
Bernanke he was doing a good job and that he had made the right deci-
sion about not chopping rates.  73   

 But ten days later, on August 17, 2007, Bernanke cut the discount 
rate — the rate the Fed charges banks to borrow money — by half a per-
centage point to 5.75 percent.  74   It would be the fi rst of a series of cuts 
that ultimately hacked the federal funds rate — the rate at which banks 
lend to one another — down to zero and the discount rate to 0.25 per-
cent by December 2008.  75   We, of course, will never know what com-
pelled Rubin to call Bernanke, but we can guess it wasn ’ t simply an 
irrepressible need to extend a compliment. 

 At the time, Rubin’s former company Goldman was doing much bet-
ter than Citigroup as the failing subprime markets continued to decrease 
confi dence and credit, and slowly pile up the losses.  76   Goldman, as we 
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saw earlier, had sold its subprime CDO positions. Citigroup, however, 
had stuck itself in a nasty situation. Sure, Citigroup scooped up fees 
when it agreed to underwrite the CDOs, but it made the mistake of 
agreeing to put up 90 percent of the fi nancing to back the CDOs in 
the event the credit markets dried up.  77   As a result, Citigroup suffered 
a triple hit: losses on underlying subprime loans, losses on CDOs that 
contained the loans, and losses on options that it would buy back CDOs 
from various investors if these exhibited losses over a certain amount. 

 The Citigroup board kicked out Charles Prince, and Robert Rubin 
became interim chairman of Citigroup in November 2007.  78   Rubin held 
the position for a month, before Vikram Pandit stepped in as CEO in 
December 2007; Sir Win Bischoff slid over to Pandit ’ s chairman slot. 
Rubin then moved back to his role as chairman of the executive com-
mittee of the board.  79   

 Despite Rubin ’ s guidance, there was little Citigroup could do but 
lose money. During 2008, the fi rm posted billions of dollars of losses 
and write - downs.  80   In August 2008, Rubin became a  “ senior coun-
selor ”  of the fi rm, relinquishing his role as head of the board ’ s execu-
tive committee.  81   Despite TARP capital injections of  $ 25 billion on 
October 28, 2008, Citigroup shares had hit a thirteen - year low by 
mid - November.  82   To attempt to remedy the free fall, on November 
23, 2008, the Treasury, the Fed, and the FDIC coordinated a seismic 
guarantee of  $ 301 billion of toxic assets. That same day, the Treasury 
pumped another  $ 20 billion of TARP money into the fi rm.  83   

 By early 2009, Citigroup was on the fi nancial equivalent of life 
support. Its decay calls into question the competitive relevance of a 
big supermarket bank; Rubin ’ s push to bring about the deregulation 
allowed Citigroup to become too big to succeed. In the whirlwind of 
criticism surrounding the inability of Rubin and the other executives 
to keep Citigroup more solvent, Rubin resigned as the fi rm ’ s senior 
counselor on January 9, 2009.  84   Citigroup had leveraged a pile of con-
sumer deposits and had become the very prototype of disaster that the 
Glass - Steagall Act of 1933 had been designed to prevent. 

 Rubin wrote of his departure,  “ My great regret is that I and so many 
of us who have been involved in this industry for so long did not rec-
ognize the serious possibility of the extreme circumstances that the 
fi nancial system faces today. ”   85    
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  Yet More Goldmanites in the Mix 

 Goldman didn ’ t historically feed the government ’ s prestigious spots. 
But during the last few decades, as men were rising and needed some-
where to go while those below them nibbled at their feet, it became 
more crucial to carefully weigh one’s step beyond the elite Goldman cir-
cle. Washington and the political arena offered the same sort of pres-
tige and power, if not the money. But where else would you go, after 
you ’ ve exhausted tens of millions of dollars or so of annual compensa-
tion, if not to the Hill? 

 There was another man whom Paulson plucked from Goldman 
Sachs to help him out as the economic crisis was growing in the mid-
dle of 2008. On July 21, 2008, Goldman Sachs Financial Institution ’ s 
chairman Kendrick Wilson got the D.C. nod to advise Paulson, his 
old boss, on the nation ’ s banking crisis, although all of Wilson ’ s expe-
rience was in merging and reorganizing banks, not in helping, say, 
homeowners facing foreclosures. While at Goldman, Wilson advised 
Bank of America on its takeover of Countrywide Financial, one of a series 
of dumb, and ultimately very expensive, moves by Ken Lewis, given 
the deterioration of Countrywide ’ s loan portfolio.  86   He had also been 
advising Wachovia on what do with its loan portfolio,  87   paving the way 
for his former Goldman colleague, Robert Steel, who took over the 
company in July 2008.  88   Chummy, huh? So Wilson took a temporary 
leave — he didn ’ t even resign! — from Goldman Sachs to advise Paulson 
on what to do with the country ’ s banking crisis.  89   

 Paulson and Wilson had met while they were students at Dartmouth 
College. It was Paulson who helped recruit Wilson to Goldman, and 
the pair had been annual bone - fi shing buddies in the Bahamas.  90   
But Wilson was tied to even bigger fi sh than Paulson: he had gone 
to Harvard Business School with George W. Bush. While Wilson was 
standing in line at an airport north of New York City, he got the call 
from the Oval Offi ce. Bush urged,  “ Kenny, your country needs you. ”  

 Wilson was considered  the  banker to the banks.  “ Anyone who is any-
body in fi nancial services knows Ken Wilson, ”  said Citigroup ’ s chief 
fi nancial offi cer Gary Crittenden at the time.  91   Wilson also received 
quite a gift for his help to the Bush administration: he got to advise on 
major Treasury plans for the burgeoning crisis as a  “ contractor. ”  
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 But because Wilson wasn ’ t on the regular government payroll, he 
didn ’ t have to publicly disclose his fi nancial records, including his total 
stock holdings in Goldman Sachs. Because his holdings are private, 
it is likely, but not totally clear, that since his stock had lost a lot of 
value at the time, he kept it in the hopes it would rebound.  92   Even 
Hank Paulson didn ’ t get that benefi t, although in hindsight, Paulson 
was forced to sell his Goldman stock and options at a much better 
comparative level. And because he was exempt from paying capital 
gains tax on the sale, he did okay.  93   

 Another man who moved around between the big banks and 
Washington was Bob Steel, who had retired as vice chairman from 
Goldman in February 1, 2004.  94   But that was before his old boss needed 
his help to save the banking system. See, there might be competition 
between men during their time in the same fi rm, but once they ’ re on the 
outside, they know they can trust one another more than anyone else. 
It just works that way. So when Paulson called on Steel to take the post 
of Undersecretary of the Treasury for Domestic Finance, there was one 
answer. Steel was there. He was sworn in on October 10, 2006.  95   

 Once in the Beltway, Steel was known as Paulson ’ s closest confi dant 
and was heavily involved in creating the agreement behind JPMorgan 
Chase ’ s purchase of Bear Stearns in March 2008. Steel was the man 
who briefed President Bush on the deal and played a crucial role in con-
structing the Bush administration ’ s policy regarding the mortgage mar-
ket crisis in early 2008, which included plans to attend to the mounting 
problems at government - sponsored entities such as Fannie Mae and 
Freddie Mac.  96   

 As it was for Rubin, though, Washington turned out to be an 
interim career move between two bank positions. On July 9, 2008, 
Steel resigned from his position, and on the  same day  he went to run 
Wachovia Bank, at the time the fourth - largest bank in America.  97   The 
whole arrangement raised the ire of ethics watchdogs.  “ It ’ s not techni-
cally a confl ict of interest as long as he didn ’ t work on issues that impact 
only Wachovia, ”  said Melanie Sloan, executive director of Citizens for 
Responsibility and Ethics in Washington.  “ But it smells bad. If one day 
you ’ re regulating banks and the next day you ’ re at the bank, one has to 
wonder if the decisions you made at Treasury were in view of future 
employment options. ”   98   
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 When Steel was hired to run Wachovia, the Goldman investment 
banker relationship came into play once again. At the time, Wilson 
was advising Wachovia on the strategy and management of the trou-
bled loans in its portfolio. Not surprisingly, that advisory role would be 
much easier if a former Goldmanite was in charge over there.  99   

 On taking over the bank, Steel had pledged to keep Wachovia an 
independent entity.  100   A few months later, he vowed to sell the bank ’ s 
noncore assets to raise  $ 5 billion in capital during 2009.  101   Less than 
two weeks later, the bank posted close to  $ 9 billion in losses for its 
second quarter.  102   By the time of Steel ’ s hiring, Wachovia stock had 
already dropped 62 percent from the beginning of 2008.  103   

 By early September 2008, it was down nearly 80 percent, and fed-
eral offi cials were pressuring it to cut a deal or face collapse.  104   But 
there was a glitch. On September 15, fi nancial stocks were in the 
toilet, Lehman Brothers went bust, and Bank of America got stuck 
with Merrill Lynch.  105   Yet, Steel told Jim Cramer on  Mad Money  that 
Wachovia had a  “ great future as an independent company  . . . . But 
we ’ re also focused on the very exciting prospects when we get things 
right going forward. ”  Wachovia shares fell 25 percent that day.  106   

 With his company ’ s stock in free fall, Steel swung into action the 
next day. He held a conference call regarding the possibility of selling a 
chunk of Wachovia or merging with another company. On September 
17, 2008, Steel called Morgan Stanley ’ s CEO John Mack to talk about a 
potential merger.  107   Mack and Steel had both attended Duke University 
and were on its board of trustees.  108   

 Amid all of the chaos, customers were extracting billions of dollars of 
deposits from Wachovia.  109   This happened during the period that Steel was 
in merger talks with Citigroup and Wells Fargo.  110   Then things got tricky. 
First, Wachovia agreed to sell its banking operations to Citigroup, then 
on October 2, 2008, Wachovia ’ s board said it would sell the full company 
to Wells Fargo in a  $ 15.4 billion deal.  111   Wachovia shareholders would get 
 $ 7 a share for their stock, 35 percent lower than the closing stock price on 
the day Steel was on Cramer ’ s show.  112   No matter, though. Wachovia was 
headed by Steel. It was also a client of Goldman Sachs, which pocketed a 
cool  $ 25 million fee for its services in advising the merger.  113   

 In late January 2009, a few months after the Wells Fargo deal, it 
emerged that the SEC was investigating Steel for his  Mad Money  
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remarks, though no charges have been fi led as of this writing.  114   The 
investigation continues. But it remains to be seen whether Goldman 
Sachs will take any responsibility for anything negative, despite the 
fi rm ’ s fi ngers being all over the deal — and whether it will be deemed 
misleading or merely hopelessly optimistic to tout your company ’ s rosy 
future right before that future changes dramatically.  

  The End Game 

 As with any important historical period, hindsight will provide clarity 
and be subject to interpretation. Each period has its key characters and 
events. There are only a few choice slots from which you can dominate 
domestic and global fi nance. And as it turns out, Goldman occupied 
many of them leading up to the Second Great Bank Depression. No 
doubt its imprint will remain, if not increase, going forward. Even if 
there are fewer Goldmanites in positions of power, the infl uence they 
wielded during their tenures at senior banking and political roles will 
have an impact that will last for decades. 

 It is human nature to protect what ’ s yours. In the case of the bank-
ing world, whatever may have been going on in the minds of the elite 
Goldman alums, through their words and their actions they protected 
their individual pots of gold and philosophies at the expense of the 
general population and the public good. And that ’ s simply not right. 

 We should ponder another question. Maybe checks and balances 
for corporate and political leaders are in order to reduce the risk that 
a small group with a single philosophy or power base has too much 
control over our fi nancial world and lives.            
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We Already Have a Bad 
Bank: It ’ s Called the 
Federal Reserve           

  Let me issue and control a nation ’ s money, and I care not who writes 
the laws. 

  —  Mayer Amschel 
Rothschild, founder of 
the House of Rothschild   

 In 1941, the investment banker Cyrus Eaton wrote in the  University 
of Chicago Law Review ,  “ The doctrine that fi nance must be the serv-

ant rather than the master has been proclaimed before, although it has 
been increasingly neglected in practice in the United States. ”   1   Sixty -
 eight years later, fi nance was still the master, and the Federal Reserve, 
the Treasury, and Congress were the servants and coconspirators. 

 The Fed was the fi rst agency to fl ex its muscles and open its books, and 
ultimately on a substantially grander scale than the Treasury ever did, 
under the auspice of averting a full - fl edged fi nancial crisis. In August 
2007 the Fed purchased  $ 19 billion of mortgage - backed    securities and 
 $ 19 billion of repurchase agreements, and added $62 billion of tempo-
rary reserves.2 A month later, the Fed injected another  $ 31 billion into 
the U.S. money markets in three separate operations, later following it 
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with one more round of  $ 20 billion in December. These are all fairly 
large amounts, but still within the realm of the Fed ’ s normal responsi-
bility to grease the wheels of credit.  3   

 (A note on use of the word  injection  — the word conjures medical 
or druglike images for a reason. The intent of a cash injection into the 
markets is to stimulate the fl ow of money, similar to how an adrenaline 
shot stimulates the oxygen and blood fl ow in a person. If the injection is 
strong enough, one may suffi ce. In the case of the Second Great Bank 
Depression, multiple injections of cash were required to resuscitate a 
system that was a willing participant in its own attempted suicide. Call 
 that     “ a cry for help. ” ) 

 The last time the Fed had to combat freezing credit was after 9/11. 
Then, it acted in a more subdued way by lowering discount rates and 
providing loans to the banks affected by the attacks. The idea was to 
help the system, not to be its mother.  4   

 Before the Fed unleashed Operation Print Money for the Banks, it 
maintained  $ 770 billion of nonrisky Treasury bonds on its books.  5   As 
the national lender of last resort, the Fed could give fi nancial institu-
tions cash in the form of short - term loans and, in return, these fi rms 
would post secure assets, such as Treasury bonds, as collateral. The 
reason was simple: the sounder the collateral, the better the loan terms 
for the borrowing bank. It behooved banks to post these highest -  quality 
bonds, so they did. 

 The Fed would receive interest payments on those Treasury bonds 
and hand a portion of them back to the Treasury Department as they 
came in. It was a symbiotic relationship in which the Fed was effec-
tively paying interest on the Treasury ’ s public debt, so that the Treasury 
didn ’ t have to do it. 

 That low - risk practice went out the window during the Second 
Great Banking Depression. As the great bailout unfolded, the com-
plexity of the Fed ’ s books increased in tandem with its appetite for 
risky, unquantifi able asset -  and mortgage - backed securities. The new 
trend was coupled with an appreciable move toward secrecy. Banks 
began to post all sorts of junk to the Fed just to get it off their books, 
and in return they received low - cost loans. 

 The consolidation of America ’ s money into fewer and fewer banks 
over the last three decades made the Fed ’ s trashy asset books even worse. 
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 “ In 1977 commercial banks held 56 percent of all fi nancial assets. By 2007 
the banking share had fallen to 24 percent. The shrinkage meant the 
Fed was trying to control credit through a much smaller base of lend-
ing institutions. It failed utterly — witness the soaring debt burden and 
subsequent defaults, ”  William Greider wrote in the  Nation  on March 11, 
2009.  6   Yet way before anyone could have fathomed the immense scope 
of the bailout, the Fed had begun to quietly blow up the loan balloon it 
hoped would quickly sail off with the subprime crisis. 

 During the winter of 2007, the Fed transformed itself into a sort of 
pawnshop for banks that needed quick cash; as long as the banks were 
in decent condition and could collateralize their loans, they could get 
money at a discount rate, at auction, through the Term Auction Facility 
(TAF) program — sort of in the same way you can get a  $ 100 loan from a 
pawnshop by putting up your grandmother ’ s old jewelry.  7   Competition 
for the money was fi erce. Although there were  $ 119 billion worth of 
requests from 166 bidders, the Fed   only gave out  $ 40 billion in its fi rst 
two December 2007 auctions. 8  Come the spring of 2008, the Fed was 
blazing through uncharted territory. It had gone above and beyond its 
offi cial mandate to keep credit fl owing through the economy. Again in a 
very secretive way, the Fed became not only a bank of last resort for the 
banks, but the biggest hedge fund manager in the world. 

 A standard hedge fund takes in money or assets and promises to use 
them to provide a handsome return for the investor through various 
bets — on housing, oil, weather, whatever. Hedge fund managers make 
fees, typically 2 percent management fees, based on these returns and 
the volume of assets they have under management, plus 20 percent 
performance fees.  9   Hedge funds borrow money against these assets 
from commercial and investment banks to make even bigger specu-
lative wagers. The thinking goes: the more you bet right, the more 
money you make. The operative word here is  more . 

 So, during a time when banks couldn ’ t give away their nonperform-
ing (banktalk for  “ toxic ” ) assets at any price, the Fed inhaled trillions of 
dollars ’  worth of them and in return issued them debt at interest rates 
that no normal American would ever get (really low ones). 

 Because risky assets were sitting on the Fed ’ s books as collateral for 
loans, the Fed was put in the passive role of hoping the assets ’  value 
would turn around someday or that the banks that pawned them off 
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would be able to retrieve them and pay back their loans. A good hedge 
fund would never allow itself to operate in such a submissive manner. 
But the Fed doesn ’ t have to worry about positive returns; its supply of 
money is endless.  

  Chase Hunts a Bear with the Fed ’ s Rifl e 

 On March 11, 2008, the Fed created the Term Securities Lending 
Facility (TSLF). The TSLF allowed the Fed to lend banks as much 
as  $ 200 billion for up to 28 days, rather than the quick - shot overnight 
loans that had been the standard in the past. Collateral could come 
in the form of anything with a AAA rating, even though many AAA 
securities should have been rated as junk.  10   The Fed ’ s evolution into 
a quasi – hedge fund manager gained steam when it backed a quasi –
 hedge fund, Bear Stearns, the former investment bank and my former 
employer. Stepping outside the normal bounds of its authority, the Fed 
provided the fi nancial backing that allowed JPMorgan Chase to take 
over Bear Stearns. This move was part of an almost militaristic coup.  11   
The Fed ’ s allies in this operation were the Federal Reserve Bank of 
New York, run by Timothy Geithner; the Treasury Department, run by 
Henry Paulson; and the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), 
run by Christopher Cox. 

 The entire process took about two weeks. Stage one began on 
the evening of Thursday, March 13, 2008, when, according to Tim 
Geithner ’ s congressional testimony, he took part in a conference call 
with  “ representatives from the Securities and Exchange Commission, 
the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve, and the Treasury 
Department. ”   12   

 On that call the SEC staff informed him that  “ Bear Stearns ’  fund-
ing resources were inadequate to meet its obligations and the fi rm 
had concluded that it would have to fi le for bankruptcy protection the 
next morning. ”   13   In other words, the investors had already headed for 
shore, and the loan sharks, the fi rms that had lent Bear money backed 
by tanking collateral, wanted blood. 

 This situation unleashed a sleepless night of consideration, culmi-
nating in a call at the crack of dawn the next day. Geithner, leading 
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the strike, had spent the night poring over options with the Fed and the 
Treasury. Ben Bernanke, with insistence from Paulson and Geithner, 
concluded that the Fed would come up with the money to ensure that 
the deal went through. 

 JPM Chase head Jamie Dimon was no idiot. If he was going to take 
Bear on, he didn ’ t want to take on its potential losses, too. He needed 
government guarantees, and he got them. But later that day, it dawned 
on JPM Chase and the Fed just how much junk they were dealing 
with: among other things, securities stuffed with subprime mortgages, 
credit default swaps, and loans from and to other banks. There was a 
regulatory catch, too. The Fed couldn ’ t directly lend to Bear because it 
was an investment bank and was outside the Fed ’ s jurisdiction. 

 But this problem, too, had a workaround. The New York Fed would 
extend an overnight loan to JPM Chase from its discount lending win-
dow, and JPM Chase could then lend that money to Bear Stearns.     This 
operation would keep the fi rm afl oat while it was prepped for the hand-
off to JPM Chase and would help ensure that the deal went through. 

 Stage two came two days later, but not without some second thoughts. 
Early in the morning on Sunday, March 16, JPM Chase rescinded its 
offer to take Bear Stearns. Bernanke leapt into action, boosted by fear 
that the Asian markets would catch wind of the percolating catastro-
phe before they opened that night. So he did the unprecedented. He 
agreed to back Bear   Stearns’s dying assets if JPM Chase would take the 
fi rm. Treasury Secretary Paulson jumped in and advised JPM Chase to 
offer  $ 2 per Bear share, rather than the  $ 4 it was prepared to offer. He 
and Geithner also called Bear Stearns chair Alan Schwartz, telling him 
he had to accept JPM Chase ’ s offer.  14   

 Later that evening, Geithner informed James Dimon that the New 
York Fed would assist the acquisition with  $ 29 billion in fi nancing, 
backed by Bear Stearns assets.15 It would also fast - track the necessary 
regulatory approvals to move the merger forward. 

 Stage three unveiled the Primary Dealer Credit Facility (PDCF), 
which was announced the same day that Geithner agreed to put up 
the cash to back the Bear Stearns deal.  16   Citing a familiar refrain, 
the Fed created this facility due to the  “ unusual and exigent circum-
stances ”  that  “ existed in fi nancial markets, including a severe lack of 
liquidity. ”   17   The PDCF allowed investment banks to borrow from the 
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Fed for the fi rst time.  18   It was meant to be a temporary program to 
provide quick loans that would mature the day after they settled with 
an interest rate equal to that of the New York Fed primary credit 
rate.  19   As of this writing, that interest rate is .5 percent.  20   In conjunc-
tion with the opening of this facility, as requested by the SEC, New 
York Fed examiners were supposedly sent to all the major investment 
banks to report back to the Federal Reserve on the banks ’  fi nancial 
conditions. If this in fact happened, it wasn ’ t very effective, given that 
by the end of 2008, several major banks were on life - support (make 
that public - bailout - support). 

 For the most part, when a company acquires another company, it 
has to come up with the money and take on any risk that the merger 
might bring. No such thing with the Bear Stearns deal. The govern-
ment spotted the money and took on the risk for JPM Chase. 

 The fourth and fi nal stage came on March 24, 2008, when JPM 
Chase announced that due to employee shareholder protests, the offer 
would be upped to  $ 10 a share, bringing the price tag to  $ 1.2 billion.  21   
In a sign of just how little that really was to pay for one of the nation ’ s 
most venerable brokerage fi rms, which had survived as an independ-
ent company for eighty - fi ve years through the Great Depression and 
twelve recessions, former Bear Stearns CEO James Cayne sold his 
Bear stock — just two days after the deal was completed — for  $ 61 mil-
lion.  22   Two years earlier, that stock had been worth  $ 1 billion.  23   

 Don ’ t feel too bad, though. Most of that stock had been given to 
Cayne as part of his compensation package, meaning that he didn ’ t 
directly pay for the shares.  24   

 It didn ’ t take long for the government ’ s dealmakers to spin the Bear 
Stearns takeover as a tough but successful maneuver.  “ By reducing the 
probability of a systemic fi nancial crisis, the actions taken by the Fed on 
and after March 14 have helped avert substantial damage to the 
economy, and they have brought a measure of tentative calm to global 
fi nancial markets, ”  Geithner cooed a week and a half after the deal.  25   

 Everyone was happy, although the markets hadn ’ t even begun to 
enter crisis mode at that point. In an understated portent of things 
to come, Geithner added,  “ The Federal Reserve, working closely with 
other major central banks, will continue to provide liquidity to markets 
to help facilitate the process of fi nancial repair. ”   26    
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  Geithner Wasn ’ t Kidding 

 During the summer of 2008, despite the whole Bear Stearns maneu-
ver, the home mortgage market was coming apart at its foundation. 
Foreclosure rates nationwide were up 55 percent in August 2008, 
compared to July 2007, and for the year there were more than 3 million 
foreclosure fi lings, an 81 percent increase from 2007.  27   Existing single -
 family home sales fell to 4.3 million in 2008 from nearly 5 million in 
2007, a 12 percent decrease.  28   New one - family home sales fell from 
776,000 to 482,000 over the same period, or a decrease of 38 percent.  29   
Credit also stopped fl owing, as mortgage lenders realized that their 
existing loans might not be paid and it would   be a bad idea to take on 
more debtors. 

 Still, thanks to Geithner ’ s soothing words there was an air of calm 
before the storm on Capitol Hill and in the media — or at least a sense 
that things were going to get better sooner rather than later. (That 
unfounded optimism would resurface in the middle of 2009, after 
much more fi nancial wreckage had occurred, simply because the stock 
market bounced back for a spell.) The summer of 2008 was the sum-
mer of mixed messages. Some of the media balanced the more preva-
lent and accurate feeling among most Americans that things weren ’ t 
actually getting better, even as they reported that the government was 
trying to defl ect a greater housing - led crisis with a veneer of altruism. 

  “ If you ’ re a homeowner teetering on the edge of foreclosure, help 
is on the way. We ’ ll explain what the Senate did for you today in a 
rare Saturday session, ”  reported CNN anchor Kyra Phillips on July 
26, 2008.  30   She was referring to a  $ 300 billion bill that would allow 
distressed homeowners to refi nance their mortgages. The bill, the 
Housing and Economic Recovery Act of 2008, was signed with a fl our-
ish by President Bush four days after that broadcast.  31   

 The general message from Washington was that everything would 
be okay, we ’ re on top of this mess.  “ We look forward to putting in place 
new authorities to improve confi dence and stability in markets and to 
provide better oversight for Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, ”  White 
House spokesperson Tony Fratto said on the day the bill was signed.  32   

 Then there were the higher - profi le Washington insiders who traded 
premature optimism for downright delusion about the actual state of 
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the economy, going so far as to blame the American people for the 
fi nancial crisis.  “ You ’ ve heard of mental depression; this is a mental 
recession, ”   33   said Phil Gramm, the former head of the Senate Banking 
Committee who had led the charge for deregulation of the bank-
ing and derivatives industries, in a  Washington Times  interview on 
July 9, 2008.  34   

 With a complete lack of empathy, he concluded,  “ We have sort of 
become a nation of whiners. You just hear this constant whining, com-
plaining about a loss of competitiveness, America in decline. ”   35   

 Gramm made those clueless comments while he was cochair of 
John McCain ’ s presidential campaign. It was Gramm ’ s callous repre-
sentation of an increasingly fearful American population that led to 
his ouster from the McCain campaign on July 18, 2008, but the dam-
age had been done. McCain, who ultimately bore responsibility for 
Gramm ’ s viewpoint, appeared out of touch with the economic plight 
of the country.  36   That apathetic tone may have been the biggest reason 
McCain did not get elected president. 

 Despite the grim numbers, the powers that be in the Treasury were 
dogmatically confi dent (outwardly, anyway) that they had met and 
weathered a horrifi c storm after the Bear Stearns situation. Indeed, 
Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson was quite insistent that bailing out 
institutions would certainly not be a pattern. 

  “ For market discipline to constrain risk effectively, fi nancial institu-
tions must be allowed to fail. Under optimal fi nancial regulatory and 
fi nancial system infrastructures, such a failure would not threaten the 
overall system, ”  he stated in a July 2, 2008, speech at the Chatham 
House in London in front of international policymakers.  37   

 Paulson reiterated this point to the House Committee on Financial 
Services eight days later.  “ Market participants must not expect that 
lending from the Fed or any other government support is readily avail-
able. ”   38   (Unless he deemed otherwise.) 

 Paulson applied the same free - market logic to individual home-
owners during a July 8, 2008, hearing before the FDIC ’ s Forum on 
Mortgage Lending to Low and Moderate Income Households, essen-
tially saying that hundreds of thousands of homeowners should like-
wise be allowed to fail on their mortgages, although he admitted that 
the fault for the bad loans really lay with the mortgage companies. 
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  “ Due to the lax credit and underwriting standards of the past years, 
some people took out mortgages they can ’ t possibly afford and they 
will lose their homes, ”  Paulson said with an assassin ’ s calm on July 8. 
 “ There is little public policymakers can or should do to compensate for 
untenable fi nancial decisions. ”  He further argued against government 
intervention in the mortgage market because an undefi ned  “ some ”  
people might make a quick profi t by fl ipping homes. 

  “ Now that their investments have not turned out as they had hoped, 
these people may walk away, even though they can afford their mort-
gage payment, ”  he said.  “ These borrowers can and should be living up 
to their mortgage commitment — government intervention here would 
be inappropriate. ”   39   

 Bernanke, meanwhile, was far more constrained in his rhetoric. His 
remarks around that time focused on revamping regulatory agencies and 
leaving the door open for more bailouts — something he ’ d still be doing 
a year later.  “ The enormous losses and write - downs taken at fi nancial 
institutions around the world since August, as well as the run on Bear 
Stearns, show that in this episode, neither market discipline nor regula-
tory oversight succeeded in limiting leverage and risk - taking suffi ciently 
to preserve fi nancial stability, ”  he told the same forum.  40   But all his talk 
of regulation was just that: talk. The worst was yet to come.  

  Giving Loans against  “ Non – Investment Grade Securities ”  

 By the fall of 2008, the notion that integral fi nancial institutions should 
be allowed to fail outright without injections of government cash had 
evidently been thrown out the window. The Fed was opening more 
facilities and was lending money left and right using low - grade assets 
as collateral. Its stated intent was to enhance market liquidity in the 
face of a dead credit market. In other words, because lenders were 
holding their money tight, the Fed had to change the rules and start 
new programs to help increase the free fl ow of capital, sort of acting 
like Drāno for a pipe clogged with bushels of hair.  41   

 In September 2008 alone, the Fed injected  $ 904 billion into the 
fi nancial markets. From September 15 to 18, the Fed pumped  $ 125 
billion into the fi nancial markets through open - market regulation. On 
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September 18, the Federal Open Market Committee expanded its cur-
rency swap lines by  $ 180 billion to provide liquidity for the U.S. dollar. 
Eleven days later, the Fed tripled total short - term lending, expanded 
its credit swap lines again, and noted they expected to hold two TAF 
auctions that would total  $ 300 billion.  42   

 What had started as a housing problem was turning into a far 
greater credit problem. Despite all the extra cash fl owing to banks 
and the Fed taking on risky assets that were unmarketable to the 
private sector, loans were still hard to come by. The TAF program 
was supposed to increase credit fl ow, but things weren ’ t happening 
fast enough, so the Fed upped its loan authorization to  $ 900 billion 
on October 6, 2008.43 But by the last quarter of 2008, a Fed survey 
of banks showed that lending standards on commercial, industrial, 
and consumer loans were still tight and outstanding consumer credit 
remained nearly unchanged, at about  $ 2.6 trillion.  44   Furthermore, 
on the business credit side, an overall lack of commercial paper — an 
unnecessarily vague term for the short - term loans companies use to 
meet regular operating expenses, such as payroll — caused the Fed to cre-
ate the Commercial Paper Funding Facility LLC (CPFF). Under 
the CPFF, the Fed could fi nance approximately  $ 1.8 trillion worth 
of commercial paper. For its part, the Treasury Department made a 
 “ special ”  deposit of  $ 50 billion at the Federal Reserve Bank of New 
York to support this facility.    45   This extra help, by the way — in true 
nontransparent form — was not mentioned in the press release that 
introduced the CPFF (nor on the Treasury Web site).  46   

 The Fed continued to create a plethora of new facilities identifi ed 
by cute little acronyms, which were designed to hold riskier collateral 
than the Fed had ever taken on in the past. (If you want the real scoop 
on these facilities as they keep unfolding, you can follow them on my 
Web site,  www.nomiprins.com . Details are in the appendix.) There 
didn ’ t appear to be any orderly rollout or overall plan for these facili-
ties. They seemed to crop up sporadically to deal with that day ’ s or that 
week ’ s problems. 

 On September 14, 2008, the Fed allowed noninvestment grade secu-
rities to be pledged as collateral at the PDCF, which had been estab-
lished on March 16, 2008. In February 2009 the PDCF was extended 
until October 30, 2009.  47   
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 On September 19, 2008, the Fed created the Asset Backed 
Commercial Paper Money Market Mutual Fund Liquidity Facility 
(AMLF)  “ which extends loans to banking organizations to purchase 
asset backed commercial paper from money market mutual funds. ”   48   

 Then, the following month, the Fed instituted the Money Market 
Investor Funding Facility (MMIFF), which along with the AMLF and 
the CPFF is  “ intended to improve liquidity in short - term debt markets 
and thereby increase the availability of credit,”   and pledged to lend the 
MMIFF up to  $ 540 billion.    49   

 And so, the Fed, working fast and furious, continued its transforma-
tion into a hedge fund of last resort, relaxing its collateral posting rules 
and lending trillions of dollars to the Street. Where banks once had 
to pony up secure assets such as Treasury bonds to get loans from the 
Fed, they could now post far more risky assets in return for very favo-
rable loan conditions, and the Fed would keep a lid on who they were, 
and how much they got.  50    

  Remember: That  $ 700 Billion Is the Smallest 
Part of the Bailout 

 Even with all the bailout money fl owing by the end of September, the 
Fed and the Treasury were faltering. They couldn ’ t stop the oncom-
ing fi nancial crisis, as the credit and housing markets continued to 
decline and big banks continued to fail. But, as noted above, the Fed 
could and did throw trillions of dollars at the banking epicenter of the 
crisis, announcing  “ several initiatives to support fi nancial stability and 
to maintain a stable fl ow of credit to the economy during this period of 
signifi cant strain in global markets. ”   51   

 Some argued that the Fed was doing its job to promote liquidity 
in the system, as explained in its mission statement:  “ If a threatening 
disturbance develops, the Federal Reserve can also cushion the impact 
on fi nancial markets and the economy by aggressively and visibly pro-
viding liquidity through open market operations or discount window 
lending. ”   52   

 But the scope with which it provided loans for lemons was unprec-
edented. And as we ’ ve seen, even before the Emergency Economic 
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Stabilization Act of 2008, which included the Troubled Asset Relief 
Program, was passed on October 3, 2008, the Fed was doing its own 
bailing.  53   Yet there was no Congressional furor about the trillions of 
dollars of Fed facility programs as the facilities were spawned, so deft 
was the body in its motions. 

 Indeed, cloaking the cost of its part of the bailout in business - as - usual 
language became part of the Fed ’ s strategy. Press releases were designed 
to accentuate the positives of some new loan facility or drastic liquidity -
 providing measure, without even admitting the risk it might incur. For 
instance, on September 29, 2008, the Fed announced a mammoth $780  
billion shot into the markets, including  $ 330 billion worth of currency 
swaps with foreign central banks, was cushioned with reassuring verbos-
ity:  “ The Federal Reserve announced today several initiatives to support 
fi nancial stability and to maintain a stable fl ow of credit to the economy 
during this period of signifi cant strain in global markets. ”   54   

 With all of Bernanke ’ s stress on the need for more powerful regu-
latory oversight of the fi nancial arena, the question of just who was 
regulating the Fed was largely absent. Indeed, the Fed ’ s actions were 
far less transparent than the Treasury ’ s, which isn ’ t saying much. The 
Fed created facilities to dole out — or, in Fed - speak, to  “ lend ”  — cash to 
bleeding banks, in return for securities backed by sinking subprime, 
auto, and consumer loans. 

 And Bernanke thought that was quite all right; it was just business as 
usual for the Fed.  “ Consistent with the central bank ’ s traditional role 
as the liquidity provider of last resort, the Federal Reserve has taken 
a number of extraordinary steps, ”  Ben Bernanke said on December 1, 
2008, at the Greater Austin Chamber of Commerce in Austin, Texas. 
 “ We narrowed the spread of the primary credit rate  . . .  extended the 
term for which banks can borrow from the discount window to up 
to 90 days  . . .  and developed a program, called the Term Auction 
Facility, under which predetermined amounts of credit are auctioned 
to depository institutions for terms of up to 84 days. ”   55   

 Only it  wasn ’ t  consistent with the Fed ’ s traditional role. In fact, it 
was new to the Fed ’ s range of powers, as Allan Meltzer, a professor of 
economics at Carnegie Mellon University and the author of  A History 
of the Federal Reserve , told the  New York Times .  “ If you go all the way 
back to 1921, when farms were failing and Congress was leaning on 
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the Fed to bail them out, the Fed always said,  ‘ It ’ s not our business. ’  It 
never regarded itself as an all - purpose agency. ”   56   

 To some extent, the New York Fed had dabbled in bailouts with 
the Long Term Capital Management (LTCM) crisis in 1998, mostly 
because the hedge fund was on the hook for lots of money to vari-
ous investment banks, not because ordinary people would really be 
affected — sound familiar? The New York Fed stepped into the role 
of super - negotiator and organized for a bunch of banks, including 
Goldman Sachs, Merrill Lynch, JPMorgan Chase, and UBS, to pony 
up  $ 3.6 billion to buy LTCM and pay off its debts.  57   

 Former Fed chairman Alan Greenspan eased monetary policy in 
order to loosen up the credit markets that were freezing up, in fear of 
what a LTCM collapse could mean. The difference between the cur-
rent situation and the LTCM bailout is that the government orches-
trated a private buyout of LTCM and didn ’ t use public funds to save a 
risk - taking fund. Plus, the size of the LTCM bailout was nothing com-
pared to the Second Great Bank Depression bailout. It only amounted, 
in fact, to the size of Merrill Lynch execs ’  2008 bonuses. 

 Still, the LTCM bailout showed that the Fed was willing to step in to 
fi nd a way to pay banks back for choosing bad business partners. That 
precedent was exploited to the max in 2008 and 2009. The Fed ’ s facili-
ties were created with an utter lack of accountability and transparency. 
Multiple Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests to the Fed, 
seeking details of who used the lending facilities and to what extent, 
were rejected.  

  The Silent Coconspirator 

 Every successful heist requires a diversion from central command. 
Whatever the size of the loot, the idea is to keep the victims ’  focus 
somewhere else. During the Second Great Bank Depression, while we 
were focused on a  $ 700 billion Treasury bailout package, the Fed used 
a sleight of hand it had honed for decades to take on trillions of dollars 
in useless assets, giving cheap loans in return to the very banks that had 
created the bad assets. 

 The chairman of the Federal Reserve is sort of like the CEO of money 
in America. Some chairmen pursue the infl uence of the position more 
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than others. Alan Greenspan, chairman of the Board of Governors of 
the Federal Reserve System from 1987 to 2006, was far more involved 
in politics (and more famous as a result) than his predecessors were. 
He had been involved in the political sphere as an adviser for Richard 
Nixon ’ s presidential campaign in 1968 and had served as chairman for 
the Council of Economic Advisers during Gerald Ford ’ s presidency. 
He had a propensity for enacting a strong rate policy. He lowered rates 
in 1997 in response to the Asian currency crisis and hiked rates in 1999 
as the U.S. economy and markets were booming. At the turn of the 
century, he also publicly warned about  “ unsustainable ”  growth rates 
and  “ overextended ”  stock prices.  58   

 The Federal Reserve Board ’ s offi cial mandate is to maintain stabil-
ity in the economy while facilitating growth, by keeping the supply of 
money and the availability of credit balanced. The Fed operates to 
achieve maximum employment, stable prices, and moderate long - term 
interest rates. Its principle tool is  “ printing ”  money, a process in which 
the Fed attempts to expand the economy by making cash for lending 
available by buying banks ’  securities. 

 The Fed also regulates banks by setting and monitoring minimum 
reserve and capital levels (Title 12, part 208, of the Federal Reserve 
Act, if you want to check it out, something the Fed failed at miserably 
leading into the Second Great Bank Depression). In addition, during 
the past two decades, the Fed has been the main okay - nod behind 
bank holding company mergers.  59   During the end of 2008, the Fed 
ramped up this role with a vengeance. 

 According to the Fed ’ s Web site,  “ Congress created the Federal 
Reserve System in 1913 to serve as the central bank of the United 
States and to provide the nation with a safer, more fl exible and more 
stable monetary and fi nancial system. ”  Over the years, the Fed ’ s role 
in banking and the economy has expanded, but its focus has remained 
the same. Today, the Fed ’ s three offi cial functions are to conduct the 
nation’s monetary policy, provide and maintain an effective and effi cient 
payments system and to supervise and regulate banking operations. ”   60   

 That ’ s typically covered in the press and by mainstream economists 
as setting interest rate targets up or down a tiny percentage, which the 
Fed does to make sure we have enough unemployed people to keep 
infl ation down. Really. 
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 Thus, there are two tools with which the powers in Washington can 
calibrate the American economy. Congress and the president focus on 
fi scal policy, which relates to decisions on spending and taxes, while 
the Fed enacts monetary policy, infl uencing the fl ow or availability of 
money and credit.  “ Fine - tuning ”  the economy is how people typically 
refer to the Fed ’ s actions in raising or lowering interest rates, although 
it is equally widely acknowledged that  “ fi ne - tuning ”  is not really pos-
sible. The Fed ’ s tools include direct lending to banks, if necessary, 
and setting reserve requirements.  61   The Fed stealthily and massively 
stretched its scope during the Second Great Bank Depression. 

 The Federal Reserve was spawned in secrecy, so it ’ s no wonder the 
notion stuck through the century. During a clandestine meeting at 
Jekyll Island, Georgia, in 1910, between the richest fi nanciers in the 
country and their well - connected government offi cial friends, partici-
pants discussed the formation of the Federal Reserve, using only their 
fi rst names as identifi ers.  62   With that kind of foundation, it ’ s apparent 
that the dangers inherent in the Federal Reserve Board were imbed-
ded even before it was offi cially established.  63   

 Woodrow Wilson was elected president in the fall of 1912 on a 
Democratic platform that promised to fi ght the powers of the money 
trusts. Technically, this platform opposed establishing a central bank 
that would have, by defi nition, created another kind of concentration of 
power. According to the 1912 Democratic Party platform statement:   

 We oppose  . . .  the establishment of a central bank; and we believe 
our country will be largely freed from panics and consequent 
unemployment and business depression by such a systematic revi-
sion of our banking laws as will render temporary relief in locali-
ties where such relief is needed, with protection from control of 
dominion by what is known as the money trust. 
  We condemn the present methods of depositing government 
funds in a few favored banks, largely situated in or controlled by 
Wall Street, in return for political favors, and we pledge our party 
to provide by law for their deposit by competitive bidding in the 
banking institutions of the country, national and State, without 
discrimination as to locality, upon approved securities and subject 
to call by the Government.  64     
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 You ’ d never sneak that into the Democratic Party platform now, that ’ s 
for sure. Public and political opinion against the consolidation of the 
country ’ s wealth provided the backdrop for both the Federal Reserve 
Act of 1913 and the Clayton Antitrust Act of 1914.  65   Populist oppo-
sition extended even further against a central government bank that 
would establish a partnership between government and private enti-
ties, although the Democratic Party ’ s public statements opposing a 
federal bank would prove to be mere rhetoric.  66   

 On December 23, 1913, Wilson signed the Federal Reserve Act, 
which had been formulated by Congressman Carter Glass (D - VA) and 
Senator Robert L. Owen (D - OK). Among other things, the act  “ pro-
vided for the establishment of Federal Reserve Banks  . . .  to estab-
lish a more effective supervision of banking in the United States. ”   67   
Wilson regretted the act soon after he signed it, realizing that the 
nation ’ s wealth concentration would only increase under this central 
body of power. Despite some concurrent political opposition, the New 
York Federal Reserve Bank became and has remained the most infl u-
ential bank in the Federal Reserve system, much to the joy of Wall 
Street — which could focus its attention more easily with the richest 
Fed bank in its hometown. 68    Under Geithner ’ s leadership, it would 
become an equally chummy friend to that Wall Street community a 
century later.  

  Controlling the Punch Bowl 

 William McChesney Martin Jr., the Fed chairman for almost two dec-
ades from April 1951 to January 1970, once joked that the Fed ’ s job is 
 “ to take away the punch bowl just as the party gets going. ”   69   It was dur-
ing his reign that the Bank Holding Company Act of 1956 was passed, 
a solid piece of regulatory legislation that Martin Jr. favored.  70   

 While Martin Jr. was still chairman of the Board of Governors of 
the Fed, he made a statement on April 18, 1969, before the House 
Committee on Banking and Currency to advocate for further regula-
tion of one - bank holding companies  “ in the public interest. ”  

 He said,  “ The Congress took steps years ago, in the Banking Act of 
1933, to separate banking from nonbanking businesses, a policy that was 
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reinforced by the Bank Holding Company Act of 1956 as to companies 
that own two or more banks. Under section 4 of the 1956 Act, such com-
panies are limited to banking and closely related activities. The Board 
unanimously agrees that there are sound reasons for separating banking 
and commerce, and that it is essential, if this policy is to continue, to 
bring one - bank holding companies under the Holding Company Act. ”   71   

 Martin Jr., who died at the age of ninety - one, the year before the Glass -
 Steagall Act was repealed, was downright clairvoyant about the dangers of 
blurring the lines between various types of banking activity four decades 
before the Second Great Bank Depression surfaced.  “ To my mind, the 
greatest risk is in concentration of economic power. If a holding company 
combines a bank with a typical business fi rm, there is a strong possibil-
ity that the bank ’ s credit will be more readily available to the customers 
of the affi liated business than to customers of other businesses not so 
affi liated. Since credit has become increasingly essential to merchandis-
ing, the business fi rm that can offer an assured line of credit to fi nance 
its sales has a very real competitive advantage over one that cannot. In 
addition to favoring the business fi rm ’ s customers, the bank might deny 
credit to competing fi rms or grant credit to other borrowers only on con-
dition that they agree to do business with the affi liated fi rm. This is why 
I feel so strongly that if we allow the line between banking and com-
merce to be erased, we run the risk of cartelizing our economy. ”   72   

 But Martin Jr. failed to tighten monetary policy quickly enough. 
During the mid - 1960s, infl ation had started to climb, and by the time 
Martin Jr. retired in 1970, infl ation was 6 percent and quickly rising 
out of control.  73   This pattern became more pronounced in the early 
1970s and into the late 1970s, under the Fed chairmanship of Arthur 
F. Burns for most of the decade and under G. William Miller toward 
the end. The hyperinfl ation of the 1970s was exacerbated by the oil 
shocks of 1973 and 1978.  74    

  The Last Banking Crisis 

 The early years of Alan Greenspan ’ s reign were marked by the Savings 
and Loan (S & L) Crisis, in which the Fed took an active role but did not 
dramatically open its discount windows to nonbank entities or change 
its collateral posting rules.  75   
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 The S & L Crisis began quietly in 1984 and escalated in 1988 — the 
fi rst year the FDIC suffered an operating loss — and 1989.  76   So, on 
August 9, 1989, the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and 
Enforcement Act of 1989 (FIRREA) created the Resolution Trust 
Corporation (RTC) to dispose of the toxic — mostly real - estate — assets 
from these  failed  institutions.  77   It was the 1990s version of a  “ bad 
bank. ”  (In 2009, a more bank - generous Washington was considering 
disposing of assets from  existing  institutions.) But the RTC couldn ’ t 
fi nd buyers for its bad assets — shocking, considering they were bad 
because no one wanted to buy them in the fi rst place, (just like dur-
ing the Second Great Bank Depression). So, a year later, Congress 
got impatient and pressured the RTC to get rid of them anyway. The 
catch? When you sell stuff quickly, you don ’ t get top dollar for it. 

 No matter. The RTC had a fi re sale, and investors squeezed the 
government (and the public money that funded the RTC). At the fi rst 
RTC auction in Dallas in July 1991, assets worth  $ 25 million sold for 
20 cents on the dollar. In May 1992, another RTC auction sold assets 
for only 17 cents on the dollar. By December 1995 — the last year of 
the RTC ’ s existence — prices barely reached 70 cents on the dollar.  78   
So eventually the assets did regain some value, but only after enough 
were sold at exceedingly low prices, which had the effect of rendering 
the remaining assets more valuable. Still, the assets never achieved the 
value at which they had been purchased. 

 During its six - year existence, the RTC and the Federal Savings 
and Loan Insurance Corporation (FSLIC) sold off  $ 519 billion 
worth of assets for 1,043 thrift closings.  79   But the RTC never brought 
the profi ts to the American people that Washington had promised 
(sound familiar?). Instead, it left the public on the hook for  $ 124 
 billion in losses, while the thrift industry lost another  $ 29 billion.  80   
In 1997, the government was still paying  $ 2.6 billion in annual inter-
est on the bonds, with  $ 2.3 billion coming from the Treasury, backed 
by those assets.  81   Tell that to the next person who says a bad bank is 
a good idea. 

 The early 1990s brought a recession under President George 
H. W. Bush that became an insane boom time during the Bill Clinton 
deregulation years and through the late 1990s. That party was followed 
by a mini - recession in 2001 and 2002, after which Greenspan ’ s rate 
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cuts ultimately spurred a tremendous debt - led boom and the Second 
Great Bank Depression.  

  Advocating the Wrong Policies 

 There are many causes for the current economic disaster that have 
nothing to do with the Fed. But one lethal cocktail did — the combina-
tion of lowering rates with promoting home ownership, particularly 
through the funky types of adjustable loans that then Fed chairman 
Alan Greenspan advocated as the subprime market blossomed from 
2003 through 2005. 

  “ American homeowners clearly like the certainty of fi xed mortgage 
payments, ”  Greenspan said in a speech to the Credit Union National 
Association in Washington on February 23, 2004.  “ American con-
sumers might benefi t if lenders provided greater mortgage - product 
alternatives to the traditional fi xed - rate mortgage ” ; particularly if 
they are  “ willing to manage their own interest - rate risks, the tradi-
tional fi xed - rate mortgage may be an expensive method of fi nancing 
a home. ”   82   

 With that kind of cover from the Fed boss, subprime lenders got 
into high gear. Stan Kurland, president of Countrywide Financial 
Corporation, didn ’ t hide the fi rm ’ s intentions in 2004.  “ Countrywide 
has a long history of working to meet the needs of borrowers. Our 
determination to dominate the ARM market builds on that history, ”  
he said.  “ As of March 2004, more than 40 percent of our retail and 
wholesale nonconforming fundings were for adjustable rate prod-
ucts. The ARM product menu is strong and deep, enabling con-
sumers and business partners to meet their fi nancial goals in ways 
that are affordable and benefi cial, despite the recent rise in interest 
rates. ”   83   

 Greenspan was a major and vocal proponent of deregulation of 
basically everything and said that  “ free markets ”  were not to be tam-
pered with. He believed, by defi nition, that orchestrated tampering 
with the functionality of the markets will always be too late to be 
effective,  84   or  “ in essence, prudential regulation is supplied by the 
market through counterparty evaluation and monitoring rather than 
by authorities. ”   85   
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 In May 5, 2005, ever the free - market advocate — why constrict the 
poor markets with rules, when they ’ d have so much more fun without 
them? — Greenspan sounded like the head of marketing for any Wall 
Street credit derivatives department. He actually talked down critics 
of more regulation for the growing credit derivatives market, stating 
that the entities with less regulation had more incentives to monitor 
and control risk. He staunchly believed that  “ private regulation gener-
ally has proved far better at constraining excessive risk - taking than has 
government regulation. ”   86   

 Five months later, he said in a speech to the National Italian 
American Foundation in Washington, D.C.,  “ Being able to rely on 
markets to do the heavy lifting of adjustment is an exceptionally valu-
able policy asset. The impressive performance of the U.S. economy 
over the past couple of decades, despite shocks that in the past would 
have surely produced marked economic contraction, offers the clear-
est evidence of the benefi ts of increased market fl exibility. In contrast, 
administrative or policy actions that await clear evidence of imbalance 
are of necessity late. ”   87   

 So the market would take care of everything, and those unregulated 
entities, well, they ’ d exercise self - discipline. Yeah, right. Except that 
four years later, the costs incurred by that realm of thinking hovered at 
more than a cool  $ 13 trillion, including a  $ 182 billion bailout for AIG, 
an insurance-company - turned - unregulated - credit - hedge - fund classi-
fi ed as an S&L for a whole bunch of counterparties, none of which 
were that prudent.  88   But in the end, the Fed under Greenspan ’ s suc-
cessor, Ben Bernanke, bailed out AIG and Greenspan ’ s ideology.  89    

   “ Had the Models Been Fitted More Appropriately ”  

 Things fi nally caught up with Greenspan in late 2008, as the markets  
crumbled, and the mainstream press caught up with the progressive 
press in blaming many of his policies. 

 On October 23, 2008, Greenspan was called before Representative 
Henry Waxman (D - CA) and the House Committee on Oversight 
and Government Reform, alongside other powerful men who held 
posts during the subprime and credit buildup, such as John Snow, the 
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former secretary of the treasury, and Christopher Cox, the chairman 
of the SEC.  90   The testimony went like this:   

 REP. WAXMAN:  . . .  you had a belief that free, competitive — and 
this is your statement —   “I do have an ideology. My judgment is 
that free, competitive markets are by far the unrivaled way to 
organize economies. We ’ ve tried regulation. None meaningfully 
worked. ”  That was your quote  . . . . And now our whole economy 
is paying its price. Do you feel that your ideology pushed you to 
make decisions that you wish you had not made? 

 MR. GREENSPAN: Well, remember that what an ideology is, 
is a conceptual framework with the way people deal with reality. 
Everyone has one. You have to — to exist, you need an ideology. 
The question is whether it is accurate or not. And what I ’ m saying 
to you is, yes, I ’ ve found a fl aw. I don ’ t know how signifi cant or 
permanent it is. But I ’ ve been very distressed by that fact. But if I 
may, may I just answer the question —  

 REP. WAXMAN: You found a fl aw in the reality —  

 MR. GREENSPAN: Flaw in the model that I perceived as the 
critical functioning structure that defi nes how the world works, 
so to speak. 

 REP. WAXMAN: In other words, you found that your view of the 
world, your ideology was not right. It was not working. 

 MR. GREENSPAN: Precisely. That ’ s precisely the reason I was 
shocked, because I had been going for 40 years or more with very 
considerable evidence that it was working exceptionally well. But 
just let me, if I may —  

 REP. WAXMAN: Well, the problem is that the time has already 
expired.  91     

 After epic turmoil in world markets led by announcements of bank 
insolvency and mounting criticisms about the cause of their melt-
down, which Greenspan described as  “ a once - in - a - century credit 
tsunami, ”  he found  “ a ”  fl aw. Greenspan claimed,  “ Those of us who 
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have looked to the self - interest of lending institutions to protect share-
holder ’ s equity (myself especially) are in a state of shocked disbelief. 
Such counterparty surveillance is a central pillar of our fi nancial mar-
kets ’  state of balance. If it fails, as occurred this year, market stability 
is undermined. ”   92   

 Now, really, it is we who should be in shocked disbelief at Greenspan ’ s 
philosophical bantering about the need for an ideology — whether dan-
gerous or not, apparently — and at his blaming the economic crisis on 
the models, not on the plethora of deregulation that allowed the bank-
ing industry to pile on such excessive and risky debt with no regard 
to the possible downside. Why didn ’ t he blame the exceptionally bad 
judgment of the biggest bank regulator and regulating body in the 
world? Even if the models were wrong, it was the Fed ’ s responsibil-
ity — no, its mandate, in fact — to monitor the capital on hand in the 
banking industry to back mounting losses. 

 Greenspan went on to say that the sophisticated asset - pricing mod-
els the Fed had effectively relied on collapsed because the data being 
put  “ into the risk management models generally covered only the past 
two decades, a period of euphoria. Had instead the models been fi tted 
more appropriately to historic periods of stress, capital requirements 
would have been much higher and the fi nancial world would be in far 
better shape today. ”   93   

 That would be all fi ne and dandy, and it is partly true. The rosy 
default rates of prime mortgage borrowers were certainly not 
an adequate measure of the default rates of subprime ones. But 
the profound stress was caused far more, as I ’ ve explained, by the 
leverage in the system than by how subprime loans were modeled 
when they were transformed into an abundance of asset - backed 
securities. 

 So, it was the models ’  fault? That ’ s rather disingenuous. Because, as 
it turned out, there was plenty of evidence to suggest that a housing 
downturn and rising foreclosure rates would become a broad fi nancial 
concern, given the fact that a record amount of securitizations based 
on loans in the housing sector had been issued. You simply had to pay 
attention to it, something neither Greenspan nor Bernanke seemed 
interested in doing.  
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  Fighting the Fed 

 Over the years, several chairmen of the House Banking Committee, 
including Wright Patman (D - TX) and Henry B. Gonzalez (D - TX), 
have criticized the Federal Reserve and questioned its lack of 
transparency.  94   

 Representative Ron Paul (R - TX), a ranking member of the U.S. 
House Financial Services Subcommittee on Domestic Monetary 
Policy and Technology, introduced legislation on several occasions to 
abolish the Fed or make it more transparent.  95   

 On February 26, 2009, after Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke had 
funneled trillions of dollars into the banking system, Paul introduced 
the Federal Reserve Transparency Act of 2009, or H.R. 1207.  96   On the 
House fl oor, he stated,  “ Serious discussion of proposals to oversee 
the Federal Reserve is long overdue. I have been a longtime propo-
nent of more effective oversight and auditing of the Fed, but I was far 
from the fi rst congressman to advocate these types of proposals. ”  

 (Note: The Federal Banking Agency Audit Act [P.L. 95 - 320] was 
enacted in 1978 specifi cally to enhance congressional oversight respon-
sibilities. It gave the GAO — once the General Accounting Offi ce, now 
the Government Accountability Offi ce — the authority to audit the Board 
of Governors, the Reserve Banks and the branches.  97   Unfortunately, it 
didn ’ t give the GAO the ability to audit any of the Fed ’ s monetary policy 
or its Federal Open Market Committee operations, which were central 
to the secrecy with which it opened its books to banks.) 

 Paul went on to say,  “ Since its inception, the Federal Reserve has 
always operated in the shadows, without suffi cient scrutiny or oversight 
of its operations. While the conventional excuse is that this is intended 
to reduce the Fed ’ s susceptibility to political pressures, the reality is 
that the Fed acts as a foil for the government. The Federal Reserve 
has, on the one hand, many of the privileges of government agencies, 
while retaining benefi ts of private organizations, such as being insu-
lated from Freedom of Information Act requests. ”   98   Unfortunately, 
there is little additional momentum in Congress toward a full analy-
sis of the Fed ’ s operations and decisions and a serious questioning as 
to whether its responsibilities should be limited to monetary policy, 
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not bank regulation, at which it has failed miserably. It may require 
 quadrillions, instead of trillions, of dollars in outlay to spawn that kind 
of questioning or outrage. 

 Representative Alan Grayson (D - FL) jumped on board to provide 
necessary bipartisan support for Paul ’ s proposed legislation. On May 
21, 2009, in a letter called  “ Bring Some Accountability to the Federal 
Reserve, ”  he wrote,  “ Since March 2008  . . .  the Fed has resorted to 
using its emergency powers to pick winners and losers, and to take mas-
sive credit risk onto its books. Since last September, the Fed ’ s balance 
sheet has expanded from around  $ 800 billion to over  $ 2 trillion, not 
including off - balance sheet liabilities it has guaranteed for Citigroup, 
AIG, and Bank of America, among others  . . .  An audit is the fi rst step 
in bringing this unaccountable system under the control of the public, 
whose money it prints and disseminates at will. ”  

 Paul ’ s Federal Reserve Transparency Act would enable the GAO to 
audit the Fed and report its fi ndings to Congress. As of July 14, 2009, 
it had 261 cosponsors in the House of Representatives.  99   

 The GAO already has the right within the Federal Reserve Act to 
audit the annual statements of the Fed, which makes it all the more 
ridiculous that the Fed has been reticent about disclosing which banks 
got which sweetheart loans, for how much, and against which exact 
collateral during the Second Great Bank Depression. But the Fed has 
its protections. United States Code 31 USC Sec. 714 prohibits audits of 
the Federal Reserve Board and Federal Reserve banks over a number 
of items, including  “ (1) transactions for or with a foreign central bank, 
government of a foreign country, or nonprivate international fi nancing 
organization; (2) deliberations, decisions, or actions on monetary policy 
matters, including discount window operations, reserves of member 
banks, securities credit, interest on deposits, and open market opera-
tions; (3) transactions made under the direction of the Federal Open 
Market Committee; or (4) a part of a discussion or communication 
among or between members of the Board of Governors and offi cers 
and employees of the Federal Reserve System. ”   100   

 The intent of the Federal Reserve Transparency Act should be a 
given, and not require an additional Congressional maneuver. But 
our tax dollars are hard at work, reinventing the oversight wheel that 
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appears to be in chronic fl at tire mode while loopholes that keep the 
wrong bodies in control abound. 

 The Q & A section on the Federal Reserve ’ s Web site states:  “ The 
Federal Reserve ’ s ultimate accountability is to Congress, which at 
any time can amend the Federal Reserve Act. ”   101   But as Grayson ’ s 
letter explained, the  “ Federal Reserve is an odd entity, a public -
  private chimera that controls the US monetary system and super-
vises the banking system  . . .  While the Governors are appointed by 
the President with confi rmation by the Senate, the regional Reserve 
Banks have boards of directors chosen primarily by private banking 
institutions. ”   102   

 Indeed, the Fed has always had a much closer relationship with 
private banks than the public. That ’ s because as a condition of mem-
bership in the Federal Reserve, member banks — both state -  and 
OCC - chartered (the Offi ce of the Comptroller of the Currency) — are 
required to subscribe to stock in their district ’ s Federal Reserve Bank. 
The required subscription is equal to 6 percent of the bank ’ s capital 
and surplus; 3 percent must be paid in, and the remaining 3 percent 
is subject to call by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve. 
This means the bigger banks own more of the Fed. Member banks 
also receive 6 percent dividends on their shares, not too shabby in 
times of stock market turmoil, when no bank offers that to individual 
shareholders.  103   

 The problem with today ’ s Fed is its out - of - control, unaccountable 
secrecy. It has opened the spigots of funding to a pack of fi nancial fi rms 
that simply don ’ t deserve that kind of largesse. Plus, the Fed blessed 
bigger mergers and the conversion of investment banks to bank hold-
ing companies without blinking an eye. Bernanke talks about the need 
for better regulation, yet shirks transparency with his own books. The 
Fed simply operates above any law and beyond reason. That is, always 
was, and will prove to be a developing disaster. If not repaid, those 
trillions of dollars ’  worth of loans — as of mid-July 2009, over  $ 7.6 tril-
lion, to be exact  104   —  will fester in the dark pockets of the Fed ’ s books, 
enabling the banks to go about their old business, with a super - lender 
there to catch them when they falter again. And the kind of secrecy 
that Wall Street and its supporters in Washington really like will remain 
the norm.  
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  The Open - Door Policy Is Now Closed 

 It didn ’ t matter whether it was the liberal or conservative media asking for 
disclosure. The Fed ’ s answer was always,  “ That ’ s none of your business. ”  
On November 7, 2008, Bloomberg L.P. fi led an offi cial complaint with 
the Southern District Federal Court in New York against the Fed to try to 
force it to disclose information about  $ 2 trillion worth of loans to banks.  105   
In a FOIA request on January 28, 2009, Bloomberg asked the Treasury for 
a detailed list of the Citigroup and Bank of America securities it planned 
to guarantee but hadn ’ t received a response as of this writing.  106   

 This FOIA request was in addition to several similar ones Bloomberg 
had made in May and October 2008, as well as the aforementioned 
complaint fi led in Federal Court.  107   The Fed ’ s response was consist-
ently opaque. It was perfectly fi ne to withhold internal memos, as well 
as information about trade secrets and commercial information.  “ The 
Board must protect against the substantial, multiple harms that might 
result from disclosure, ”  Jennifer J. Johnson, the secretary for the Fed ’ s 
Board of Governors, wrote in an e - mail to Bloomberg News.  “ It would be 
a dangerous step to release this otherwise confi dential information. ”   108   

 Dangerous?  Really ? Who exactly did the Fed think it was protect-
ing from danger? Oh, yeah, right — the banks. Just in case their outra-
geous greed, ineptitude, loss, and self - mutilation weren ’ t dangerous 
enough, disclosing how bad off they  really  were would have been 
catastrophic. This kind of quasi - regulatory secrecy keeps instability 
reigning supreme. (The SEC isn ’ t any better; it won ’ t disclose pend-
ing investigations, ostensibly to protect fi rms suspected of fraudulent 
behavior. Only after the media get wind of foul play does the SEC 
reluctantly comply with the idea of transparency, which is usually after 
a lot of hardworking people have lost a lot of money.) 

 In addition to fi ling two lawsuits against the Treasury for failing to 
respond to FOIA requests for details of the bailout funds extended 
to AIG, the Bank of New York Mellon, and Citigroup, Fox Business 
Network fi led another suit against the Fed in January 2009 for ignor-
ing Fox ’ s November FOIA request for the names of the banks that had 
received  $ 2 trillion in funds and the collateral they provided in return 
between August 2007 and November 2008.  109   Fox ultimately won its 
case against the Treasury but lost its case against the Fed. 
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 Considering that the dissolution of the banking system took place 
in full public view, the Fed ’ s persistent denials came across as a mix 
of juvenile playground banter and a blatant disregard for public 
responsibility. 

 To add to the FOIA requests, I teamed up with the Investigative 
Fund of the Nation Institute in December 2008. We forwarded a list of 
all of the meetings that took place between the Fed, the Treasury, and 
Wall Street heads during the fall of 2008, along with a pretty straightfor-
ward request. We wanted the minutes detailing what took place during 
those power meetings, to examine the exact conversations that carved 
up the old Wall Street and spurted out the new fi nancial landscape. We 
heard back four months later. Yeah, we got a bunch of names of people 
who attended the meetings — which was basically the information we had 
provided to them in the fi rst place — but no minutes. 

 Ben Bernanke didn ’ t comment on any of these FOIAs directly. But 
during his testimony at a House Financial Services hearing in mid -
 November 2008 he made it clear there would be no public vetting of the 
Fed ’ s bailouts. Representative Spencer Bachus (R - AL) pressed him on 
his rather obvious hypocrisy,  “ You ’ ve always advocated  . . .  transparency. 
I know you ’ re refusing to disclose the names of those institutions or the 
composition of those assets. Is that a short term   . . .   I ’ ll call it a refusal to 
disclose or when do you anticipate letting the public know? ”  

 Bernanke replied,  “ Congressman, I think there ’ s been some confu-
sion about what this involves. ”  

 Representative Bachus nodded.  “ Sure. ”  
  “ Some have asked us to reveal the names of the banks that are bor-

rowing, ”  Bernanke said.  “ How much they are borrowing. What [type 
of] collateral they are posting. We think that ’ s counterproductive. ”  

 Really, Ben? It ’ s counterproductive to discuss just what it is you ’ re 
doing with the toxic assets and the banks at the core of the second -
  biggest meltdown in our country ’ s history? He explained:   

 The success of this depends on banks being willing to come and 
borrow when they need short - term cash. There is a concern if the 
name is put in the newspaper that such and such bank came to 
the Fed to borrow overnight, even for a perfectly good reason, 
others might begin to worry if this bank is creditworthy, and this 
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might create a stigma and make banks unwilling to borrow. That 
will be counterproductive.  110     

 It ’ s rather absurd to think that banks in critical condition wouldn ’ t 
borrow from the Fed to help them lend to their consumer and business 
bases simply because the Fed might tell on them. These are public 
institutions. They are getting public money. The Fed was enabling 
them to maintain the secrecy of their positions during a time when 
secrecy spurred a greater crisis of confidence than disclosure 
would have. 

 Besides, the Fed is not a Swiss bank account. It may not be a fully 
public agency, but it does have a responsibility to the public. And the 
uncertainty surrounding the nature of its dealings with the banks made 
the whole crisis that much worse. In a criminal court, the Fed could 
be deemed guilty of conspiracy to commit grand larceny, if not the crime 
itself. 

 At another hearing on February 10, 2009, Bernanke changed his 
tactics, this time before the Committee on Financial Services. He 
acknowledged the public ’ s interest in what the Fed was doing and 
with whom, and promised two new transparency - oriented initiatives. 
One was establishing a Web site that would provide  “ the full range of 
information that the Federal Reserve already makes available, supple-
mented by new explanations, discussions, and analyses. ”   111   This pro-
posal was completely duplicative and useless.  Check the site.

 Bernanke also said that at his request, board vice chairman Donald 
Kohn would lead a committee to  “ review the Fed ’ s publications and 
disclosure policies with respect to its balance sheet and lending poli-
cies. ”   112   But it was clear where Kohn stood on that. In a hearing a 
month earlier, Kohn had said,  “ I would be very, very hesitant to give 
the names of individual institutions  .  . . .  I ’ d be very concerned   . . .   that 
if we published the individual names of who ’ s borrowing from us, no 
one would borrow from us. ”   113   

 And just in case anyone got any wrong ideas, Bernanke promised 
that there would remain certain  “ nondisclosure of information, ”  but 
only when it was justifi ed by criteria for confi dentiality, as character-
ized by  “ factors such as reasonable claims to privacy, the confi dentiality 
of supervisory information, and the effectiveness of policy. ”   114    
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  The Tag - Team Bailout Approach 

 In a lot of ways, the Treasury Department ’ s  $ 700 billion bailout gave 
cover to everything that was going on at the Fed, and vice versa. The 
Fed ’ s books became increasingly complex and risky. That ’ s evident if 
you simply compare the regularly reported Federal Reserve Statistical 
Release from February 28, 2008,  115   which was four pages long and easy 
to read before the Bear Stearns situation, to the eleven - page report 
issued a year later, which contained a plethora of new facilities and 
entries that seemed to be spawned at random to put out insta - fi nancial 
fi res — with money instead of water, of course.  116   

 A little more than six months later, the Fed resembled a bad bank, 
injecting large chunks of money into the fi nancial system in return for 
junky collateral and directly taking subprime assets for the fi rst time 
on November 25, 2008.  117   That same day the Fed created the Term 
Asset - Backed Securities Loan Facility (TALF), which allowed inves-
tors holding mortgage - backed assets to get loans worth less than the 
actual value of the securities.  118   The measure was meant to protect 
against losses, but still, if the value dropped below what the Fed paid 
for the securities, the taxpayers would be on the hook.  119   Plus, if no one 
wanted the assets, their value was zero at that moment, no matter how 
the ratings agencies and their models ranked them. 

 On February 19, 2009, economist Paul Kasriel noted the elasticity of 
the Fed ’ s programs,  “ When TALF was fi rst proposed, back in November 
of last year, its funding allocation was  $ 200 billion. Under the Treasury ’ s 
new FSP [Financial Stability Program], TALF ’ s funding amount has 
been increased to  $ 1 trillion. ” 120 As a veteran of the economic research 
department of the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago and the former 
senior vice president and director of economic research at Northern 
Trust Corporation, Kasriel knew what he was talking about.   

 Although the Fed ’ s losses had been minimal during its initial foray 
into lending against risky assets, given the lack of forthrightness regard-
ing the details behind the assets, it would have been hard to tell what 
kind of losses were mounting. But, in the words of James Hamilton, 
professor of economics at the University of California,  “ if more of the 
big boys go under, I ’ m not sure how the Fed would even account for 
them. It ’ s like they are making this up as they go along. One thing ’ s 
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for sure; those new assets are capable of losing money in a way that we 
haven ’ t seen before. ”   121   

 These new buckets of risk on the Fed ’ s books make it more likely that 
the Treasury will have to raise more debt to compensate for the loss of 
interest or for direct hits from the devalued securities that were posted as 
collateral. And where does that money come from? Yep — the  taxpayers. 
But the risks of this build - up were never presented to the public. What 
was apparent, no matter how it was spun, was the extreme favoritism 
toward the banking sector that the bailout represented. All that was 
offered in return to the American public was the paper - thin promise of 
looser credit and the protection of our tax dollars. 

 Indeed, the Treasury Department, the Fed, and the FDIC promised 
on October 14, 2008,  “ These steps will ensure that the U.S.  fi nancial 
system performs its vital role of providing credit to households and 
businesses  .  . . .  By participating in these programs, these institutions, along 
with thousands of others to come, will have enhanced capacity to perform 
their vital function of lending to U.S. consumers and businesses. ”   122   

 But what they didn ’ t disclose was that about a week earlier, as we’ve 
discussed, the Fed had announced that it would begin to pay interest 
on bank reserves. So instead of following its mandate to provide incen-
tives to banks to part with their capital, thereby loosening credit for 
American citizens, the Fed was encouraging banks to hoard their cash 
so they could earn interest.  123   

 All of the stabs at pushing money into the fi nancial system simply 
never really made their way to the public as promised. On January 
15, 2009, the Group of Thirty, an international nonprofi t organiza-
tion of top economists led by former Fed chair Paul Volcker, put in 
their two cents ’  worth in a report about the economic crisis:  “ The issue 
posed by the present crisis is crystal clear. How can we restore strong, 
competitive, innovative fi nancial markets to support global economic 
growth without once again risking a breakdown in market functioning 
so severe as to put the world economies at risk? ”   124   

 The report concluded that central banks should be strengthened but 
not only during times of crisis. The Fed and other central banks should 
promote and maintain fi nancial stability even when the economy is 
at its strongest, because market participants often make their riskiest 
deals during those periods. 
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 According to a CNN report, the group had cautioned,  “ Regulators 
should pay particularly close attention to relatively new and largely 
unregulated fi nancial instruments such as credit default swaps, collat-
eralized debt obligations, and over - the - counter derivatives. ”   125   

 What the Group of Thirty failed to mention was the unregulated 
role that the Fed itself was playing in building up an unprecedented 
book of risky assets for fi rms that had no business and no historical 
precedent gaining access to the Fed ’ s money. 

 But all those billions and trillions in Federal funds were about pro-
tecting the American taxpayer, right? Well, that ’ s the line we got, but 
the trickle - down thing just didn ’ t work out. On January 30, 2009, the 
Fed once again switched up its own regulations to help certain banks 
borrow even more money. The fi rst rule change allowed bank hold-
ing companies (BHCs), as Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley had 
become, to borrow money even if they are unable to put up enough 
collateral. The second major rule change allowed BHCs to borrow 
money from their own affi liates with greater ease. This shift would 
let companies move money around internally, potentially creating the 
appearance of more liquidity, and effectively allow them to mislead 
the public about their true fi nancial health.  126    

  The Real Cost and Risk of the Bailout 

 Even from the beginning of the bailout, as the banking system continued 
to exhibit a desperate propensity to inhale money, the true cost of keep-
ing it functional seemed almost too big to comprehend — not that anyone 
wanted to do the math. Big, scary media headlines went from pegging the 
bailout cost at  $ 2 trillion  127   in late October 2008, to more than  $ 4 trillion 
by mid November,  128   to  $ 7 trillion by late November 2008.  129   

 By the time this book went to press, the full scope of the subsidiza-
tion of the banking industry encompassed more than  $ 13 trillion, and 
more than half of that came directly from the Fed.  130   It ’ s all enough to 
make your head spin. But fi rst, there are some dots to connect. What 
was the Fed thinking? Shouldn ’ t it have had less, rather than more, 
unilateral power? How does the Fed relate to the taxpayer? 

 The answers require examining the individual tentacles of that  $ 13.3 
trillion rescue of the banking system, which by early June 2009 was 
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roughly divided into  $ 7.6 trillion from the Fed,  $ 2.3 trillion from the 
Treasury (not including additional interest payments), and  $ 1.5 trillion 
of fresh FDIC guarantees, if needed.   In addition, there was  $ 1.4 tril-
lion of joint assistance and a  $ 300 billion housing bill. 131  The fi gures 
are sobering. 

 In the meantime, we ’ re on the hook for any money that the Fed isn ’ t 
transferring to the Treasury, in addition to interest payments on rising 
national debt to back the continued costs of the bailout.  “ Taxpayers are 
taking on more risk than before. If the Fed takes a loss, its profi ts suf-
fer. If the Fed turns over less to the Treasury, we will see raises in taxes 
or debt to compensate, ”  Paul Kasriel told me.  132   

 And therein lies the dual danger. On the fi scal side, there ’ s the 
resulting infl ation problem that comes from deluging the world with 
our Treasury debt: the more Treasury bonds that are out there, the 
less valuable they are and, thus, the higher their rates and the higher 
our interest payments. In fi scal year 2008, the interest payments for 
all public debt were  $ 451 billion, with a 2008 national defi cit of  $ 455 
billion.  133   Offi cial predictions for the 2009 defi cit were  $ 1.8 trillion and 
for 2010,  $ 1.2 trillion, though I believe it will be higher.  134   

 This kind of interest  “ becomes a circle and a noose to the economy 
because we have to keep printing money to make interest payments 
at rising rates, ”  Blythe McGarvie, an economist and the founder and 
CEO of Leadership for International Finance, told me.  “ If nothing 
else, this fi nancial collapse has shown that too much borrowing, or 
leverage, will bring down a company. Similarly, a nation can be hol-
lowed out. ”  

 From a macroeconomic standpoint, rising infl ation disrupts the ide-
als of full employment, hard work, and responsibility for risk. McGarvie 
added,  “ Banks are reshaping themselves in order to get a handout —
 that ’ s not embracing capitalism, it ’ s crippling it. ”   135   The asset drain will 
cause an increase in U.S. government interest payments and debt, 
which, as I mentioned, will defl ate the value of U.S. Treasury bonds, 
U.S. goods, and the dollar. 

 During the economic crisis the Fed presented four gifts to the fi nan-
cial sector that will have long - lasting negative effects on the nation ’ s 
fi nancial security. The fi rst two were the risk - laden lending facilities 
and the Fed ’ s refusal to entertain public accountability, but the last 
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two will prove even more dangerous and more expensive. The Fed ’ s 
quickness to transform anything (except Lehman Brothers) into a bank 
holding company and its speedy, seemingly thoughtless bank merger 
blessings will have lasting negative repercussions over the short and 
long term. Big, convoluted institutions drained trillions of dollars of 
public capital and wrecked the general economy. Yet they are destined 
to remain fi nancial mammoths because the Fed wouldn ’ t let them go 
extinct. That’s not what a bank regulator should be doing to pro-
mote general economic and fi nancial stability. The Fed did an abys-
mal job of guarding the nation from Wall Street’s excesses as they 
were building, and rather than admit or correct its errors, the Fed 
simply printed more money, in the hopes of shoving them under 
the rug. Yet, both the Bush and the Obama administrations wanted 
to give the Fed more power as a systemic risk regulator. What does 
that say about the likelihood that all of this will happen again?               
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Everyone Saw This 
Coming           

  Give  ’ em the old three ring circus. Stun and stagger  ’ em. When you ’ re 
in trouble, go into your dance. 

  — Billy Flynn,  Chicago    

 We might not have gotten into this mess if the state of the general 
economy weren ’ t inextricably linked to fi nancial fi rms that take 

unwarranted risks and hoard excessive profi ts. But that ’ s not the case. 
The truth is that Wall Street simply can ’ t buy and sell the underlying 
waste of our economic system and expect things to be peachy. The 
meltdown was predictable, and various people did in fact predict it. 
In 2004, I wrote a whole book about how big mergers and complex 
securities were a disaster waiting to happen. Catastrophe is inevitable 
when there are no meaningful boundaries guiding companies in an 
exceedingly complex fi nancial system. 

 Why do I say catastrophe is inevitable? Because none of today ’ s dis-
asters are new. We have already seen most of the ingredients of this 
fi nancial crisis in one form or another — some readers may have even 
lived through the Great Depression. And yet the people in power, both 
on Wall Street and in Washington, have worked extremely hard to not 
learn the lessons of earlier crises. 
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 The Second Great Bank Depression wasn ’ t some random event. It ’ s 
not as if every ordinary citizen spontaneously decided to stop paying 
bills. It ’ s not as if every international government woke up one day 
to an economic catastrophe and blamed it on a Wall Street gone 
crazy. It wasn ’ t even the culmination of a string of bad luck. Not quite. 
This epoch contains the same elements as every other Wall Street – led 
scheme. The nineteenth - century railroad barons couldn ’ t have suc-
ceeded without starry - eyed investors putting up funds for companies 
that were later shown to be engaging in stock fraud.  1   The Great Crash 
of 1929 wouldn ’ t have occurred if companies hadn ’ t fabricated earn-
ings and investors hadn ’ t fl ocked to buy their stocks with oodles of 
borrowed money.  2   

 Back then, many stocks were purchased on margin — another name 
for our old friend leverage. A small number of stocks could be put 
up as collateral for large loans that could be used to buy more stocks. 
As stocks fell in value, the original collateral was not worth as much, 
so lenders made margin calls, demanding even more collateral. To 
get money to pay off those margin calls, investors needed to sell their 
stocks. When investors sold more, stock values fell further. So began 
the vicious downward spiral that led to the 1929 crash. 

 This exact cycle occurred again during the Second Great Bank 
Depression. Investors and banks had borrowed large sums of money 
backed by small amounts of securities, or assets that were backed by 
subprime mortgages. 

 All of that borrowed money was fl oated on an ever - shrinking and 
devalued pot of loans and assets. Investors and banks that had bor-
rowed against them were stuck owing a lot of money to make up for the 
assets ’  decline in value. The problem was, banks had no way to make 
up the difference because no one was buying their structured assets. 
That ’ s the real reason credit seized up. All of the actual money in the 
system was sucked out to back the aforementioned  $ 140 trillion worth 
of borrowing. The underlying collateral of structured assets, which 
were re - dubbed  “ toxic, ”  had no buyers and, therefore, no value. 

 During the Great Crash, investors who were forced to liquidate 
their holdings exacerbated the plunge in stock prices. U.S. stock prices 
dropped 33 percent from their then historic peak in September 1929 
to their low in November.  3   By July 8, 1932, after three painful years, 
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the Dow Jones reached a low of 41.22 points, an 89 percent drop from 
its pre - crash high. It took twenty - fi ve years to regain its high of 382, 
with a lot of ups and downs in between.  4    

  A Law That Really Worked 

 The Great Depression was an economic and emotional blight on 
American history. During the early 1930s, a quarter of the nation was 
unemployed.  5   Home foreclosures were at record highs. In 1933, at the 
peak of the four - year depression, around 1,000 homes were foreclosed 
every day,  6   and 10 percent of American homes were bank - owned.  7   One 
out of fi ve banks shut down.  8   Between 1929 and 1933, 9,000 banks 
had to suspend their operations because of fi nancial problems.  9   (By 
comparison, 10,000 homes were foreclosed daily by early 2009, and a 
total of 2.3 million properties had undergone foreclosure actions dur-
ing 2008.  10   For the fi rst three months of 2009, foreclosure action was 
brought against more than 800,000 properties, up 24 percent from the 
fi rst quarter of 2008.)  11   

 Jolted by the Crash of 1929 and its economic fallout, Americans in 
the 1930s were fearful of the present and desperately hoped for a bet-
ter future. But it took three years of pain and denial before FDR was 
elected president by a landslide, receiving 57 percent of the popular 
vote and winning forty - two states on November 8, 1932.  12   

 FDR ’ s famous inauguration address on March 4, 1933, in which he 
said  “ the only thing we have to fear is fear itself, ”  brought the coun-
try together amid disdain for the bankers who had wrecked so many 
lives.  13   Roosevelt christened his presidency the next day with two proc-
lamations: one called Congress back to the Capitol Building for a spe-
cial session, and the other declared a bank holiday under the dormant 
provisions of the wartime Trading with the Enemy Act.  14   (Although 
sometimes, the enemy lies within.) 

 Not surprisingly, Secretary of the Treasury William H. Woodin was 
crucial to FDR ’ s efforts. Like so many treasury secretaries before and 
after him, Woodin came from the private sector. A close personal 
friend of FDR ’ s and a Republican to boot, he had gone to Columbia 
University but left to make it as a businessman before completing his 
degree.  15   
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 In 1922, Woodin became president of the American Car and Foundry 
Company and also served as chairman of the board of several leading 
locomotive companies. In shades of Tim Geithner decades later, Woodin 
was appointed to be a director of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, 
before being appointed treasury secretary in 1933. He was forced to 
resign roughly ten months later.  16   The Senate Banking Committee dis-
covered that Woodin was on J.P. Morgan ’ s preferred customer list, and 
he had retained some preferred stock options as a result.  17   It was tough 
to break Wall Street ties, even then. Woodin died soon afterward.  18   

 But before that, he did the nation a lot of good. Geithner should 
have taken note. After consulting with Woodin, the president declared 
the bank holiday, which lasted four days and was meant to  “ prevent 
further runs on the banks and allow Woodin time to draft the neces-
sary legislation. ”  Which Woodin did. 

 The night of March 5, 1933, FDR met with a group of congressional 
leaders at the White House, including Senator Carter Glass (D - VA) 
and Representative Henry Steagall (D - AL), chairmen of the commit-
tees that would create the legislation that restructured the banking 
landscape. The banks did stabilize after they reopened, and that paved 
the way for the Glass - Steagall Act of 1933, which passed in Congress 
on June 15, 1933.  19   FDR signed it into law the very next day. 

 Glass and Steagall insisted that a single bank entity should not con-
trol fi nancial products that had widely varying levels of risk that could 
cause damage to the American public.  20   The Glass - Steagall Act pro-
hibited commercial banks (banks that take customers ’  deposits or give 
them loans) from engaging in reckless speculation by creating, borrow-
ing excessively against, or trading risky assets. These tasks were left to 
the investment banks. 

 The Pecora Commission of 1932 was instrumental in helping leg-
islators understand the problems stemming from the industry and in 
creating lasting solutions to protect the public. Named for assistant dis-
trict attorney from New York Ferdinand Pecora, who served as chief 
counsel, it investigated the irresponsible practices of Wall Street and 
helped galvanize public support for measures like the Glass - Steagall 
Act, which changed the very structure of Wall Street.  21   

 The commission ’ s hearings were held from April 11, 1932, to 
May 4, 1934, before the Senate Committee on Banking and Currency 
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Investigation of Wall Street.  22   The hearings revealed a range of shady 
practices by banks and their affi liates.  23   Confl icts of interest, such as 
banks underwriting unstable securities in order to pay off bad loans, 
were central to the committee ’ s fi ndings. So was the havoc that invest-
ment trusts, or off - book entities, had wreaked on the economy by 
allowing banks to hide their true conditions.  24   These fi ndings were a 
revelation for many regular Americans and inspired a widespread cry 
for change.  25   Unfortunately, the lure of money seems to aid forgetful-
ness. These shady practices would return in the 1990s under other 
names to cause further mayhem. 

 The commission ’ s work led to two major regulatory acts besides 
Glass - Steagall: the Securities Act of 1933 and the Securities Exchange 
Act of 1934, which created the Securities and Exchange Commission 
(SEC) to enforce the rules of that act.  26   These acts obligated institu-
tions that raised public debt to provide better disclosure of their books, 
and regulators to make sure that happened.  27   

 Unfortunately, the SEC didn ’ t quite offer the public the security it was 
supposed to provide.  28   The idea behind the creation of the SEC was that 
it would  “ protect and make more effective the national banking system 
and Federal Reserve System ”  and  “ insure the maintenance of fair and 
honest markets. ”   29   But the SEC did not grow alongside the increasingly 
complex fi nancial fi rms and transactions it was supposed to be regulating 
and the structures those fi rms created to make money. Wall Street, as we 
shall see in the next section, took full advantage of the loopholes. 

 When Pecora published his memoirs in 1939,  Wall Street under 
Oath: The Story of Our Modern Money Changers , he wrote,  “ Bitterly 
hostile was Wall Street to the enactment of the regulatory legislation. 
Legal chicanery and pitch darkness were the banker ’ s stoutest allies. ”   30   
You gotta love a guy who ’ s not afraid to tell it like it is and pursue real 
change, despite the might of the mighty. 

 FDR and the sitting Congress had the spine to combat this lack 
of transparency and Wall Street aggression with deep, not cosmetic, 
changes — which is why the banking industry fought them for years. 
Eventually, to the multitrillion - dollar detriment of the nation, the 
bankers won. The Second Great Bank Depression that began in 2008 
was the result. Then, as now, there were certain fi rms at the center of 
the storm. 
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 Goldman, Sachs and Company was one of the fi rms hauled in front 
of the Pecora Commission.  31   By the turn of the twentieth century, 
Goldman was raising the most short - term debt, called commercial 
paper, in the United States.  32   The fi rm was also the leading industrial -
 sector banker in the country. Partners under the Goldman umbrella 
invested in and established the Goldman Sachs Trading Group in the 
1920s. Through it, Goldman sponsored a set of investment trusts, 
or mini - trading corporations (the Goldman Sachs Trading Corp., 
Shenandoah Corp., and Blue Ridge Corp.). Their closest modern - day 
equivalent is the hedge, and private equity, fund. They took in inves-
tor money, made speculative bets on shady securities, and borrowed 
substantially against the securities to make more. 

 These trusts posted enormous profi ts before collapsing to nearly 
nothing in 1929, causing director and Goldman Sachs partner Waddill 
Catchings (coauthor of the New - Era apologist book  The Road to 
Plenty ) to resign in June 1930.  33   

 In 1932, comedian Eddie Cantor, the Jay Leno of the time, was 
one of forty - two thousand investors who lost a fortune in the Goldman 
Sachs Trading Corporation. He sued Goldman for $100 million and 
made Goldman Sachs a national joke to ease the pain:  “ They told me 
to buy the stock for my old age  . . .  and it worked  perfectly.  Within six 
months, I felt like a  very  old man! ”   34   

 There were other eerie similarities between then and now: the 
Ponzi scheme – like companies that Goldman and others sponsored in 
the 1920s made lots of money on empty promises of perpetual asset 
appreciation; they were quickly overvalued, perversely refl ecting the 
promise of future growth of American industry. In reality, they did 
not demonstrate solid growth of any kind but rather growth on paper 
from buzz.  35   Similarly, the misplaced enthusiasm about home owner-
ship demonstrated by Greenspan, Bush, and others helped stoke the 
Wall Street fi res full of loans to burn and profi t from. 

 One of the longest - lasting positive aspects of the Glass - Steagall Act 
was that it established the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
(FDIC) to permanently protect the people ’ s cold, hard - earned cash —
 despite FDR ’ s understandable reservations about insuring commer-
cial banks.  36   After the slew of bank runs and bank failures during the 
Great Depression, FDR didn ’ t want banks to get too comfortable 
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knowing that their deposits were backed by the U.S. government.  37   
He astutely feared that the same money - hungry banks would be 
more likely to abuse the dollars entrusted to their care. In a 1932 
letter written before Election Day and printed in the New York  Sun , 
Roosevelt gave the following opinion on deposit insurance:  “ It would 
lead to laxity in bank management and carelessness on the part of 
both banker and depositor. I believe that it would be an impossible 
drain on the Federal Treasury to make good any such guarantee. ”   38   
That lesson would be entirely forgotten during the Second Great 
Bank Depression. 

 In spite of these concerns, FDR signed the Glass - Steagall Act that 
created the FDIC on June 16, 1933, and its insurance went into effect 
on January 1, 1934.  39   The FDIC became a permanent government agency 
with the Banking Act of 1935. Initially, all consumer accounts were 
guaranteed up to the amount of  $ 2,500, but the same year that the 
insurance went into effect, in July 1934, the cap was raised to  $ 5,000.  40   
That meant 45 percent of all deposits in the banking system were 
covered.  41   

 The only reason that the FDIC made sense, then, was that it coin-
cided with the Glass - Steagall Act, which separated the more stable 
consumer - oriented commercial banks from the riskier speculative 
investment banks. The FDIC was only supposed to provide back-
ing for the less risky ones. Sure, certain consumer - oriented com-
mercial banks knew the government had their backs, but equally 
important was that speculative banks, which created and traded risky 
securities — and which, by virtue of the fees they took in for their 
services, were prone to advise on corporate mergers and acquisi-
tions whether they were for the public good or not — knew that they 
did not have the backing of the U.S. government. (Investment banks 
would, however, have FDIC backing during the Second Great 
Bank Depression.) 

 Over the years, the FDIC raised the level of insurance on con-
sumer deposits to adjust  for infl ation. The Depository Institutions 
Deregulation and Monetary Control Act of 1980 raised it to 
 $ 100,000.  42   The Federal Deposit Insurance Reform Act of 2005 
increased the FDIC ’ s insurance of certain consumer retirement 
deposits to  $ 250,000.  43   As panic was setting into the U.S. economy in 
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late 2008, Congress passed the Emergency Economic Stabilization 
Act of 2008 that until December 31, 2009, would raise the insur-
ance limit on any other consumer deposits from  $ 100,000 up to 
 $ 250,000. On May 19, 2009, it was extended by Congress through 
December 31, 2013.  44   Raising the cap was one of the only smart 
responses to the economic crisis.  

  Who Killed Glass - Steagall? 

 The Great Depression fallout that brought Wall Street ’ s leveraged bets 
to bear onto the general economy replayed itself during the election 
of 2008, but with one major difference: Barack Obama did not have 
a decisive plan to dissect the banking industry into manageable parts. 
That didn ’ t change once he got into offi ce, either. 

 The Glass - Steagall Act of 1933 was one of the main legislative pil-
lars of the New Deal. The other four were the Emergency Banking 
Act of 1933, which legalized the bank holiday and allowed federal 
regulators to inspect banks to make sure they were fi nancially sound 
before reopening (in contrast to the early 2009 bank stress tests, which 
allowed banks to provide their own results regarding their health); an 
executive order that made it illegal to hoard gold, gold bullion, or gold 
certifi cates; the Home Owners Loan Act of 1933, which established 
the Home Owners ’  Loan Corporation to provide mortgage money to 
people at risk of foreclosure; and the Social Security Act, which estab-
lished the Social Security Board.  45   

 As I’ve mentioned, Glass - Steagall separated fi nancial institutions 
into two categories: commercial banks, which dealt with public depos-
its and loans; and investment banks, which dealt with speculative trad-
ing activities and corporate mergers and acquisitions. It was the perfect 
solution: beautiful in its simplicity and powerful in its effectiveness. 
Under the terms of the act, commercial banks would receive more 
government backing, which was only fair after years of nationwide eco-
nomic depression. Investment banks would not, which was also only 
fair after the speculation by investment banks that had  caused  years of 
economic depression. 
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 You may get tired of my beating this dead horse, but you have to 
believe me: the horse totally deserves it. I cannot overstate the value 
of Glass - Steagall. If it had not been repealed a decade ago, our cur-
rent banking system meltdown would not have occurred. Deposits and 
loans would not have been used as collateral for an upside - down pyra-
mid of risky securities. The competitive corporate drive to become 
bigger combined with unconstrained fi nancial players wouldn ’ t have 
spawned a tornado of toxic assets and mega - leverage. And bank execs 
wouldn ’ t have scooped up immense rewards before the economy 
became a total mess.  

  Senator Byron Dorgan Predicts We ’ ll Rue the Day 

 Glass - Steagall ’ s demise is not surprising when we see the array of forces 
lined up against it. One of the men heading the charge, with a private -
 sector mentality from the pulpit of public offi ce, was none other than 
Robert Rubin, a former Goldman Sachs cochairman and President Bill 
Clinton ’ s treasury secretary.  46   

 He began to lobby for the repeal of Glass - Steagall in May 1995 when 
he testifi ed before the House Committee on Banking and Financial 
Services.  “ The banking industry is fundamentally different from what 
it was two decades ago, let alone in 1933, ”  Rubin said. He stressed how 
 global  banking had become, arguing that raising capital on the back of 
diverse new products had become an international game. He stoked 
an already illusory fear that if the U.S. banking industry didn ’ t have the 
same opportunities and structure as existed abroad, banks would move 
their most profi table businesses across the ocean. 

 Rubin was downright hostile to the core concepts of Glass - Steagall, 
which he considered a cost - and - effi ciency roadblock to bank profi ts. 
He declared that the act could  “ conceivably impede safety and sound-
ness by limiting revenue diversifi cation. ”   47   And who ’ d ever want to be 
an impediment to safety? 

 Hell - bent on removing barriers to banking activities, Rubin testi-
fi ed again on February 24, 1999, imploring that the United States was 
missing an important boat that had already set sail, while implying that 
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without the repeal of Glass - Steagall, the industry and its customers 
would suffer. And the world as we know it would cease to exist. (Okay, 
he didn ’ t exactly say that, but his point was pretty clear.) This time, 
Rubin made his case before the Senate Banking Committee:   

 Financial modernization is occurring already in the marketplace 
through innovation and technological advances. With the lessen-
ing of regulatory barriers, fi nancial services fi rms are offering cus-
tomers a wide range of fi nancial products. Banks and securities 
fi rms have been merging; banks are selling insurance products; 
and insurance companies are offering products that serve many 
of the same purposes as banking products — all of which increases 
competition and thus benefi ts consumers.  48     

 To be sure, there were critics of repeal back then. Notably, Senator 
Byron Dorgan (D - ND) warned in 1999 that a  “ fi nancial swamp ”  would 
result from the casino-like prospect of merging banking with the spec-
ulative activity of real estate and securities.  49   

 Another critic was the late Paul Wellstone (D - MN), who stressed, 
 “ We seem determined to unlearn the lessons of history. Scores of banks 
failed in the Great Depression as a result of unsound banking practices, 
and their failure only deepened the crisis. Glass - Steagall was intended 
to protect our fi nancial system by insulating commercial banking from 
other forms of risk. It was designed to prevent a handful of powerful 
fi nancial conglomerates from holding the rest of the economy hostage. 
Glass - Steagall was one of several stabilizers designed to keep that from 
ever happening again, and until very recently it was very successful. ”   50   

 Nonetheless, President Bill Clinton signed the Gramm - Leach - Bliley 
Act (also called the Financial Modernization Act) into law on November 
12, 1999.  51   During the signing ceremony at the Eisenhower Executive 
Offi ce Building, there was no show of partisanship. The Democrats 
and the GOP were in sync. Republican Senate Banking Committee 
leader Phil Gramm said,  “ We are here today to repeal Glass - Steagall 
because we have learned that government is not the answer. We have 
learned that freedom and competition are the answers. We have 
learned that we promote economic growth and we promote stability 
by having competition and freedom. ”   52   
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 Rubin ’ s prot é g é  Lawrence H. Summers, who had taken over as 
Clinton ’ s treasury secretary while Rubin took a plum job at Citigroup 
and carried his mentor ’ s deregulation mantle, remarked,  “ Today 
Congress voted to update the rules that have governed fi nancial serv-
ices since the Great Depression and replace them with a system for 
the twenty - fi rst century. This historic legislation will better enable 
American companies to compete in the new economy. ”   53   

 A decade later, Clinton renounced any blame for the Second Great 
Bank Depression. He claimed that killing off Glass - Steagall had noth-
ing to do with the crisis.  “ There are some people who believe that that 
bill enabled them to somehow participate in some of the riskier hous-
ing investments, ”  Clinton said.  “ I disagree with that. That bill prima-
rily enabled them to, like the Bank of America, to buy Merrill Lynch 
here without a hitch. And I think that helped to stabilize the situa-
tion. ”   54   Now, as you can imagine, I strongly disagree with Clinton on 
this issue. And I would hope you do, too. Buying Merrill Lynch, with 
its  $ 70 billion worth of collateralized debt obligation positions, was 
risky. The government pumping Bank of America with almost  $ 220 
billion of capital injections and guarantees to keep it alive following 
its merger with Merill Lynch did  not  go off without a hitch.  55   Earth 
to Clinton. Repealing Glass - Steagall was fi nancially destructive to the 
general economy. Big mergers create big problems. 

 Far from being on the defensive, Clinton was brimming with money-
making glee when he signed Gramm - Leach - Bliley:  “ Financial services 
fi rms will be authorized to conduct a wide range of fi nancial activities, 
allowing them freedom to innovate in the new economy. The Act repeals 
provisions of the Glass - Steagall Act that, since the Great Depression, 
have restricted affi liations between banks and securities fi rms. It also 
amends the Bank Holding Company Act to remove restrictions on 
affi liations between banks and insurance companies. It grants banks 
signifi cant new authority to conduct most newly authorized activities 
through fi nancial subsidiaries. ”   56   Bank holding companies, previously 
regulated by the Bank Holding Company Act, were allowed to mutate 
into the giants that trashed the world economy. 

 The repeal of Glass - Steagall was not accompanied by legislation to 
strengthen regulatory oversight for newly consolidated supermarket 
fi nancial fi rms amalgamated from broker - dealers, commercial banks, 
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and insurance companies. Yet that didn ’ t seem to matter as Clinton 
promised,  “ This historic legislation will modernize our fi nancial serv-
ices laws, stimulating greater innovation and competition in the fi nan-
cial services industry. America ’ s consumers, our communities, and the 
economy will reap the benefi ts of this Act. ”   57   

 The scene was set for disaster. History had already shown that if 
commercial banks speculate or borrow too heavily against their cus-
tomers ’  assets, the system self - destructs. It was only a matter of time 
after the Glass - Steagall repeal that history would repeat itself. Without 
a reinstatement of Glass - Steagall, which is not even near the table in 
Congress, it will again. 

 When Congress approved the bill on November 5, 1999, Dorgan 
said,  “ I think we will look back in ten years ’  time and say we should not 
have done this but we did because we forgot the lessons of the past, 
and that that which is true in the 1930s is true in 2010. We have now 
decided in the name of modernization to forget the lessons of the past, 
of safety and of soundness. ”   58   Sadly, he was right. 

 But levelheadedness was lost in the blur of a reckless desire to dereg-
ulate, or destroy legislation that had already taken its share of knocks 
but had still proved effective for nearly seven decades in preventing 
a widespread banking meltdown. The act was repealed without any 
serious public consideration of the potential consequences. It was a 
one - sided hatchet job that led to spectacular fi nancial devastation, and 
a completely unlevel playing fi eld controlled by the bigger banks. 

 To this day, none of the architects or the advocates of Glass - Steagall ’ s 
destruction have taken their rightful blame for their role in destabiliz-
ing the system. Yet, bringing back Glass - Steagall would be the single 
most effective way to reconstruct the fi nancial industry in a way that 
wouldn ’ t require public support for the losses caused by the unbridled 
risk - taking of the banks that hold our money.  

   “ An Awfully Big Mess ”  

 As part of the rush to deregulate, Congress watered down the SEC rules 
that were put in place to protect the public from reckless corporate 
behavior. As we ’ ll see, after Glass - Steagall was repealed, many banks 
went shopping to buy investment banks and insurance companies. Some 
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investment banks, however, preferred to remain insulated from commer-
cial banks. But the problem was that investment banks couldn ’ t compete 
with the money and leverage of the  “ supermarket ”  commercial banks, 
which had access to their customers ’  deposits as collateral. The solution 
for the investment - only banks was to raise their own leverage limits, so 
they could borrow more money for speculative activities, without having 
to post as much collateral or capital. To raise leverage limits, investment 
banks had to pick apart the net capital rule that the SEC had set in 1975. 
It had required broker - dealers to cap their debt - to - net  capital ratio at 
twelve to one.  59   In other words, they couldn ’ t borrow more than  twelve 
dollars’  worth of debt for every   one dollar of real capital, or equity, that 
they held. Changing the net capital rule was referred to in the business 
as  “ low hanging fruit, ”  or something easy to deal with. It was just a mat-
ter of time and tactical infl uence. 

 Shortly after the Glass - Steagall repeal, there was one fi rm that 
sprinted out of the box to raise leverage in order to maintain its edge. 
On February 29, 2000, Goldman Sachs CEO Henry Paulson testifi ed at 
the Senate Banking Committee hearing on the  “ Financial Marketplace 
of the Future. ”  He pressured for lifting the seemingly innocuous 1975 
net capital rule. In his testimony, he stated,  “ We and other global fi rms 
have, for many years, urged the SEC to reform its net capital rule to 
allow for more effi cient use of capital. This is the single most important 
factor in driving signifi cant parts of our business offshore; so that our 
fi rms can remain competitive with our foreign competitors, risk - based 
capital standards must become the norm. ”   60   

 In short, Paulson was pushing for investment banks to take on more 
risk in order to stay competitive with the new supermarket banks and 
their larger balance sheets. In late April 2004, the fi ve members of 
the SEC met in a basement hearing room to consider lifting the net 
capital rule. There were few dissenting voices out there at the time. 
One, from a risk - management consultant from Indiana, warned that 
the decision was a  “ grave mistake, ”  as paraphrased in the  New York 
Times.  Another, Harvey J. Goldschmid, then an SEC commissioner, 
expressed a prophetic truth about the ramifi cations of tripling leverage 
for the most powerful investment banks:  “ If anything goes wrong, it ’ s 
going to be an awfully big mess. ”  Regardless, after less than an hour of 
discussion — fi fty - fi ve minutes to be exact — a vote was taken.  61   It took 
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four years from the time of Paulson ’ s Senate plea, but on April 28, 
2004, the biggest investment banks — those with more than  $ 5 billion 
in assets, such as Lehman Brothers, Bear Stearns, Merrill Lynch, and 
Goldman Sachs — got approval from the SEC to increase their offi cial 
leverage from twelve to one to thirty to one. 

 The damage potential was even greater than it initially seemed after 
the SEC hearing. According to the  New York Sun ,  “ Using computer-
ized models, the SEC  . . .  allowed the broker dealers to increase their 
debt - to - net - capital ratios, sometimes, as in the case of Merrill Lynch, 
to as high as 40 - to - 1. ”   62   

 Leverage gluttony had prevailed with the SEC ’ s blessing. Before 
crashing on September 21, 2008, Lehman had a thirty - to - one leverage 
ratio, or thirty borrowed dollars per one dollar of real capital. Morgan 
Stanley had thirty   to   one and Goldman Sachs was at twenty-two   to   one. 
Of the major supermarket banks, Bank of America had a leverage ratio 
of about eleven to one, JPMorgan Chase had about thirteen to one, 
and Citigroup had fi fteen to one — but that only counts the leverage 
we knew about.  63   Most likely, if the supermarket banks ’  off - balance 
sheet deals — which included leverage of items in structured invest-
ment vehicles (SIVs) — had been included, their ratios would have 
been even wider.  64   

 Lee Pickard, who headed the SEC ’ s trading and markets division 
from 1973 to 1976, and helped write the original net capital rule in 1975,  65   
later said,  “ The SEC modifi cation in 2004 is the primary reason for 
all of the losses that have occurred. ”   66   It was a decision that helped 
spur the Second Great Bank Depression and that altered the credit 
landscape for big - time investment banks in this way: Assume that an 
investment bank holding more than  $ 5 billion in total assets owns  $ 100 
million ’  worth of toxic assets. Under the old rule, it could have bor-
rowed  $ 1.2 billion against those assets. If the assets lost all of their 
value, the investment bank would have been out collateral for  $ 1.2 bil-
lion. That ’ s a lot but still perhaps manageable. Instead, under the 2004 
rule change, the bank was allowed to borrow  $ 3 billion, increasing its 
potential loss almost threefold. 

 Investment banks such as Bear Stearns and Lehman Brothers went bust 
because they didn ’ t have enough substitute collateral behind the money 
they had borrowed. At the same time, their creditors wanted to be paid 
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back. The credit problem that engulfed the overall economy would have 
been nearly two-thirds the size if leverage had remained at twelve times, 
instead of being upped to thirty times. As we know, the federal government, 
otherwise known as  our tax dollars , saved Merrill Lynch.  

  The Bank Holding Company Bonanza 

 Another important problem that the pre - 1933 banking system exposed 
was that when banks consolidated themselves as bank holding com-
panies, they could buy all sorts of nonbanking companies. Some of 
the companies under the bank holding company umbrella were less 
stable than simple consumer - oriented banks that only took deposits 
and provided loans. This precise problem was remedied by the Glass -
 Steagall Act, which prohibited bank holding companies from owning 
other types of fi nancial service fi rms.  67   Glass - Steagall contained overall 
systemic risk by limiting the risk - taking investment banks to a smaller, 
isolated category that could not merge and corrode the commercial 
banks. Today, Treasury Secretary Geithner is talking about having a sin-
gle regulator, such as the Fed, contain systemic risk; instead he should 
resurrect Glass - Steagall, which successfully did just that.  “ From the 
1940s to the 1970s, only a handful of banks failed each year, usually 
as a result of insider abuse or fraud, ”  Bernard Shull and Gerald A. 
Hanweck wrote in their 2001 book on the history of the U.S. banking 
system,  Bank Mergers in a Deregulated Environment .  68   

 The Bank Holding Company Act of 1956 strengthened the intent 
of the Glass - Steagall Act by legislating that bank holding companies, 
defi ned at the time as companies that owned two or more banks, could 
not acquire banks outside the state where they were headquartered and 
would be severely limited in their ownership of nonbanking fi rms. The 
Bank Holding Company Act also gave the Federal Reserve Board 
the power — and the responsibility — to approve or deny bank holding 
company applications. Today, a bank holding company is defi ned as 
a company that owns or controls one or more banks, or that holds 25 
percent or more of a bank ’ s voting shares. Fed approval is also needed 
if a bank holding company wants to buy 5 percent or more of another 
bank or bank holding company, effectively, merging with that company.  69   
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The Fed ’ s power to deny a bank holding company the right to form still 
stands, but it was not used in the years leading up to the Second Great 
Bank Depression.  70   In fact, the Fed did not reject a single merger or 
acquisition application since October 2005.  71   So much for using your 
power for good. 

 The Fed ’ s ability to decide the fate of a bank holding company is 
vital. When banks buy other businesses, their focus may be diverted 
to more speculative, easy - money opportunities, to the detriment of 
the boring, yet stable, consumer deposit and loan business. Before the 
Bank Holding Company Act, bank holding companies — Transamerica, 
for instance — were involved in other fi nancial services, such as insur-
ance and real estate, and had even invested in commodities, such as 
fi sh packing.  72   Banks throughout the country were similarly able to use 
customer deposits as capital or collateral to take on nonbanking invest-
ments. If those tertiary investments grew too risky, consumer deposits 
were imperiled. 

 Like Glass - Steagall, the idea behind the Bank Holding Company 
Act was simple. Risk is mitigated if banks aren ’ t allowed to buy any-
thing and everything; clarity is fostered over the books of that bank, 
which makes regulation easier; and too much fi nancial concentration 
(the  “ too big to fail ”  thing) is prevented from destabilizing the system. 

 You might say that the Bank Holding Company Act was too simple —
 and perhaps too smart — for its own good. Much of its intent was deci-
mated less than three decades later by an increase in bank mergers 
in the mid - 1980s, spurred by government intervention under Ronald 
 “ Government Is Not the Answer ”  Reagan.  73   

  “ Given the willingness of the U.S. government to underwrite takeo-
vers, [the large number] of bank and thrift failures in the 1980s cre-
ated choice acquisition targets for merging banks interested in new 
markets, ”  University of California economics professor Gary Dymski 
wrote in his 2002 paper  The Global Bank Merger Wave .  74   Similar (but 
bigger) government - backed mergers occurred in late 2008 in a nomi-
nal attempt to stabilize the economy. 

 The restrictions put forth in the Bank Holding Company Act were 
substantially deregulated by the Riegle - Neal Interstate Banking and 
Branching Effi ciency Act of 1994 (IBBEA). The act allowed interstate 
bank mergers and led to even greater concentration among fewer 
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power players in the banking industry. Five years later, of course, the 
Gramm - Leach - Bliley Act, in addition to decimating Glass - Steagall, 
negated the rest of the intent of the Bank Holding Company Act by 
allowing bank holding companies to again buy nonbank companies like 
insurance fi rms and just about anything else. 

 The Fed and the SEC, meanwhile, remained ill - equipped to mon-
itor the spate of bank mergers and the increasingly complex web of 
fi nancial and other services and activities that banks pursued. Their 
authority and staffi ng levels remained on par with the much simpler 
and clearer banking functions that had existed for most of the middle 
part of the twentieth century. That ’ s assuming that with appropriate 
staff levels, they would have had the courage to contain Wall Street ’ s 
prowess and truly protect the public. And that, sadly, is a huge leap. 
Indeed, the Fed ’ s philosophy throughout the Second Great Bank 
Depression reeked of its pre – Great Depression negligence — only on 
an even larger scale. Therefore, it is becoming even more crucial for 
us to reinstate Glass - Steagall, now more than ever, before the bank-
ing world can run the American economy through the ringer again 
and expect to be bailed out for the risk its structure, practices, and 
rules incur.           
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Bonus Bonanza           

  Let Wall Street have a nightmare and the whole country has to help get 
them back in bed again. 

  —  Will Rogers, 
August 12, 1929  1     

 People take pay very seriously on Wall Street. I know this because I 
worked for investment banks for more than ten years. I didn ’ t start 

out making a lot of money — and I didn ’ t end with the multimillion - dol-
lar paychecks of those that stayed  “ in the game, ”  as they call it — but 
I quickly learned that what you make and how well you argue your 
worth to your bosses will determine your entire career in the industry. 
If you don ’ t act like you care deeply about what you make, you ’ re not 
going to be successful. 

 To be fair, there are whiffs of meritocracy. But Wall Street mostly 
measures its actors by propulsion, and money equals validation in 
a hyper - competitive world. Money confi rms your worth in the gen-
eral pecking order of your fi rm and to the rest of the Street. To be 
super - successful (which I wasn ’ t), you have to convince yourself that 
you are not only better than everyone else, but that you are  entitled.  
Your status, which includes the internal politics of your rise, how the 
higher - ups view you, and how the CEO views them, is tied to your total 
compensation, your Number. 
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 You are always aware of your Number. 
 Around the time that bonuses are unveiled in late December or 

early in the New Year, depending on the fi rm, you ’ re told — well, not 
so much told as made aware — not to disclose your Number to anyone. 
This way, senior managers can control dissent among the ranks and 
avoid annoying conversations in which employees compare their pay. 
The Number is part of the strategy. The people who make the most 
money tend to be the best negotiators and are the ones in the right line 
of ascent. Your line of ascent shows up in your compensation. To make 
a fortune on Wall Street, it ’ s not enough to produce revenue for your 
fi rm. You have to be in bed with the right manager, and he (or she) 
in turn has to be in bed with the right manager in his (or her) line of 
ascent. Hitch your money shuttle to the right rocket at the right fi rm, 
and you, too, can touch super - wealth and power. 

 But the value of money is fl eeting. The fi nancial world does not cre-
ate anything beyond the temporary value that it extracts, which makes 
bonuses on Wall Street as ephemeral as they are extreme. A trader is 
as good as his or her last trade, the fi rm ’ s stock as good as its last quar-
ter ’ s earnings and whether they beat or missed analyst expectations. 
On Wall Street, pay is based on the deals that closed that year, never 
mind whether the long - term effects of those deals are ruinous. The 
money is already in your pocket; if not in cash, then in other forms of 
compensation. The bonus system is gluttonous in the short term and 
careless in the long term. 

 Life is a lot harder to stomach when you ’ ve lost your job and your 
retirement fund, and the IRS is auditing you, and then you hear that 
one or ten or twenty or a hundred people on Wall Street each bagged 
 $ 10 million or more during what had been a horrifi c year for most 
every one else. You can ’ t help but wonder just what the hell made these 
people God ’ s gift or why your tax dollars are subsidizing them, either 
directly, through federal bailouts, or indirectly, through the transfer of 
wealth they created. No one in Washington asked you or me whether 
we wanted to contribute to executives ’  bonuses. 

 Beyond that, and I say this as a former bonus recipient, Wall Street 
doesn ’ t produce anything of lasting value. Transactions are fl eeting and 
revenues are booked up front, regardless of how transactions turn out 
down the line. If a merger fails, so what? Investment banks collect 
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fees when mergers are initiated, and they keep their millions even if 
the mergers turn out to be a terrible idea. The goal is very simple: 
make money. The goal is not to promote growth and economic welfare 
throughout the land. 

 People get paid for creating an illusion of value that is based on 
some ill - defi ned notion or demand for a particular product, on assump-
tions, on internal evaluations, and on sheer spin. The more competitive 
and complex the fi nancial industry became, the more fi rms had to fi nd 
ways to extract money by creating increasingly complex securities and 
transactions. Plain - vanilla securities, as they ’ re called, didn ’ t return as 
much to investors or make as much for Wall Street bankers at year ’ s 
end. It ’ s the same with any new consumer technology. When iPhones 
came out in June 2007, they sold at  $ 499 a pop. Less than two years 
later, the original model went for  $ 199. Apple needed something to get 
that  $ 500-per - item price back, so it came out with the iPhone 3G. In 
the same way, Wall Street always needs to create something new or to 
leverage or package something to the hilt to keep the money fl owing. 

 My brother works as a trader for one of the largest pension funds in 
the country. He makes slightly more than the national median wage. But 
the Wall Street fi rms that supply him with fi nancial services pay people 
up to ten times more than the median, even though his fund is their cli-
ent. As the market and pension funds were melting in late 2008 through 
2009, he was incensed to see that brokers from the bigger fi rms kept 
pulling up in Lincoln Town Cars.  “ Why can ’ t they take a cab or rent a car 
like anybody else from the airport? ”  he wondered. It was as if they were 
living in a tomb: a tomb with no newspapers or CNN. Of course, the 
brokers weren ’ t paying for the Town Cars — the pensioners were picking 
up the tab, without even getting so much as a  “ thank you. ”  

 Few people begrudge Bill Gates or Steve Jobs or Michael Dell their 
wealth because it was generated on tangible achievements, on prod-
ucts and services that a vast number of people actually use and have a 
need for. An actor or an actress might get paid millions for a fi lm, but 
at least the fi lm has lasting life and entertainment value. The same 
goes for an obscenely paid football player. At least, he might produce 
a great moment that becomes part of the national culture. On a less 
public but equally important level, people all over the country build 
cars, teach kids, put out fi res, and design homes. What they do has 
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a lasting and necessary impact. Only a banker would say that about 
another banker. 

 From my own experience, I get far more fulfi llment from writing 
an article than I did from convincing a client to do a trade, even if 
I believed the trade would benefi t the client. But for the most part, 
transactions on Wall Street simply don ’ t provide any immediate ben-
efi t to most of the country. Pushing money around and extracting huge 
profi ts are not activities that make Americans better, safer, or even 
more entertained.  

   CEOs  Dodge the Blame 

 Congress tends to mimic public outrage in the wake of fi nancial 
scandals — although it doesn ’ t always fi nd time for follow - through. No 
congressperson in recent years has more vehemently denounced the 
gluttony of once - exulted executives than Congressman Henry Waxman 
(D - CA), the former chairman of the House Committee on Oversight 
and Government Reform. 

 On March 7, 2008 — a few weeks before the fall of Bear Stearns and 
six months before subprime loan problems would seem like a mole on 
an elephant compared to the effects of a full - blown banking and eco-
nomic crisis — Waxman summoned to Washington a trio of men who ’ d 
made a ton of money during the trippy times of the housing boom. 

 The motley three fi nancial kings were Angelo Mozilo, founder and 
CEO of Countrywide Financial Corporation, and former chairmen 
and CEOs E. Stanley O ’ Neal of Merrill Lynch and Charles Prince of 
Citigroup.  2   They had collectively sucked up more than  $ 460 million in 
compensation from 2002 to 2006.  3   The topic of the hearing was  CEO 
Pay and the Mortgage Crisis .  4   (It might have been more useful to call it 
 Why Will All Three Companies Implode a Few Months from Now? ) 

 Even as fi nancial companies showed signs of impending failure — or, 
as in the case of Countrywide Financial, sat accused of committing 
outright fraud — their execs, from lenders to developers to bankers, 
were reaping extravagant compensation.  5   (Waxman was pulling down 
somewhere between  $ 150,000 and  $ 165,000 annually for his public 
offi ce, still better than the median American salary but hardly enough 
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to cover the private drivers for the men who sat before him, whose dol-
lars kept many a congressperson in offi ce.)  6   

  “ The CEOs of the fi ve hundred largest American companies 
received an average of  $ 15 million each in the year 2006, and that was 
a 38 percent increase in just one year, ”  Waxman said, infuriated. The 
year 2006 was the pinnacle for bonuses, after which the subprime and 
credit balloons began to leak. 

 It wasn ’ t only the CEOs raking it in, of course. There were traders 
at some Wall Street fi rms who made as much as CEOs at others did. 
But in general, CEOs set their own standard, particularly when the 
economy goes south. Those fi nancial titans who can ’ t even claim to 
have produced anything tangible are the biggest pillage culprits. 

 The anger at the hearings was almost palpable. Mozilo had already 
sealed a  $ 4 billion deal on January 11, 2008, for Bank of America to 
acquire his fl ailing company.  7   But during the years when he and the other 
two head execs sitting before Waxman had compiled their stash, stock 
in their companies had been buzzing. Mozilo effused to the commit-
tee,  “ From 1982 to April 2007, our stock price appreciated over 23,000 
percent. As a result, earlier in this decade I received performance - based 
bonuses earned under a formula based on earnings per share. ”  

 It was as if to say,  “ So, why am I here? ”  The man had balls. Even 
with full knowledge of the true condition of the loans on his books, 
Mozilo felt compelled to give a shout - out to capitalism.  “ You know, ”  he 
said,  “ the capitalistic system when not abused is a wonderful system, 
but when abused it is terrible. ”   8   Mozilo, like so many other moguls, 
cried abuse only when constraints were put on  his  money. He had 
whined about his downsized 2006 compensation package in an e - mail 
that Elijah E. Cummings (D - MD) read to the committee. 

  “ Boards have been placed under enormous pressure by the left 
wing, anti - business press and the envious leaders of unions and other 
so - called CEO comp watchers, ”  Mozilo wrote.  “ I strongly believe that, 
a decade from now, there will be a recognition that entrepreneurship 
has been driven out of the public sector. ”   9   We now realize that any 
entrepreneurship driven out of the fi nancial markets has left town on a 
stagecoach driven by someone like Mozilo, horsewhip in hand. 

 Mozilo shouldn ’ t have been concerned that the long - term prospects 
for CEOs would wane. Historically, the  “ pressure ”  that made him feel 
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uncomfortable tends to give way to continued excess. One step back. 
Two steps forward. This is particularly true when no meaningful sys-
temic changes or restraints are put on the routine practice of getting 
paid up front for transactions that have long - term impact. 

 Mozilo danced around the more important questions at the hear-
ing, the ones regarding the plethora of abuses that were standard fare 
at his fi rm and that implicated Countrywide as a central player in the 
subprime component of the larger economic crisis. Back in November 
2007, Senator Chuck Schumer (D - NY) wrote a letter to the Federal 
Housing Finance Board warning its chairman, Ronald A. Rosenfeld, 
about the Federal Home Loan Bank ’ s  $ 51 billion in cash advances to 
Countrywide that were collateralized by  $ 64 billion in bad mortgages. 

  “ I fi nd these numbers alarming as reports continue to emerge about 
how Countrywide ’ s reckless and predatory lending practices were a 
leading contributor to today ’ s foreclosure crisis, ”  Schumer wrote to 
Rosenfeld.  10   

 Waxman ’ s committee questioned Harley Snyder, chair of the 
Countrywide Compensation Committee, and Mozilo on protecting 
shareholder interests and the convenient timing of their stock buy-
backs. Waxman pointed out to Snyder that it wasn ’ t only Mozilo selling 
shares during Countrywide ’ s stock - buyback period. So was the board. 

  “ How were those sales in the best interests of the shareholders? ”  
Waxman asked.     Snyder dodged the question.  “ The shareholders had 
the same opportunity to sell their stock as we had, ”  he said.  “ Our 
stocks were sold  . . .  under a prearranged selling order  . . .  when stock 
reaches a certain price which is prearranged, pre - set, that is when the 
stock is sold. ” 11 What Snyder didn ’ t say was that those shareholders, 
like Enron ’ s, didn ’ t exactly have access to the same information on the 
fi rm ’ s condition that the insiders did. 

 Waxman pressed further.  “ Both [of] you in your roles as CEO and 
board member have an obligation to act in the best interests of your 
shareholders. But I am having a diffi cult time reconciling that issue 
with Mr. Mozilo ’ s compensation. ”  Mozilo, you see, had been a busy 
man. When the mortgage crisis started in October 2006, he fi led a 
stock trading plan to sell 350,000 shares per month. He revised the 
plan twice, fi rst in December, so he could sell 465,000 shares per 
month, then on February 2, 2007, to sell 580,000 shares per month. 
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  “ That was the same day that Countrywide ’ s stock hit a record high 
of  $ 45 a share, ”  Waxman said.  “ In total, I believe Mr. Mozilo sold 5.8 
million shares for  $ 150 million between November 2006 and the end 
of 2007. ”  Mozilo pleaded ignorance on the number and said he was 
selling stocks because of a prearranged retirement schedule. 

 Waxman wasn ’ t having it.  “ We don ’ t have exact fi gures, but it looks 
like Countrywide shareholders lost all of the  $ 2.5 billion the company 
spent on repurchasing shares while you were selling stock, ”  he said. 

 Waxman then turned to Richard Parsons, who chaired Citigroup ’ s 
board of directors ’  Personnel and Compensation Committee (and 
became Citigroup ’ s chairman on January 21, 2009).  “ If the CEO of 
Citigroup proposed to sell  $ 150 million   worth of stock at the same time 
Citigroup was engaged in a massive stock buyback, would this raise any 
red fl ags for you? ”  he asked. 

 Parsons demurred completely and rambled a bunch of corporate 
mumbo jumbo:   

 Well  . . .  we have procedures in place that would fi rst fl ag it, sec-
ond, cause counsel to opine on it, and perhaps more importantly 
to your question  . . .  we have a stock ownership requirement that 
would probably preclude the CEO, such as Mr. Prince, from doing 
just what your question implied  . . . .  
  But beyond that answer, what we would do, I am sure, is we 
would consult with counsel, we would consult to understand the 
reasons, and we would make a judgment based on the facts as we 
found them then.  12     

 In other words, trust us: before we loot the fi rm, we dot each  “ i ”  and 
cross each  “ t. ”  

 There were other nagging questions besides Mozilo ’ s questionable 
stock sales. Congressman Paul E. Kanjorski (D - PA) couldn ’ t get his 
head around the high 18 percent mortgage payment failure rate that 
appeared as early as 2006:   

 Don ’ t you put all those [numbers] together in statistics and say, 
 “ These packages we are selling now are failing at such a horrifi c 
rate that they ’ ll never last and there will be total decimation of our 
business and of these mortgages? ”   13     
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 Apparently, total decimation didn ’ t concern Mozilo. The mortgages 
were sold off his books long before they started to fail. How would he 
know about their problems?  “ These mortgages are put in very complex 
securities and have a lot of charges to them, ”  he responded.  “ So it ’ s 
very different to see a loan or series of loans, are they in that particular 
security or another security? The only one who would know that would 
be the security holder. ”   14   

 In other words, his company ’ s failures weren ’ t related to the actual 
mortgages it sold. Note Mozilo ’ s use of the word  complex . Complexity 
comes up as one of the most overused excuses for executives ’  rise and 
the economy ’ s subsequent fall. 

 Mozilo ’ s e - mailed response in May 2008 to a mortgage holder who 
wrote to Countrywide asking for a loan modifi cation was a bit blunter. 
Mozilo was annoyed that his customers were questioning his fi rm ’ s 
methods.  “ This is unbelievable. Most of these letters now have the 
same wording. Obviously, they are being counseled by some other per-
son or by the Internet. Disgusting, ”  Mozilo wrote and then acciden-
tally hit  “ reply ”  instead of  “ forward. ”   15    

  Bank of America Acquires a Countrywide Can of Worms 

 Condemnation for the little guy aside, it ’ s hard to guess what Mozilo 
knew about Countrywide ’ s subprime loans before he signed the com-
pany over to Bank of America. Did Mozilo recognize the mess he was 
creating and hide it? Or did he stay insulated from that, collecting his 
fat checks with ignorance? Four months after facing Waxman, Mozilo 
would walk away from his failed thrift a very rich man. The timing for 
dumping Countrywide into Bank of America ’ s lap was fortuitous for 
him and for Goldman Sachs and Sandler O ’ Neill Partners LLP, which 
each banked more than  $ 12 million in advisory and contingency fees 
on the deal.  16   

 It would prove a disaster for Bank of America CEO Ken Lewis. 
When the deal was struck in mid - January 2008, Countrywide was val-
ued at  $ 4 billion, and Bank of America ’ s share price was  $ 38.50.  17   Two 
weeks later, Countrywide posted a loss of  $ 422 million for the fourth 
quarter of 2007.  18   By the time the acquisition was completed on 
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July 1, 2008, tumbling stock prices drove the deal ’ s value down to  $ 2.5 
billion.  19   After eight months,  $ 46 billion of TARP money,  $ 118 bil-
lion in government - backed asset guarantees, and a lousy merger with 
Merrill Lynch, Bank of America ’ s stock would bottom out at  $ 3.14, in 
March 2009.  20   But what happened after Mozilo got his takeout wasn ’ t 
something he considered to be his problem. It is possible that Mozilo 
believed that the impending litigation that was handed over to Bank of 
America and the congealing losses on Countrywide ’ s books had noth-
ing to do with any abuse he imparted, but that seems a stretch. 

 The deal went through, as most of the big ones do, despite 
Countrywide shareholder lawsuits alleging everything from insider 
trading and infl ated loan fees to  “ collusion between the two compa-
nies. ”   21   The suits had been mounting across the country from municipal 
employee pension funds and from homeowners — the very people who 
relied most on ethical investing practices from the big banks for their 
fi nancial security. The Arkansas Teacher Retirement System brought a 
consolidated complaint, fi led October 24, 2007, which alleged insider 
trading among Countrywide executives.  22   In late February 2008, a 
class - action lawsuit fi led in a Delaware court accused Countrywide 
of unjustly profi ting from infl ated fees charged to homeowners with 
delinquent or foreclosed homes.  23   

 The lawsuits also included one fi led by New York State comptrol-
ler Thomas P. DiNapoli and New York City comptroller William C. 
Thompson, on behalf of state and city pension funds. It claimed that 
 “ unlawful actions and omissions by Countrywide deprived investors of 
the information needed to make prudent decisions. ”   24   In other words, the 
suit charged that Countrywide had committed mortgage fraud. 

 A similar suit was brought by California attorney general Edmund 
Brown against Mozilo and Countrywide president David Sambol on 
June 25, 2008, for using deceptive advertising to lure clients into risky 
subprime home mortgages, then reselling those mortgages as securi-
ties and reaping huge profi ts.  “ Countrywide was, in essence, a mass -
 production loan factory, producing ever - increasing streams of debt 
without regard for borrowers, ”  Brown said.  25   

 Countrywide settled predatory lending claims fi led by eleven state 
attorneys general, led by Illinois and California, on October 6, 2008, 
and agreed to modify principal and interest rates worth  $ 8.4 billion on 
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nearly 400,000 loans it had initiated.  26   It neither admitted nor denied 
any wrongdoing, and no fi nes were levied.  27   

 The settlement might have been helpful for borrowers, but it led to 
a class - action lawsuit from angry investors, brought in December 2008 
by Greenwich Financial Services, a Westchester, New York, hedge 
fund. Greenwich Financial claimed that Bank of America didn ’ t have 
the right to modify Countrywide ’ s agreements because the loans had 
been bought at a discount.  28   In short, no one was happy with the deal 
that turned into an albatross around Bank of America ’ s neck. 

 As of this writing, Mozilo appeared to be partway to getting his 
just desserts. In early June 2009 the SEC charged him with fraud and 
insider trading. Of particular note were his internal e-mails, in which 
Mozilo referred to a subprime product as  “ toxic ”  and said the company 
was  “ fl ying blind. ”  The SEC reported he had cashed in nearly  $ 140 
million on his alleged insider stock sales. In addition, it charged that 
Countrywide made repeated exceptions to its already lax underwriting 
standards for mortgages without telling investors. Former president of 
Countrywide, David Sambol, and former Countrywide chief fi nancial 
offi cer, Eric Sieracki, were also charged with fraud.  29    

  Big Bonuses and Big Layoffs 

 Waxman ’ s committee also probed several other high - ranking executives 
at Countrywide, Merrill Lynch, and Citigroup. Representative John 
A. Yarmuth (D - KY) questioned the panel of executives on whether 
it thought that excessive compensation in general was tearing at the 
very fabric of society. The executives thought no such thing. To them, 
excessive compensation  was  the fabric. Parsons, chair of the Citigroup 
Compensation Committee, scoffed:   

 You have to be competitive. You have to be in the marketplace. 
And my own impression is that with all its fl aws, the market econ-
omy still works best out of all the models we have out there to look 
at and to choose from.  30     

 Competitiveness in 2007, when the economy began to tank, appar-
ently meant king - size pay packages for loser executives. Chuck Prince 
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left Citigroup with a  $ 38 million package, plus perks like a car, a driver, 
an offi ce, and an administrative assistant, all for up to fi ve years.  31   A 
year later, Citigroup announced that it was fi ring 50,000 employees 
worldwide.  32   The fi rm started to make good on that promise by the 
fourth quarter of 2008, announcing that it had cut nearly 30,000 work-
ers from the previous quarter.  33   By March 6, 2009, the fi rm was on 
government - administered life - support, trading at a buck.  34   

 Citigroup employees did not exactly receive the same kind of exit 
package that CEO Chuck Prince did. They got a more typical and 
modest arrangement of two weeks ’  pay for each year of service, with 
a maximum of a year ’ s worth of severance pay.  35   By the end of the fi rst 
quarter of 2009, Citigroup exceeded its own downsizing expectations, 
chopping 65,000 heads from peak levels, to 309,000.  36   

 Over at Countrywide, Mozilo had raked in more than  $ 470 million 
in compensation and stock sales from July 2003 to June 30, 2008 — the 
day before he resigned and the day before the Bank of America deal 
offi cially closed — the third - highest compensation of any fi nancial or 
home - building executive during that time. 

 (First place went to Charles R. Schwab, CEO of the investment 
bank Charles Schwab, who got more than  $ 816 million in cash and 
stock sales during that time. Second was Dwight C. Schar, then CEO 
of NVR, Inc., a Virginia - based company that builds and sells single -
 family detached homes, townhouses, and condos, who got more than 
 $ 626 million over the same period.)  37   

 Employees again got the short shrift when Countrywide announced 
in September 2007 that it was laying off up to 12,000 workers.  38   They 
weren ’ t given the same sort of perks Mozilo got in his lucrative, though 
downsized, retirement package.  39   

 Stanley O ’ Neal golden - parachuted out of Merrill Lynch in October 
2007  40   with a  $ 160 million compensation package, which included  $ 131 
million in stocks and options,  $ 24.7 million in retirement benefi ts, and 
 $ 5.4 million in deferred compensation.  41   Days before O ’ Neal ’ s resigna-
tion, the company had announced a staggering  $ 2.3 billion third - quarter 
loss.  42   That would later be dwarfed by a nearly  $ 5 billion loss announced 
in the summer of 2008 and a total net loss of  $ 27.6 billion for 2008.  43   

 Despite the staggering numbers and the executives ’  brazenness, all 
of this wealth transfer and congressional conversation brought no 
legislative changes. The familiar refrain of shock and awe, followed 
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by an uneasy legislative silence, was heard every time another piece of 
news on egregious compensation hit the headlines.  

  What ’ s a Few Million in Bonuses When Your Losses 
Are in the Billions? 

 Seven months after Mozilo and the others had been called, Henry 
Waxman ’ s Committee on Oversight and Government Reform held 
another hearing on October 7, 2008. This time, in the midst of a full -
 blown economic crisis, the committee gathered to examine the reasons 
behind the  $ 85 billion taxpayer bailout for AIG.  44   

 Once again, executive pay was a hot topic. It was disclosed during 
the hearing that in 2005 and 2006, while AIG was still thriving, then 
CEO Richard Sullivan pulled down  $ 8.4 million in cash bonuses.  45   It 
was a modest sum compared to the bonuses collected by some of his 
Wall Street brethren, but an astonishing thing happened after AIG 
posted a  $ 5 billion fourth - quarter 2007 net loss. 

 In March 2008, while the AIG board of directors ’  Compensation 
Committee mulled over how much to reward Sullivan and other exec-
utives for their hard work in 2007, Sullivan urged them to exclude the 
 $ 5 billion in losses, which were mostly from AIG ’ s Financial Products 
Division. You know, just ignore them. The board agreed and rewarded 
Sullivan with a cool  $ 5 million in cash.  46   Pay for performance no longer 
applied. Pay for hiding losses had kicked in. 

 Waxman ’ s October 2008 hearing also revealed that AIG executives 
took a  $ 443,000 corporate retreat at the opulent St. Regis in Monarch 
Beach, California, a week after AIG got its  $ 85 billion from the 
American taxpayers.  “ Check this out, ”  Elijah Cummings (D-MD) said, 
 “ AIG spent  $ 200,000 for hotel rooms. Almost  $ 150,000 for catered 
banquets. AIG spent — listen to this one —  $ 23,000 at the hotel spa 
and another  $ 1,400 at the salon. They were getting their manicures, 
their facials, their pedicures, and their massages while American peo-
ple were footing the bill. And they spent another  $ 10,000 for — I don ’ t 
know what this is — leisure dining. At bars? ”  

 Cummings then asked Eric Dinallo, the superintendent of the New 
York State Insurance Department, for his expert opinion on the rather 
excessive charges. Mind you, this is the man whose job it is to  “ ensure 
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the continued sound and prudent conduct of insurers ’  fi nancial opera-
tions ”  and to  “ eliminate fraud, other criminal abuse and unethical con-
duct in the industry. ”  

  “ Let me ask you, not as insurance commissioner [sic], but as a tax-
payer, does this look right to you? ”  

 Astoundingly, Dinallo kind of thought it did.  “ I do agree there is 
some profl igate spending there — but the concept of bringing all of the 
major employees together to ensure that the  $ 85 billion could be as 
greatly as possible paid back, would have been not a crazy corporate 
decision. ”  

  “ Well, I would tend to disagree with you, ”  Cummings shouted, 
 “ when it comes to pedicures, facials, manicures — the American people 
are paying for that. ”  

  “ I agree. ”  
  “ And they are very upset! ”  
  “ I said, there are regrettable and wrong headlines in that, but the 

idea of making sure you can get the game plan back on track, so you 
can pay off the loan, is not an irrational one, ”  Dinallo concluded.  47   

 Again, let me remind you that this is the guy who was in charge of 
watching over the industry.  48   So you can imagine what was going on 
 inside  the executive offi ces. At any rate, the game plan apparently never 
did get back on track. AIG lost an incredible  $ 61 billion in the fourth 
quarter of 2008 alone, even after sucking in all that bailout money. 

 AIG tried hard to pad its executives ’  personal checking accounts in 
the same spirit of excess. Sullivan ’ s successor, Robert Willumstad, 
was the CEO of AIG for only three months, from mid - June 2008 to 
mid - September 2008, before he was forced out by then treasury sec-
retary Henry Paulson as part of the original bailout deal.  49   (Paulson 
installed his buddy and Goldman Sachs board member Edward Liddy 
as CEO at an annual salary of  $ 1. Not that the compensation would 
hurt Liddy, who got  $ 63 million from 2001 to 2005 as CEO of fellow 
insurance giant Allstate.  50   Liddy would appear for a separate hearing 
about AIG bonus payouts before the House Committee on Financial 
Services on March 18, 2009.)  51   

 Still, Willumstad was contractually entitled to a  $ 22 million 
 severance package. With sensibility uncharacteristic of the industry, 
Willumstad declined.  52      “ I prefer not to receive severance payments 
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while  shareholders and employees have lost considerable value in their 
AIG shares, ”  he wrote to Liddy. Willumstad and AIG also agreed in 
December 2008 that he would rescind one million AIG shares that were 
part of his deal to become CEO in the fi rst place.  53   Willumstad was one 
of few big - name CEOs to eschew entitlement during the crisis.  

  They Kept the Money 

 In the end, all of the points Waxman made were valid and reminiscent 
of those he had made in other hearings. Still, most of the execs made 
up what they lost in embarrassment points by keeping their money. 
Shame alone won ’ t propel them to give back more. They had worked 
through their shame issues way before they made all of their money, 
and they had the government ’ s help. 

 Consider the Countrywide VIP scandal, also known as the  “ Friends 
of Angelo ”  program, in which favorable loan conditions were given 
to high - ranking government offi cials, including Chris Dodd (D - CT) 
and Kent Conrad (D - ND), plus a slew of former Fannie Mae CEOs.  54   
The story of that cozy friendship ring broke on June 12, 2008, just 
two weeks before Brown fi led suit against Countrywide. In September 
2008, the  Wall Street Journal  reported that a Los Angeles grand jury 
was investigating the loans.  55   

 Remarkably, or perhaps unremarkably as these things go, Dodd is 
still the chairman of the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and 
Urban Affairs, and Conrad is still the chairman of the Senate Budget 
Committee. It wasn ’ t them but the combination of public wrath and 
lawsuits that made Mozilo  “ forgo ”  his offi cial  $ 37.5 million sever-
ance pay, although he didn ’ t give up a supplemental retirement plan 
(worth  $ 23.8 million in December 2006) and  $ 20.6 million in deferred 
compensation.  56   

 Even with all of the hearings, investigations, subpoenas, and law-
suits, there weren ’ t any corporate paybacks. After all, when CEOs and 
executives siphon a lot of money from our system, they usually keep it, 
and the system stays intact. 

 There was some chatter from nonprofi t groups and from Waxman 
about legislating a recovery, or  “ claw back, ”  of the estimated  $ 500 
million paid to execs at AIG, Bear Stearns, Citigroup, Countrywide, 
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Lehman, Merrill Lynch, and Washington Mutual. But it remained talk, 
for the most part.  “ I think you can count on two hands the number 
of voluntary or involuntary returns of compensation by executives, ”  
said Paul Hodgson, a senior research associate at the research fi rm 
Corporate Library, which tracks corporate governance.  “ More com-
panies are introducing claw - back provisions, but instituting the provi-
sions and actually clawing back the pay are two different things. ”   57   

 It ’ s doubtful that claw backs for bonuses paid for overly risky behav-
ior will become law, although two legislators came close to including 
a claw - back provision in the economic stimulus package. Senators 
Olympia Snowe (R - ME) and Ron Wyden (D - OR) sponsored an 
amendment that passed by voice vote on February 9, 2009, that would 
have given companies that received TARP money 120 days to pay 
back — with preferred stock — all bonus money exceeding  $ 100,000 or 
face a tax of 35 percent on whatever money remained unpaid.  58   But 
the amendment never made it to the bill that was signed into law on 
February 17, 2009.  59   

  “ Somehow it got stripped out behind closed doors, ”  a Wyden spokes-
woman told the Associated Press.  60   

 But, really, claw backs shouldn ’ t be necessary. If the legislative land-
scape that encourages risky behavior was suffi ciently altered to ensure 
both less risky practices and compensation tied to long - term growth, 
rather than to short - term gain, the overall systemic risk would be 
reduced — as would the profi t from that excessive risk. There would 
be no need for an after - the - fact compensation adjustment. 

 Yet even after these guys pump up their books, churn unscrupulous 
deals, cash out big, and let it all collapse, most of them walk away with 
the money. Many remain at their posts or reappear in hedge funds or 
on their friends ’  boards. 

 The claw - back concept made another comeback in March 2009 when 
AIG caused public uproar and political overreaction after it announced 
it had to pay  $ 165 million in bonuses.  61   The sum was relative chump 
change, but after more than  $ 182 billion in bailout money had already 
been given to the insurance company, the public wasn ’ t happy.  62   

 Although Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner and the rest of 
the Obama administration claimed they hadn ’ t known much about 
the bonuses until it came time for AIG to pay up — when in doubt, 
claim ignorance — the bonuses were fi rst revealed in SEC fi lings in 
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September 2008. So they had been public information for a long time, 
and numerous news outlets had reported on them.  63   

 On March 18, 2009, the culprit came forward. Chris Dodd admitted 
that he had added the language to the federal stimulus package that 
allowed existing bonus contracts to stand — of course, he did so only at 
the insistence of the administration, he said. 

  “ The administration had expressed reservations, ”  Dodd told CNN. 
 “ They asked for modifi cations. ”   64   

 After cable news started hammering day and night on the AIG 
bonuses, President Obama tried to get Geithner to use the legal sys-
tem to block them, and an Obama insider said that the bonus money 
would be taken out of a pending  $ 30 billion bailout gift to AIG, which 
Geithner confi rmed.  65   

 Ultimately, it was the House that responded most publicly to the 
outcry over the bonuses, by passing a 90 percent tax on bonuses greater 
than  $ 250,000 for TARP recipients.  66   It was a controversial measure 
that passed overwhelmingly, although some who voted for the bill 
expressed reservations. It also led certain banks, like Goldman Sachs, 
Morgan Stanley and JPMorgan Chase, to apply to pay back their TARP 
money as soon as possible, but they would retain ample federal back-
ing from other avenues besides TARP. The banks knew that, even if 
Congress didn ’ t bother to question it. While Congress was debating 
TARP recipient restrictions, the idea of attaching restrictions to other 
forms of federal assistance never came up. Still hasn ’ t. 

  “ It is an extreme use of the tax code to correct an extreme and exces-
sive wrong done to the American taxpayer, ”  Dave Camp (R - MI), who 
voted for the measure, admitted on the House fl oor. Camp is right, 
but not quite for the reasons he mentioned. Using the tax code and 
restructuring the fi nancial arena to produce less risk and bonus excess 
would be more benefi cial to the stability of the overall economy. At 
any rate, the Senate knocked down the bill and claw backs have kind 
of faded away.  67    

  Confl ict of Interest 

 On October 6, 2008 — the same day Countrywide agreed to refi nance 
400,000 home mortgages — Dick Fuld, the former CEO of Lehman 
Brothers, was in Waxman ’ s hot seat. 
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 Fuld is a self - proclaimed  “ Lehman lifer. ”  He was fi rst employed at 
the company as an intern in 1966 while attending the University of 
Colorado and started to work full time in 1969 while earning his busi-
ness degree at New York University.  68   He was named vice chairman of 
Shearson Lehman Brothers in 1984, after American Express bought 
Lehman and merged with Shearson.  69   From 1990 to 1993, Fuld was 
president and co - CEO of Shearson Lehman Brothers before being 
named CEO of Lehman Brothers Holdings, Inc., in 1994, after Lehman 
went public. Along the way, he gained posts in prominent New York 
City fi nancial and investment institutions, such as the Federal Reserve 
Bank of New York and the Partnership for New York City, Inc.  70   And 
as Fuld moved up the ranks, Lehman ’ s stock price puffed up, from  $ 5 
per share when it went public in 1994 to  $ 86 per share by 2007.  71   Just 
a year later, on September 15, 2008, Lehman declared bankruptcy.  72   

 Before that, Fuld cashed out. When asked, he declared that he only 
made  “ somewhere near ”     $ 350 million, not  $ 500 million, which Fuld 
told Henry Waxman was  “ inaccurate. ”  

  “ Not that anyone on this committee cares about this, but I wake up 
every single night wondering what I could have done differently, ”  Fuld 
said shamelessly.  73   

 But when asked why he thought that Lehman was allowed to 
fail while the Federal Reserve saved other companies such as Bear 
Stearns, mortgage giants Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, and insurance 
giant AIG, Fuld was more contrite.  “ Until the day they put me in the 
ground, I will wonder, ”  he said.  74   

 Representative Dennis Kucinich (D - OH) wondered the same thing. 
He also pondered why Goldman Sachs was still standing so tall. So he 
asked Luigi Zingales, a fi nance expert, a professor at the University of 
Chicago Graduate School of Business, and the author of the 2003 book 
 Saving Capitalism from Capitalists,  who responded with the following:     

   When you hear about that, you know, a decision was made to let 
Lehman go down. Goldman Sachs is still standing for sure. Are 
you concerned, given these facts, that there is an apparent confl ict 
of interest by the treasury secretary in permitting a principal of a 
fi rm that he was a CEO with to be involved in these discussions 
about the survival of Lehman?  75 
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 Zingales began a long - winded, though insightful, answer about 
Goldman ’ s involvement with AIG, a major player in the credit default 
swap market. He noted that another big name, JPMorgan Chase, had 
 $ 7 trillion in the credit default market and would be out that amount if 
AIG went under.  76   His implication was that Lehman ’ s entanglements 
weren ’ t as important, and in this, he revealed one of the true reasons 
for the continued AIG bailouts. But he didn ’ t directly answer the ques-
tion until pressed. 

  “ Let me ask you this, ”  Kucinich interrupted him.  “ You throw 
Lehman Brothers overboard. Does that help what competitive posi-
tion may remain with respect to Goldman Sachs? ”  

  “ I think it is clear that Goldman Sachs benefi ts from Lehman 
Brothers going under, yes, ”  Zingales said. 

 Therein lies the checkmate against Fuld. After his forty - year - career 
with Lehman, the ultimate punishment may have been the cold reality 
that his ties to the powerful deciders in D.C. were simply not strong 
enough. 

 Still, Fuld managed to save a small fortune,  $ 100 million according 
to the  New York Times , and  $ 350 million according to his statements to 
Waxman. Sure, he took a hit. At one time his company stock was val-
ued at  $ 800 million, but I ’ m thinking whatever he kept in the end is 
still a pretty livable nest egg. 

 Lehman ’ s ordinary employees, like Enron ’ s and Countrywide ’ s, 
didn ’ t get out quite so well. Days before Lehman declared bankruptcy, 
Lehman Holdings, the bankrupt entity, laid off about a thousand 
workers via letters saying that their promised severance payments and 
health benefi ts would cease immediately.  77    

  Please Don ’ t Call It a Bonus 

 From 2000 to 2008, Wall Street paid more than  $ 185 billion in bonuses 
to its employees, including  $ 130 billion in the latter four years, accord-
ing to a report issued on January 28, 2009, by New York State comp-
troller Thomas P. DiNapoli.  78   

 While most Americans were focused on keeping their jobs in early 
2009, public wrath over Wall Street bonuses was strong. The outrage 
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led President Obama to acknowledge the  “ shameful ”  excess, striking 
a populist pose on February 4, 2009, by announcing a  $ 500,000 cap 
on the cash part of executive compensation for those fi rms that going 
forward wanted to fl oat on a bed of TARP dollars.  79   

 Six days later, on February 10, 2009, Treasury Secretary Geithner ’ s 
fi rst public speech was full of harsh admonishment.  “ Investors and 
banks took risks they did not understand, ”  He said.  “ Individuals, busi-
nesses, and governments borrowed beyond their means. The rewards 
that went to fi nancial executives departed from any realistic apprecia-
tion of risk. ”   80   

 There were more tame compensation restrictions to come. Dodd 
inserted a bonus limit for executives from fi rms receiving federal 
fi nancial aid to one - third of their yearly salary until the money gets 
repaid into the stimulus package Obama signed in February 2009.  81   
But the thing is, despite the astonishing  $ 18.4 billion that Wall Street 
paid itself for an abysmal 2008, the remaining fi rms will still fi nd a 
way to pay their execs sick sums of money in the future.  82   The big 
fi nancial companies are raising base salaries to make up for the bonus 
cap. In late May 2009, Morgan Stanley chief fi nancial offi cer Colm 
Kelleher saw his base yearly salary more than double to  $ 750,000 from 
 $ 323,000.  83   It ’ s even easier to structure noncash compensation meth-
ods than it is subprime collateralized debt obligations (CDOs) or to 
rename bonuses  “ retention awards, ”  as one senior Morgan Stanley 
executive told his employees to call them. 

  “ There will be a retention award. Please do not call it a bonus. It 
is not a bonus. It is an award. And it recognizes the importance of 
keeping our team in place as we go through this integration, ”  James 
Gorman, co - president of Morgan Stanley, told his advisers during a 
recorded conference call obtained by the  Huffi ngton Post  on February 
11, 2009. Gorman said the awards would be linked to 2008 perform-
ance and added,  “ I think I can hear you clapping from here in New 
York. You should be clapping because frankly that is a very generous 
and thoughtful decision that we have made. ”   84   

 The argument over entitlement and talent versus stability and restraint 
reigns supreme on Wall Street, with many media outlets and pundits 
chiming in to lament the loss of  “ talent ”  in the industry as a result of 
bonus or other compensation restrictions, bailout or no bailout. 
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  “ In placing limits on executive pay, the administration faces a few 
potential pratfalls. First, if the plan is too restrictive, it could drive 
away talent from the companies that perhaps need a bailout the most. 
After all, why take a job at a place that ’ s in need of a turnaround if 
there ’ s little reward at the end of the day? ”  Brian Wingfi eld and Josh 
Zumbrun wrote on  Forbes.com  on February 4, 2009.  85   

 But that ’ s a bunch of bull. It doesn ’ t take talent to win when your 
fi rm makes the rules, holds the cards, and is the house. And it ’ s extreme 
negligence when you lose. At any rate, if the industry and the transac-
tions in which it engages were less risky, and therefore less danger-
ous to the greater population, and more regulated, and therefore not 
spilling extra profi ts to the house by extorting them from the public, 
even the most  “ talented ”  of the  “ talent ”  wouldn ’ t need to get paid  $ 25 
million for three months just to show up. (Yes, that means you, Peter 
Kraus, for your nonstint at Merrill Lynch before it merged with Bank 
of America). 

 Outside of normal - perspective land, cash composes a disproportion-
ately low percentage of an executive ’ s compensation package. That ’ s 
why the seemingly magnanimous Wall Street execs can forgo a year or 
two of cash bonuses to get the government off their backs and out of 
their capital pool.  86   

 Just ask former treasury secretary Henry Paulson. For 2005, he 
received only  $ 600,000 in cash but  $ 38.2 million in other forms of 
compensation, including  $ 30.1 million in restricted shares (which had 
a fi ve - year vesting period had he not become treasury secretary) and 
220,000 stock options.  87   

 At the start of the TARP capital injections in October 2008, Paulson 
had to work to convince Goldman Sachs CEO Lloyd Blankfein and 
JPMorgan Chase CEO Jamie Dimon to take TARP money. Blankfein 
and Dimon didn ’ t want to seem weak by being clustered among all 
of the other loser banks. At least that ’ s what they conveyed. But they 
pocketed the money anyway—who wouldn ’ t? Especially without any 
stringent restrictions on how they could use it? 

 After much congressional debate, language was added to the stim-
ulus that merely took into account golden parachutes and did away 
with favorable tax treatment for compensation payments greater than 
 $ 500,000.  
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  Bonuses Always Bounce Back 

 But in the end, none of this political posturing over compensation 
legislation language really matters. Wall Street anticipated a weak 
bonus year for 2009 for two reasons. First, because anyone who could 
evaluate a decaying asset at all — I ’ m excluding Washington from this 
skill — knew that the banking system would only deteriorate further in 
the near future, even if Washington backed private investors to buy 
toxic assets. Second, banks still owed money they had borrowed using 
their inferior assets as collateral. The payback clock didn ’ t stop sim-
ply because banks wouldn ’ t disclose exactly what they owned or owed, 
which really should have been part of Obama ’ s conditions. 

 But bonuses always bounce back. During the last twenty - fi ve years, 
there have been four periods of decreased bonuses. Each was followed 
by increases that made up for those dents within a year or two. Yes, 
this time the meltdown is more pronounced, but I ’ m taking that into 
account. Someone will get paid to put the pieces of broken banks back 
together again and repackage and resell the toxic assets. 

 Recall that during the Savings and Loan Crisis, 747 savings and loan 
banks were shut, the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation 
went bust, and the Resolution Trust Corporation swooped in to col-
lect bad (mostly real - estate) assets. Ultimately, this exercise cost the 
American public half a trillion dollars.  88   

 Wall Street bonuses were down in 1988 and 1989 by 21.3 percent and 
5.5 percent, respectively.  89   Guess what? By 1991, they had doubled. 

 In 1994, during the Mexican Peso Crisis, Wall Street bonuses 
were cut 15.7 percent, only to rebound 26.7 percent the following 
year. Similarly, recall that in 1998, the Fed, spurred by a bunch 
of personally invested CEOs, bailed out Long Term Capital for 
a paltry  $ 3.65 billion during the Russian debt crisis. Wall Street 
pared back, and cut bonuses by 18.8 percent. They jumped by 48.5 
 percent the next year. 

 Then there was the triple whammy of the Enron and WorldCom scan-
dals in late 2001 and 2002, compounded by the recession that was caused 
by a spate of scandalous corporate bankruptcies and a nervous post - 9/11 
stock market. Bonuses were down 33.5 percent and 25 percent during 
those two years. By 2004, they zoomed back to pre - recession levels. 
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 Bonuses nearly doubled over the next two (subprime, CDO, and 
credit derivatives growth) years, reaching all - time highs in 2006, a 
record year for two since - deceased investment banks, Bear Stearns and 
Lehman Brothers. Bonuses remained in the clouds through 2007. 

 For 2008, bonuses were down just 44 percent, to 2004 levels despite 
a complete Wall Street hemorrhaging; the near - fatal condition of the 
country ’ s largest bank, Citigroup; the closing of two major investment 
banks; and the immensely stubborn and reckless merger of another, 
Merrill Lynch, into Bank of America, for which Merrill CEO John 
Thain bagged a  $ 15 million sign - on bonus and  $ 68 million in stock 
options.  90   

 Even if bonuses slide another 30 percent in 2009, which, given the 
positive projections at the beginning of the year, is likely, they would 
still return to 2007 levels by 2010. Besides, there are many ways to get 
around the  $ 500,000 cash cap: giving out restricted shares and stock 
options, creating an offshore company, whose exercisable shares are 
directly related to the shares of the main company, or repaying TARP 
out of drastically reduced tax payments (that is, pay back Uncle Sam 
with Uncle Sam ’ s money). Goldman ’ s 2008 taxes, for instance, dropped 
to  $ 14 million from  $ 6 billion in 2007.  91   

 In late June 2009, Citigroup had the gall to announce that it would 
get around its bonus caps by increasing some employees’ base sala-
ries by as much as 50 percent.92  Around the same time, the Guardian 
reported that Goldman would pay its biggest bonuses ever, after post-
ing a $3.4 billion profi t less than eight months after it took its fi rst 
government (read: public) cent.93

 But, in the end, Wall Street bankers won ’ t even have to wait that 
long. Change a few category titles here and reported losses there, and 
bonuses have a way of perking right back up.  

  It ’ s the Complexity, Stupid! 

 On February 11, 2009, yet  another  congressional hearing was held, 
this time by the House Committee on Financial Services, to attempt 
to understand the gap between executive pay and the dissolving bank-
ing industry. 
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 Congressman Paul E. Kanjorski framed the situation.  “ As executives 
of large companies, you once lived behind a one - way mirror, unaccount-
able to the public at - large and often sheltered from shareholder 
scrutiny. But when you took taxpayer money, you moved into a fi sh 
bowl. Millions are watching you today, and they would like some degree 
of explanation and responsibility. I do, too. ”   94   

 The concept that companies took the money from the public didn ’ t 
sit well with the CEOs. It was a point of professional pride to set 
the record straight. Like Mozilo, Lloyd Blankfein of Goldman Sachs 
blamed  “ complexity ”  for the failure of the fi nancial system, in an op - ed 
attached to his prepared statement:    “  Complexity  got the better of us. 
The industry let the growth in new instruments outstrip the opera-
tional capacity to manage them. As a result, operational risk increased 
dramatically and this had a direct effect on the overall stability of the 
fi nancial system.”  95     

 This was really rich, coming from a man whose fi rm boasts the abil-
ity to  “ anticipate the rapidly changing needs of our clients ”  and stresses 
 “ creativity and imagination in everything we do. ”   96   

  “ We understand that the old model no longer works and the old 
rules no longer apply, ”  Vikram Pandit, the CEO of Citigroup, stated in 
his prepared statement. Don ’ t count on Pandit and his friends to make 
a new model and new rules that in any way benefi t you, however. 

 Still, my favorite comment came from JPMorgan CEO Jamie 
Dimon, a fi rm that, as I mentioned, took government money only for 
the good of the country. 

  “ As this committee is aware, JPMorgan Chase did not seek the gov-
ernment ’ s investment, ”  Dimon said.  “ But we agreed to support the 
government ’ s goal of obtaining the participation of all major banks. ” 97   
Taking one for the team was apparently part of the TARP deal in the 
fi rst place. Even Ken Lewis tried to go there early on when his bank 
was part of the fi rst nine TARP recipients. 

  “ Now explain, why was it so important to the government that every-
body agreed, that the nine largest banks are  all  in this? ”  Leslie Stahl of 
 60 Minutes  asked Ken Lewis in an October 2008 interview. Lewis has 
made  $ 165 million in total compensation during the last fi ve years.   

  “ If you have a bank in that group that really, really needed the capi-
tal, you don ’ t want to expose that bank, ”  Lewis said. 
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  “ In other words, stigmatize it, ”  Stahl said. 
  “ Right, exactly. ”  
  “ So everybody knows that they ’ re not as good as somebody else. ”  
  “ Exactly. ”   98   
 So basically, Lewis, like the rest of his compatriots, would opt for 

secrecy over restraint every time. And that secrecy let him keep his 
money, even as his bank fl irted with low single - digit stock prices on 
the back of nearly a quarter of a trillion dollars ’  worth of government 
money six months after that interview.  

  Take V 

 And the hearings kept going. On March 25, 2009, Geithner told the 
House Financial Services Committee that the administration had pro-
posed legislation to allow the government to regulate nonbank fi nancial 
activity as stringently as it regulates banks.  99   He also pointed out limits 
already in place on executive pay for TARP - recipient banks going for-
ward, but so far there has been no mention of a system ensuring that 
executives are appropriately paid for performance. 

 That sounds uplifting, except the black cloud that remains is that at 
the same hearing, Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke basically advocated 
keeping the compensation system the way it is, with the public impo-
tent to do anything legal about it.  “ We have pressed AIG to ensure 
that all compensation decisions are covered by robust corporate 
governance, including internal review, review by the Compensation 
Committee of the Board of Directors, and consultations with outside 
experts, ”  Bernanke said.  “ Operating under this framework, AIG has 
voluntarily limited the salary, bonuses, and other types of compensa-
tion for 2008 and 2009 of the CEO and other senior managers. ”   100   

 This whole notion of voluntary regulation is abhorrent. There should 
be no voluntary regulation when public funds are involved. I don ’ t have 
the voluntary right not to disclose my income to the IRS. I accept that, 
even though I don ’ t respect the general inequities in the tax code for 
mere mortals against intensively staffed companies. 

 Basically, Bernanke, the man who regulates the biggest fi nancial 
fi rms in the country, said that even under intense public and political 
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scrutiny, the existing compensation system for the top AIG executives 
should be kept as is. This for a company that after all the ruckus over 
 $ 165 million in executive bonuses, turned out to have really paid a total 
of  $ 454 million to six thousand workers.  101   

 But what bugs me and should bug you even more than the money 
these guys pocketed is this acceptance of the status quo. Assuming that 
the economy eventually recovers — or at least that its favorite outside 
indicators, such as stock market levels, say it has — without signifi cant 
restructuring of the tax code for all elements of compensation, be they 
in cash, stock, options, or anything else under any name, we don ’ t have 
a snowball ’ s chance in hell of preventing the kind of risky excess that 
feeds personal and systemic greed. 

 Plus, even though we just went through a whole chapter together 
about all the personal takeouts of fi nancial leaders and their closest 
management circles, we should keep in mind that the egregious bail-
out amounts bestowed upon the industry overshadowed compensation 
fi gures by trillions of dollars. 

 That ’ s why, in the end, the only true way to contain the risk that 
accompanies the most blatant excess is to focus on restructuring the 
fi nancial system. And Wall Street will fi ght any revision, tooth and nail. 
Game on.            
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Big Banks Mean 
Big Trouble           

  It is easier to rob by setting up a bank than by holding up a bank clerk. 
  — Bertolt Brecht  1     

 The phrase  “ too big to fail ”  came up a lot during the Second Great 
Banking Crisis. It irritated me more than most expressions because 

it implied that banks were like these biological organisms with pow-
ers of reproduction that couldn ’ t be stopped. It makes them sound so 
ominous. Yet the expression raises a larger question: why would any-
one, particularly an entity responsible for monitoring and regulating 
the banking system — like, um, the Federal Reserve — let any company 
in the system  get  too big to fail? 

 If it were your personal checking account backing a fi nancial insti-
tution, wouldn ’ t you try to stop it from getting  “ too big to fail ” ? You 
know, try to keep Humpty Dumpty from teetering on the edge of 
the wall, about to splat onto the pavement? It wouldn ’ t have been 
that hard. 

 Here ’ s how it could have gone down:   

 Commercial Bank says to Investment Bank,  “ Let ’ s merge and 
become Super Bank. ”  
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 Investment Bank says to Commercial Bank,  “ Great, we can use 
your deposits as collateral to back my bets. ”  

 Commercial Bank says,  “ Cool, let ’ s ask the Fed if it ’ s okay and go 
get us some leverage and market share. ”    

 And the Fed could have said,  “ No way, you guys are too big and scary 
already for us to keep up with. Frankly, we have no idea what it is you 
do every day. ”  

 Only, as we’ve discussed, the Fed has a hard time with no. So, time 
and time again, it said,  “ Yes. Yes, you can. ”   2   

 Or Congress could have stepped in and said,  “ You know, it ’ s not a 
very good idea, in general, for a consumer - oriented commercial bank 
to merge with a speculative investment bank. That ’ s the sort of com-
bination that led to the Great Depression in the 1930s and was the 
reason we passed laws against that kind of thing. ”  

 Only, as we’ve discussed Congress didn ’ t. As we ’ ve seen, it 
repealed those laws in 1999. 

 So Commercial Bank acquired Investment Bank, piled on risk and 
debt, and wound up taking trillions of dollars from taxpayers to clean 
up the resulting mess. 

 You might be wondering why that happened. After all, banks  could  
have been stopped from getting too big to fail and sucking up moun-
tains of public money, because, despite all the deregulation, leaders 
and regulators in Washington still had the ability to put on the big bank 
brakes. Instead, Washington chose to go in the opposite direction. 
Legislators  made  these banks too big to fail by not questioning all 
the shotgun fi nancial marriages. In fact, they  encouraged  them. In the 
process, banks gained more control over the market and made massive 
profi ts before they tanked. The CEOs who pushed the most mergers 
made the most money, and you paid for their hubris. 

 The consolidated banking system runs counter to the free market 
competition that so many bank - friendly politicians, CNBC hosts, and 
public leaders talk about. Cornering the market is not only anticompeti-
tive, it ’ s economically dangerous. Unfortunately, all of the safeguards to 
keep banks from getting too big to fail were methodically shattered.  
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  The History of Small Is Better 

 Let ’ s go back one hundred and fi fty years and talk railroads — it ’ ll help 
clarify the idea of small and stable versus big and dangerous. The 
fi rst transcontinental railroad was completed in 1869, the same year 
that began a period of manic investment fl oated on extensive bor-
rowing from and between banks. Railroads in 1869 were the new hot 
thing. That is, until someone got hurt. Unexpected cost overruns by 
the Northern Pacifi c Railway bankrupted its main investor, Jay Cooke 
and Company, leading several other major banks to fail. Suddenly, the 
banks found that no one wanted to buy bonds in railroad companies 
anymore. Nearly 90 railroad bankruptcies followed, and 101 national 
banks failed in September 1873.  3   The recession that killed public con-
fi dence in the market following the Panic of 1873 lasted four years.  4   

 The overgrowth of the railroad industry was made possible by banks ’  
eagerness to profi t from, and extend huge amounts of credit into, a 
speculative new market. This fi nancial - zeal - gone - wild contributed to 
the rise of the trust system and, ultimately, to the Sherman Antitrust 
Act of 1890. Understand, though, it wasn ’ t the failure of railroads that 
brought down the banks or created the market panic. It was the lev-
erage, or borrowing, that screwed everything up. In the same way, it 
wasn ’ t the subprime market collapse that wrecked the banks and the 
greater economy; it was all of the gluttonous borrowing on top of 
the subprime loans that did the deed. 

 The Standard Oil Trust that sprouted in 1882 was the brainchild 
of industrialist John D. Rockefeller.  5   The concept was that any oil 
company could join the trust and get a share of its profi ts or stand 
alone and die. Bigger was sold as safer. Trusts in cotton oil, linseed oil, 
sugar refi neries, and whiskey copied the idea.  6   Senator John Sherman 
(R - OH), however, realized that one company dominating an entire 
industry was the antithesis of free market capitalist ideology — which 
it still is — and in 1890 he authored the Sherman Antitrust Act. Not 
only would the Sherman Act prohibit concentration and control in 
the hands of a few players, but it would prevent the possibility that the 
failure of a few big players could lead to another economic downfall. 
The Sherman Act passed overwhelmingly in both houses of Congress.  7   
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So, I ask you, does any of this sound familiar? Companies too big to 
fail bringing down the economy? Congress got the joke more than a 
century ago. It just doesn ’ t today. 

 Alas — sometimes you need a good  “ alas ”  — the Sherman Act did not 
apply to banking. The Supreme Court had ruled decades earlier, in 
 Nathan v. Louisiana  in 1850 and  Paul v. Virginia  in 1868, that Congress 
had no authority over banks because bank transactions were not consid-
ered interstate commerce. Congress can legislate commercial transac-
tions between states but must stay out of transactions within a state.  8   

 Of course, companies found ways to weasel around the law. In 1914, 
amid public outcry, Representative Henry de Lamar Clayton (D - AL) 
proposed an amendment to the Sherman Act that became known as 
the Clayton Antitrust Act.  9   Banking again remained nearly untouched, 
as the Clayton Act ’ s restrictions applied only to commodities traders, 
not to fi nancial fi rms. In one of the fi rst steps in the evolution of the 
Federal Reserve Board ’ s power, the Clayton Act did give the Fed regu-
latory power over banks. 

 Although banks remained unencumbered by antitrust restrictions, in 
1944 the Supreme Court ruled in  U.S. v. South - Eastern Underwriters 
Association  that the federal government and the Sherman Act could 
regulate insurance fi rms.  10   Still, the Bank Holding Company Act of 
1956, which I talked about earlier, was enacted to prevent banks from 
buying up other banks across state lines, thereby keeping them smaller 
and more manageable.  

  Too Big to Do Anything but Fail 

 Half a century later, those state boundaries blocking bank expansions 
were proving to be really annoying. Big bankers just had to fi nd a will-
ing politician to fi x this cumbersome regulation. 

 One of the main champions of interstate banking was then Bank 
of America head Hugh McColl.  11   In July 1992, presidential nominee 
Bill Clinton and McColl met at a Holiday Inn in Valdosta, Georgia. 
Southern comfort food  —  “ rice and butter beans and tomato and okra, ”  
McColl later recalled — was the backdrop, as the two men met to talk 
about some serious banking deregulation and horse trading. 
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 In exchange for McColl ’ s promise to support inner - city banks, 
Clinton agreed to support interstate banking.  12   Sure enough, two years 
later, on September 29, 1994, President Bill Clinton signed the Riegle -
 Neal Interstate Banking and Branching Effi ciency Act of 1994 for his 
banker buddy. The act, which went into effect in 1997, repealed the 
interstate restrictions of the Bank Holding Company Act. It unleashed 
a wave of 4,657 bank mergers from 1994 to June 1999.  13   

 The 1999 Gramm - Leach - Bliley Financial Modernization Act —
 recall, that ’ s the act that allowed commercial banks to buy investment 
banks and insurance companies — made mergers even more attrac-
tive.  14   The merger mania in the late 1990s was further spurred by the 
subsequent hyper - competition that arose between key industry play-
ers. Bigger wasn ’ t just about getting so big the government would have 
to support you in case of failure. It was mostly about getting deposits 
that could be used as collateral for juicier transactions. Banks simply 
couldn ’ t post competitive quarterly earnings if they couldn ’ t borrow 
against a big pool of capital, which deposits handily provided. 

 Mergers and acquisitions between banks became an increasingly 
high - stakes game of one - upmanship. Chemical and Chase merged 
in 1995 in a deal worth 1.4 times book value.  15   Just two years later, in 
1997, McColl ’ s NationsBank acquired Barnett for 4 times book value.  16   
Megadeals were a license to print money. 

 Then came the last of McColl ’ s conquests, a  $ 62 billion merger 
between Bank of America and NationsBank that went through in late 
September 1998. At the time, it was the biggest fi nancial merger in 
the United States.  17   But the real poster child for supermarket bank 
mergers came about a week later when the  $ 70 billion Citicorp –
 Travelers Group merger was completed in October 1998.  18   That deal 
was followed by several other impressive deals, including the Norwest 
Corporation acquisition of Wells Fargo in November 1998 for  $ 34 
billion; the Chase acquisition of J.P. Morgan in December 2000, also 
worth  $ 34 billion; the Bank of America acquisition of Fleet Boston in 
April 2004, worth  $ 49 billion; and, on July 1, 2004, the JPMorgan Chase 
acquisition of Bank One Corporation, worth  $ 59 billion. The banking 
landscape was fast becoming a competitive game between a handful of 
very large banks. Among the teams in the fi nancial big leagues were 
Citigroup, JPMorgan Chase, Bank of America, Washington Mutual, 
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and Wachovia, which in October 2006 acquired Golden West Financial 
Corporation for  $ 26 billion.  19   

 These banks would turn out to have the biggest problems during the 
latter third of this decade. They overleveraged their subprime loan books, 
got too involved with collateralized debt obligations and credit derivatives, 
and came running to the federal government for bailout billions. They 
would be at the center of the Second Great Bank Depression and would 
never admit it was their burgeoning debt and risky fi nancial creations that 
did them in (they blamed the decline of subprime mortgage payments 
and housing prices). 

 And yet the Federal Reserve kept approving mergers in the midst 
of the Second Great Bank Depression. The fi rst was JPMorgan Chase ’ s 
acquisition of Bear Stearns in March 2008 for  $ 1.2 billion, followed 
by Bank of America ’ s September 2008 acquisition of Merrill Lynch 
initially valued at  $ 50 billion, the September 2008 JPMorgan Chase 
acquisition of WaMu for  $ 1.9 billion, and rounded out by Wells Fargo 
getting Wachovia in a  $ 12.7 billion deal announced in October 2008. 
Way to go, Fed, render the industry even more concentrated, with 
even bigger players. Really destabilize our future. 

 The new big bank merger wave at the end of 2008 didn ’ t face any 
pushback on Capitol Hill, either. The few remaining regulations were 
ignored, such as the cap in the Riegle - Neal Act that limited banks to 
less than 10 percent ownership of total U.S. deposits. As always, banks 
found legislative loopholes: the limit only applies to bank holding com-
pany mergers. Because JPMorgan Chase, for instance, acquired WaMu, 
a thrift, the limit didn ’ t apply. The deal got around the law because 
WaMu ’ s primary business, as a thrift, was to originate home mortgages, 
which it did using existing deposits.  20   Never mind that the U.S. govern-
ment considered WaMu ’ s holdings to be bank deposits. WaMu had  $ 182 
billion of customer deposits, and after the acquisition JPMorgan Chase 
had  $ 900 billion in total deposits, the most of any bank in the country.  21   
Total deposits at savings and commercial banks during the summer of 
2008 were about  $ 7 trillion for the country, giving JPMorgan Chase 
roughly 13 percent of all deposits at the time.  22   

  Citigroup Buys Up Everything 
 Financial titan Sandy Weill was one of the merger kings of the 1980s 
and the 1990s. After navigating a succession of top spots in fi rms from 
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American Express to Travelers Insurance, he set his gaze on a choicer 
prize, Citicorp, and created the biggest supermarket bank in America. 
The new bank, Citigroup, would provide it all: insurance coverage and 
commercial and investment banking. All that Weill needed to do was 
repeal a major piece of Great Depression regulatory legislation: that 
Glass - Steagall Act of 1933. So that ’ s what he set about doing. 

 With incredible brazenness and the help of infl uential friends, on 
April 4, 1998, the boards of Travelers and Citigroup agreed to a  $ 70 
billion merger, a then illegal proposition under Glass - Steagall.  23   To 
push the deregulatory envelope and legalize the marriage, Weill held a 
news conference suggesting that Congress repeal Glass - Steagall.  24   

 He had a powerful ally. Then Fed chairman Alan Greenspan proved 
receptive during a secret meeting with Citicorp and Travelers repre-
sentatives, and he essentially cleared the deal.  25   Trusting nothing to 
chance, Weill still needed to offi cially kill Glass - Steagall, and lobbyists 
for Travelers and Citicorp fought hard to get it repealed.  26   Their expen-
ditures in 1998 reached  $ 9 million, with seventeen lobbying reports 
fi led under  “ banking ”  and eleven fi led under  “ taxes. ”   27   The Citicorp -
 Travelers merger was completed October 8, 1998.  28    Before that, in 
November 1997, Travelers bought Salomon Brothers and merged it 
with Smith Barney, already a Travelers affi liate.

  “ Merging Smith Barney and Salomon Brothers accomplishes in a 
short time what it would have taken either of us a considerable time 
to build, ”  Smith Barney CEO and Weill prot é g é  James Dimon said at 
the time of the Salomon pickup.  29   A decade later, Dimon would be a 
fi nancial titan in his own right and would pop up as a defi ant character 
in today ’ s crisis. 

 Citigroup became the world ’ s largest corporate - combo fi nancial serv-
ices company. It could do just about everything: sell you a mortgage, 
insure your life, and consolidate your ever - increasing debt.  30   Citigroup 
would also become the most valuable fi nancial company, with a market 
capitalization of about  $ 135 billion and  $ 698 billion in total assets at 
the time of the merger.  31   

  Mergers don ’ t always result in good corporate governance, however. 
Sandy Weill stepped down as CEO at the end of 2003.  32   The same 
year, Citigroup agreed to pony up  $ 400 million to settle charges that it 
had manipulated research to land clients.  33   The Citigroup board was 
also distinguished as the worst in the nation by the Corporate Library 
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in 2003.  34   Weill would stay on that board as chairman until 2006 and, 
as of 2009, still holds the title of chairman emeritus.  35   Also in 2009, in 
light of the billions in bailout money going to Citigroup, Weill gave up 
a consulting gig that had allowed him to use a company jet, a car and a 
driver, and an offi ce and earn as much as  $ 173,000 yearly.  36   

 Big mistakes were made under Weill, and they continued after his res-
ignation as CEO. Citigroup ’ s fi nancial supermarket invested in subprime 
mortgages, which were considered a sure bet until suddenly they weren ’ t. 
The subprime mess effectively ended Citigroup ’ s supermarket model. In 
January 2009, Morgan Stanley acquired 51 percent of Citibank ’ s Smith 
Barney brokerage unit and paid  $ 2.7 billion in cash up front.  37   Vikram 
Pandit, Citigroup ’ s current CEO, announced plans to sell CitiFinancial, 
its consumer fi nance division, and Primerica insurance units in January 
2009, dismantling a chunk of the supermarket Weill built.  38    

  Bank of America Works to Keep Up 
 Ken Lewis spent most of his career rising through the ranks of Bank of 
America ’ s regional commercial bank divisions. He joined North Carolina 
National Bank (NCNB, the predecessor to NationsBank and Bank of 
America) in 1969 as a credit analyst in Charlotte and worked himself up 
to chairman, CEO, and president of Bank of America in April 2001. 

 Lewis learned much from his forerunner, Hugh McColl, and rees-
tablished Bank of America as an active political player and a merger 
maniac.  39   McColl had Bank of America spend  $ 4.6 million on lobbying 
efforts in 1998 — the same year that talk of repealing Glass - Steagall was 
heating up.  40   In 1999, lobbying expenditures plummeted to  $ 340,000.  41   
Under Lewis, lobbying expenditures from 2006 to 2008 were again 
ramped up, reaching  $ 4.1 million in 2008.  42   

 Lewis and McColl suffered equally from merger fever, and advisers 
were paid handsomely to keep the fever boiling. As mentioned, Bank of 
America acquired FleetBoston Financial Corp for  $ 49 billion on April 1, 
2004. Goldman Sachs got  $ 25 million as Bank of America ’ s advisers on the 
deal, while Morgan Stanley advised FleetBoston for the same amount. 
On January 3, 2006, Bank of America acquired MBNA Corp for  $ 36 bil-
lion. Keefe Bruyette  &  Woods Inc. was paid  $ 31 million in fees by Bank 
of America, and MBNA paid  $ 40 million in fees to UBS Investment 
Bank and another  $ 8 million to Perella Weinberg Partners. The next year, 
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Bank of America acquired ABN AMRO North America Holding for  $ 21 
billion on October 1, 2007. Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, and UBS 
Investment Bank each bagged  $ 2 million for advising ABN.  43   

 Then, Bank of America had to go and buy Countrywide Financial. 
Fortunately for the fi rm, Countrywide was a comparatively cheap 
deal, announced on January 11, 2008, at  $ 4 billion. Otherwise it could 
have really ripped the fi rm ’ s capital apart. On April 27, 2009, to dis-
tance its acquisition from the bad memories of 2008 and impending 
SEC indictments for its former leaders, Bank of America renamed 
its Countrywide arm  “ Bank of America Home Loans, ”  a move called 
 “ rebranding ”  in corporate land. 

 For his merger efforts, Lewis netted  $ 110 million in salary, stocks, and 
bonuses from 2001 to 2007.  44   As we have seen, 2008 and 2009 did not treat 
him as kindly. Case in point, on September 15, 2008, Bank of America 
announced its biggest and dumbest acquisition of all, the purchase of 
Merrill Lynch in a  $ 50 billion all - stock deal.  45   When the deal went through 
on January 1, 2009, Bank of America was trading at  $ 33.74. Three weeks 
later, its stock price had lost 80 percent of its value, falling to  $ 6.68.  46   The 
only people to make money on the deal were Bank of America ’ s advisers, 
Fox - Pitt Kelton and JC Flowers and Co., which each got  $ 10 million.  47   

 It wasn ’ t only Lewis ’ s merger instincts that were under scrutiny; it 
was his decision to pay the bonuses of his marquee (for all the wrong 
reasons) acquisition, Merrill Lynch, even while Bank of America was 
getting bailouts left and right from the government. 

 On March 17, 2009, the House Committee on Oversight and 
Government Reform requested Merrill Lynch ’ s records regarding 
those  $ 3.6 billion in bonuses, which were agreed to before Bank of 
America bought Merrill.  48   

 Finger Interests, Ltd., a longtime Bank of America shareholder, led 
the charge to change Bank of America ’ s leadership at the bank ’ s April 
29, 2009, annual shareholders meeting. Managing partner Jerry Finger 
said in a press release:   

 We believe the board allowed management to pursue acquisitions 
that have permanently reduced shareholder value through dilu-
tion, particularly with the acquisition of Merrill Lynch approved 
by shareholders without access to full disclosure on December 5, 
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2008. The board — including its leadership — and management 
knew, or should have known, of massive fourth quarter losses at 
Merrill during October and November prior to the shareholder 
vote, but did not communicate those losses or amend the proxy 
that shareholders used to vote on the merger. Since the announce-
ment of the merger, the market capitalization of Bank of America 
has fallen by over 80%.  49     

 Jerry Finger sort of got his wish for a leadership change: on April 30, 
2009, it was announced that shareholders had voted to relieve Ken 
Lewis of his chairman duties, although he would keep his key CEO 
slot.  50   It was Amy Wood Brinkley who took the bigger fall. On June 4, 
2009, Bank of America announced that she was being forced out after 
eight years as chief risk offi cer and a thirty - one-year tenure with the 
company.  51   Brinkley had given up her bonus in 2008 but she still took 
home  $ 37.2 million over the course of her term as chief risk offi cer. 
She was replaced by Greg Curl who, ironically, was the lead negotia-
tor for the Merrill acquisition.  52     So now Merrill’s guy is running risk at 
Bank of America. That’s comforting. 

  JPMorgan Chase Wisely Waits for the Government ’ s Merger Assistance 
 Under William B. Harrison ’ s leadership, commercial bank Chase 
acquired investment bank J.P. Morgan for  $ 33.5 billion on December 
31, 2000, a year after Glass - Steagall was repealed.  53   (Not to shy away 
from making a buck on its own deal, J.P. Morgan paid itself  $ 58 mil-
lion in fees, and Chase paid itself  $ 50.5 million in fees.) With Harrison 
out of the picture, JPMorgan Chase CEO Jamie Dimon consistently 
stayed above the fray during the Second Great Bank Depression, as his 
fi rm avoided the thrashing that his main competitors, Citigroup and 
Bank of America, took. 

 Before picking up the pieces of WaMu, which had been the nation ’ s 
biggest savings and loan bank until it disintegrated in September 2008, 
Dimon had been Sandy Weill ’ s right - hand man for many years, hav-
ing gotten his start as a gofer in the budget department at Shearson 
Hayden Stone under Weill.  54   Dimon ’ s early career was defi ned by an 
undying loyalty to Weill. When Weill ’ s unkempt, cigar - chomping style 
didn ’ t jibe with the crisply dressed, conventional executive culture at 
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American Express in 1985, Dimon followed his mentor out the door.  55   
A little more than a year later, Dimon stood by Weill ’ s side to help reju-
venate Commercial Credit Company, a failing consumer loan outfi t.  56   
But big egos can only coexist for so long. The inevitable falling out 
between Weill and Dimon was spawned in part when Dimon passed 
over Weill ’ s daughter, Jessica Bibliowicz, for a promotion at Travelers. 
The friction reached fruition when Dimon was asked to resign as 
Citigroup president in 1998.  57   

 Dimon rebounded nicely two years later, taking the chairman 
and CEO position at Bank One in March 2000. On July 1, 2004, 
JPMorgan Chase acquired Bank One for  $ 59 billion. Bank One paid 
Lazard  $ 20 million in fees, and JPMorgan Chase paid itself  $ 40 
 million in fees.  58   With the deal came Dimon, who took Harrison ’ s 
slot and became CEO and president on December 31, 2005.  59   
Between 2002 and 2007, Dimon netted  $ 95 million in stocks,  salary, 
and bonuses.  60   

 Under Dimon, JPMorgan Chase was a busy shopper in 2008, but 
the government had its back, so why not? It acquired Bear Stearns 
in an all - stock deal valued at  $ 236 million, announced on March 16, 
2008, and completed on March 31, 2008, with the previously men-
tioned guarantee from the Fed to back up to  $ 29 billion of Bear ’ s 
illiquid assets.  61   JPMorgan Chase acquired WaMu for  $ 1.9 billion —
 announced and effective on September 25, 2008, in a transaction 
facilitated by the FDIC.  62   

 In addition to the merger fi nancing from WaMu, JPMorgan Chase 
received  $ 25 billion in TARP money, used the FDIC ’ s Temporary 
Liquidity Guarantee Program to raise  $ 40 billion of cheap debt, and 
got a half a billion dollars from the AIG bailout to cover its credit 
default swap exposure to AIG.  63   No wonder it was able to reap  $ 5.6 
billion in net income in 2008.  64   With all of that subsidization, Dimon 
was defensive about executive bonuses. When Obama called them 
 “ shameful, ”  Dimon responded,  “ I wish the president didn ’ t blanket 
everyone with the same brush, ”  during the Crain ’ s Future of New 
York City conference on February 4, 2009.  65   That was a bit cheeky 
of Dimon, considering that the JPMorgan Chase stock price had 
fallen from  $ 52.54 in May 2007 to  $ 24.04 on February 4, 2009, 
before rebounding steadily on that public dime.  
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  Wells Fargo 
 John Gerard Stumpf, CEO of Wells Fargo, kept the lowest profi le 
of the big bank bunch. But he was still invited on March 29, 2009, 
along with other bankers, to speak with President Obama at the White 
House about the ongoing economic crisis and specifi cally about the 
problem of securities backed by toxic mortgages. Results of the meet-
ing were vague, but Stumpf summed up the response from other exec-
utives while talking to reporters after the meeting.  “ The basic message 
is we ’ re all in this together, ”  Stumpf said.  “ We ’ re trying to do the right 
thing for America. ”   66   

 Like Ken Lewis, Stumpf spent his career in mostly regional banks, 
working in Arizona and Texas before landing at San Francisco – based 
Wells Fargo, where he became the CEO in 2007. Once there, though, 
he got into the groove of big acquisitions. 

 Under his tutelage, Wells Fargo acquired Wachovia in a  $ 15.1 billion 
deal that was announced on October 3, 2008.  67   Wachovia had endured 
a  $ 5 billion run on its deposits a day after the WaMu failure.  68   In just 
a year, Wachovia went from being the fourth - placed bank in market 
value to near total collapse before Stumpf stepped in and upended a 
Citigroup agreement, facilitated by the FDIC, to take over Wachovia.  69   
Not as used to the big bucks as his compatriots are — from 2000 to 2007 
he made between  $ 1.4 and  $ 5.3 million per year (though he was not 
named CEO until 2007) — Stumpf agreed to forgo his 2008 bonus.  70   

 It was only fi tting, given his fi rm ’ s stock price. From a fi ve - year high 
of  $ 39.79 on September 19, 2008, Wells Fargo stock prices dropped to 
 $ 17.22 on March 18, 2009. In March 2009, Wells Fargo cut its dividend 
85 percent, and like JPMorgan Chase, Wells Fargo stocks rebounded.  
Wells was able to survive the crisis because it had focused on tradi-
tional commercial banking business and hadn ’ t gotten involved in as 
many risky endeavors and toxic assets.  71    

   AIG ’ s  Outrageous Acts 
 Then there was AIG. As we know, the American International Group, 
Inc., a ninety - year - old insurance behemoth that in 2007 had  $ 1  trillion 
in assets and  $ 110 billion in revenues, succeeded in sucking up tax-
payer money where Lehman Brothers had failed. On September 16, 
2008, the day after Lehman declared bankruptcy, AIG received  $ 85 
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billion in taxpayer money. In exchange, the U.S. government took 
an 80 percent ownership stake and brought in a new CEO, former 
Allstate head Edward M. Liddy.  72   AIG was an insurance company to 
the outside world, but it was a mammoth betting machine at its core. 
As I ’ ve mentioned, the legal reason the fi rm could get federal aid was 
that it was classifi ed as a savings and loan company, and those little 
name changes can be really expensive for the public and really useful 
for a corporation. 

 The external reasoning for the AIG bailout was that as the nation ’ s 
largest insurer, it was more important to the economic system ’ s overall 
viability than Lehman was. 

 It didn ’ t hurt that AIG had some pretty tight relationships — of the 
credit default swap variety — with some powerful Wall Street players. 
Namely, Goldman Sachs and JPMorgan Chase.  73   See, AIG owed these 
and other companies lots of money. Bank of America ’ s Merrill Lynch 
had  $ 6.2 billion in exposure as an AIG counterparty.  74   Goldman, an 
AIG counterparty since the mid - 1990s, was exposed to the tune of  $ 10 
billion in mid - September 2008. Even though it said that it had hedged 
this money with cash collateral and credit default swaps, Goldman still 
ended up getting  $ 13 billion of the bailout money that went to AIG, 
while AIG stockholders saw their investments wiped out.  75   This 
pumped up the money that Goldman got from the government directly 
through TARP. In fact, Goldman managed to scrounge up more than its 
exposure required, considering by that time the fi rm had been hedged 
and pretty well protected. Nice looting job. 

  “ The ultimate taxpayer protection will be the stability this troubled 
asset relief program provides to our fi nancial system, even as it will 
involve a signifi cant investment of taxpayer dollars. I am convinced 
that this bold approach will cost American families far less than the 
alternative — a continuing series of fi nancial institution failures and 
frozen credit markets unable to fund economic expansion, ”  Hank 
Paulson said on September 19, 2008, apparently deciding that he ’ d 
under estimated the severity of the fi nancial crisis in July.  76   

 Yes, even to the man who only a few months earlier had been 
quite insistent that it wasn ’ t the government ’ s role to bail out Lehman 
Brothers, it became clear that on the surface anyway, the Treasury and 
the Fed had to do something. 
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 But why did the AIG bailout even happen? Well, the argument the 
Fed used was that if AIG went bankrupt, the whole banking industry 
would crumble, because global investment banks were on the hook for 
 $ 50 billion worth of credit exposure to AIG. In reality, the Treasury 
and the Fed went on to dole out far more than  $ 50 billion to keep AIG 
alive, so that math doesn ’ t exactly compute. 

 Of course, other problems in the United States caused by AIG ’ s 
risky investments were just as bad. Local and state governments had 
invested  $ 10 billion in AIG and 401(k) plans and in total had bought 
 $ 40 billion worth of insurance from AIG. But these players ultimately 
mattered less. 

  “ In light of the prevailing market conditions and the size and com-
position of AIG ’ s obligations, a disorderly failure of AIG would have 
severely threatened global fi nancial stability and, consequently, the 
performance of the U.S. economy, ”  Fed chairman Ben Bernanke said 
on September 23, 2008, in front of the Senate Committee on Banking, 
Housing, and Urban Affairs.  77   

 The fi rst big piece of the AIG bailout was an  $ 85 billion loan extended 
on September 16, 2008. The move diluted AIG shares, because the 
government took an 80 percent equity interest.  78   AIG had to issue 
more shares for that to happen, signifi cantly increasing the pool of 
AIG shares in the process.  79   Cranky investors were left wondering why 
they weren ’ t allowed to vote on the loan.  80   The Federal Reserve Bank 
of New York extended another round of money to AIG on October 8, 
2008, by buying up  $ 37.8 billion worth of AIG shares owned by third 
parties.  81   A few weeks later, AIG announced that it was quickly taking 
advantage of taxpayers ’  unwilling generosity, gobbling  $ 90.3 billion of 
government credit by October 23, 2008.  82   

 Even more taxpayer money was on its way. On November 10, 2008, 
the Treasury used  $ 40 billion of the TARP fund to buy AIG shares and 
reduce AIG ’ s original  $ 85 billion loan cap to  $ 60 billion.  83   Meanwhile, 
the interest rate on the original loan was dropped to as low as 5 per-
cent, and the payback time was upped from two to fi ve years. If similar 
loan extensions were given to borrowers on their mortgages, their pay-
ments and struggles would be reduced. That restructuring of the AIG 
bailout included a Fed purchase of  $ 52.5 billion worth of AIG ’ s toxic 
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mortgage - backed assets that replaced the $37.8 billion loan granted on 
October 6, 2008.  84   

 Finally, another  $ 30 billion worth of credit was extended after 
AIG announced a  $ 61.7 billion loss for the fourth quarter of 2008, 
bringing the AIG bailout to nearly  $ 182 billion.  85   That credit line 
was good for fi ve years. AIG could draw on it  “ as needed and [it] will 
serve as a backdrop for our restructuring activities, ”  said Edward 
Liddy, AIG CEO and chairman, during a conference call on March 
3, 2009.  86   Liddy decided he was done doing the government a big 
favor by running AIG and, on May 21, 2009, he announced that he 
would step down from his post as soon as replacements were found 
for the CEO and chairman positions, which he recommended be 
made distinct.  87   

 After the Fed put itself in the hole for roughly  $ 182 billion for 
AIG alone, Bernanke concluded on March 24, 2009, before a House 
Committee on Financial Services hearing that the government had 
failed in its role as market regulator.  88   This epiphany did not stop him 
from positioning for more Federal Reserve authority under Treasury 
Secretary Tim Geithner ’ s plan for an  “ über - regulator ”  or  “ systemic risk 
regulator ”  that would oversee all of the various types of fi nancial fi rms 
in the system, not only the commercial banks — although the Fed ’ s 
bailouts transcended this group anyway.  89   

  “ AIG built up its concentrated exposure to the subprime mortgage 
market largely out of the sight of its functional regulators. More - effec-
tive supervision might have identifi ed and blocked the extraordinar-
ily reckless risk - taking at AIG Financial Products Division, ”  Bernanke 
said during the March 24 hearing.  90   

 He didn ’ t mention that AIG had an admitted obligation to respon-
sibly invest its shareholders ’  and investors ’  money.  “ We will create 
unmatched value for our customers, colleagues, business partners and 
shareholders as we contribute to the growth of sustainable, prosperous 
communities, ”  the code of conduct for AIG employees reads.  91   

 As far as AIG was concerned, its securities investment models 
designed by fi nance professor Gary Gorton were working, even though 
AIG was aware that those models did not take into account external 
market risk factors.  92   AIG leaders had been downright giddy a year 
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earlier.  “ It is hard for us with, and without being fl ippant, to even see 
a scenario within any kind of realm of reason that would see us  losing 
 $ 1 in any of those transactions, ”  then chief fi nancial offi cer Joseph 
Cassano said on a conference call on August 9, 2007. 

  “ No, I agree with you, I tend to think that this market is overre-
acting, ”  Tom Cholnoky, a Goldman Sachs analyst, replied.  93   (Cassano 
would walk off with an eight-year accumulation of  $ 315 million in his 
pocket in cash and bonuses after being fi red in March 2008. He also 
kept pulling in  $ 1 million each month as a consultant until the end of 
September 2008, even after taxpayers had bailed out AIG.)  94   

 Of course, AIG wasn ’ t the only one receiving bailouts about a 
year after Cassano ’ s ebullience; so were its big - name backers, includ-
ing Goldman, which were getting cash from all sides — from the 
government directly through TARP and indirectly by way of AIG. 
Transactions between AIG and third parties included a total of  $ 12.9 
billion that went to Goldman (the largest single recipient),  $ 11.9 bil-
lion to Soci é t é  G é n é rale,  $ 8.5 billion to Barclays, and  $ 6.8 billion to 
Merrill Lynch.  95   

 It was all so shameless, yet the architects of this money transfer, 
namely, Geithner, Bernanke, and Paulson, remained silent about it, 
preferring to let the public and Congress focus on  $ 165 million of 
bonuses that AIG paid out, ostensibly from bailout money. 

  “ The AIG bailout has been a way to hide an enormous second round 
of cash to the same group that had received TARP money already, ”  
former New York governor Eliot Spitzer wrote on  Slate.com  on March 
17, 2009. He added,  “ The appearance that this was all an inside job is 
overwhelming. AIG was nothing more than a conduit for huge capital 
fl ows to the same old suspects, with no reason or explanation. ”   96   

 The question raised by Spitzer warrants further inspection. If all 
signs pointed to Goldman being fi nancially solvent, why was it allowed 
to recoup its AIG losses via public funds? Furthermore, Goldman 
appeared to have known that AIG ’ s fi nancials were on a downward 
trend in 2006 and 2007, when it demanded more collateral from AIG 
to cover risks to its investments.  97   Did an AIG derivatives insider warn 
Goldman, or did Goldman fi gure out the situation itself? Either way, 
why didn ’ t anyone else seem to know about AIG ’ s declining position 
a year before the rest of the world did? And why did the Washington 
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crowd allow itself to believe that without backing AIG, the world as we 
know it would cease to exist? 

 More to the point of too - big - to - fail - is - too - big - period — why not bust 
up AIG into an insurance component and a trading component, pull a 
Glass - Steagall on this insurance company cloaked in a savings and loan   
wrap, and then after that ’ s done, why not do the very same thing to 
every other mega - bank to create a more manageable fi nancial system 
for the sake of our collective future economic stability?             
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Change, Really?           

  The era that defi ned Wall Street is fi nally, offi cially over.   
  —  December 2008, 

Cond é  Nast,  Portfolio  
magazine    1 

 We must not forget that we fi nance our own government. 
 We are a nation of taxpayers, and nearly 80 percent of the tax rev-

enue our government takes in each year comes directly from We the 
People.  2   Our country is founded on the principle that in return for 
paying taxes, we get a say in how things are run. Taxation with repre-
sentation. So here is what we must fi nd out: How do we ensure that 
the banking system doesn ’ t collapse and, moreover, remains stable 
in the future? In other words, how do we ensure that we don ’ t keep 
getting screwed? 

 Despite documented reports on the lack of transparency in the TARP 
process, there was no demand for comprehensive evaluations of junky 
assets. It turned out that promises for greater transparency from the 
Obama administration amounted to a Web site overhaul and a name 
change, which added more columns to a TARP activity report, none of 
which clearly answered the simple question  “ So, how are we doing? ”  In 
a stunning lack of departure from business as usual, President Obama 
(along with Tim Geithner) asked former Fannie Mae CEO Herbert 
Allison to replace Neel Kashkari as head of the TARP program. 
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On June 19, 2009, Allison made his case to do just that, in front of the 
Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs.  3   

 Allison had all of the checks necessary for the role. Bipartisan politi-
cal ties? Check. President Bush ’ s treasury secretary Henry Paulson 
handpicked him to run Fannie Mae in September 2008, offering him 
the job while Allison was on a Caribbean vacation.  4   And Allison served 
as fi nance adviser to John McCain ’ s 2000 presidential campaign. Ties to 
Geithner? Check. Allison served on an advisory committee to the Federal 
Reserve Bank of New York when Geithner was president there.  5   Ties 
to Wall Street? Check. Allison rose through the ranks of Merrill Lynch 
to become its president and chief operating offi cer, before resigning 
over internal politics in 1999 after three decades at the fi rm.  6   Ties to 
the investment community that buys and sells structured securities? 
Check. From Merrill Lynch, Allison became CEO of TIAA - CREF, a 
ninety - year - old pension and fi nancial services fi rm with nearly  $ 400 
billion under management.  7   Allison ’ s fi rst major act at the fi rm was 
fi ring fi ve hundred employees, a deed that became known as the 
 “ Herbicides. ”   8   That was the same year the fi rm launched its collateral-
ized debt obligation business. 

 Allison also managed to raise some eyebrows over his generous com-
pensation during his years at TIAA - CREF, even though salaries on the 
 “ buy side, ”  or asset - management side, of the fi nancial world are gener-
ally not as good as those on the  “ sell side, ”  or investment - banking side. 
Still, Allison had enough money in 2006 to purchase the  $ 25 million 
Westport, Connecticut, home of Phil Donahue and Marlo Thomas.  9   
None of this necessarily makes him a bad pick for running TARP, or a 
bad person. He certainly has good taste in real estate. But it does show 
that ties to Big Finance retain a solid place in the Obama administra-
tion and in running the biggest bailout in U.S. history. 

 Until Washington gets a grip on that one, no meaningful solution to 
this crisis will result. Wall Street legal teams will continue to exploit 
loopholes in everything from how stocks are traded to how executives 
are compensated. The House ’ s swooning to pass a 90 percent tax on 
bailout - fi rm bonuses on March 19, 2009, was a knee - jerk, theatrical 
reaction to public uproar over the news that AIG was going to pay 
 $ 165 million worth of bonuses while existing by the grace of the pub-
lic ’ s dime.  10   Unfortunately, the act dealt with the symptoms, not with 
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the source, of the structural problems in the foundation of the fi nancial 
sector. The act stalled in the Senate. But true change requires more 
than campaign vows and dramatic congressional gestures; it requires 
courage the likes of which haven ’ t reigned on Capitol Hill since the 
1930s and briefl y in the mid - 1950s. It requires not only a reregulation, 
but also a complete restructuring of the fi nancial arena, of all banks, 
insurance companies, and hedge funds. Not just the illusion of trans-
parency, but the real thing. Not merely promises of accountability, but 
true, legally binding responsibility. 

 We have an astounding capacity to forget, to patch over the holes 
and paint the walls and pretend the house is sound. To keep on living 
our lives, making believe that everything is back to normal. Although 
it may be hard to imagine right now, there will come a time when 
everything will seem fi ne — or the news at least will focus on the ral-
lying stock market, which will be accepted to mean that everything is 
fi ne. We won ’ t want to deal with the messy (and boring) diffi culties of 
fi nancial regulation. We will become enamored of, even as we resent, 
the glitz of Wall Street once again. We will start obsessing about how 
much our portfolios are up. When all of these things happen without 
any structural change, that ’ s when we ’ re in real trouble. Because when 
we forget, that ’ s when the pillage will begin again. 

 Washington is masterful at conducting lengthy, painful debates over 
minutiae, which sap the country ’ s hope — not to mention the federal 
budget — and also distract us from undertaking more essential action 
on the profound structural problems. Expensive piecemeal remedies 
aimed at solving the fi nancial system ’ s total failure have continued 
through the Bush and Obama administrations. We are suffering from 
a bipartisan disconnect. 

 How many times have we heard statements like,  “ If we don ’ t fi x the 
banks, the public will suffer, ”  from both Democrats and Republicans? 
And how many times have our elected offi cials decided that the solu-
tion is to  “ stock up ”  in failing behemoths such as Citigroup to help 
them over their capital hump? The government seems intent at plas-
tering the (many) cracks in the walls of fi nance, rather than rebuilding 
its foundation. But we need an overhaul, not a tune - up. 

 Rather than take the opportunity to engineer drastic responses to 
the Second Great Bank Depression, the Obama administration and 
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the current treasury secretary, Tim Geithner, opted to massage the 
hand - me - down plans of the Bush administration and former treasury 
secretary Hank Paulson. These plans, as we have seen, simply followed 
the  “ we must stay competitive ”  deregulation craze of the Clinton 
administration and Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin, which took its 
tone from the  “ government is not the solution ”  rhetoric of Ronald 
Reagan. Certainly bad government is not the solution, but we can hope 
for  better than that. 

 Instead of instituting actual sweeping reform, Obama  and  Co. 
merely call their ideas reform. As Obama took offi ce on January 20, 
2009, the fi rst half of the TARP package — some  $ 350 billion of tax-
payer money — had already been dispersed.  11   As of March 31, 2009, 
that investment had lost 45 percent of its value, and that wasn ’ t 
including the  $ 78 billion overpayment to begin with!  12   But did the 
incoming administration take the time to consider how it might use 
the second half of the TARP funds  differently ? No. Obama ’ s team 
was determined to continue the same pattern of disbursement that 
had already failed so miserably and had actually sparked a sort of 
childish petulance in the banking community, with a twist or two. 

 America elected Obama because he presented himself as a thought-
ful and visionary thinker — because he seemed to approach the country ’ s 
problems in exactly the opposite way that his fl y - by - the - seat - of - his - pants 
predecessor had. So, what has happened to the enlightened perspective 
of our new president? Why has he not brought the same intellect to 
bear on the fi nancial morass? He does not seem to be asking the essen-
tial questions: Why are we capitalizing banks when we don ’ t know what 
they hold on their books or how much borrowing they did using those 
assets as collateral? Why aren ’ t we questioning the Fed ’ s stealthy and 
expensive cash injections? Why are we backing the purchase of toxic 
assets by private investors with federal money? Why not just say,  “ No! ”  
to the crazy federal bailout expenditures? Why meet with scripted, 
self - interested bankers about ways to save the economy, instead of with 
independent minds such as Robert Kuttner, Naomi Klein, Dean Baker, 
Bob Johnson, Thomas Ferguson, Michael Hudson, Bill Greider, and 
others who have pointed out real problems and solutions? Come on! 

 No, it ’ s not simple, but it ’ s doable. In the case of the banking world, 
it means pulling an FDR: shut it down, evaluate its loss, and dissect it 
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into manageable, backable parts. As I ’ ve explained, we must separate 
the risky banks from the nonrisky ones, take away government back-
ing from any fi rm that lobbied against government regulations, and 
dramatically roll back the amount of risk that the market is legally able 
to take on. 

 None of these potential stability - creating measures has been 
addressed, however. Instead, Geithner took a stab at making broad -
 brush promises during his fi rst week on the job, saying,  “ We will unveil 
a series of reforms to help stabilize the nation ’ s fi nancial system and get 
credit fl owing again to families and businesses. Included in those reforms 
will be a commitment to increase transparency and oversight. ”   13   

 Geithner, like so many on the Hill, talks big about transparency but 
demonstrates no understanding about the connection between the 
creation of certain securities that were then used to build a cloud of 
pure profi t for Wall Street and how this harmed everyone else on the 
planet. That ’ s why he had to ask  them , the bankers, to tell  him  what 
they ’ ve been doing, as if that will lead to an objective evaluation. It 
would be more helpful if Geithner put rules in place to control what 
bankers can do to begin with. It would save on the question - answer 
portion of this period. 

 On February 10, 2009, in the offi cial televised unveiling of his much -
 anticipated  “ new plan, ”  Geithner actually commended the efforts of 
the prior administration and Congress in dealing with the crisis. And 
why not?  — he played ball for that team, too. 

  “ Last fall, as the global crisis intensifi ed, ”  he said,  “ Congress acted 
quickly and courageously to provide emergency authority to help con-
tain the damage. The government used that authority to pull the fi nan-
cial system back from the edge of catastrophic failure. ”   14   

 As Geithner spoke, however, the fi nancial system was in a worse, 
less capitalized state than it had been in the fall of 2008. Nearly every 
major banking stock price was lower, meaning that its net worth, or 
market capitalization, was lower. The FDIC ’ s report of that quarter 
showed that reserves held against loan losses had increased substan-
tially by the end of 2008 versus the end of 2007. Worse, these reserves 
still weren ’ t keeping pace with the losses. The problems were not in 
the entire banking sector; in fact, two - thirds of the nation ’ s banks had 
posted profi ts. It was the  “ big banks ”  that were the troublemakers.  15   
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 But Geithner didn ’ t go there; sometimes the truth is too painful to 
deal with. He did, however, open up the opportunity to outperform 
his predecessor (which won ’ t be diffi cult, because my fi ve - year - old 
nephew could pose more probing questions about the fi rst round of 
bailouts than Paulson seems to have considered). 

 Instead, Geithner threw a bone to Paulson by praising his tactics 
before stressing how he, Geithner, would do better.  “ The actions your 
government took were absolutely essential, ”  he said,  “ but they were 
inadequate. The force of government support was not comprehensive 
or quick enough to withstand the deepening pressure brought on by 
the weakening economy. The spectacle of huge amounts of taxpayer 
assistance being provided to the same institutions that help caused 
the crisis, with limited transparency and oversight, added to public 
distrust. This distrust turned to anger as boards of directors at some 
institutions continued to award rich compensation packages and lavish 
perks to their senior executives. ”   16   

 Geithner ’ s statement reminded me of a tried - and - true corporate 
ascension tactic. When you get someone else ’ s spot, talk down every-
thing that person did. If you fail, you blame it on his or her mistakes. If 
you succeed, you get the corner offi ce and a larger bonus. 

 In addition, promising transparency is a perennial vow of rotating 
Washington leaders. During the Second Great Bank Depression, it was 
the buzz - promise of choice, just as stressing the need for  “ corporate 
governance ”  was common during post - Enron 2002. Under Geithner, 
the Treasury Department ’ s idea of transparency was to add more col-
umns to its spreadsheets, but it did not add a column presenting an 
evaluation of what each TARP investment is actually worth, or what is 
lost. That ’ s not transparency. That ’ s not change. That ’ s defl ection and 
illusion. 

 There are certain things you ’ re expected to say when you take offi ce, 
particularly during a crisis. With the prevalent public disdain of Wall 
Street and distrust of all things fi nancial, what you promise is oversight, 
transparency, and reform. How you act, though, tells the real story. 

 On January 27, 2009, Geithner laid out some new rules to keep Wall 
Street lobbyists out of the Emergency Economic Stablization proc-
ess, make information about the bailout more transparent by putting it 
on the Internet, and constrain executive compensation.  17   On the same 
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day, however, he appointed Mark Patterson, a former Goldman Sachs 
lobbyist, as chief of staff at the Treasury. Goldman Sachs had already 
received  $ 10 billion in TARP money and a  $ 12.9 billion  “ cut ”  from the 
money the government lavished on AIG.  18   

 Patterson got the prime spot in the Treasury through a glaring loop-
hole in the executive order on lobbyists that President Obama had 
issued a week earlier. The order contained a  “ revolving door ban ”  
that prohibited government appointees from lobbying or creating 
regulations or contracts related to their former employer for a period 
of two years from their appointment. But it neglected to cover the 
other side of the door, which still allows lobbyists — and CEOs such as 
Henry Paulson and Robert Rubin — to hop directly  to  a government 
area,  after  servicing or lobbying for a company directly related to their 
Washington post.  19   

 That ’ s like letting the fox into the henhouse, and then locking the 
door so it can ’ t get out. 

 Ethics aside, Geithner went on to more practical matters in late 
April 2009. He outlined several steps of his master plan to fi x the 
fi nancial mess. The fi rst was to make banks clean up and strengthen 
their balance sheets.  20   This he would do by administering a  “ stress ”  
test to nineteen banks.  21   The test would entail asking the banks to tell 
the Fed — whose job it had been to monitor adequate bank capital all 
along — how many losses they ’ d incur if, say, the unemployment rate 
rose to 8.4 percent by 2009 and to 8.8 percent by 2010. Unfortunately, 
by the time the test results came back, the actual unemployment rate 
had surpassed Geithner ’ s pessimistic projection; it hit 8.9 percent on 
May 7, 2009. The next month it jumped even higher, to 9.4 percent 
on June 5, 2009.  22   That the most adverse unemployment scenario for 
2009 was reached as test results were coming in didn ’ t bode well 
for the way in which the Fed came up with its hypothetical situations. 
Furthermore, the banks had a lot of input into the construction of the 
stress tests and were in charge of providing their own pricing, with 
no external objective evaluation under the various scenarios. That ’ s 
like asking a high   school student who wants to get into a good college 
to design his or her own SAT test. Sure, there ’ s a chance he or she 
will design it to be impossibly diffi cult, but it ’ s highly unlikely. During 
FDR ’ s time, once the banks were shut, external regulators came in to 
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assess the health of the ones that would reopen; the banks themselves 
weren ’ t considered trustworthy enough. But that ’ s another forgotten 
lesson. 

 In the second step of Geithner ’ s plan, he promised to bring together 
the various government agencies that deal with banks to determine an 
appropriate risk level. And the last main pillar of his plan was for the 
Treasury Department to team up with the Federal Reserve to com-
mit up to  $ 1 trillion to help get credit fl owing again.  23   The Federal 
Reserve would continue to scoop up lousy assets from bank books in 
return for lending them money; as I mentioned earlier, the Fed had 
already been (stealthily) doing a lot of this scooping, to the tune of 
several trillion dollars. As we have seen, the Federal Reserve hides 
behind its status as an independent entity, with both public and private 
aspects — although, of course, the private ones give cover to the banks. 
Further details revealed that this  $ 1 trillion would be part of a  “ pub-
lic - private partnership ”  that would lend money at a six-to-one ratio 
to private investors — they put up  $ 100, the government gives them 
 $ 600 — to buy the assets they didn ’ t want before, but with much more 
government help to do so. In practice, this meant that the government 
would capitalize hedge funds that used to borrow money from fi rms 
such as Bear Stearns to buy complex securities.  

In mid-June 2009 the Obama administration released details of its 
new “rules of the road” fi nancial regulations in an eighty-eight-page 
white paper. It was billed as the most sweeping overhaul of the fi nan-
cial system since the Great Depression. But it was, for the most part, 
a deck chair rearrangement. The plan consolidated certain regulatory 
agencies, notably getting rid of the Offi ce of Thrift Supervision, and 
created a new Financial Services Oversight Council chaired by the 
Treasury Department, which seemed utterly redundant; slapping a 
new layer of regulatory bureaucracy on an increasingly complex bank-
ing system seemed more an exercise in appearances than action. 
Though Obama blamed the fi nancial crisis on a “culture of irrespon-
sibility,” the absolute worst part of his new proposals expanded the 
authority of the Fed. It’s like rewarding the king of  this irresponsible 
culture with a larger kingdom. The most positive part of the plan was 
the suggested creation of the Consumer Financial Protection Agency. 
Which is why it had bank lobbyists immediately up in arms.
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  Tight Credit, Loose Talk 

 Washington promised us that if we bailed out the banks, we would be 
rewarded with looser credit and perhaps a more stable economy. But 
that was a myth, one that defl ected deeper inspection of the nature of 
the bailouts. Perhaps that ’ s why the focus of congressional and media 
ire consistently returned to the credit myth, and everyone bemoaned, 
Why, oh why, isn ’ t the Treasury money being used to loosen credit, as 
promised? Instead, people should have questioned the root cause of 
the supposed necessity for a bailout to begin with. 

 Unfortunately, the notion of loosening credit, because capital was 
being soaked on impact, was itself a lie. In addition, the fi rst phase of 
TARP didn ’ t go toward shoring up mortgage loans for homeowners fac-
ing foreclosure, despite the frenzy of debate on this topic in Congress 
before the Emergency Economic Stabilization Act was passed. A move 
to slow foreclosures might have stopped the toxic assets from being 
so toxic, because it would have meant more money fl owing into them 
and would have helped homeowners simultaneously. But, no, banks 
didn ’ t want to do that — not if they could push Washington to take their 
junk. Banks used TARP to plump up their own competitive infrastruc-
tures, period. Their main priority was survival. Following that, they 
wanted to sidestep any future tightening of regulations. Somewhere as 
an afterthought came the notion of helping the little people. 

 Plus, fi rst of all, the people getting the money never promised to do 
anything useful with it. And, second, recall that the guy who was giving out 
the initial money, Paulson, overpaid  $ 78 billion for preferred shares and 
racked up approximately  $ 157 (rounded) billion in additional losses in the 
fi rst six months of the Treasury part of the bailout.  25   Third, the entity giv-
ing out the most money, the Fed, was doing so without accountability or 
line - item transparency. Fourth, Congress was either neglecting or badly 
performing its duty to protect the public by having numerous hearings on 
bonuses and no hearings at all about just what the hell fi rms were doing 
that gave them the ability to bestow such grand bonuses. 

 I really wish they ’ d have a hearing titled,  “ What should we do to 
make sure this doesn ’ t happen again? ”  Or,  “ What should we do to rein 
in the Fed ’ s and the Treasury ’ s dispensing of bailout money and cheap 
loans to the banking systems under the guise of helping the public? ”  
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Or,  “ Why do we keep talking to Wall Street leaders about how to fi x 
the economy they wrecked? ”  I wish we could have millions of people 
march in front of Congress with signs saying,  “ Stop the Madness! Stop 
the Bailout! Stop the Bank Supremacy! ”  and have it spur intelligent 
debate and legislation, as citizens did earlier in our country ’ s history. 

  Bigger Isn ’ t Better: Bring Back Glass - Steagall 
 Neither the Fed nor the Treasury Department (under Paulson and 
Geithner), nor Congress questions the logic of not only allowing but 
promoting the merger of weak and nontransparent fi nancial fi rms dur-
ing a crisis period. 

 But let me ask you, suppose you were making coffee in the morning —
 something I ’ ve been doing a lot while trying to wrap my head around 
this mess — and in your fridge sat two cartons of milk. One was stamped 
a day past fresh and smelled kind of bad, and the other was two days 
past and smelled worse. Would it occur to you to mix the two, to get a 
better chance of fi lling your mug with nonspoiled milk? Of course not. 

 The idea of mixing poorly functioning banks is not quite as simple as 
mixing spoiled milk, but logic tells us it is not the best plan. And not only 
was gut instinct ignored again and again, but so were all the signs that 
merging certain banks would end in disaster. The Bank of America and 
Merrill Lynch merger was a train wreck, driving the stock of an already 
weakened mega - bank into the ground. The December 31, 2008, merger 
of Wachovia and Wells Fargo wasn ’ t a much better idea.  26   A month 
after the marriage, Wells posted a  $ 2.55 billion fourth - quarter loss, and 
Wachovia lost  $ 11.2 billion during the same period. (Which Wells chose 
not to include in its bottom line. Why? Because it didn ’ t have to.)  27   

 The JPMorgan Chase – Washington Mutual – Bear Stearns govern-
ment - backed bargain merger, negotiated by Jamie Dimon, did a bit bet-
ter because Dimon had the government shoulder most of the risk for 
losses.  28   But still, on October 15, 2008, JPMorgan Chase posted a net 
loss, including  $ 95 million related to the Bear Stearns merger, despite 
the government ’ s  $ 29 billion backing of Bear Stearns ’ s bad assets (on 
which the government took a  $ 1.2 billion charge, or  “ hit ”  against loan 
reserves).  29   To be fair, JPMorgan Chase also booked an after - tax  $ 581 
million gain on Washington Mu tual’ s operations related to this acquisi-
tion, which closed on September 25, 2008, but much of that was due to 
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a  lucrative tax  loophole tied to deferred losses.  30   A similar loophole was 
used by Wells Fargo when it acquired Wachovia — one that also made the 
acquiring bank ’ s books look a lot healthier than they actually were. 

 It is illogical to spend money to save institutions that are individually 
weak and thus will be weaker together. It doesn ’ t make sense to merge 
risk -  and debt - laden companies with each other and hope that the out-
come will somehow be stronger, leaner, more stable, and transparent. 

 And yet even with all of the recent Washington talk about  “ real reform, ”  
there has been no serious discussion of how we have  “ reformed ”  our 
way into this mess. With the passing of the Gramm - Leach - Bliley Act in 
1999, Washington sealed our collective fate. As we have seen, a gleeful 
bipartisan effort repealed the Glass - Steagall Act of 1933 — a piece of 
legislation that had effectively prevented such mergers (particularly 
of the investment bank – commercial bank variety) and saved the coun-
try a lot of grief (and money) for more than six decades. 

 The rush to mergers is part of the reason the banking system is col-
lapsing under the weight of its own incestuous impulse to combine 
risky overleveraged entities into bigger ones, backed by government 
and taxpayer money. This insanity has not only continued; it was pro-
moted by the very same agencies that are supposed to be regulating it, 
namely, the Federal Reserve and, to a much lesser extent, the Offi ce of 
Thrift Supervision.  31   It was these entities, in charge of regulating their 
respective corners of the fi nancial world, that approved mergers that 
created those too - big - to - fail institutions. Worse, in the fallout from the 
Second Great Bank Depression, instead of slamming on the merger 
brakes, they sped things up and gave the green light to new merg-
ers — you know, the ones that are failing. It ’ s not surprising that we 
can ’ t have an honest debate about the problems of mergers if nearly all 
of the enablers don ’ t think there are any problems with mergers! 

 This nonsensical overconcentration of the industry has to stop. At 
least, this one aspect of Glass - Steagall must be resurrected. Legally, 
too much concentration in the banking sector violates the intent, if not 
the necessary formalized legislation, of antitrust law. Financially, it ’ s a 
damn expensive mess to clean up.  

  Self - Regulation Is Not the Answer 
 It should be apparent, but it isn ’ t to Washington, that Wall Street fi rms 
should be treated with suspicion or at least cynicism when they offer 
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to regulate their enormous personal bonuses or their fi rms ’  excessive 
leverage. 

 With artfully articulated disdain, President Obama told a roomful 
of reporters gathered at the Oval Offi ce that he was incensed that the 
Street would pay out  $ 18.4 billion in 2008 bonuses, even though no 
bank ended the year in better shape than it had started it.     

 And when I saw an article today indicating that Wall Street bank-
ers had given themselves  $ 20 billion worth of bonuses — the same 
amount of bonuses as they gave themselves in 2004 — at a time 
when most of these institutions were teetering on collapse and 
they are asking for taxpayers to help sustain them — that is the 
height of irresponsibility. It is shameful.   

 But he also said that as a solution, he ’ d have a  “ conversation ”  with 
 “ these folks on Wall Street to underscore that they have to start acting 
in a more responsible fashion. ”   32   

 Why? You can ’ t simply have a chat with them. You can ’ t merely 
wrist slap the very people who wrote the rules and paid themselves 
before the catastrophic fallout and expect them to change their collec-
tive mind - set. The most you can expect is the kind of scripted faux 
remorse that Wall Street CEOs provided to Congress after this news. 
These executives are very gifted at saying just what they need to, when 
they need to. It doesn ’ t mean anything. Believe me. I lived and worked 
and breathed with Wall Street executives for years. I ’ ve seen them lie 
with nary a facial muscle moving. I ’ ve been at meetings that centered 
on strategizing about lying. 

 Wrist slaps don ’ t work with Wall Street. In my fi rst book,  Other 
People ’ s Money , I wrote about the shallowness of the Eliot Spitzer – led 
Wall Street settlement that sought to shake up the Street and temper 
its imbedded confl icts of interest, because it didn ’ t address the struc-
ture of Wall Street, either. Fines only wind up somewhere else on the 
bank books, as expenses to be tax deducted. 

 Spitzer ’ s personal ethics aside, his investigation annoyed Wall Street 
about as much as a mosquito bite would. By April 2003, the SEC had 
taken over his investigation that had examined, among other things, 
analysts who touted the stellar health of a fi rm ’ s clients, despite obvious 
decay, fraud, and brazen scandals. The investigation was sparked by 
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the Enron and WorldCom scandals and wound up costing the industry 
 $ 1.4 billion in fi nes.  33   

 As part of the settlement, these fi nes did not come with any admis-
sion of guilt. They did come with promises that more disclaimers 
would accompany the analysts ’  public statements. Basically, analysts 
could still tout the stocks of their fi rm ’ s clients; they merely had to 
mention that those companies were clients (which was obvious anyway 
and meant that the settlement settled nothing). 

 In particular, Citigroup, Merrill Lynch, and Credit Suisse were 
accused of fraud. The same fi rms that paid fi nes related to their deceptive 
practices are the ones — such as Lehman Brothers and Bear Stearns and 
Merrill Lynch, particularly — that died while burning through trillions 
of dollars in market value, that posted billions of dollars of write - downs 
(as did Citigroup, Bank of America, UBS, Credit Suisse, and Goldman 
Sachs), and that inhaled our public bailout money and loans. 

 Then the media, of course, condemned all of the practices that led 
to the fi nes. Congress talked about them. And life went on as usual —
 except Wall Street also went on to use high - risk loans to fuel record 
growth, profi ts, and compensation from 2004 to 2006, instead of rely-
ing on the telecom and energy industries to extract fees and profi ts. 

 Clearly, the fi rms did not take very seriously statements by then 
SEC head William Donaldson (and former CEO of investment bank 
Donaldson, Lufkin  &  Jenrette, DLJ). Back then, Donaldson declared, 
 “ The cases also represent an important new chapter in our ongoing 
efforts to restore investors ’  faith and confi dence in the fairness and 
integrity of our markets. ”   34   

 The main difference was that Wall Street, the banks, and the Fed 
and Treasury vaporized more money in 2008 and 2009 than during the 
scandals of the early part of the millennium. Six years and a massive full -
 scale global economic implosion later, Obama SEC head appointee 
Mary Shapiro echoed Donaldson ’ s vows almost to the letter, except for 
a few Mad - Lib adjustments, promising  “ commitment to investor pro-
tection, transparency, accountability, and disclosure ”  and emphasizing 
that the SEC  “ must play a critical role in reviving our markets, bolster-
ing investor confi dence, and rejuvenating our economy. ”   35   

 The SEC is supposed to regulate all public companies and ensure 
the integrity of their books. That ’ s its  job . The problem is that ensuring 
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 integrity in a den of iniquity is a tall order. When the market is good, 
it makes regulatory bodies complacent, and when the market is bad, 
they suddenly have to scramble to take care of the inevitable jump in 
cases. Either way, life is never easy for the SEC, which is why it needs 
to step up to regulate better, not step aside in complacency or make 
postcrisis promises. 

 In 2001, the SEC had a spending authority of  $ 423 million 
 dollars. The fi gure was bumped up to  $ 716 million in 2003, follow-
ing the Enron and WorldCom scandals, and it reached a high of 
 $ 913 million in 2005, where it remained, more or less, through the 
fi nancial crisis of 2008 – 2009.  36   Despite slight budget increases, the 
number of staff members fell substantially between 2005 and 2007, 
in the middle of the housing boom, record Wall Street profi ts, and 
the buildup of leveraged debt.  37   Indeed, just as the SEC had done 
pre - Enron, it lagged behind the ball and lost staff during a period 
when things  “ looked ”  good. 

 By the time it was necessary to study what the leveraged subprime 
securities market had done to the banking industry, there weren ’ t 
enough people working at the SEC to deal with it. Shapiro ’ s fi rst 
request in 2009 was for resources and support,  “ to investigate and go 
after those who cut corners, cheat investors, and break the law. ”   38   The 
SEC ’ s philosophy continues to be, better late than never. 

 That ’ s how you fall prey to Wall Street defl ection tactics. Take 
Goldman CEO Lloyd Blankfein saying on September 21, 2008,  “ When 
Goldman Sachs was a private partnership, we made the decision to 
become a public company, recognizing the need for permanent capital 
to meet the demands of scale. While accelerated by market sentiment, 
our decision to be regulated by the Federal Reserve is based on the 
recognition that such regulation provides its members with full pru-
dential supervision and access to permanent liquidity and funding. ”  

 He was talking as if Goldman Sachs wanted regulation. What the 
fi rm happened to need was money, and it was scared stiff of suffering 
the fate of Lehman Brothers, so it decided to simply become a regular 
bank for a short while:  “ We believe that Goldman Sachs, under Federal 
Reserve supervision, will be regarded as an even more secure institu-
tion with an exceptionally clean balance sheet and a greater diversity 
of funding sources. ”   39   
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 Four and a half months later, the fi rm took it back.  “ Operating our 
business without the government capital would be an easier thing to 
do, ”  Goldman CFO David Viniar told a Credit Suisse Group confer-
ence in Naples, Florida.  “ We ’ d be under less scrutiny and under less 
pressure. ”   40   

 On April 13, 2009, having passed the government stress tests — as 
if it had any chance of not passing — Goldman Sachs was proud to 
announce  “ [an] offering of  $ 5 billion of its common stock for sale 
to the public  . . . . After the completion of the stress assessment, if per-
mitted by our supervisors and if supported by the results of the stress 
assessment, Goldman Sachs would like to use the capital raised plus 
additional resources to redeem all of the TARP capital. ”   41   

 Okay, go ahead and laugh. So, they want to pay back  $ 10 bil-
lion in TARP to be under less scrutiny, yet they are going to sit on the 
 $ 12.9 billion they got from the AIG bailout, the almost  $ 30 billion of cheap 
debt they raised under the Temporary Liquidity Guarantee Program 
(TLGP), and the approximately  $ 11 billion they still have available under 
the Fed’s Commercial Paper Funding Facility LLC (CPFF).  42   

 See? For every fl ip, there is always a fl op. Whenever an advantage 
presents itself, a Wall Street exec will grab it — even if it means con-
tradicting what he just did yesterday. Success on Wall Street is defi ned 
by fi guring out how to creatively bend the rules in order to squeeze 
more money from clients, investors, and the world. So, why would you 
trust Wall Street to create the rules in the fi rst place? Even the bonus 
payouts that caused such duress to Congress were cloaked in new dis-
guises to avoid detection. 

 For instance, American Express CEO Ken Chenault received  $ 26 
million in compensation in 2007, including  $ 1.24 million in salary, 
 $ 6 million in bonus cash,  $ 6.5 million in stock awards,  $ 8.3 million in 
options, and approximately  $ 4 million in other forms of compensation. 
For 2008, he certainly toed the public line and received zero in cash 
bonuses, but he still made more than in 2007 — ready for this? —  $ 27.3 
million, including  $ 1.25 million in salary,  $ 10.13 million in stock awards, 
 $ 8 million in option awards, and  $ 6.1 million in non  equity incentive 
plan compensations, plus  $ 1.8 million in other forms of compensa-
tion.  43   On January 9, 2009, American Express received  $ 3.39  billion in 
TARP money.  44    
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  It ’ s Obvious We Need Better Regulation 
 Identifying the villains makes us feel better. And when they are 
imprisoned or fi ned or fi red, many of us take comfort: there is jus-
tice in the world after all, we think, and maybe this time things will 
change. But let ’ s be honest: 2008 is the new 2001, just as in 2001 
Enron was the new savings and loan (S & L) scandal. When the under-
lying conditions remain, and those underlying conditions encourage 
excess, then the same basic problem will keep coming back with a 
new face. 

 Every period of scandal has its villains. This time around, Bernie 
Madoff heads a whole new pack of them. But their prison terms don ’ t 
change the system in which they operate. Besides, as much as federal 
prosecutors want their public pound of fl esh, many of these executives 
were merely operating along gray lines — legality, ethics, and morality 
aside — and keeping up with the Joneses. Self - entitled excess can ’ t be 
simply chalked up to greed. In the dog - eat - dog world of Wall Street 
and Corporate America, excess symbolizes competitive advantage and 
pedigree within a select pecking order. But rather than pointing fi n-
gers, we need to do the harder work of reconstructing a better, more 
stable fi nancial system. On top of that, several important reforms are 
needed that must work simultaneously. 

 We need to put  all  derivatives,  $ 684 trillion of them in whatever 
their forms, on regulated platforms.  45   We should not do it in the way 
that Wall Street has suggested and Treasury Secretary Geithner has 
echoed, which is to regulate only the ones that are already easiest to 
understand and have the least built - in profi ts. No, we need to out-
law all over - the - counter manifestations of these products as well. It is 
always suspect when Wall Street agrees to do something, because it ’ s 
usually to avoid a harsher and more necessary regulation later. And to 
fi nd a more secretive ploy to making money. 

 On October 31, 2008, even before the ink on their TARP checks 
was dry, sixteen major banks, including major TARP recipients Bank of 
America, Merrill Lynch, JPMorgan Chase, Morgan Stanley, Citigroup, 
Goldman Sachs, and Wachovia, wrote a letter to Tim Geithner, then 
president of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York.  46   In it, the group 
committed to use a warehouse for credit derivatives, which would basi-
cally act as a clearinghouse that would process payments, the terms of 
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derivatives, and credit events (a company or a package of loans default-
ing). In other words, it would provide the red tape. 

 Those major dealers committed to having a central cash settling of 
contracts by November 30, 2009, such that a full  “ 96% of settlement vol-
ume on electronically matched transactions across market participants 
[will be] settled via TIW [Trade Information Warehouse] and CLS. ”   47   

 On the surface, this seems like a good thing. Regulators and mem-
bers of the futures industry convened before the House Agriculture 
Committee to debate the regulation of credit default swaps (CDSs) 
and other derivatives in early February 2009.  48   They reviewed a related 
draft bill, the Derivatives Markets Transparency and Accountability 
Act of 2009.  49   

 The proposed act suggested that over - the - counter, or OTC (that is, 
privately traded), derivatives be subject to reporting rules set by the 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission. The commission would 
also determine which OTC agreements could  “ disrupt the market, ”  
and therefore open up a wide interpretative gap as to which ones 
counted.  50   So, the lobbyists prevailed. The act did not make every OTC 
agreement subject to mandatory transparency or regulation, meaning 
that Wall Street will fi gure out a way to make money and keep certain 
agreements hidden. 

 Lobbyists were also against provisions that would make it illegal for 
market participants to use naked CDSs (CDSs for which they had no 
exposure to the underlying security), for fear that this would keep banks 
and other investors out of the market. They were dead set on this. 

  “ This provision would cripple the CDS market by making invest-
ment capital illegal and removing liquidity providers, ”  warned Stuart 
J. Kaswell, the executive vice president and general counsel of the 
Managed Funds Association (MFA), in his testimony.  51   

 Proponents of CDS regulation included various smaller corporate 
entities and their lobbyists, such as the National Cotton Council of 
America of Cordova, Tennessee, represented by Gary Taylor, CEO 
of Cargill Cotton Inc. He argued that speculative investment funds and 
OTC transactions  “ disrupted the futures and markets of energy 
and agriculture commodities. ”  He called for setting limits on hedge 
fund traders.  52   The cotton industry could claim legitimate need for 
derivatives to hedge its risk of certain crops not paying off, because it is 
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subject to the weather and other external factors. It might make those 
markets a little less fl uid, but that also means they ’ ll be less volatile. 
And you know that if the members of a market want regulation, it ’ s 
entirely necessary. 

 But it ’ s unfair that certain fi nancial fi rms can trade the same deriva-
tives without constraints and have no responsibility to provide cotton, 
no matter what external conditions are like. The problem is that when 
you have various interests gaming the markets for their own reasons, 
you create too many ways for certain groups to profi t and others to be 
impaired. The solution is that anyone trading a derivative should do so 
because it ’ s attached to a legitimate business purpose, beyond simply 
making money, or there should be a clearer line between investment 
banks that do so on behalf of their clients as opposed to only for their 
trading books.   

  Some Solutions   

  1. Don ’ t Let Risk Lurk Off the Books 
 We need to remove any off - book means of hiding debt, something that we 
were all so horrifi ed about during the Enron days. This means getting rid 
of structured investment vehicles (SIVs) and all of their manifestations. 

 These SIVs are a way to hide debt legally and have no other legiti-
mate purpose, yet there is no discussion about eliminating them. 
Whatever future name Wall Street may concoct for places to hide debt 
or losses off book, regulators should simply have a blanket retort:  “ You 
can ’ t do that. ”  Done.  

  2. Don ’ t Let Investment Banks Be Bank Holding Companies 
 There is a big structural problem in letting any fi rm become a bank 
holding company (BHC). When fi rms such as Goldman Sachs and 
Morgan Stanley were approved by the Federal Reserve Board to 
become BHCs on September 21, 2008, they exposed the federal gov-
ernment ’ s true gullibility and desperation.  53   The change in designation 
instantly enabled these companies to draw on a wider government and 
taxpayer safety net, and all they had to do was  “ volunteer ”  for more 
regulation from the government. 
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 But it is naive to think that this means they will be subject to stricter 
regulatory oversight. As I mentioned earlier, the Gramm - Leach - Bliley 
Act stealthily inserted an all - encompassing defi nition for what a fi nan-
cial holding company (FHC) is, broadening the one in the 1956 Bank 
Holding Company Act to include any fi rm that is  “ fi nancial in nature ”  
or  “ incidental to such fi nancial activity ”  or  “ complementary to a fi nan-
cial activity and does not pose a substantial risk to the safety or sound-
ness of depository institutions or the fi nancial system generally. ”   54   

 This designation includes almost any fi nancial fi rm. As FHCs, fi nan-
cial fi rms will get to do everything they were already doing before they 
attained that status. Furthermore, as BHCs, they also have access to 
more federal support. And given that the fi rms converting to BHCs 
had a minimum of two years to comply with BHC rules (meaning 
two years to crush these rules), those fi rms brought under the protec-
tive umbrella of the federal government will continue to reap bailout 
money and loans, propelling an inherently risky system. 

 Meanwhile, remember that Goldman Sachs announced on April 13, 
2009, that it was going to raise its own money to pay back the  $ 10 billion 
that it took from TARP. CEO Lloyd Blankfein even went on National 
Public Radio ’ s popular show  All Things Considered  to discuss his intent, 
telling NPR ’ s Robert Siegel,  “ I will tell you precisely when Goldman Sachs 
gives its money back: as soon as we are able to, while still being able to per-
form our functions in the capital markets systems subject to the approval 
of our regulators. ”   55   How damn mercenary of him. But he conveniently 
mentioned nothing about the other $54 billion in government assist-
ance.  56   And, sadly, he wasn ’ t asked to. He did acknowledge public anger 
over Wall Street bonuses.  “ I ’ ll accept the premise that the numbers, in 
the benefi t of hindsight, of course, look much too high, because today 
they ’ d never be those numbers, ”  Blankfein said.  “ Because today, peo-
ple aren ’ t creating that kind of value. So it ’ s almost a foreign thought 
that we ever could have been in that world. 

  “ But let me transport you back to 2005, 2006. In those years, Goldman 
Sachs actually had issues retaining our talent, ”  he said defensively.  57    

  3. Don ’ t Nationalize Risky Banks, Break Them Up 
 The debate over nationalizing banks by having the government take 
them over until stability is achieved, or creating bad banks as a kind of 
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holding pattern for toxic assets to be separated from the rest of a bank ’ s 
books, got a lot of play during the Second Great Bank Depression. 
But the government had already poured trillions of dollars into the 
backing of, or lending against, bad assets from these banks. And it had 
purchased substantial stakes through preferred or common shares in 
them. Some people believe that the next logical step is for the govern-
ment to simply run the banks. Not only do I think this idea of national-
izing the banks (if they remain structured as they are) is dangerous, the 
underlying decision to capitalize the banks ’  bad assets (the crux of all 
of the federal bailout plans) was terrible. 

 Most of the discussions avoid the fundamental problem: banks 
should not be constructed as they currently are. They should be 
separated into commercial and speculative entities. Otherwise, 
nationalization attempts would entail taking on huge risk and potential 
losses, rather than simply backing consumer - oriented or public good –
 oriented banking functions. Therefore, to nationalize effectively would 
require breaking up the banks fi rst. To contemplate the idea without 
this consideration is asking for the government to take on a possible 
bottomless pit of loss. 

 As for creating a  “ bad bank, ”  we should resist taking on the toxic 
assets of the entire banking industry at all costs. Not only because 
there is no clear way to evaluate these assets, which are merely esti-
mates from a host of self - interested parties — those selling them and 
others who might buy them on the cheap — but because the toxic assets 
are tied to substantial amounts of borrowing or leverage. If you take 
on the asset, you take on that leverage, and that could be an incredibly 
costly exercise. Again, it would be better for all of those former free -
 market advocates in the industry and the government to separate the 
banks into consumer and speculative companies. Then the government 
could back the consumer ones. Let the toxic assets stay on the books of 
the speculative fi rms; some will implode, some will survive. That ’ s the 
thing about free - market capitalism. Let it happen. Plus, why would you 
nationalize — that is, have a government take over and run — something 
you can ’ t quantify? These institutions aren ’ t simple deposit - and - loan 
banks, as Glass - Steagall ’ s survival would have rendered them. They are 
convoluted cesspools of seething risk. If we do nationalize, it should be 
limited to the consumer - related parts. 
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 On January 26, 2009, David E. Sanger of the  New York Times  noted 
that  “ privately, most members of the Obama economic team concede 
that the rapid deterioration of the country ’ s biggest banks, notably 
Bank of America and Citigroup, is bound to require far larger invest-
ments of taxpayer money. ”   58   When he wrote the piece, those two banks 
had already sucked in  $ 509 billion from us taxpayers.  59   

 Sanger didn ’ t comment on how dangerous it is to fund the destruc-
tion of  “ too big to fail ”  entities. Besides, the idea of  “ investment ”  keeps 
getting mixed up in the press and in D.C. with the word  nationalize . 
The terms  nationalization  or  partial nationalization  had been batted 
around by members of Congress, such as House speaker Nancy Pelosi 
(D - CA), who disclaimed it almost as soon as she mentioned it in an 
interview on ABC ’ s  This Week  in late January 2009.  “ Well, whatever 
you want to call it, ”  said Ms. Pelosi,  “ if we are strengthening them, then 
the American people should get some of the upside of that strengthen-
ing. Some people call that nationalization. I ’ m not talking about total 
ownership, ”  she abruptly added.  60   

 As if capitalizing banks, which is what the government is doing, and 
running them are somehow equivalent. On the back of that debate, 
 Newsweek  ran a cover on the February 16, 2009, issue stating,  “ We 
Are All Socialists Now. ”   61   The idea was that banks want help from the 
government when they screw up and no oversight when they ’ re raking 
it in. And the government merely runs in and complies. 

 If Wall Street wants a  “ bad bank, ”  then we can be pretty sure of one 
thing: for the rest of us, it ’ s a bad idea. On January 28, 2009, Reuters 
reported that the Obama administration was considering creating a 
 “ bad bank, ”  which  “ cheered Wall Street and helped drive fi nancial 
shares higher. ”   62   Of course, Wall Street was strongly in favor of a  “ bad 
bank ”  to buy its junk. Who wouldn ’ t want the chance to dump the 
old, to go about creating the new? That ’ s why spring cleaning was 
invented. 

  “ Wall Street likes the  ‘ bad bank ’  stuff, ”  said Joseph Saluzzi, the cohead 
of equity trading at Themis Trading.  “ It ’ s still just a rumor, but a lot of 
people are betting on it being true, and they like the idea of it. ”   63   

 A week later, Senator Chuck Schumer told Bloomberg News that 
 “ the Obama administration should provide guarantees for the toxic 
assets clogging lenders ’  balance sheets, rather than set up a  ‘ bad bank ’  
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to purchase them. ”  He cited two problems with the notion of a  “ bad 
bank. ”     “ It would probably be very expensive, costing as much as  $ 4 tril-
lion, ”  he reasoned, and,  “ second, it ’ d be hard to value those assets. ”   64   

 This is true. The idea of a  “ bad bank ”  lends credence to the idea that 
if only TARP had stayed on former treasury secretary Henry Paulson ’ s 
original course of buying up junk, things would have been better. The 
fact remains that whatever evaluation model you use for them, round-
ing up and dumping arbitrary amounts of toxic assets somewhere will 
not do more than calm the fi nancial markets for the amount of time it 
takes people to realize there ’ s more where that comes from. 

 Plus, guessing the value of toxic assets is a dangerous pursuit, which 
might seem obvious by now but the government has chosen not to 
acknowledge it in any meaningful way.  “ Meaningful ”  as in an objective 
evaluation of all of the toxic assets on all of the banks ’  books: a com-
plete show - and - tell and an external evaluation. That never happened. 
The government should not own or run what it does not understand 
and can ’ t therefore adequately manage or regulate.  

  4. Fix the Entire Banking Foundation 
 In this convoluted crisis, perhaps the most disturbing discussion is 
the one that we ’ re not having: a debate that clearly examines the very 
structure of the banking industry. Indeed, you can keep patching holes 
in walls forever, but if you don ’ t do something about a decaying foun-
dation, sooner or later, you ’ ll be sitting in a pile of rubble (again), won-
dering what happened (again). 

 This crisis, like the one that led to the Great Depression, was a per-
fect storm but not a random one. After all, it had happened before. Too 
much leverage. Too risky assets. Too few banks. Too little oversight. 
Each of these contributory factors was man - made and avoidable. 

 The solution in the 1930s was the New Deal, which didn ’ t simply 
fund problems; it found solutions. In fact, the only stability during 
the current crisis has come from the elements of the New Deal that 
haven ’ t been deregulated. FDR ’ s creation of the FDIC to insure cus-
tomer deposits staved off a national bank run, even though for years 
banks have lobbied to reduce insurance payments to the FDIC. 

 The New Deal meshed government rescue with economic restruc-
turing and accountability. We deeply need that today. Sadly, it is as 
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needed as it is unlikely. A more plausible outcome is that no mean-
ingful regulation will be enacted to keep securitization technology 
from being used to create more complex assets or to place the most 
convoluted credit derivatives on exchanges, and, thus, corresponding 
capital requirements will not be increased. In a couple of years, after 
Goldman Sachs and others have suffi ciently recapitalized themselves 
at the expense of government protection structures that were never 
meant for investment banks, these fi rms may even decide to go pri-
vate, and the binge - and - bonus cycle will begin again. As Paulson rides 
off into the sunset, bags a book deal, or eventually heads to some new 
infl uential position elsewhere, the real cost of the fi nancial system ’ s 
bailout will dog the Obama administration, particularly if it remains 
unwilling to dig into the structural legislation on which our current 
banking system resides. 

 And Wall Street will regroup and revive. Even by the winter of 
2008, echoes of  “ time to buy ”  had peeked through the darker com-
mentary. Jim O ’ Shaughnessy, the chairman of O ’ Shaughnessy Asset 
Management, told a Reuters Investment Conference in December 
2008 that none of today ’ s conditions are as bad as those that marked 
the 1930s Depression.  “ Much of the damage is out of the way, ”  he said. 
 “ Price alone would lead us to conclude that now is a fantastic time for 
investors with cash to move that cash into the stock market. ”   65   Bringing 
confi dence into the economy by buying stocks does not change the core 
problems of the banking industry ’ s structure. 

 While the second half of the bailout plan was being debated by 
Treasury Secretary Tim Geithner and Federal Reserve chairman Ben 
Bernanke, they expertly dodged multiple bullets of culpability for 
their roles in allowing such a catastrophically dumb and risky merger 
as Bank of America with Merrill Lynch. (Yes, Thain and Lewis deserve 
blame, but really, how could anyone not know that Merrill Lynch was 
having massive problems?) 

 Again, it is convenient — and, let ’ s face it, satisfying — to crucify the 
leaders of the institutions that continue to blow up, like Thain and 
his  $ 35,000 offi ce commode, and not fi x the structure that fosters the 
behavior of the heads of those fi rms.  66   

 But let ’ s not forget the legislative and regulatory environment that 
made it all possible. Because if we do, then just like after the Great 
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Depression, the Savings and Loan Crisis, the Long Term Capital 
Management bailout, and the Enron and WorldCom scandals, we will 
encounter another crisis after we get through this one.  67   How many 
trillions of taxpayer dollars does it take before we act to prevent the 
same disaster from happening again? 

 As economist Dean Baker aptly told me,  “ There needs to be a limit 
to the size of the industry and its key players. If you have an economi-
cally powerful industry, you ’ ll have a politically powerful one. How do 
you get around a  ‘ too big to fail ’  company, if at the end of the day these 
fi rms control regulators by controlling the regulatory legislation that gets 
passed? Even if you could argue that you have the best rules, if you don ’ t 
have the political structure to enforce them, they will not work. ”   68   

 True, the proximity of Wall Street to Washington is not simply help-
ing Wall Street titans get big bonuses through risky practices. If that 
were the case and it could be confi ned to the lives of the privileged, 
it would be one thing. But the consequences of their piracies have 
seeped into the greater economy, and that is not acceptable. 

 Rather than allowing the creation of larger, riskier monsters, like 
Bank of America–  Merrill Lynch or whatever combinations Goldman 
Sachs and Morgan Stanley become, we need a Glass - Steagall – like 
reclassifi cation of Wall Street, going in the direction of smaller, more 
regulated, less risky entities. 

 Wall Street needs a total dissection, a purge, and a 100 percent dis-
closure of the risk on its current books, period. It also needs to bring 
in nonregulated entities like hedge funds, private equity funds, and 
off - book gimmicks into open purview and tax policies. 

 True, there are some things that can ’ t be changed. You can ’ t do much 
about greed. Even Stanley Weiser, the cowriter on Oliver Stone ’ s 1980s 
tale - of - the - times hit  Wall Street , said,  “ If director Oliver Stone and I 
had a nickel for every time someone uttered the words  ‘ greed is good, ’  
we could have bought up the remains of Lehman Brothers. ”   69   

 Everyone comes to Wall Street for the money. The ones at the top 
are there for the money and the power. No one comes for the ability 
to help humanity. If that were the case, they ’ d all be working for non-
profi ts. To them, this period represents a setback. It ’ s Darwinian — this 
crisis is a winnowing of the herd. Some will never return. Others will 
reemerge from our current quagmire and thrive again. 
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 Weiser went on to say,  “ I wish I could go back and rewrite the greed 
line to this:  ‘ Greed is good. But I ’ ve never seen a Brinks truck pull up 
to a cemetery. ’  ”   70   

 He is quite literally dead on. Greed kills. Greed is literally choking the 
life out of our country. So let ’ s adopt that same Darwinian attitude. Let ’ s 
acknowledge that our lives have been forever changed as a result of the 
fi nancial crisis. And let us learn from this madness, so that we may thrive 
once again — thrive not because of unchecked greed and the false hope of 
endless profi ts, but rather let us thrive with a reliable, regulated system 
of checks and balances that ensures the possibility of growth for all.  

  5. Don ’ t Capitalize Banks You Can ’ t Understand 
 Between these punts at an explanation lies the true problem. It ’ s the 
same one that has been at the core of this crisis and that stemmed from 
the complete deregulation of the industry in 1999. As we have seen, the 
problem is that no one has a clue about the true nature of Citigroup ’ s 
books or the health of AIG ’ s. Or of Bank of America ’ s, Wells Fargo ’ s, 
or, for that matter, JPMorgan Chase ’ s, although its CEO Jamie Dimon 
maintains the best poker face. And why are we so in the dark? Because 
the banks were allowed to grow to be too big to regulate and too com-
plex to decipher. 

 The very idea that the government should capitalize these convo-
luted institutions, rather than separating out and concentrating on the 
specifi c divisions that are fully understandable and whose risks are 
quantifi able, defi es logic. It has also proved to be tremendously inef-
fi cient and costly. 

 No amount of equity injections or Geithner ’ s stress tests or private -  
or public-government - backed investment plans will change that. No 
one should think of nationalizing, as in taking over and running, any-
thing he or she can ’ t quantify. Ever. 

 You might buy a used car from a friend, but would you buy a bunch 
of them without fi nding out how many there are and what condition 
they ’ re in? If you end up with ten cars that won ’ t run, you ’ re in trouble. 
But what if it ’ s ten thousand? 

 The fact remains that whatever evaluation model you use for these 
toxic assets, however you capitalize them, and whatever  “ bad bank ”  
construct you go with, sequestering these assets somewhere will only 
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pacify the fi nancial markets for as long as it takes people to realize that 
 “ out of sight, out of mind ”  doesn ’ t solve the problem. 

 Why? Because we ’ re still not even discussing the borrowing that 
Wall Street did on the back of those securities. Remember, Wall Street 
of the last ten years has been defi ned by an insane fi xation on borrowing 
money whenever possible, even borrowing against wealth that doesn ’ t 
really exist. So, let ’ s just say that all of the banks borrowed up to ten 
times the amount those securities were once worth — a very conserva-
tive estimate, considering how hard banks worked to overturn the net 
capital rule in 2004, which enabled some banks to borrow up to thirty 
times what they had in their (already illiquid) wallets. Yet, as I’ve men-
tioned, even with that conservative estimate, we ’ re looking at a possible 
systemwide loss of  $ 140 trillion. By that token, the  $ 13 trillion of federal 
bailouts and loans, including the measly  $ 700 billion in TARP money 
that the media likes to focus on, is a drop in a big scary bucket. 

 As so many of the Americans forced into foreclosure already know, 
these  “ toxic assets ”  don ’ t live in isolation. They are like weeds over-
running a lawn. We can ’ t simply remove a section and assume that 
the lawn will automatically convert to pure grass. These assets have 
separate lives as collateral for other things: borrowing, credit deriva-
tives, and so on. We must determine what they connect to, in order to 
decipher how much loss they represent. And that entails analyzing and 
reconstructing the whole system, as well as the assets within it. 

Before  pouring more money into the banks and taking on more of 
their toxic assets in return for loans, we need to stop, take a breath, 
and evaluate the banks ’  books. Even now, well after the TARP checks 
have been signed, it is important for taxpayers and economic experts to 
know what the banks ’  books look like. And we still really don ’ t. 

 Next, we need to dissect all banks into manageable, backable parts. 
We must take apart the supermarket banks and distinguish between 
consumer - oriented and speculative banking. How? By bringing back a 
modern version of the bipartisan Glass - Steagall Act of 1933. Wall Street 
screwed up then, and banks were given a choice. They could deal with 
citizens ’  daily fi nancial activities and be backed by the government, or 
they could go their own way and speculate to their greed ’ s content. 

 By separating the banking landscape into less   risky commercial 
banks that dealt directly with consumers (and their deposits and loans), 
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and risky investment banks (that packaged, leveraged, speculated, and 
traded these loans and other complicated securities), the government 
capped its (and the public ’ s) potential losses. FDIC insurance only had 
to cover banks whose functions were fi nite. It made sense. Compared to 
the madness we ’ re in today, it makes almost too much sense. 

 The same should apply for our current situation. The government 
should back only commercial banking activities. It should start, for 
example, by injecting capital directly into the loan principals of 
 ordinary Americans. The government should not provide funding 
for speculation on the back of other people ’ s money or homes or 
to fi x the problems that speculation creates.  That’s a new bubble 
 waiting to burst.

 And the government should defi nitely  not  be backing insurance 
companies, such as AIG, that overspeculated in credit derivatives on 
behalf of those banks. Plus, it should demand transparency, in regard 
not only to where our bailout money goes, but to what banks were 
doing with our deposit money to begin with. 

 Sure, no bank wants to disclose all of its ugly information; no one wants 
to come face - to - face with the breadth and depth of potential losses. But 
neither is anyone in Washington asking for it. It must happen.  

  6. Stop the Fed! 
 We should start with the biggest, most secretive bank in the country, 
the Fed. Already, its informational stalemate has amounted to grand 
larceny. Its lack of transparency and cooperation will continue to ooze 
taxpayer money until there is a complete show - and - tell of every book 
in the banking system. Only then will we know what the Fed has taken 
on its books, who it ’ s helping and by how much. To that end, please 
visit http://action.fi redoglake.com/page/s/Fed1207 and join me in sup-
porting H.R.1207   to audit the Fed. 

 As German chancellor Angela Merkel said during a June 2, 2009, 
speech at a conference of the Initiative for a New Social Market 
Economy,  “ I view with great skepticism the powers of the Fed  . . .  and 
also how, within Europe, the Bank of England has carved out its own 
small line  . . . . We must return together to an independent central -
 bank policy and to a policy of reason, otherwise we will be in exactly 
the same situation in ten years ’  time. ”   71   
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 The Fed ’ s secretive, far - reaching power has destroyed any trust that 
once existed among banks and, as a result, has frozen credit. Why? 
Because with the Fed acting as mega - money - supplier, banks don ’ t 
need to worry about the state of each others ’  books. The Fed will take 
care of things. Transparency and trust are unnecessary. 

 But we must move past the fear of the unknown. The losses sitting 
on the books of banks are enormous. Denying that fact doesn ’ t change 
it; all of the secrecy only enfl ames the crisis. But exposing the details, 
fi xing the loans, and reconstructing the banking system will ultimately 
heal the crisis. 

 Sadly, the rush to bigness that was blessed by the Fed and the pre-
vailing idea that you have to save, and even grow, giant fi rms imply 
that no real lessons were learned. The way to avert a credit crisis is 
to regulate its source, to take away the ability for the fi nancial system to 
leverage and trade itself beyond its capacity to absorb the risk that it 
will incur — and that will harm the entire economy. We cannot con-
tinue to let any fi nancial institution become too big and complicated 
for the government to understand, particularly when the government 
is expected to save it from demise. 

 Without regulatory mechanisms to curtail a credit monster borne 
of lax lending, packaging, leveraging, and trading, there will be no sta-
bilization of our economy and the banking system and no end to the 
ongoing public fallout. How low must we go? Again, it ’ s time to learn 
from FDR already. Divide the banking system into regulatable, back-
able parts: the less risky commercial banks get government support; 
the risky investment banks and hedge and private equity funds don ’ t. 
Financial functionality becomes transparent and useful, not merely 
speculative. People at the top could still get rich, just not as rich — and 
not at the cost of ravaging the general population and generations 
to come. 

 Wall Street has operated in an environment with virtually no restric-
tions on the number of securities it could create — as long as it could 
drum up demand for them, no matter how spurious they were. Wall 
Street fi rms obliterated past rules to pile on extreme amounts of lev-
erage, on and off their main books. They created a credit derivatives 
market in which contracts could be bought and paid for without any 
legitimate tie to underlying collateral. (It would be like buying and 
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selling car insurance for the sheer hell of it, without owning a car or 
even being able to drive.) They operated on a highway with no speed 
limit. No wonder a great pile - on crash occurred as soon as one car 
broke down. 

 We need to set speed limits. We need a safer system. We need a 
complete reconstruction of the banking landscape along the lines of 
the Glass - Steagall Act of 1933. FDR signed it to bring stability, trans-
parency, and accountability to the fi nancial sector, as well as to contain 
the expenses that the government would have to incur in order to res-
cue the fi nancial sector from itself.   

  Pour Some Sugar on It 

 Unfortunately, these conversations are not being carried out in depth. 
Instead, the discussion is focused on cosmetic regulatory fi xes that may 
help a little but won ’ t fi x the system. It happens every time. And with 
every major uptick of the Dow, calls for more stringent rules, bonus 
caps, and the like become dim background noise. 

 Nothing sweeps problems under the carpet like spin. By April 2009, 
the media were predicting the possible end of the economic crisis 
because the Dow and bank stocks had rallied. Was it because there 
were any signs at all of job growth? Or of foreclosures stalling? Or 
small businesses opening? No, not all. The markets rose because the 
country ’ s second - biggest home - lending bank, Wells Fargo, announced 
that it would have better - than - expected (by none other than bank ana-
lysts ’ ) earnings estimates. A record fi rst - quarter profi t, no less. So eve-
rything was going to be better, just like that. And the choir rose in song 
as Bloomberg reported the following: 

  “ The worst is behind us. We ’ re working our way through the credit 
crisis and that ’ s why the market is cheering, ”  enthused Alan Gayle, 
senior investment strategist at RidgeWorth Capital Management in 
Richmond, Virginia, which oversees  $ 60 billion. 

  “ Government stress tests of U.S. banks ’  ability to withstand a deeper 
recession are likely to indicate that most don ’ t need more taxpayer 
money, ”  said Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City president Thomas 
Hoenig. 
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 Even Lawrence Summers, White House chief economic adviser, 
was confi dent that what he called the economic  “ free - fall ”  would end 
soon.  72   

 Of course, the fi nancial sector was thrilled; it went on to get more 
federal assistance at our expense and got to keep the lax structure in 
which it existed. If someone gave you a whole bunch of money, people 
would have confi dence in your ability to pay them whatever you might 
owe them, too. It doesn ’ t mean you discovered a safer way to ope rate. 
Thus, on April 9, 2009, Wells Fargo, after an abysmal year, prean-
nounced (so strategic) good earnings,  “ exceptionally strong mortgage 
banking results for the fi rst quarter of 2009,  $ 100 billion in mortgage 
originations and a 41% increase in mortgage applications, and strong 
indication for the second quarter of 2009. ”   73   This kind of sleight of 
hand is what begins a new pillage cycle. Wells Fargo didn ’ t distinguish 
whether these were new mortgages or refi nanced old ones. Refi nanced 
old ones mean that people are taking advantage of lower rates to lower 
their payments, which might or might not be good for staving off fore-
closures, but the lack of explanation reeks of Wall Street as usual. 

 Meanwhile, in a speech at Peking University on May 31, 2009, Tim 
Geithner, aka Pollyanna, swung into sugarcoating mode:  “ We are start-
ing to see some initial signs of improvement. The global recession 
seems to be losing force. In the United States, the pace of decline in 
economic activity has slowed. ”  

 Now, how many of you readers feel better about your personal 
fi nances right now given that the  “ pace of decline ”  has slowed? 

 Geithner continued on about his true constituents,  “ The fi nancial 
system is starting to heal. The clarity and disclosure provided by our 
capital assessment of major U.S. banks has helped improve market 
confi dence in them, making it possible for banks that needed capital to 
raise it from private investors and to borrow without guarantees. ”   74   

 Nice that the treasury secretary, who is a public servant, feels that 
things are getting better — for the banks. But has he tried to get a job 
in the real world recently? Naturally, Wall Street is doing better than 
Main Street. Thirteen trillion dollars of government assistance will do 
a lot for your industry. So it ’ s not surprising that on May 5, 2009, the 
 Wall Street Journal  wrote:  “ Merrill Lynch has gone on a hiring spree. 
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The fi rm is offering one of the highest - paying recruiting deals in the 
industry for top - producing advisers who join the fi rm. ”   75   

 There was more sugar from the media. On June 3, 2009, Evan 
Newmark of the  Wall Street Journal  even called for Paulson to be 
named a national hero. He wrote,  “ The TARP bailout worked. The 
Wall Street crisis is over. ”   76   Six days later, the Treasury Department 
announced that ten banks could pay back  $ 68 billion of their TARP 
money. Tim Ryan, CEO of the Securities Industry and Financial 
Markets Association (SIFMA), wrote an op - ed in the  Financial Times  
on behalf of the banks, stating:  “ The industry accepts its share of 
responsibility for its role in the economic crisis and its duty to be part 
of the recovery. We intend to partner with governments to overhaul 
the regulatory system to help prevent such a crisis again  . . . . Financial 
market participants know the time for change and reform in fi nancial 
services has come. ”   77   

 These banks actually owed  $ 229.7 billion between the TARP, TGLP, 
AIG money, and other avenues, but gee, it ’ s swell that the Treasury 
Department was going to  “ allow ”  them to pay back a whole  $ 68 billion, 
to escape government restrictions without imposing any new ones for 
the rest of the money.  78   

 Geithner should have taken a moment to look at that real world. He 
seemed oblivious to the  New York Times  warning that came out about 
a week before that speech. With job losses rising,  “ growing numbers 
of American homeowners with once solid credit are falling behind on 
their mortgages, amplifying a wave of foreclosures. ”  The article also 
stated that  “  Economy.com  expects that 60 percent of the mortgage 
defaults this year will be set off primarily by unemployment, up from 
29 percent last year. ”   79   

 Adding more pain to the mix, housing values plummeted, according 
to the S & P/Case - Schiller Home Price Indices, to a seven - year low of 
128.81 by the fi rst quarter of 2009. 80    That ’ s not improvement, Tim. But 
don ’ t worry, you ’ ve got someone else on your side: none other than Jim 
Cramer. 

 In a  New York  magazine article with the headline  “ Thank Bernanke, ”  
Cramer concluded that  “ Ben Bernanke will go down as the greatest 
Federal Reserve chairman in history. ”  According to Cramer,  “ The 
moment of crisis has passed, the parallels to the Great Depression are 
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gone, all because Bernanke learned the lessons of history and refused 
to let it repeat itself. Bernanke once seemed Lilliputian compared to 
Greenspan. Now their statures have been reversed. ”   81   

 Okay, I do agree with Cramer on one thing. Bernanke is bigger 
than Greenspan. Greenspan never conspired to subsidize the banking 
industry with  $ 13 trillion.  

  Free Markets Aren ’ t Free 

 This kind of shallow analysis means that in a year or two, there will 
be collective government and media sighs of relief, accompanied by 
enthusiasm that America ’ s fi nancial tree has shaken off its bad apples, 
and those spunky free markets have once again corrected themselves. 

 But we have to remember that the  “ free ”  markets aren ’ t actually 
free — they cost trillions of dollars in Fed and Treasury secrets and bail-
outs, billions of dollars in bonuses, and millions of jobs. And because 
the remaining fi nancial titans can afford to wait out a year or two of tur-
moil — as long as they retain control of the rules, which they will — we ’ ll 
soon experience another round of convoluted off - book, nontranspar-
ent transactions engineered by teams of Ivy League PhDs, abetted by 
practices paid for by the fi nance industry. 

 A few years after the death of Bear Stearns and Lehman Brothers 
and the acquisition of Merrill Lynch by Bank of America, of Washington 
Mutual by JPMorgan Chase, and of Wachovia by Wells Fargo, some 
smoking - hot product will emerge to replace subprime CDOs, just as 
something replaced Enronian derivatives wizardry, WorldCom broad-
band bonds, Long Term Capital Management magic, dot - com IPOs, 
and junk bonds. 

 The new Wall Street landscape will be divided into a bunch of risk -
 laden mega - banks, headed by ex - Goldmanites or other members of the 
political - banking elite squad. Pieces of the investment banks that have 
supposedly changed their spots through acquisition or altering their 
status to BHCs to extract more government support will spin off into 
private companies — streamlined and focused, they will call them — to 
ward off any possibility of enduring forced regulation, which will be a 
nonevent anyway. Bonuses will boom, and the cycle will begin again. 
Then we will wonder why, yet again, so much money has transferred 
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pockets, and no lessons were learned. Why is it that the more Wall 
Street changes, the more it remains the same? 

 We have got to be louder in our demands for real change. No Fed 
secrecy. No Treasury backing for toxic assets. No merging of banks that 
misbehave or that take our money to fi nance the deed. No banks 
that mingle consumer deposits with risky bets. No securities packaged 
with so many layers that they are impossible to understand, let alone 
regulate or value. No acceptance of the idea that free markets mean 
no constraints. No public dime supporting private losses. No status 
quo. We can achieve this, just as U.S citizens did in the past. A fl ood 
of visible public outrage provoked necessary and stabilizing changes 
in the 1930s, and the president, the treasury secretary, and Congress 
combined their strengths to reform the banking system. 

 We may not be in the middle of an exact duplicate of the Great 
Depression today, with high unemployment rates and bread lines, but 
in terms of wealth loss and federal subsidies extended to the banking 
system, we have surpassed those times. We need to fl ood Congress 
with our opinions again. We need better than equal treatment for peo-
ple over banks. Our representatives need to know beyond a shadow 
of any doubt that we will not give them our votes if they take from 
us our future. E - mail them, march before their offi ces, vote against 
the ones who don ’ t represent you and tell them why, start petitions, 
Twitter them. Flood their Facebook inboxes. Silence is too costly and 
unfair. Revolutionize regulation. The government has shown us the 
money is available. 

 We must ask ourselves: Do we have what it takes to stop the fi nancial 
insanity this time? Or will we be lulled into complacency once again, 
so eager for a return to  “ normal ”  that we fail to stop the same systemic 
cascade of reckless and shady practices and greed from devastating us 
all over again? And the answer must be: No, we won ’ t! It ’ s past time to 
fl ex our will and end the next pillage before it starts.            
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          T H E  R E A L  N U M B E R S : 
B A I L O U T ,  T A R P ,  A N D  C E O 

C O M P E N S A T I O N          

 In the course of considering all the tentacles of the government -
 sponsored bailout of the fi nancial industry, there were a lot of num-
bers to process. In order to establish as comprehensive a set of 
reports as possible, Krisztina Ugrin and I scoured primary sources 
including Federal Reserve press releases and reports, Securities 
and Exchange Commission annual reports and proxy statements, 
Treasury Department press releases, U.S. Department of State 
reports, AIG ’ s counterparty report, Citigroup ’ s loss sharing pro-
gram release, Congressional Research Service (CRS) reports, the 
SIGTARP (Special Inspector General for the Troubled Asset Relief 
Program) report, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) 
press releases and reports, the Reuters and Dealogic Temporary 
Liquidity Guarantee Program reports, and corporate press releases. 
Where necessary, we questioned people at the Fed, Treasury 
Department, and FDIC for clarifi cations. John Olagues, owner and 
principal consultant of Truth in Options, stock options consultants, 
also provided assistance in determining the true value of executive 
options, in order to  determine their total compensation. Each of our 
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reports contains fi rst - source links. To access the reports, please visit 
 http://www.nomiprins.com/bailout.html    .

    1.   Nomi Prins and Krisztina Ugrin,  “ Bailout Tally, ”  June 2009: This 
report breaks down the  $ 13 trillion by government area (Treasury 
Department, Fed, FDIC, etc.) and by company to illustrate 
exactly how much assistance came from what federal entity. Each 
of the various lending facilities are delineated as well. We will 
update this report monthly.  

    2.   Nomi Prins and Krisztina Ugrin,  “ CEO Compensation and 
Bonuses ” : This report provides information on total executive 
compensation for the top TARP   capital purchase program recipi-
ents, comparing their compensations in 2007 (before the bailout) 
with those in 2008 (after the bailout) and also the losses/prof-
its of each fi rm for those years. We will release the information 
for 2009, as it becomes available. The report depicts the vari-
ous reclassifi cations of compensation that fi rms have used to pay 
their executives, outside of any possible government restrictions, 
as well as an evaluation of the stock and option awards by John 
Olagues for Citigroup, JPMorgan Chase, and Goldman Sachs.  

    3.   Nomi Prins and Krisztina Ugrin,  “ TARP Evaluation, ”  June 2009: 
Because there is certain information missing from the 250 - page 
quarterly SIGTARP report released on April 21, 2009, we com-
piled a report to augment it. We evaluate TARP investments and 
provide a point of comparison with other reports that have been 
released on TARP. We will update the report as new SIGTARP 
reports are released.               
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till ticked off at the Federal government 
doling out trillions to save Wall Street from 
its own screwups? You’re not alone. You 

have every right to know exactly how the fi nancial 
disasters of 2008 happened, why the government 
leapt so quickly to lavish the reckless perpetrators 
with cheap loans and subsidies that may never be 
repaid, and what must be done to ensure it never 
happens again.

In It Takes a Pillage, former Wall Street insider 
turned muckraking journalist Nomi Prins argues 
vehemently and convincingly that the current crisis 
has almost nothing to do with subprime mortgages 
and everything to do with a fi nancial system that 
rewards people who move money instead of people 
who make things, operates outside of the media’s 
gaze, is sheltered from governmental supervision, 
and uses leverage to turn risky deals into insanely 
risky deals.

You’ll fi nd out how the revolving door between Wall 
Street and Washington enabled and encouraged 
the disastrous behavior of large investment banks. 
You’ll meet the Pillage People: the men who 
funneled trillions of dollars directly to the banks 
and the executives whose companies drained 
the American economy. You’ll learn which of the 
Federal Pillage Triumvirate pirated the biggest 
part of a $10.7 trillion bounty—Hank Paulson, 
Ben Bernanke, or Timothy Geithner. You’ll decide 
which private-sector pillager took the biggest 
share of spoils—Bank of America head Ken Lewis 
in his unholy alliance with former Merrill Lynch 
chief exec John Thain, who extracted $225 billion 
from the public; former AIG exec Joseph Cassano, 
who banked $315 million, leading the division 
that nearly drowned AIG before it hooked a $182 
billion federal life raft; or Robert Rubin, whose 
public- and private-sector decisions decimated 
fi nancial restraint and landed Citigroup in a $388 
billion hole.

Prins also takes you on a harrowing tour of the 
Wall Street mind-set, in which making money is a 
game and colossal paychecks are a way of keeping 

score—and getting a huge bonus after churning 
out fabricated securities and taking out the entire 
world economy might be the biggest win of all. 

The scariest part is that for all the trillions that 
have been spent or committed to the bloated 
stalwarts of Wall Street, our economic system 
remains in disarray. Prins demonstrates that this 
failure stems from fl aws not in these institutions, 
but in the banking system itself. She shows how 
irresponsible deregulation whetted both indi-
vidual and institutional appetites for short-term 
gain, and produced an addiction to greed and 
power that still rules the markets even after nearly 
destroying them.

Complete with a savvy and well-developed proposal 
for extracting ourselves from this downward 
financial spiral and stabilizing the economy, 
ItTakes a Pillage is packed with all the information 
you need to understand the fi nancial crisis and 
identify policies that will solve the problem, rather 
than make it more severe.

NOMI PRINS, a former managing director at 
Goldman Sachs, writes on corruption in Washington 
and on Wall Street for Mother Jones, Fortune, 
Alternet, the Nation, and other publications. She 
is a senior fellow at Demos and a frequent guest 
on national radio stations, including NPR and Air 
America. She has appeared on The NewsHour, 
Democracy Now!, and various CNBC, CNN, and 
Fox TV programs. Her previous books are Other 
People’s Money and Jacked. Visit her Web site at 
www.nomiprins.com.
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“ If you want to understand why the Geithner-Summers plan won’t solve the fi nancial 
crisis, and why Wall Street is disgraced but still calling the shots, you can’t do 
better than the brilliantly written and documented It Takes a Pillage, by former 
investment banker and fi nancial critic Nomi Prins. As she devastatingly shows, it 
took a pillage to destroy the fi nancial system, and it will take a lot more than the 
cozy relationship of Geithner, Bernanke, and Summers with Wall Street to rebuild 
the fi nancial economy.”

— ROBERT KUTTNER, co-editor, The American Prospect 
and author of Obama’s Challenge

“ Nomi Prins has applied her unmatched expertise in Wall Street’s arcane methods of 
turning your money into their bonuses to mapping the recent crisis. In compelling, 
scathing prose, she shows how the key players escaped being brought to account, 
and kept their pet offi cials in power.”

— JOHN DIZARD, columnist, Financial Times 

“ No one takes Wall Street to task like Nomi Prins. But this book is far more than 
a pointed attack on how greed and bad regulation created a global economic 
meltdown—it also offers concrete prescriptions for how to prevent the next crisis. 
Let’s hope Washington is listening.”

—JAMES LEDBETTER, Editor, The Big Money

“ Nomi knows. Having been at Goldman Sachs, Nomi Prins knows the mind-set, 
knows how to read spreadsheets, knows the people, and knows Wall Street’s games. 
Nomi knows and now Nomi tells.”

—JIM HIGHTOWER, author of Swim against the Current

“ This book will make readers angry, as they should be. This is a lively account of the 
Wall Street machinations and Washington deregulation that led up to the economic 
crisis. Prins writes from the perspective of someone who has seen the beast from 
the inside, having worked as a Wall Street banker.”

— DEAN BAKER, Co-Director, Center for Economic and 
Policy Research
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